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ABSTRACT

SPATIAL-SPECTRAL APPROACHES TO EDGE DETECTION IN
HYPERSPECTRAL REMOTE SENSING
Cary M. Cox, Ph.D.
George Mason University, 2017
Dissertation Director: Dr. Anthony Stefanidis

This dissertation advances geoinformation science at the intersection of
hyperspectral remote sensing and edge detection methods. A relatively new
phenomenology among its remote sensing peers, hyperspectral imagery (HSI) comprises
only about 7% of all remote sensing research – there are five times as many radarfocused peer reviewed journal articles than hyperspectral-focused peer reviewed journal
articles. Similarly, edge detection studies comprise only about 8% of image processing
research, most of which is dedicated to image processing techniques most closely
associated with end results, such as image classification and feature extraction. Given the
centrality of edge detection to mapping, that most important of geographic functions,
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improving the collective understanding of hyperspectral imagery edge detection methods
constitutes a research objective aligned to the heart of geoinformation sciences.
Consequently, this dissertation endeavors to narrow the HSI edge detection
research gap by advancing three HSI edge detection methods designed to leverage HSI’s
unique chemical identification capabilities in pursuit of generating accurate, high-quality
edge planes. The Di Zenzo-based gradient edge detection algorithm, an innovative
version of the Resmini HySPADE edge detection algorithm and a level set-based edge
detection algorithm are tested against 15 traditional and non-traditional HSI datasets
spanning a range of HSI data configurations, spectral resolutions, spatial resolutions,
bandpasses and applications.
This study empirically measures algorithm performance against Dr. John Canny’s
six criteria for a good edge operator: false positives, false negatives, localization, singlepoint response, robustness to noise and unbroken edges. The end state is a suite of
spatial-spectral edge detection algorithms that produce satisfactory edge results against a
range of hyperspectral data types applicable to a diverse set of earth remote sensing
applications. This work also explores the concept of an edge within hyperspectral space,
the relative importance of spatial and spectral resolutions as they pertain to HSI edge
detection and how effectively compressed HSI data improves edge detection results.
The HSI edge detection experiments yielded valuable insights into the algorithms’
strengths, weaknesses and optimal alignment to remote sensing applications. The
gradient-based edge operator produced strong edge planes across a range of evaluation
measures and applications, particularly with respect to false negatives, unbroken edges,
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urban mapping, vegetation mapping and oil spill mapping applications. False positives
and uncompressed HSI data presented occasional challenges to the algorithm. The
HySPADE edge operator produced satisfactory results with respect to localization,
single-point response, oil spill mapping and trace chemical detection, and was challenged
by false positives, declining spectral resolution and vegetation mapping applications.
The level set edge detector produced high-quality edge planes for most tests and
demonstrated strong performance with respect to false positives, single-point response,
oil spill mapping and mineral mapping. False negatives were a regular challenge for the
level set edge detection algorithm. Finally, HSI data optimized for spectral information
compression and noise was shown to improve edge detection performance across all three
algorithms, while the gradient-based algorithm and HySPADE demonstrated significant
robustness to declining spectral and spatial resolutions.
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PURPOSE

The guiding principles for this dissertation are to: 1) advance remote sensing
science into underserved research areas, 2) measure algorithm performance against
challenging and non-traditional datasets, and 3) maximize the generalizability of new
algorithms.

Advance the Science of Spatial-Spectral Edge Detection Methods
The chief objective of this dissertation is to advance the science of spatial-spectral
edge detection methods as applied to hyperspectral imagery (HSI). For the purposes of
this study, an edge is defined as a linear or curvilinear multi-pixel spatial and spectral
discontinuity separating chemically distinct materials. This edge model extends the
traditional edge model to include material composition. For the purposes of this
dissertation, an edge is defined as a closed linear or curvilinear multi-pixel spatial and
spectral discontinuity separating chemically distinct materials The edge model explicitly
states that an edge occurs only between chemically (i.e., spectrally) distinct materials and
is not due to illumination or single-band grayscale intensity differences, weathering
effects or other material behaviors or collection parameters that can confuse a single
material as multiple materials.
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The approach herein modifies for HSI and applies three unique spatial-spectral
algorithms and measures their performance against traditional remote sensing datasets
(i.e., overhead imagery) as well as against challenging, non-traditional datasets such as
microscene and drill-core spectral imagery. This dissertation also links the algorithms’
performances to the edge detection literature by comparing their performance to
traditional edge detection methods (e.g., Roberts and Sobel) as applied to spectral
imagery on a band-by-band basis. Most importantly, this dissertation empirically
measures algorithm performance against Dr. John Canny’s six criteria for a good edge
operator: false positives, false negatives, localization, single-point response, robustness to
noise and unbroken edges [1]. The end state is a suite of spatial-spectral edge detection
algorithms that produce improved edge results against a range of hyperspectral data types
applicable to a diverse set of earth remote sensing applications.

Advance GeoInformation Science into Underserved Research Areas
The second objective of this dissertation is to advance GeoInformation science
into relatively underserved research areas, namely edge detection and hyperspectral
studies. Consider Figure 1, which demonstrates that within the body of peer-reviewed
GeoInformation science, edge detection studies comprise a surprisingly small 1.3% of all
GeoInformation research and only about 8% of image processing research. The balance
of image processing research emphasizes traditional image processing approaches such as
denoising, image segmentation, pattern recognition, feature extraction, etc., while edge
detection methods are routinely deemphasized below their more specialized and scenespecific image classification cousins. Put another way, remote sensing researchers tend
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to emphasize image processing techniques that are most closely associated with end
results (e.g., image classification) at the expense of key enabling techniques such as edge
detection. Consequently, this dissertation chooses to advance the science of edge
detection methods as opposed to maturing/refining other, more thoroughly understood
research areas.
Additionally, this study chooses edge detection methods over other image
processing techniques due to its centrality to the essence of geographic study: mapping.
Edge detection outputs are much closer to what a geographer wants to see for mapping
purposes compared to image classification, denoising or dimensionality reduction
outputs. Indeed, properly extracted high-quality edges are a prerequisite to precise, highquality mapping – the original and still most widely recognized purpose of geographers.
This work also recognizes the disadvantages of edge detection techniques, namely
that they are sensitive and that pixel response can vary widely according to collection
environment. Look angle, illumination, sensor noise, and limited spatial resolution have
a long history of confounding otherwise capable edge detection techniques. This
dissertation accepts the challenge of these limitations and endeavors to demonstrate that
its edge detection algorithms can leverage the robust spectral character of HSI data to
mitigate edge detector performance vagaries.
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Figure 1: Comparative Scarcity of Edge Detection Research

Similarly, hyperspectral research comprises only about 7% of all remote sensing
research, and less than 5% of all GeoInformation research as seen in Figure 2. There are
five times as many radar-focused peer-reviewed journal articles than hyperspectralfocused peer-reviewed journal articles. Clearly, the scientific community’s collective
understanding of hyperspectral science is far less than that of traditional remote sensing
phenomenologies such as radar and panchromatic imaging. Therefore, in the spirit of
advancing remote sensing science into underserved research areas, this work pursues
hyperspectral remote sensing methods rather than other, more widely utilized remote
sensing phenomenologies.
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Figure 2: Hyperspectral Studies as an Underserved Research Area

Hyperspectral data’s ability to be optimized according to remote sensing
application also makes it an attractive choice for research. For example, HSI’s chemical
identification capability allows it to be fine-tuned to detect materials central to an
application, such as oil spill mapping and mineral mapping. Both oil spill mapping and
mineral mapping benefit from hyperspectral data collected between 0.4µm and 2.5µm, as
opposed to gaseous emission applications that benefit from longwave infrared
wavelengths (8.0µm and 12.0µm). Measuring the relative performance of various
spectral band combinations promises to illuminate optimal collection parameters from
both a purely scientific perspective as well as an applications perspective. Therefore,
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HSI data are an attractive choice for a research effort premised on demonstrating wide
applicability across remote sensing applications.
Additionally, as seen in Figure 3, the demand for hyperspectral data is quite
strong, as evidenced by the leading earth remote sensing scientists’ call for hyperspectral
capabilities on future Landsat missions [2]. Pairing this strong demand for future HSI
capabilities with the comparatively thin HSI literature suggests an interesting conclusion:
researchers will receive more hyperspectral data but will require improved understanding
in order to maximize its application. Consequently, this dissertation chooses to advance
the science of hyperspectral remote sensing as opposed to developing other, more
thoroughly understood remote sensing phenomenologies.
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Figure 3: AmericaView Community Recommendations for Future Landsat Capabilities [2]

Most importantly, the intersection between hyperspectral remote sensing and edge
detection algorithms represents a clear gap in the scientific literature. Figure 4
demonstrates that among the almost 15,000 peer-reviewed image processing articles, only
24 (i.e., 0.2%) pursue hyperspectral edge detection techniques as their primary research
effort. This is a surprisingly low number given the maturity of traditional panchromatic
edge detection methods and the strong potential for extracting edge information from
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high spectral resolution data. In order to help close this dissertation gap, this dissertation
advances the understudied field of hyperspectral edge detection algorithms.

Figure 4: Hyperspectral Edge Detection Methods as an Emerging Field

Demonstrate Utility against Challenging, Non-Traditional HSI Datasets
Regular readers of the remote sensing literature will likely agree that most peerreviewed research utilizes only a small set of well-understood datasets and that
researchers tend to favor conservative methods due to their increased likelihood of
success and suitability for publication (i.e., acceptance of negative results into the peerreviewed literature is quite rare). Spectral scientists, in particular, make such regular use
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of the same well-behaved datasets that the data have developed nicknames, such as “the
Cuprite data” and “the Indian Pines data.” The regular use of common HSI datasets
makes sense: researchers want to measure their new algorithm against existing algorithms
in a controlled test made possible only by using the same data for both algorithms.
Similarly, researchers prefer calibrated, orthorectified data due to their predictability and
stability. The relative scarcity of HSI datasets compared to more long-tenured data types
like panchromatic and MSI data also explains the narrow variety of data sets appearing in
the HSI literature.
For control purposes, this study similarly measures its new algorithms’
performances against common datasets such as “the Cuprite data.” However, the tests
herein also extend HSI edge detection science to challenging, non-traditional datasets
such as microscene data, geologic core sampling data, ocean data and material data
collected from an aluminum panel possibly traceable to Amelia Earhart’s Lockheed
Model 10 Elektra aircraft. Similarly, this study does not rely on orthorectified imagery
due to its scarcity among real-world HSI datasets. Nor does this dissertation confine its
experiments to perfectly radiometrically calibrated HSI data for the same reason – realworld HSI data ranges from the poorly calibrated to the accurately calibrated.
By testing against both traditional and non-traditional data, this dissertation
remains tethered to the well-understood, controlled approaches that constitute the
majority of peer-reviewed publications while expanding the scientific horizon to datasets
that could yield new insights and avenues of research. The emphasis on relevance to
real-world HSI applications (e.g., oil spill mitigation, historic aircraft recovery, etc.)
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extends throughout this study in order to maximize the immediate contributions to
applied science. Consequently, orthorectified, well-calibrated data make only a rare
appearance herein in order to closely model the work environment of field scientists,
technicians and engineers.
The challenging, non-traditional HSI datasets were chosen to stress this study’s
algorithms in several ways, one of which is through the geographic uncertainty of edges.
“Where is the edge of the forest” is a common question posed among researchers
pursuing edge detection methods. The task of precisely localizing an edge along the edge
of a forest, for example, is challenged by the gradual diminution of trees as the forest
thins into open plain. Obliged by empirical evaluation methods to precisely define at
which pixels a forest ends and plains begin, the researcher must overcome this
uncertainty in a rigorous manner that makes sense within the intended remote sensing
application. This study is no different in this regard, and expects to be challenged by
geographic uncertainties within its non-traditional oil spill mapping and mineral mapping
datasets. Specifically, this study addresses geographic uncertainty on a case by case basis
according to the intended HSI application. For example, oil spill mapping applications
err on the conservative side of determining oil slick extent by including areas only lightly
affected by intruding oil. This dissertation follows this convention by increasing the
meaningfulness of weak edge pixels in oil spill mapping data – a methodology intended
to strike a reasonable balance between scientific consistency and real world behavior.
Given the risk inherent in testing against non-traditional, challenging datasets, a
note on negative results is warranted. The scientific community tends to reward positive
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results published in peer-reviewed forums, which is understandable – positive results are
much more interesting and extendable compared to negative results that appear much
more like a scientific dead end. The stigma of failure also clings to negative results,
which discourages publication and further study.
Unfortunately, an approach that values only positive results is discordant with the
scientific method, which views positive and negative findings equally and assigns value
only when a hypothesis is rigorously supported or not supported by those findings. The
scientific method values both supported and unsupported hypotheses because both add
clarity to the aggregate scientific understanding – the true value is in the tested hypothesis
(the actual scientific understanding), not the findings (the measures by which researchers
achieve the understanding). Consequently, this dissertation pursues a hypothesis-driven
approach in which positive and negative results are valued only to the extent that they
rigorously support or do not support a hypothesis. Departing from the traditional
conservative approach to remote sensing research, this dissertation deems a negative
finding just as welcome as a positive finding so long as it rigorously illuminates the
hypothesis. The goal is improved scientific understanding, not flashy, positive findings.
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BACKGROUND

This work’s literature review emphasizes the peer-reviewed literature in order to
maximize the reliability of its hypotheses, methodology and findings, but considers all
relevant sources of information to include industry websites (e.g., NASA, USGS, etc.),
remote sensing textbooks, conference proceedings and published theses. Figure 5
presents the distribution of sources underpinning this study, fully 81% of which are peerreviewed journal articles.

Figure 5: Distribution of Literature Review Source Material
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Figure 6 presents evidence of the relative newness of HSI research within the
scientific literature, particularly with respect to HSI edge detection methods.
Specifically, 50% of this dissertation’s cited sources were published in since 2011, the
year in which this dissertation proposal was approved. Nearly 80% of this dissertation’s
sources were published in the last ten years – a pattern that closely mirrors the overall
trend of HSI peer-reviewed publication. The emerging nature of HSI research serves as
both a challenge to this study, which was obliged to stay current with the literature on a
monthly basis, and an opportunity to explore largely unstudied avenues of research.
Ultimately, closely adhering to the peer-reviewed literature serves as a mitigating factor
for the forced reliance on relatively new research.
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Figure 6: Publication Timeline for Cited Sources

Earth remote sensing is the science of detecting, classifying, identifying, and
measuring surface materials collected by a sensor operating away from the surface. The
majority of remote sensing research addresses the data analysis component of the remote
sensing processing chain – a process whose outcome depends heavily on how effectively
algorithms can derive information from imagery. Alongside traditional image processing
efforts such as noise reduction and image classification, edge detection methods play a
prominent role in the analysis component of the remote sensing processing chain.
Edge detection methods are singularly focused on identifying discontinuities
within the image, and generate as output an edge map delineating the image’s constituent
regions. In most cases, researchers design edge detection algorithms that emphasize the
spatial information in the data, whether the algorithms are designed for noise reduction,
image classification, edge detection, etc. Relatively few algorithms simultaneously
leverage the spatial and spectral dimensions of remote sensing data, in part due to the
complexity of collecting data with spectral resolutions sufficient to support robust
spectral analysis. The relative newness of high spectral resolution data also has limited
the availability of spatial-spectral edge detection algorithms as researchers continue to
focus on high resolution panchromatic imagery and five- to ten-band multispectral
imagery (MSI). Only in the last few years have focal plane, telescope, and data storage
technologies improved to the point that engineers can design and build cost-effective high
spatial resolution imagers equipped with high spectral resolutions. Put simply, research
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into panchromatic edge detection techniques began in the 1960s and has a twenty-year
head start on spectral edge detection techniques which began appearing only in the 1980s.
The traditional approach to remote sensing problem solving also explains the slow
advance of spatial-spectral edge detection algorithms. Traditional remote sensing
research methods tend to rely on either the spatial dimension or the spectral dimension –
a practice borne of the natural tradeoff between spatial and spectral resolutions and the
emphasis on specialization within the research community. Naturally, researchers were
obliged to develop algorithms aimed exclusively at either the spatial or the spectral
information in the data.
Beginning in the late 1980s with the advent of NASA’s hyperspectral imagery
(HSI) AVIRIS sensor, researchers first began to simultaneously exploit the spatial and
spectral dimensions in a scene [3]. Researchers tended to follow one of two research
paths depending on which remote sensing school of thought they followed.
Unsurprisingly, traditional digital image processing experts emphasized the spatial
content of spectral data while spectral scientists naturally designed their algorithms to
take advantage of spectral content. Little overlap occurred, and spectral-only algorithms
flourished more broadly as research flowed to the newly-opened field. Consequently,
most of the early decades of HSI research tended to emphasize the newly available
spectral information at the expense of the spatial.
The result is that the majority of edge detection algorithms available for
hyperspectral imagery are either well-known panchromatic spatial algorithms modified
for spectral imagery, or are algorithms that operate solely in spectral space. Hyperspectral
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algorithms working in both spatial and spectral space are comparatively rare and certainly
not in the mainstream of spectral analysis and exploitation workflows – correcting this
deficiency is the central aim of this work.

Hyperspectral Remote Sensing
All remote sensing systems fall into one of two categories: active or passive.
Active remote sensing systems generate their own illumination source, such as synthetic
aperture radar (SAR) and light detection and ranging (LIDAR) systems. The majority of
systems, however, are passive remote sensors that rely on reflected solar radiation or on
the earth’s emitted thermal energy to generate an image composed of individual picture
elements, or pixels. In remote sensing, a pixel represents a numerical value associated
with the image brightness in a particular band at a particular ground sample point, and is
generally understood to be the smallest coherent element in a two-dimensional image [4].
Passive systems can further be divided into panchromatic (PAN), MSI, and HSI
systems. PAN systems typically collect photons across a single broad band in the visible
(VIS) region of the electromagnetic spectrum or the thermal infrared (TIR) region, such
as a forward-looking infrared (FLIR) system. MSI systems typically detect energy in
several broad, generally noncontiguous bands spanning the VIS and near-infrared (NIR)
channels. MSI systems often include shortwave infrared (SWIR) channels and
occasionally incorporate longwave infrared (LWIR) channels, as well. Figure 7 presents
a high-level overview of the reflective and emissive bands ranging from the VIS to the
LWIR [5].
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Figure 7: Reflective and Emissive Portions of the Electromagnetic Spectrum [5]

HSI remote sensing systems extend the capabilities of MSI and panchromatic
systems by sampling data across hundreds of very narrow, contiguous channels across the
VNIR, SWIR, or LWIR bands, as seen in Figure 8. For example, the typical HSI focal
plane will generate a spectral resolution on the order of 10 nm in the visible and nearinfrared channels, and gradually widens with increasing wavelength. Comparatively, the
spectral resolution for the typical MSI sensor will vary from 60 nm to over 200 nm
spanning 8 to 20 noncontiguous channels. The finer spectral resolution and the
arrangement of contiguous sampling locations allow the hyperspectral sensor to generate
a much more accurate estimate of the spectral properties of the materials captured within
any given pixel – the chief advantage of HSI systems.
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Figure 8: HSI Sensors Collect Hundreds of Narrow, Contiguous Channels

HSI comes in several forms. Radiance data, more formally known as reflected
solar irradiance, is the signal or input at the sensor’s aperture. Commonly referred to as
at-aperture radiance, radiance data contains the spectral information for all features in the
field of view, including ground materials, atmospheric constituents, and sensor noise.
Figure 9 contains example data plots for exoatmospheric solar irradiance (i.e., the sun’s
electromagnetic signature before it enters earth’s atmosphere) and at-aperture radiance
[6].
Note that the radiance data plot is characterized absorption features absent in the
irradiance curve. These absorption features occur at specific wavelengths according to
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how the matter’s chemical composition and (in the case of solids) crystalline structure
affect electromagnetic energy’s interactions: reflection (scattering), absorption and
transmission. During HSI algorithm execution, absorption features serve as diagnostic
markers by which the algorithms can discriminate among materials.

Figure 9: Irradiance and Radiance Spectra
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While hyperspectral radiance data have some utility for material identification and
mapping [7] and [8], HSI researchers use radiance data primarily for developing
atmospheric correction algorithms [9], [10]. HSI atmospheric correction algorithms
attempt to remove atmospheric absorption and scattering effects from radiance data in
order to generate reflectance data containing spectral information attributable only to
ground materials. I.e., atmospheric correction algorithms ingest radiance data and output
reflectance data optimized for earth remote sensing applications and algorithm
development.
When the reflectance data for a given pixel are viewed as a function of
wavelength, the resulting curve is known as the reflectance spectrum, or simply
spectrum, of that particular pixel. The spectrum can be thought of as the “fingerprint” or
signature of the pixel’s material(s), and is simply the graphical representation of the
apparent reflectance plotted as a function of wavelength. Figure 10 provides an example
of the difference between MSI and HSI reflectance spectra: hyperspectral data from the
United States Geological Survey, space-based MSI data from NASA’s Moderate
Resolution Imaging Spectroradiometer (MODIS) sensor, and space-based MSI data from
NASA’s Landsat TM7 imager [11], [12], [13].
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Figure 10: MSI Spectra Compared to HSI Spectra [11], [12], [13]

The lab spectrum is an example of how an HSI sensor would sample a material
(e.g., with a spectral sampling interval on the order of 1 nm), while the MODIS and
Landsat TM7 spectra represent examples from MSI sensors. The differences among the
sensors and spectra are many and have direct implications for how efficiently features
can be separated from their backgrounds, classified, measured and dissected by edges.
For example, consider the lab spectrum for kaolinite in Figure 10. The diagnostic
absorption features near 1.41 m and the doublet at 2.20 m are clearly identifiable
among the non-diagnostic portions of the spectrum – a dynamic colloquially referred to
as “spectral flavor.” As seen in the MODIS channels, the doublet at 2.20 m is measured
only as a single reflectance minimum, which has little diagnostic value compared to the
spectra of similar minerals. Similarly, the spectral flavor near 1.41 m and 2.20 m in the
Landsat TM7 data is completely lost in the low spectral resolution sampling. This
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“washing out” of spectral flavor increases to the point of impossibility the difficulty of
confidently separating kaolinite from similarly reflecting minerals. Clearly, as spectral
resolution improves for a given spatial resolution, the ability to separate target from
background improves.
As seen in Figure 10, the ability of HSI sensors to maximize the spectral
information within each pixel allows the researcher to identify and quantify specific
materials based on their spectral reflectance properties, or signature – a direct extension
of the ability of MSI data to classify and discriminate among earth materials. Indeed,
material identification and quantification are the chief objectives of HSI data exploitation,
a process that relies entirely on separating the target from the background through
spectroscopic analysis. Spectroscopic analysis is able to identify materials by measuring
the shape and location of diagnostic absorption features visible in the HSI spectra.
Absorption features are defined as wavelengths of absorptions visible in spectra as dips in
the reflectance values at known wavelengths [4].
For example, consider the diagnostic absorption features for hydrocarbon-bearing
materials as seen in Figure 11 [14]. Key hydrocarbon absorption features are located at
1.18 m, 1.38 m, 1.72 m, and the characteristic hydrocarbon plateau extends from 2.3
m to 2.45 m. Occasionally, small hydrocarbon absorption features also appear between
2.3 m and 2.45 m. The doublet centered on 1.72 m is particularly strong, and the
1.38 m feature is typically obscured by atmospheric water vapor. The spectrum of any
material that contains hydrocarbons, such as plastics, will often contain these features,
particularly the 1.72 m doublet.
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Figure 11: Hydrocarbon Absorption Features

As explained in detail in the Methodology section, this dissertation applies robust
image processing techniques to compress the spectral information in HSI data [4], [15].
Specifically, this study applies the well-known principal components analysis (PCA) and
minimum noise fraction (MNF) transforms to each dataset in order to take advantage of
dimensionality reduction. For the sake of rigor, the methodology tests full PCA cubes
and compressed PCA cubes for each algorithm against each dataset. Particularly for the
compressed PCA cube tests, which span only the high-information PCA bands, HSI data
is highly compressed within a few bands.

Hyperspectral Remote Sensing Applications
Researchers collect hyperspectral data in support of a variety of traditional
scientific and commercial interests. Vegetation mapping, mineral mapping and urban
feature mapping are examples of some of the most common applications routinely
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informed by hyperspectral data. For example, spectral imaging techniques (both MSI and
HSI) have long been used to support crop health assessments, mostly through the use of
vegetation indices such as the normalized difference vegetation index (NDVI) [16], [17],
[18], [19], [20], [21], [22], [23]. Researchers also have applied hyperspectral-based
approaches to vegetation mapping, [24], [25], [26], [27], [28], [29] invasive vegetation
species identification [30], [31], [32], [33], [34] and vegetation disease detection [35],
[36], [37], [38], [39]. Interestingly, all of these methods approach hyperspectral
vegetation analysis from an image classification/target detection perspective – vegetation
edge detection is simply an artifact for these methods, but will be a primary objective of
the research performed herein.
For example, consider the vegetation classification methodology and results
achieved in [29], which is representative of HSI research for vegetation problem sets.
The well-classified results are seen in Figure 12. The researchers used a partial least
squares image classification algorithm to distinguish grass weeds and broadleaf weeds
from soils and wheat plants, and their approach emphasized the spectral content of only
the red-edge bands. Indeed, the vast majority of HSI vegetation studies utilize only with
the red-edge bands and ignore the remaining several hundred HSI channels.
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Figure 12: Traditional HSI Classification Plane for Vegetation Studies

Vegetation image classification algorithms certainly should emphasize the rededge bands, but this narrow focus on a few spectral channels distinguishes the image
classification approach from edge detection approaches that nearly always use all
available spectral information. Vegetation segmentation methods must emphasize the
discriminating red-edge bands to whether “these pixels are broadleaf weeds and those
pixels are wheat,” while an edge detection algorithm could use the full spectral range to
declare that “these pixels are edge pixels between two different materials regardless of
what they happen to be.” Indeed, the research executed herein will advance the science
by measuring how effectively full-spectrum edge detection methods can discriminate the
boundary between vegetation classes.
Hyperspectral data also have been used with great success to support geological
exploration and mapping efforts [40], [41], [42], [43], [44]. Researchers have ably parsed
hyperspectral imagery containing large assemblages of common minerals such as
kaolinite, alunite and calcite [43], and also have found success mapping less common
minerals such as those associated with gold mineralization [45]. Much like vegetation
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mapping efforts, however, most mineral mapping efforts follow a workflow in which the
algorithms search for spectral similarities among pixels – edge information is incidental
to these approaches.
For example, consider the mineral mapping methodology and results achieved in
[41], which is highly representative of traditional HSI mineral mapping efforts in that it
uses automated identification techniques to classify scene minerals. As seen in Figure
13, [41]’s automated (i.e., unsupervised) HSI classification method produced coherent
results for a complex overhead HSI dataset collected over Cuprite, Nevada USA. The
Cuprite data is one of the most extensively studied mineral-rich HSI dataset in the HSI
literature, and [41]’s automated approach reliably segmented six distinct minerals:
kaolinite, alunite, muscovite, silica, buddingtonite and calcite.

Figure 13: Supervised Classification of HSI Data for Mineral Mapping in Cuprite, NV USA
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Automated classification techniques are common to mineral and vegetation
mapping efforts because a priori knowledge of complex mineralogy and vegetation
scenes is difficult to achieve. HSI mineral and vegetation mapping efforts regularly use
unsupervised segmentation methods to organize a large set of similar, unknown scene
materials. Supervised methods are typically used when ground truth information is
available. The common link between mineral mapping and vegetation mapping is the
reliance on continuity-based methods, as opposed to the discontinuity-based methods
characteristic of the edge detection methods developed in this dissertation.
Additionally, the HSI literature contains hundreds of examples of how HSI data
can contribute to urban feature mapping; e.g., [46], [47], [48], [49], [50]. HSI is
particularly useful for urban mapping techniques given the high spectral contrast between
typical urban land cover classes such as vegetation, soil, asphalt, shadows, metal, plastic
and water. Much like vegetation mapping and geologic mapping, HSI urban mapping
techniques usually employ continuity-based image classification approaches to segment
the image into homogenous, non-overlapping regions. Edge considerations for urban HSI
data are much less common [51], [52].
For example, consider the traditional approach to urban feature mapping as
evidenced by [53], which begins with prior knowledge of the urban materials’ HSI
signatures (i.e., a continuity-based approach). In this case, [53] collected VNIR/SWIR
field spectra for a range of asphalt surface conditions and then used those signatures to
classify asphalt surface conditions imaged by an airborne HSI sensor. As seen in Figure
14, the approach relied on image classification techniques to map urban features
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distinguishable by their linear irregularities (e.g., cracks and fissures in the asphalt
surface), which is indicative of the HSI literature’s prevailing preference for continuitybased approaches to urban feature mapping, even in the presence of distinct linear
features.

Figure 14: Urban Feature Mapping Derived from VNIR/SWIR HSI Data

In addition to conventional HSI applications, several boutique HSI applications
deserve attention, such as trace chemical detection, oil spill mapping and material
analysis. HSI’s very high spectral resolution frequently enables it to detect very small
quantities of a specific target material or chemical, sometimes at the subpixel level (i.e., a
positive detection wherein the target material composes less than 100% of the pixel).
Researchers have demonstrated HSI’s ability to detect trace quantities of explosives such
as dynamite, TNT, RDX, PETN and weaponized ammonium nitrate [54], [55], [56], [57],
[58], [59], [60], [61]. These efforts are challenging because the target material is present
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only in very small amounts, where high spectral resolution sampling is required to
confidently detect and identify the chemical.
For example, consider the trace chemical detection results demonstrated by [54],
which relied on HSI’s high spectral resolution and a supervised classification approach to
detect dynamite traces in handprints. The high-confidence results seen in Figure 15 are
representative of HSI’s ability to detect and identify trace materials present in only a
small cluster of pixels or even a single pixel, as can be seen in the lower right of the
image plane. However, researchers typically approach trace material detection problems
only from an image classification perspective requiring a prioi knowledge of target
chemicals. These methods are difficult to generalize to uncharacterized datasets given
the large volume of explosive chemicals that could be present. Therefore, the HSI
literature currently relies heavily on assumptions regarding which chemicals are likely to
be present, and could benefit from discontinuity-based edge detection research that does
not assume prior knowledge of target material.
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Figure 15: Trace Chemical Detection Using NIR HSI Data of a Human Handprint

Finally, HSI’s sampling advantage over MSI is on full display when searching for
other sparse targets in complex backgrounds such as the detection of rare earth mineral
traces [62], [63], underwater targets [64], [65] and sub-visual imperfections on food
surfaces [66], [67]. For example, consider the results in [66], which used VNIR/SWIR
“fruit bruise” signatures to reliably identify sub-visual bruising regions on the surface of
kiwi fruit. Figure 16 presents the kiwi fruit samples and bruised detection plane, which
clearly distinguishes bruised pixels from non-bruised pixels. Most importantly, note the
highly similar spectral signatures of unbruised and bruised regions as depicted in Figure
17, which is an excellent example of HSI’s ability to discriminate between similar
materials.
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Figure 16: Supervised HSI Detection of Sub-Visual Fruit Defects
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Figure 17: Spectral Similarity among Normal and Bruised Regions on Kiwi Fruit

While [66]’s results are encouraging from an image classification perspective,
they rely heavily on accurate sampling of a scene-dependent signature, the kiwi bruise.
Apple bruising, orange bruising, etc. are likely to present dissimilar bruise signatures, and
orientation and lighting variabilities could also degrade [66]’s approach if applied to
other materials. Indeed, the peer-reviewed HSI literature is dominated by scene-specific
image processing techniques that take a “map the extent of this specific material”
approach as opposed to a “delineate the boundaries of all materials in the scene”
approach, which constitutes a well-respected but much smaller component of the
literature. The disparity is understandable: supervised image processing techniques are
more likely to generate satisfactory, publishing-friendly results than unsupervised results
that operate with no knowledge of target and background materials and therefore are less
likely to generate clean, crisp results. As will be seen, this dissertation directly addresses
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this disparity by advancing HSI practice into the more challenging, unsupervised space of
measuring boundaries around sparse, unknown materials.
Using HSI data to map oil spills is another relatively new application of HSI data.
Only since the Deepwater Horizon oil spill have researchers accelerated the development
of hyperspectral methods for estimating oil spill coverage on a water background [68],
[69], [70], [71], [72], [73], [74], [75], [76], [77], [78] although a few pre-Deepwater
Horizon studies produced favorable results, as well [79], [80]. These approaches are
notable for their similarity – all of them approach oil spill detection from a continuitybased, image classification perspective and are dominated by simple band-ratio
techniques. In general, all peer-reviewed HSI oil spill detection methods employ a
supervised approach to quantifying and characterizing oil spill coverage by feeding the
algorithms prior knowledge of an oil pixel’s spectral signature. None of the existing
methods pursue oil spill mapping from a purely unsupervised, discontinuity-based
approach that would be less scene-dependent and more robust to the highly variable oilwater reflectance signature.
For example, consider the methodology and results in [78], which is
representative of the dominant approach of using continuity-based methods to map the
extent of oil spills and characterize their physical characteristics (i.e., oil thickness,
oil/water emulsion ratios, etc.). Figure 18 presents petroleum’s key reflectance
absorption features that represent the spectral landmarks by which the researchers
measure the similarity between pre-measured oil signatures and scene pixels.
Specifically, [78] uses a simple least-squares fit to measure the correlation between
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Deepwater Horizon oil spill pixels and known VNIR/SWIR signatures for different oil
and oil/water emulsion signatures, which vary significantly according to the oil’s surface
thickness, emulsion ratio, surface winds, organic compounds present in the oil, etc., The
least-squares goodness of fit approach is a commonly used image classification
technique, but its sensitivity to intensity makes it a curious choice given the variability of
oil emulsion reflectance spectra. Figure 19 contains an example of how surface
conditions and oil/water mixing ratios can alter the position and intensity of the key
absorption features in oil emulsion reflectance spectra.

Figure 18: Key Petroleum Absorption Features in HSI Reflectance Data [78]
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Figure 19: HSI Reflectance Spectra of Deepwater Horizon Oil Emulsions [78]

Figure 20 demonstrates that [78] generated satisfactory detection planes and was
able to use HSI data to reliable detect and characterize oil spills on seawater. However,
their results are at risk of being scene-dependent since their continuity-based
methodology depends on detailed and extensive knowledge of a wide range of possible
oil and oil/water mixture signatures in the Gulf of Mexico immediately after the
Deepwater Horizon spill. Specifically, the authors fully characterized the unique
background and target materials for that particular spill in those particular waters before
applying a simple statistical similarity metric to determine goodness of fit between HSI
scene pixels and fully characterized target materials.
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Figure 20: Deepwater Horizon Oil Spill Mapping Derived from AVIRIS HSI Data [78]

The emphasis on oil spill characterization and extent mapping to the exclusion of
oil spill boundary identification represents a curious research gap given the utility of
simply knowing the boundary between the oil spill and clean seawater as quickly as
possible (i.e., first responders simply need to know where to position oil booms and other
capture equipment, and they need to know it as soon as possible). As such, this
dissertation endeavors to begin closing that gap by demonstrating the analytic speed,
accuracy, and generalizability of edge detection methods for oil spills.
Finally, a small population of researchers spanning several scientific fields have
used hyperspectral imaging to measure the surface homogeneity of manmade materials.
Researchers have used HSI image classification and anomaly detection techniques to
detect tampering on plywood cargo containers [81], measure surface patterns in
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pharmaceutical tablets [82] [83], assess staining on historical documents [84], detect
cracks in solar cells [85], characterize metallic pigments [86], and monitor a textile
lamination process [87]. The breadth of HSI applications is impressive, but all of these
studies employ either image classification or anomaly detection methods – none of them
apply edge detection methods to their problem set, leaving a clear gap in the scientific
literature for edge detection methods as applied to homogenous manmade material
analysis.
However, the anomaly detection results in [81] strongly suggest that edge
detection methods could be useful for measuring the homogeneity of manmade materials.
Rivera [81] applied discontinuity-based anomaly detection methods to identify surface
anomalies on wooden cargo containers in order to identify cargo tampering and
smuggling activity. As seen in Figure 21, the approach produced reliable results in which
linear surface anomalies are clearly recognizable. Given that anomaly detectors are
discontinuity-based algorithms just like edge detection algorithms, [81]’s results lend
optimism to the idea that HSI edge detection algorithms could map linear surface
anomalies in manmade materials.
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Figure 21: Linear Anomalies in a Homogenous Manmade Material [81]

In fact, an edge detection approach could produce superior results since it would
measure edge discontinuities within a smaller neighborhood without considering the
overall scene statistics as is done with the RX anomaly detector in [81]. The noisy RX
plane in Figure 21 is an example of how anomaly detectors leveraging background
statistics dominated by very similar pixels can struggle to generate clean anomaly planes.
Another interesting attempt to identify linear anomalies in manmade materials is
seen in [85], which uses an image classification approach to identify cracks in solar panel
cells. The approach is notable in the sense that rather than using an edge detector to
locate the long, narrow cracks in the panels, it uses a common HSI image classification
technique to identify a spectral signature the authors assert is unique to the crack itself.
As seen in Figure 22, the approach generated reliable results, but the authors neither
explain why they did not use an HSI edge detection method or at least generate a
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conventional HSI edge plane for comparison. Clearly, the HSI edge detection literature
could benefit from an examination of HSI edge detection methods as applied to manmade
materials.

Figure 22: Cracks in Solar Cells as Identified by an HSI Image Classification Approach

Hyperspectral Remote Sensing Platforms and Data Types
To support the broad range of HSI applications, researchers collect HSI data from
a variety of remote sensing platforms. The most common form of HSI collection is via
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overhead platforms such as aircraft and spacecraft. Overhead assets typically provide
optimal visibility of surface targets, particularly in rough terrain, and they can collect
large volumes of data per collection mission. HSI at-aperture radiance data collected via
overhead platforms must be corrected to reflectance, however, which adds complexity to
HSI processing. For most earth remote sensing applications, overhead HSI collection is
the preferred method due to its ability to reliably image large areas of variable terrain.
One of the most well-known airborne systems is NASA’s Airborne
Visible/Infrared Imaging Spectrometer (AVIRIS), which first began collecting HSI data
in the late 1980’s and has the most extensive data presence in the HSI literature [88].
AVIRIS collects spectral data across 224 channels spanning the VNIR/SWIR from 0.4
m to 2.5 m with a bandwidth of 10nm. AVIRIS collects data at a spatial resolution
typically between 10m and 20m depending on the altitude of the collection, which varies
between 4km and 20km above ground level (AGL) depending on the specific collection
platform [88]. Figure 23 presents an example of a typical AVIRIS HSI image of
manmade activity in rough terrain. Due to its data availability, history of reliable results
and well-respected calibration methods, researchers regularly use AVIRIS data in a
variety of earth remote sensing applications such as mineral mapping [89], oil spill
environmental impact assessments [90], and forest fire severity measurements [91].
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Figure 23: AVIRIS Scan of a Missile Field Test Site, New Mexico, U.S.A.

Like many airborne HSI sensors, AVIRIS is a whiskbroom sensor, meaning that
the scan mirror oscillates back and forth across the scene, collecting one pixel at a time in
only one direction [4]. The chief advantage of the whiskbroom approach is that every
HSI scene pixel is imaged by the same single detector, meaning that the scene is collected
with uniform radiometric sensitivity. Uniform sensitivity is highly desirable for many
HSI applications, particularly atmospheric correction algorithm development.
Whiskbroom sensors like AVIRIS also generate smile-free data. The majority of HSI
sensors are pushbroom and thus are impacted to some degree by spectral smile and
keystone. The disadvantage of whiskbroom scanners is that aircraft velocity and
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scanning speed must be tightly correlated to avoid pixel smearing, and the modest perpixel dwell time limits spatial and spectral resolution. Figure 24 presents an overview of
whiskbroom scanning and its close cousin, pushbroom scanning [92].

Figure 24: Pushbroom Scanning and Whiskbroom Scanning

Alternatively, airborne data can be collected by a pushbroom sensor that uses the
collection platform’s forward motion to build the HSI dataset one full line at a time [93].
In this manner, the pushbroom sensor uses a fixed detector array to collect the scene at a
pixel width corresponding to the exact number of array detectors. The chief advantage of
a pushbroom scanner is that it generates superior spatial and spectral resolution by virtue
of its longer dwell time per pixel compared to a whiskbroom scanner. The pushbroom’s
fixed array can collect more light from a given pixel than can a whiskbroom’s oscillating
configuration that must move rapidly from pixel to pixel to build the scene.
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The primary disadvantage of a pushbroom scanner is that its many detectors
collect with unequal radiometric sensitivities. Additionally, whiskbroom scanners
generate radiometricly consistent HSI datasets, while pushbroom scanners maximize
spatial and spectral resolution. The optimal configuration depends entirely on the
intended HSI application. Ultimately, all HSI sensors require calibration, and are
generally HSI scanner type-agnostic.
An increasingly popular source for airborne HSI data is the ProSpecTIR
hyperspectral sensor. SpecTIR is a private firm integrating airborne hyperspectral
instruments specializing in VNIR/SWIR collections. ProSpecTIR’s VNIR/SWIR sensors
typically collect up to 620 channels between 0.4 m and 2.45 m and are designed with
earth remote sensing applications in mind [94]. Additionally, the spatial resolution can
vary between 0.52 m and 3.34 m depending on the focal length settings and altitude [95].
Figure 25 presents two of the most well-known ProSpecTIR datasets [96].
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Figure 25: ProSpecTIR Sample HSI Datasets

SpecTIR is an attractive source for airborne data because it makes several
ProSpecTIR datasets available for free, including a VNIR/SWIR cube over the
Deepwater Horizon spill and a VNIR/SWIR cube over agricultural and other vegetation
targets at Beltsville, MD [96] as seen in Figure 25. Like AVIRIS, ProSpecTIR has been
used to support a variety of applications such as the oil spill and leaky pipeline detection
[77], [79], [97], mineral mapping [98], [99], [100], urban feature mapping [53],
vegetation health mapping [101], [102], [103] and invasive species detection [104].
Spacecraft, such as satellites, collect HSI data in the much the same manner as
airborne collection platforms. Spaceborne sensors typically collect in a pushbroom
configuration, such as NASA’s well-known EO-1/Hyperion sensor [105]. Hyperion also
is emblematic of the key drawback of spaceborne HSI sensors: spatial resolution.
Although Hyperion collects a healthy volume of 220 VNIR/SWIR bands across a 7.5km
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swath, it can achieve only 30m ground sampling distance (GSD) [105]. This spatial
resolution limitation common to spaceborne HSI sensors typically limits their application
to natural resource applications such as mining, geology, forestry, agriculture, and
environmental management [106]. Figure 26 contains an example of Hyperion data
collected over Washington, D.C [107]. Note the limited spatial resolution, which is
likely to limit reliable edge detection results to the boundaries between major land cover
classes such as urban, vegetation and water.

Figure 26: Hyperion HSI Data of Washington, D.C. USA

Ground-based sensors are another common method for collecting HSI data.
Although they do not share the synoptic advantages of its airborne and spaceborne
cousins, ground-based sensors’ close proximity to their targets lends them significant
advantages is spatial resolution. They also are much more affordable than overhead
systems. Ground-based sensors' main advantage, however, is their deployment
flexibility. Deployable from a variety of configurations, they can collect a wide range of
targets indoors in laboratory settings, in outdoor settings looking outward at the horizon
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or downward on a material, or in indoor settings looking at assembly line components,
food safety materials, etc.
For example, consider the outdoor downward looking configuration in Figure 27.
Close-access, downward looking collections are the most commonly employed
configurations and are the optimal configuration for measuring in situ ground materials
[29]. Additionally, consider the outward looking configuration in Figure 27.
Researchers frequently use outward looking configurations to collect HSI data on vertical
features such as rock faces [62]. The hyperspectral data collected by both outdoor
configurations typically are indistinguishable when collected under similar environmental
conditions and range to target, as well.
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Figure 27: Ground-Based HSI Sensor Configurations [62], [29], [108]

Indoor downward looking configurations such as the one seen in Figure 27 are the
optimal configuration for collecting pure spectra under controlled conditions in a
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laboratory [108]. Researchers working in a lab can control incident lighting, easily
correct the impact of the atmosphere around the sample in order to more closely
approximate the samples’ true reflectance signature than overhead sensors that must
overcome uncontrolled environmental conditions such as adjacency effects.
For edge detection research, lab collections provide two key advantages compared
to overhead collections: very-high spatial resolution measurements and measurements of
subpixel features. For example, researchers can attach powerful optics to laboratory HSI
sensors, enabling very-high spatial resolution measurements of complex materials such as
mineral assemblages, as seen in Figure 28 [109]. The resulting datasets contain a unique
combination of high spectral resolution and high spatial resolution – optimal conditions
for edge detection research attempting to maximize the utility of spatial and spectral
information. Figure 28 also demonstrates how laboratory collections enable the collection
of sub-visual features such as the complex arrangement of constituent minerals within a
rock sample.
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Figure 28: Very High Spatial-Resolution Laboratory HSI Measurement of Granite Sample

An emerging class of ground-based HSI data is known as microscene data.
Engineered by the researcher, an HSI microscene is a lab-based configuration of specific
materials of interest, confusers and background materials in pre-determined quantities
and arrangements according to the researcher’s needs [110]. HSI microscene data are
fully customizable datasets designed to simulate real-world conditions in a controlled
environment. The microscene approach enjoys many advantages including cost, ease of
use, repeatability and controllability. Most importantly, microscene data can serve as a
reliable analogue for real-world data, as demonstrated in [110]. Figure 29 presents an
example of how a laboratory HSI sensor collects against a microscene configured within
a petri dish, while Figure 30 contains an example of the collected microscene [110].
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Figure 29: HSI Microscene Data Collection [110]

Figure 30: True Color HSI Microscene Data and Material Key [110]
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The Hyperspectral Processing Chain
As seen in Figure 31, the full hyperspectral exploitation process spans four
distinct stages: Atmospheric Correction, Detection, Identification, and Quantification.
Following the receipt of radiance data from the sensor, researchers use atmospheric
correction algorithms to generate apparent reflectance data on which the rest of the
processing chain depends. The Quick Atmospheric Correction (QUAC) algorithm and
the Fast Line-of-Sight Atmospheric Analysis of Spectral Hypercubes (FLAASH)
algorithm are the two most commonly used atmospheric correction methods in
hyperspectral remote sensing [9], [10], [111], [112]. Due to its speed, reliability and ease
of use, QUAC has become the most popular method for removing atmospheric effects
(e.g., scattering and absorption) from radiance data, and generally produces results
comparable to the more robust FLAASH method.

Figure 31: From Radiance to Reflectance, The Four Stages of the Hyperspectral Processing Chain
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QUAC’s primary advantage is that it uses in-scene techniques for estimating
reflectance, as opposed to FLAASH which requires the researcher to provide atmospheric
modeling inputs which may or may not be known or discoverable. Indeed, the difficulty
of identifying FLAASH’s atmospheric model input parameters in the absence of high
quality metadata renders FLAASH unusable for most HSI data, particularly challenging,
non-traditional HSI datasets that typically lack robust atmospheric metadata. QUAC
overcomes the metadata problem by relying on in-scene parameters to correct for
atmospheric absorption and scattering effects, and therefore is the optimal atmospheric
correction algorithm for this study’s challenging and non-traditional HSI datasets and
applications.
Additionally, QUAC’s in-scene approach is optimized for VNIR/SWIR
hyperspectral data, which makes it an excellent choice for the VNIR/SWIR tests in this
work [9]. QUAC is used in this work wherever possible due to its consistently
demonstrated ability to quickly and reliably generate reflectance data from a wide variety
of sensor viewing angles, sun angles, illumination intensities, radiometric calibration
errors and wavelength calibration errors, and its ability to estimate reflectance from
scenes containing complex natural backgrounds and manmade materials [10].
Considering the diversity of HSI applications and datasets addressed by this dissertation,
QUAC’s flexibility and accuracy make it the most attractive and expedient choice for the
atmospheric correction phase of the HSI processing chain.
Accepting radiance data as input, QUAC begins retrieving approximate
reflectance spectra by assuming a linear relationship between spectral reflectance and
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measured radiance, a good approximation for most scenes [9]. QUAC then uses in-scene
information to derive the key atmospheric compensation parameters such as aerosol
optical depth, column water vapor and visibility. Next, QUAC uses these atmospheric
compensation parameters to develop the radiation-transfer model seen in Equation 1.

𝜌𝑗 (𝜆) = 𝐴(𝜆) + 𝐵(𝜆)𝜌𝑗𝜊 + 𝐶 (𝜆) < 𝜌(𝜆) >
Equation 1: QUAC's Radiative Transfer Model [9]

In Equation 1, 𝜌𝑗 (𝜆) is the radiance at the j’th pixel for a spectral band centered at
wavelength 𝜆, 𝜌𝑗𝜊 is the true reflectance at the j’th pixel, and < 𝜌(𝜆) > is the spatially
averaged surface reflectance. A, B and C are coefficients that describe the atmospheric
transmission and scattering effects as seen in Figure 32, where A accounts for light that
never encounters the surface but is scattered and absorbed within the atmosphere, B
accounts for the direct sun-surface-sensor path transmittance traceable to a single pixel,
and C accounts for diffuse transmittance paths traceable to adjacent pixels scattering their
information into the sensor [9]. Ultimately, QUAC’s Equation 1 uses solely in-scene
information to output an atmospheric model unique to the hyperspectral scene.
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Figure 32: Radiative Transfer Contributions to QUAC [9]

With the radiative transfer model in place, QUAC then uses an endmember
extraction tool to identify at least ten diverse pixel spectra (i.e., unique materials) within
the scene. By identifying several unique materials, QUAC can estimate the baseline and
standard deviation curves for the scene – two of the three inputs needed for atmospheric
correction (the radiative transfer model is the third input). Next, QUAC measures the
baseline spectrum by identifying the lowest radiance value at each channel for each
material, and calculates the standard deviation curve for the collective diverse pixel
spectra. With the radiative transfer model, baseline spectrum and standard deviation
curve in place, QUAC atmospherically corrects the hyperspectral radiance data to
apparent reflectance [9].
Most versions of QUAC, including the one available in ENVI, also attempt to
remove the major atmospheric water vapor absorption bands centered at 1.38 m and
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1.88 m and occasionally some of the low signal to noise (SNR) bands that appear at the
extreme upper and lower wavelength ranges of a sensor. However, QUAC often fails to
remove a sufficient number of bands near 1.38m and 1.88m and nearly always fails to
remove all of the noisy bands at the extremes. Additionally, QUAC often fails to properly
compensate for the 0.760 m oxygen band, particularly in scenes with little to no
vegetation. None of these irregularities present a barrier to research but occasionally
require the researcher to manually remove additional bad bands. Given the nontraditional and challenging datasets examined herein, additional bad band removal likely
will be required to maximize the quality of QUAC’s apparent reflectance estimate.
With reflectance data in hand and the atmospheric correction phase complete, the
hyperspectral processing chain advances to the detection process in which the researcher
endeavors to extract unique scene elements, such as anomalous materials, edge features,
etc. Note that the detection phase is distinct from the identification phase, which attempts
to assign a material composition (e.g., alunite, plastic, broadleaf weed, etc.) to a detected
scene element. HSI detection algorithms necessarily pursue a discontinuity-based
strategy in which the algorithm attempts to declare that a given pixel is unlike its
neighbors, be it an anomalous pixel, an edge pixel, an error pixel, etc. Additionally, HSI
detection methods tend to be much more generalizable than their image classification
peers since they do not require a priori knowledge of the materials for which to search.
HSI target detection simply extends the yield from visual examination by making
extensive use of the spectral content of the data, most commonly through statistical and
geometric measurements in n-dimensional space. However, the objective of target
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detection remains the same regardless of data type: identify anomalous pixels for further
examination. For example, hyperspectral detection algorithms such as the Reed-Xiaoli
(RX) anomaly detector are akin to the literal visual detection methods used for
panchromatic imagery in the sense that the detection algorithm searches the scene for a
small number of incongruous pixels surrounded by background pixels [113], [114].
As seen in Equation 2, the RX anomaly detector simply calculates the
Mahalanobis distance between a sample pixel vector (x) and the scene’s mean vector (µ)
normalized by the scene’s covariance matrix (C). When the vector distance exceeds a
user-defined threshold, RX declares the sample pixel to be an anomaly.

𝑅𝑋 𝐴𝑛𝑜𝑚𝑎𝑙𝑦 𝑆𝑐𝑜𝑟𝑒 = (𝑥 − 𝜇 )𝑇 𝐶 −1 (𝑥 − 𝜇)
Equation 2: The Reed-Xiaoli Anomaly Detector [4]

For the research in this dissertation, the important aspect of RX anomaly detector
implementation is the absence of a specific target spectrum. In this manner, RX is
representative of HSI detection algorithms in that it will extract discontinuities in the
scene without identifying them – a very useful precursor to the next step in the HSI
processing chain, identification. Given their centrality to this dissertation, HSI edge
detection methods are given full descriptions in later sections – RX is presented here as
an introduction to discontinuity-based HSI detection algorithms.
Following the detection process, the HSI processing chain advances to the
identification process in which the researcher attempts to either identify all materials in
the scene or identify all instances of a specific material in a scene. In both cases, the
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researcher knows what materials he or she is looking for, and often uses the results from
the detection process to narrow down the scene to the areas of highest interest.
The algorithms used in the identification step of the hyperspectral processing
chain mark a clear departure from the methods available to panchromatic and most
multispectral efforts. As discussed, the spectral content of HSI data allows scientists to
not only distinguish among different materials but to put a specific name to them. For
example, most MSI identification methods will identify a pixel as vegetation, bare earth,
etc., while HSI identification algorithms can identify the pixel as polypropylene [115],
magnesite [116], etc.
HSI identification algorithms can be grouped into three classes: geometric,
statistical, and spectroscopic [4]. Geometric algorithms such as spectral angle mapper
(SAM) and Euclidean distance (ED) attempt to characterize a pixel vector based on its
spatial orientation in n-dimensional space. For example, ED measures the straight line
distance between two samples as seen in Equation 3, where 𝑥 is the reference spectrum, 𝑦
is the pixel spectrum, and 𝐾 is the number of spectral channels [117].

𝐾

‖𝑥 − 𝑦‖ = √ ∑(𝑥𝑘 − 𝑦𝑘 )2
𝑘=1
Equation 3: Euclidean Distance [117]

ED is sensitive to pixel intensity because it measures the straight-line distance between
the vector endpoints, meaning that it frequently underestimates the similarity between
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two similar samples collected at different illumination levels. For example, shadowing
effects caused by rugged terrain or a low sun angle can inject uncertainty into ED results.
In contrast, SAM measures the angular distance θ between a reference spectrum 𝑥
and a pixel vector 𝑦 in n-dimensional space where a small angular distance indicates
similar spectra, as seen in Equation 4 [117].

θ = cos

−1

𝑥𝑇 𝑦
‖𝑥‖ ‖𝑦‖

Equation 4: Spectral Angle Mapper [117]

Researchers frequently use SAM as an identification tool because it considers only the
angle between the target and reference tool, meaning that it is insensitive to intensity.
Consequently, SAM tends to be more reliable than ED within a given scene due to
variations in intensity common to remote sensing data. However, SAM’s chief limitation
is that it does not consider the covariance of the background statistics, meaning that it can
perform poorly against highly mixed pixels [118].
Statistical measurements overcome the mixed pixel limitations by characterizing
the fundamental statistical parameters of HSI data in n-dimensional space, the mean
vector and the covariance matrix. For example, one of the most commonly used statistical
target detection algorithms is the spectral matched filter (SMF) as given in Equation 5,
where 𝑥 is the target vector, 𝑦 is the sample vector, 𝑚 is the background mean spectrum,
and 𝑆 −1 is the sample background covariance matrix [4].
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𝑆𝑀𝐹 (𝑦) = (𝑥 − 𝑚)𝑇 𝑆 −1 (𝑦 − 𝑚)
Equation 5: Spectral Matched Filter [4]

SMF measures the similarity between two vectors by projecting a demeaned and
whitened target vector onto a demeaned and whitened reference vector [4]. The
advantage in operating in whitened space is that the algorithm can remove much of the
background signal from the pixel spectrum, thereby increasing the likelihood of detection
compared to a geometric algorithm that struggles to detect subpixel targets.
A significant portion of the remaining statistical tools are based on or similar to
MF, including the adaptive cosine estimator (ACE) and the mixture-tuned matched filter
(MTMF). ACE, in particular, has proven to be a reliable statistical algorithm applicable
to a wide variety of backgrounds and targets [119]. As seen in Equation 6, ACE is simply
the MF normalized by the product of the magnitude of the reference spectrum in the MF
space and the magnitude of the pixel spectrum in MF space, where 𝑥 is the reference
vector, 𝑦 is the pixel vector, 𝑆 −1 is the sample background covariance matrix, and 𝑚 is
the mean background vector [4], [120].

[(𝑡 − 𝑚)𝑇 𝑆 −1 (𝑥 − 𝑚)]2
𝐴𝐶𝐸 =
[(𝑡 − 𝑚)𝑇 𝑆 −1 (𝑡 − 𝑚)][(𝑥 − 𝑚)𝑇 𝑆 −1 (𝑥 − 𝑚)]
Equation 6: The Adaptive Cosine Estimator (ACE) [4]

Occasionally, ACE is treated as a geometric algorithm since it executes the SAM
computation in whitened space by inserting the inverse covariance matrix into each of the
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three dot products computed by SAM, making the ACE result equal to the cosine square
of the angle between the target pixel and sample pixel in whitened space [4], [117], [119].
That this dissertation treats ACE as a statistical algorithm since it is treated as such in
most of the literature.
Spectroscopic algorithms comprise the final class of spectral identification
algorithms and attempt to take advantage of diagnostic sections of spectra in ndimensional space, such as key absorption features or the position of the red edge [121],
[122]. The most common type of spectroscopic algorithm is a normalized index
consisting of two or more bands. Equation 7 presents the most widely used index is the
normalized difference vegetation index (NDVI), which attempts to identify vegetation by
normalizing the difference between the intensity in the NIR channels and the green
channels by the sum of the selected channels [123].

𝑁𝐷𝑉𝐼 =

(𝜌𝑁𝐼𝑅 − 𝜌𝑅𝑒𝑑 )
(𝜌𝑁𝐼𝑅 + 𝜌𝑅𝑒𝑑 )

Equation 7: Normalized Difference Vegetation Index [4]

Researchers have developed dozens of spectroscopic NDVI variants to identify
vegetation and to measure vegetation health [38]. For example, researchers have tested a
variety of indices to measure the efficiency with which vegetation is able to use incident
light for photosynthesis. The photochemical reflectance index (PRI) is one such index,
which measures carotenoid pigment coverage by calculating the normalized difference
between reflectance at the 531nm band and the 570nm band [124]. The PRI’s calculated
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index value is a measure of plant health rather than simply vegetation identification, and
is characteristic of the many similar spectroscopic indices that explore the relationships
between a small set of spectral channels to measure plant health. Ultimately,
spectroscopic algorithms are useful for narrow vegetation studies, but their reliance on a
few select spectral channels tends to ignore the chief contribution of HSI data: high
spectral resolution.
Although not advanced in this work, the HSI processing chain’s final phase,
quantification, warrants mention. The primary objective of the HSI algorithms in the
quantification/measurement phase is to determine the fractional abundance of a given
material within an individual pixel [4]. For example, linear spectral unmixing models
assume that a pixel spectrum is a linear combination of all of the pure endmember spectra
present within the material, meaning that if the endmembers are known, a set of linear
equations can be used to determine the fractions for each material [4]. The majority of
HSI unmixing algorithms are based on the liner mixture model seen in Equation 8, where
𝑅𝑥 is the reflectance of a given pixel in the 𝑥th of 𝑧 spectral bands, 𝑛 is the number of
mixture components (i.e., cover types), 𝑓𝑖 is the fractional component of endmember 𝑖,
𝑎𝑥𝑖 is the reflectance of endmember 𝑖 in spectral band 𝑥, and 𝑒𝑥 is the error at spectral
band 𝑥 [125].
𝑛

𝑅𝑥 = ∑ 𝑎𝑥𝑖 𝑓𝑖 + 𝑒𝑥
𝑖=1

Equation 8: The Linear Mixture Model [4]
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Although quantification algorithms such as spectral unmixing typically are
applied much later than edge detection efforts in the HSI processing chain, edge results as
pursued in this dissertation can inform spectral unmixing algorithm development and
application. For example, HSI edge detection algorithms are going to find linear
discontinuities in the scene, which will often present as the most heavily mixed pixels
along the boundaries of two different materials. Edge maps, therefore, can serve as
cueing mechanisms for unmixing algorithms searching for the most heavily mixed pixels.
At the conclusion of a full HSI processing chain, every material in the HSI data
cube has been detected, identified, and measured for abundance. Of course, not all steps
need to be performed for every target, and not all targets are always identified.
Additionally, many applications do not require the full chain and need only a component
to achieve success. For example, urban feature mapping does not require HSI
quantification algorithms to be successful, nor does atmospheric correction research
require anomaly detection algorithms to create usable atmospheric models. The right
balance of HSI processing chain elements is ultimately up to the researcher and the
application under study.

Traditional Panchromatic Edge Detection Methods
For most of remote sensing’s history, researchers have developed edge detection
methods primarily for panchromatic imagery – a reality that makes sense considering that
panchromatic sensors have dominated the overwhelming majority of remote sensing
history. Traditional edge detection methods apply a kernel-based approach to measure
edge strength in one or more directions within a single band, meaning that they tend to
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exploit local scene information to identify edges in a single gray-scale image.
Understanding this history and recognizing how traditional, panchromatic edge detection
methods can be optimized for HSI data is a key prerequisite for charting the course
towards new HSI edge detection methods.
Traditional panchromatic edge detection approaches typically measure the
similarity of pixel digital counts (i.e. gray-levels) in a local area defined by an n-sided
kernel [126]. In such cases, a kernel is convolved across an 𝑖 x 𝑗 scene to generate an 𝑖 x 𝑗
output plane in which each pixel represents the kernel’s calculation over the same pixel in
the original image. After the algorithm applies a threshold to the output plane, the
remaining pixels represent what are known as edge pixels and are typically rendered as
gray-to-white pixels in the edge plane.
Importantly, most edge detection algorithms operate on a per pixel basis rather
than on the scene in its entirety. This realization leads to a necessary clarification of the
general objective of an edge detection algorithm. One could argue that rather than finding
edges among different materials, edge detection algorithms identify individual pixels that
are different from the pixels in their neighborhood in a very specific way, namely that the
pixel is at a crucial position along a gradient. In this manner, traditional panchromatic
edge detection algorithms are similar to many HSI anomaly detection algorithms in the
sense that they both attempt to use a kernel convolution to identify pixels with unique
characteristics or a change between neighboring pixels. This overlapping functionality
explains why anomaly detection algorithms and edge detection algorithms both operate
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with the detection phase of the HSI processing chain, and helps justify why this study’s
HSI edge detection algorithms emphasize discontinuities in HSI data.
Finally, this dissertation measures edge detector performance according to the six
criteria established by Canny [1]. First, the edge detector should perform with low false
positive and false negative rates such that real edges in the scene should not be missed
and that false edge pixels should not be returned. Secondly, the edge detector should
correctly localize the edge points such that the operator’s edge pixels should be as close
as possible to the center of the true edge. Thirdly, the detector should generate only one
response to a single edge [1]. Canny’s minor criteria such as robustness to noise and
unbroken edges also are considered, as well.
The Roberts Operator
Among traditional edge detection methods, the Roberts edge detection algorithm
is one of the simplest and most well-understood panchromatic edge detection algorithms
in the scientific literature. As seen in Figure 33, the algorithm functions as a regional
operator by convolving two 2 x 2 kernels that use cross differences to calculate a gradient
magnitude image [15], [127]. Specifically, by measuring the sum of the squares of the
differences in intensity between diagonally adjacent pixels, the Roberts operator
generates an approximation to the continuous gradient at the interpolated point, but not at
the actual point [128].
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Figure 33: Roberts Cross-Gradient Kernels [127]

Optimized to respond most strongly to 45° edges, the Roberts operator convolves
the two kernels in Figure 33 to calculate the cross gradient partial derivatives according
to Equation 9 in which 𝑅𝑖,𝑗 is the computed derivative value (i.e., the pixel’s edge
strength or the probability of an edge passing through pixel 𝑖, 𝑗) and 𝑍𝑛 is a scene pixel as
depicted in Figure 33 [127].

𝑅𝑖,𝑗 = √(𝑍8 − 𝑍6 )2 −(𝑍5 − 𝑍9 )2
Equation 9: Roberts Cross-Gradient Operator [127]
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The Roberts operator is attractive for many panchromatic applications due to its
simplicity, computational speed and generally reliable results against edges where there is
a rapid change in intensity (i.e., high-contrast edges) [129], [130], [131]. For example,
consider the Roberts edge plane in Figure 34 [129]. In the presence of the high-contrast
edges between dark chromosomes against a white background, Roberts generates clean,
reliable edge planes at high computational speeds. Robert’s primary advantage is to
quickly identify easy-to-find edges – a useful edge detection method for applications
characterized by imagery with highly-controlled backgrounds such as seen in the medical
sciences.

Figure 34: Roberts Edge Plane for High-Contrast Panchromatic Imagery [129]
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However, Robert’s spatially short gradient measurements can limit its ability to
detect minor edges in non-traditional, challenging imagery and its ability to detect edges
in the presence of noise [132], [133], [134], [135], [136]. For example, consider the
weak Roberts edge plane in Figure 35, which was generated from wood grain imagery
with subtle, low-contrast edges. As seen, Roberts generated broken, partial edge
information, which is characteristic for Roberts’ results against low-contrast edges.
Ultimately, this dissertation expects Roberts’ demonstrated limitations to restrict its
ability to extract reliable edge information from the challenging, non-traditional imagery
pursued herein.

Figure 35: Roberts Edge Plane for Challenging, Non-Traditional Imagery [132]

The Sobel Operator
To improve upon Robert’s 2 x 2 cross-gradient sampling, the Sobel operator
employs 3 x 3 kernels to measure the cross-gradient strength of edge information in
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panchromatic imagery, as seen in Figure 36 [15], [137]. Optimized to detect vertical and
horizontal edges, the Sobel operator is more isotropic than the bi-directional Roberts
operator because its 3 x 3 kernels aggregate all four possible central gradient estimates
obtainable in a 3 x 3 neighborhood [137]. Specifically, the Sobel operator averages the
four directions as seen in Equation 10 where 𝑆𝑥 and 𝑆𝑦 correspond to the Sobel masks in
Figure 36, and 𝑆𝑖,𝑗 is the edge strength at pixel 𝑖, 𝑗 [137].
𝑆𝑖,𝑗 = √𝑆𝑥2 + 𝑆𝑦2
Equation 10: The Sobel Operator [137]

Figure 36: Sobel Operator 3 x 3 Kernels [137]
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The Sobel operator is a popular choice among researchers due to its isotropic
behavior, computational speed, low false negative rate and improved ability against lowcontrast edges in the presence of noise [132], [138], [139], [140], [141]. For example,
compare the Robert’s edge plane in Figure 35 to the Sobel edge plane in Figure 37 [132].
Note that where the Roberts operator was unable to extract meaningful edge information
from the wood grain imagery, Sobel was able to generate a coherent edge map containing
vertical and horizontal edges. The Sobel operator’s more precise gradient measurements
and improved isotropy clearly mark it as an improvement over the Roberts operator, and
also explains why edge detection researchers typically use it for baseline comparison
purposes more frequently than they use Roberts.

Figure 37: Sobel Edge Plane for Challenging, Non-Traditional Imagery [132]

The Sobel operator’s primary disadvantages are that it is not optimized for edge
detection accuracy and can obscure closely-spaced edges [15], [129], [142], meaning that
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the operator is adequate for detecting edges, but it does not always render them in the
correct position in the edge plane. Instead, Sobel’s Gaussian-like smoothing behavior
adds uncertainty to its results, which present as broad, multi-pixel (i.e., smoothed) edge
lines as opposed to crisp, single-pixel edge lines. For many applications, simply knowing
that an edge is present is sufficient, but for applications that require precise edge
mapping, more robust edge detection techniques are required.
For example, consider the Sobel edge plane in Figure 38, which is the Sobel
companion to the precise Roberts edge plane in Figure 34 [129]. While the Roberts edge
plane is characterized by crisp, single-pixel edges, the Sobel edge plane is composed of
broad, imprecise edges that obscure the internal detail evident in the Robert’s plane and
fail to communicate a clear edge location. To summarize, Robert’s excels at generating
clean, crisp edge information but with a high false negative rate, while Sobel has a low
false negative rate but struggles to generate highly accurate edge information.
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Figure 38: Sobel Edge Plane for High-Contrast Panchromatic Imagery [129]

The Canny Operator
A third example of a traditional panchromatic edge detection algorithm is the
well-known Canny edge detector. Generally agreed to be the most effective traditional
edge detection algorithm, the Canny edge detector attempts to satisfy the three primary
edge detection criteria: 1) perform at a low error rate, 2) closely localize the edge points,
and 3) generate a single edge point response for all edges [15], [1].
Canny seeks to satisfy these criteria through a four-step process [15], [1]. First, a
small (usually 3 x3) two-dimensional Gaussian operator is convolved across the image to
smooth out the noise according to Equation 11 [1]. The smoothing step is designed to
eliminate the most significant noise in the image without eliminating edge information.
Smaller Gaussian filters (e.g., 3 x 3) will eliminate less noise than their larger
counterparts (e.g., 5 x 5) but will be less likely to remove edge information, hence their
predominance in most Canny applications.
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𝑥
1
(− 2 )
2𝜎
𝐺 (𝑥, 𝑦) =
𝑒
2𝜋𝜎 2

Equation 11: Two-Dimensional Gaussian Filter [1]

Canny’s second step calculates the gradient magnitude and direction at each pixel
by convolving the smoothed image with the Sobel operator as described in Equation 10
and Figure 36 [137]. Although any gradient operator (e.g., Roberts) would work in
Canny’s second step, the traditional application of the Canny algorithm incorporates the
Sobel.
The third step represents the contribution from Canny. Canny realized that since
the magnitude of the edges are computed using a gradient, each of the edges in the output
image usually will manifest as a local maximum surrounded by broad ridges on either
side (i.e., perpendicular non-maxima edge information). Canny’s third step attempts to
thin these edges down to only those points that comprise the local maximum, thereby
mapping the edge to its precise dimension and location [1].
The algorithm accomplishes this thinning through a process known as nonmaxima
suppression, which removes nonmaxima edge points by tracing along each edge and
removing those pixels that are weaker than one of their neighbors in a given direction [1].
In this manner, the Canny operator sets to zero pixels that are adjacent to the maximumstrength edge pixels, thereby rendering a single, precise edge in the edge plane. This step
effectively satisfies edge criteria #2 and #3 (localization and single-point response) for a
Sobel edge plane, which satisfies criterion #1, low error rate.
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Canny’s final step serves as a simple polishing process to eliminate false edge
points. Specifically, the final step uses hysteresis thresholding to link broken edges,
thereby rendering unbroken edge lines to the maximum possible extent [1]. Hysteresis
thresholding, or double thresholding, establishes a lower threshold to eliminate false
alarms and an upper threshold to identify the strongest edge pixels. Once the false alarms
have been removed by the lower threshold, connectivity analysis can link the remaining
non-zero pixels to the strongest edge pixels. The final output should appear as a network
of solid, thin edges with few breaks and few, if any, wide ridges.
Figure 39 presents examples of the full Canny process for both a crisp
panchromatic image and a noisy panchromatic image [143]. Notice that the primary
difference between the images during the gradient measurement step that the edges in the
noisy image tend to be less strong and more broken. I.e., Sobel does not miss many
edges in the noisy image, but it renders them with less strength, or confidence. The
output of Canny’s nonmaxima suppressed step shows superior, more coherent results (as
expected) for the less noisy image, particularly around the subject’s eyes. However,
Canny still generates quite satisfactory results for the noisy image during the nonmaxima
suppression step, and both nonmaxima suppressed outputs demonstrate superior
localization compared to the simple gradient planes – a chief benefit of Canny’s
nonmaxima innovation. Finally, Canny’s hysteresis thresholding generates excellent
edge information for the non-noisy image by linking the small gaps along the edges,
which is particularly noticeable along the subtle facial features. While Canny renders
Lena more recognizably from the non-noisy image, the Canny-generated edge
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information extracted from the noisy image is notably superior to a simple Sobel plane
with respect to localization and single-pixel edges.

Figure 39: The Canny Operator's Five Steps [143]
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Given Canny’s deserved reputation as an optimal edge operator, researchers have
enlisted its services (and its variants) to inform a diverse array of applications, including
medical imaging [144], [145], [146] coastline extraction [147], airborne navigation [148],
kiwifruit harvesting [149] and manufacturing quality control [150], [151], [152]. For
example, Canny’s ability to generate accurately localized single-pixel edges makes it an
attractive choice for manufacturing applications that require high precision, such as safety
and reliability inspections for welded components [152].

Figure 40: Canny Operator's Application to Manufacturing Processes [152]

Figure 40 presents a Canny edge plane containing the precise locations of weld
flaws (circled in yellow) and is an excellent example of how Canny’s nonmaxima
suppression and hysteresis thresholding processing can detect very small edge breaks.
Considering the Sobel operator’s ability to detect similarly small edge breaks in Figure
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38, Sobel likely would miss the narrow breaks along the weld, which are diagnostic of
small weld defects that can have significant implications for safety and reliability.
Table 1 summarizes the strengths and weaknesses of the three traditional edge
detection methods examined herein: Roberts, Sobel, and Canny. As with most
applications, the primary tradeoff is between performance and speed. Roberts and Sobel
are comparatively fast compared to the multi-step Canny process, but Canny produces
more accurate, localized and single-point edges than either Sobel or Roberts.

Table 1: Comparison of Traditional Edge Detection Methods

Ultimately, researchers must choose the appropriate operator by considering the
application’s accuracy requirements, expected scene backgrounds and speed
requirements. For baseline comparison purposes, this dissertation tests all three
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operators’ performance against all datasets in order to compare the new algorithms’
performance to the performance of the most well-understood edge operators.

A Note on the Substantive Differences between Edge Detection and
Segmentation
Before surveying the multispectral edge detection literature, a note is warranted
on the important algorithm differences between edge detection methods and image
segmentation methods as they exist within the MSI literature. The two approaches
frequently overlap in day-to-day MSI remote sensing discourse, but their methods are
mathematically distinct. Specifically, MSI edge detection is premised on locating
discontinuities within an image, while image segmentation is premised on organizing
continuities within the image.
Edge detection methods look for differences among adjacent pixels while
segmentation methods measure spectral and/or spatial similarity to organize an image
into homogenous, non-overlapping regions. Bakker and Schmidt similarly state that edge
detection is based upon the detection of local variations (i.e. discontinuities or transitions)
which mainly correspond to the boundaries of homogeneous objects in the image [153].
The end states of the methods are similar, but distinct in the sense that edge detection
methods detect a boundary between these two regions, while segmentation methods
detect spectrally similar materials.
Indeed, the MSI segmentation literature reflects a clear emphasis on continuitybased algorithms. For example, most MSI image segmentation methods fall into one of
three groups: spatial neighborhood-based methods, spectral clustering-based methods and
region-growing methods. Neighborhood-based methods typically implement an image
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classification operator for measuring the spectral similarity between a known target pixel
and one or more of its immediate neighbors or near-neighbors [154], [155], [156], [157],
[158], [159], [160], [161], [162], [163], [164], [165], [166] . These approaches typically
assume foreknowledge of what representative spectral parameters to look for and are
generally not suitable for identifying spectrally mixed, discontinuous edge pixels.
Indeed, neighborhood-based methods sometimes “back into” edge information, but their
algorithm approaches are clearly designed to identify similar pixels over a small spatial
neighborhood in the scene.
Spectral clustering-based segmentation methods attempt to identify homogenous,
non-overlapping regions by grouping spectrally similar pixels in n-dimensional space
rather than according to their immediate spatial neighbors [167], [168], [169], [170],
[171], [172], [173], [174], [175], [176], [177]. The central idea behind these
segmentation methods is to segment the image from a spectral perspective rather than a
spatial one – the spatial continuities appear only after the clustered pixels are remapped
into their original spatial positions. As expected, clustering-based MSI segmentation
methods borrow generously from traditional clustering techniques such as k-means
clustering [169], [175], [176] and fuzzy c-means clustering [168], [170], [171], [174].
All of these approaches are similar in the sense that they parse the image for spectral
similarity among pixels – any edge information present in the final output is simply an
artifact of clustering-based MSI segmentation methods.
Finally, a smaller volume of MSI image segmentation approaches apply region
growing techniques to aggregate spectrally similar pixels [178], [179], [180], [181],
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[182]. As first hypothesized in [183], region growing methods for MSI segmentation
populate an MSI dataset with random or logically placed seeds that then automatically
grow to include spatially adjacent pixels until the mass forms a homogenous segment
based on spatial and spectral similarity (usually a thresholded distance from the mean).
Unlike MSI edge detection methods, MSI region growing segmentation methods
emphasize pixel similarity, not continuity. Indeed, MSI region growing segmentation
techniques are subject to challenging over-segmentation problems since they are so
sensitive to the region growing similarity threshold. Consequently, any superficial edge
information derivable from these techniques is typically weak and unreliable – not a
surprising result given that the aim of the techniques is to identify continuities.
Ultimately, segmentation algorithms that measure continuity simply are not
optimized for rendering quality measurements of an image’s discontinuities.
Segmentation algorithms present edge information as an implied by-product of
identifying homogenous regions, but their algorithm processes are engineered to extract
homogenous, non-overlapping image regions. Indeed, authors of MSI segmentation
methods clearly appreciate the difference, as evidenced by their independent treatment of
edge detection or smoothing techniques within a larger image processing chain
emphasizing image segmentation [162], [163], [166], [176], [178], [179], [180], [182].
Given the difference between MSI edge detection and MSI segmentation, this study relies
predominantly on the MSI edge detection literature discussed in the next several sections.
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Multispectral Edge Detection Methods
The image processing literature contains many MSI edge detection techniques for
earth remote sensing data. Most techniques fall into one of two broad categories: 1)
band-by-band methods or 2) gradient-based methods. Band-by-band edge detection
methods operate independently on each MSI band before deriving a final measure via an
aggregation operation like summation or the root mean squared (RMS) calculation.
Gradient-based methods attempt to derive meaning from the relationships among bands
by operating on multiple bands simultaneously. A handful of techniques fall outside of
these two main categories into a third, much smaller category: level-set based MSI edge
detection algorithms that take advantage of the powerful non-linear capabilities of levelset mathematics.
While many MSI edge detection techniques produce satisfactory results, they
frequently suffer from the same common weaknesses observed in single-band edge
detection efforts. Common limitations include sensitivity to noise, poor results between
low contrast areas, noisy edge planes, broken edges and a tendency to perform
satisfactorily only under optimal conditions. Many MSI edge detection algorithms in the
peer-reviewed research also are highly scene-dependent – a generally unwanted
characteristic if the algorithm is intended to be used against a broad variety of remote
sensing applications and datasets.
MSI Band-by-Band Edge Detection Methods
The simplicity of MSI band-by-band edge detection methods makes them an
attractive choice for researchers. Band-by-band approaches can be thought of as a
straightforward extension of traditional panchromatic edge detection methods to
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multispectral imagery. Edge operators execute against one band at a time with no
consideration given to the edge information available in other bands. The single-band
results are then combined into a single grayscale image in which each pixel’s digital
number (DN) represents the aggregate edge information for all bands at that pixel.
While these techniques often generate usable edge information, they tend to
produce noisy, broken edges and perform satisfactorily only under optimal conditions.
The two most likely explanations for these limitations are the limited spectral resolution
of MSI data and the inability of these algorithms to exploit the edge relationships among
bands.
A review of the MSI edge detection literature demonstrates that researchers have
developed several MSI band-by-band edge approaches not for earth remote sensing data,
but for medical imagery [184], [185], [186], [187], [188]. Although the MSI bands in
MRI imagery are not reliable analogues for the MSI bands in earth remote sensing data
(i.e., the MRI bands are spatial transverses of a given object rather than bands
corresponding to different wavelength sampling), many of the MRI edge techniques have
objectives similar to MSI edge techniques and therefore are worthy of mention. For
example, medical researchers have developed edge detection techniques for reducing
noise in magnetic resonance imagery (MRI). One simple approach passed a 3 X 3 filter
across a 32-band MRI to measure the n-dimensional Euclidean distances among the
center pixel and the surrounding eight pixels [189]. When a Euclidean distance exceeded
a user-defined threshold, the filter declared the center pixel to be an edge pixel.
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Figure 41: Limitations of Euclidean Distance in MSI Space [189]

While this approach produced satisfactory results for very low noise imagery (as
would be expected), it performed poorly against moderate and high noise imagery as seen
in Figure 41. The most likely explanation for the poor edge results against moderate and
high noise imagery is Euclidean distance’s sensitivity to intensity and the relatively low
spectral contrast among a limited number of MRI bands. For noisy images, Euclidean
distance tends to generate a suboptimal volume of false positives as it alarms on
artificially bright or dark pixels. The result is the noisy edge plane characterized by
broken edges as seen in Figure 41.
An intensity insensitive method like the spectral angle mapper (SAM) would
probably have produced superior noise reduction results. For this very reason, the edge
detection methods tested in this dissertation emphasize operators that are insensitive to
intensity or employ methods to reduce intensity-related artifacts. Through the principal
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components transformation, [189] would have been able to minimize the noise in the
MRI data before executing the edge detection techniques, which would likely have
produced a superior edge plane.
Another band-by-band edge detection approach for MRI data simply applied the
Canny edge operator against the individual MRI bands and summed the results [187]. As
seen in Figure 42, the edges are noisy, broken and for some low-contrast edges,
completely absent. These modest results are fairly typical for MRI edge efforts that
employ a traditional band-by-band edge detection approach such as Canny or Sobel
[188]. Similarly to [189], the edge results in [187] undoubtedly suffer from the limited
edge information extractable from a four-band image processed on a band-by-band basis.

Figure 42: Broken, Noisy Edges in Canny Planes Derived from 4-Band MRI [187]
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Additionally, the weak natural correlation among MRI bands limits how well they
can cooperate to produce edge information, which clearly caps the edge results obtainable
from a band-by band approach to MRI edge detection methods. This limitation is absent
in edge detection processes performed on earth remote sensing data since adjacent
electromagnetic spectral bands are naturally organized along a clear electromagnetic
spectrum as opposed to MRI data composed of disparate, omnidirectional radiofrequency
bands. Given these substantive differences between multiband MRI data and multiband
MSI data, and the modest edge results derived from MRI data, this study emphasizes
edge techniques for earth remote sensing data.
Band-by-band MSI edge detection approaches frequently employ edge detection
methods within a broader image processing chain, and many of them rely on the Canny
operator to extract edge information. For example, [190] integrates edge detection
techniques within an image classification workflow. Within the image classification
workflow, [190] uses the Canny edge detector to generate pixel edge strength measures,
which are then fed back into the workflow to help corroborate the independent image
classification processing. As seen in Figure 43, the edge-guided image classification
results demonstrate the utility of integrating edge detection techniques within broader
image processing efforts.
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Figure 43: Edge-Informed Image Classification Results [190]

Similarly, [191] also integrated Canny-derived MSI edge detection results into a
broader image processing workflow for image classification. After applying the Canny
edge detection filter to identify edge pixels within a four-band SPOT-5 MSI datacube,
[191] used the strongest MSI edge pixels as seeds for a region growing routine designed
to classify ocean regions and aquaculture regions. In this way, MSI edge information
serves as a starting point for image classification. As seen in Figure 44, MSI edge
detection techniques can help derive clear, single-pixel boundaries between spectrally
similar targets such as water and aquaculture.
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Figure 44: Edge-Informed Region Growing Results [191]

While many MSI edge detection approaches use the Canny edge detection filter
on the discreet MSI bands, [192] applies it against a processed image wherein each pixel
represents an ordering scalar derived from the respective pixel’s spectral vector. This
approach is notable in that it executes the Canny operator against a preprocessed
grayscale image rather than the original MSI image. As seen in Figure 45, executing
Canny against the ordered scalar image produces respectable results, albeit with noisy
and frequently broken edges.

Figure 45: Canny-Derived Edge Information from an Ordered Scalar Multispectral Image [192]
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Interestingly, [192] also executed their approach against a 220-band HSI image
but generated only modest edge results as seen in Figure 46. The authors do not
speculate on the modest HSI results, but the most likely explanations are 1) the HSI data
was not corrected to reflectance and/or 2) the HSI data was not compressed via a
principal components transform. As will be detailed later, the research performed in this
dissertation compresses HSI data prior to edge detection processes in order to maximize
results.

Figure 46: Canny-Derived Edge Information from an Ordered Scalar Hyperspectral Image [192]

Other approaches have applied post-processing techniques to improve outputted
edge detection planes. The method detailed in [193] applies simple dilation and erosion
morphology filters as a post-processing step to improve MSI edge detection results. By
applying erosion and dilation operators to smooth the Canny edge results, [193]
demonstrates that simple morphology operators can help mitigate noisy, broken MSI
edges often derived from traditional panchromatic edge detection methods.
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Figure 47: Morphology Operators Improve Edge Detection Plane [193]

The Tensor Gradient for MSI Edge Detection
Publishing within the field of computer vision in 1986, Di Zenzo [194] pioneered
the extension of single-band gradient techniques to multispectral imagery. Before Di
Zenzo’s findings, computer vision and remote sensing practitioners simply applied
difference operators to individual spectral bands and combined the results by taking the
root mean square, the sum, the maximum of absolute values, etc. Di Zenzo recognized
that single-band techniques did not use edge evidence in one component to reinforce edge
evidence along the same direction in other components. Di Zenzo suggested treating
MSI data as a vector field, and demonstrated that applying the tensor gradient against
MSI could measure how effectively the image’s spectral bands cooperated to
communicate edge information [194]. Specifically, Di Zenzo’s approach extended
single-band techniques by measuring the direction along which the image’s rate of
change is maximum as well as the magnitude of the rate of change. He then combined
the direction and magnitude to create a gradient that took advantage of the relationships
among all of the data’s spectral bands.
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Di Zenzo considered a three-band MSI image as a function mapping a twodimensional representation of the image plane comprised of real numbers into the redgreen-blue (RGB) space where the color components are R(x, y), G(x, y) and B(x, y). In
vector space, the full image can be denoted as the function f(x, y) = (R(x, y), G(x, y) and
B(x, y)) with unitary vectors r, g, b associated with the red, blue and green axes,
respectively. Di Zenzo then suggests that the vectors fh, h = 1, 2 can be understood as
seen in Equation 12, where both u and v are functions in the x, y plane for a given pixel.

𝐮=

𝜕𝑅
𝜕𝐺
𝜕𝐵
𝒓+
𝒈+
𝒃
𝜕𝑥
𝜕𝑥
𝜕𝑥

𝐯=

𝜕𝑅
𝜕𝐺
𝜕𝐵
𝒓+
𝒈+
𝒃
𝜕𝑦
𝜕𝑦
𝜕𝑦

Equation 12: Di Zenzo's Gradient Magnitude

Equation 13 presents the angle between the pixel’s u and v vectors as

𝜃=

2𝑔𝑥𝑦
1
tan−1 (
)
2
(𝑔𝑥𝑥 − 𝑔𝑦𝑦 )

Equation 13: Di Zenzo’s Gradient Direction

where the tensor components are
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𝜕𝑦
𝜕𝑦
𝜕𝑦

𝑔𝑥𝑦 = 𝐮 × 𝐯 =

𝜕𝑅 𝜕𝑅 𝜕𝐺 𝜕𝐺 𝜕𝐵 𝜕𝐵
+
+
𝜕𝑥 𝜕𝑦 𝜕𝑥 𝜕𝑦 𝜕𝑥 𝜕𝑦

Equation 14: Di Zenzo's Tensor Components

Note that at this point in the process, the algorithm has identified the magnitude of the xdirection and y-direction edge strength as well as the direction of the maximum rate of
change. Missing is the magnitude of the edge strength along the direction of maximum
change. Equation 15 provides Di Zenzo’s final calculation to determine magnitude (i.e.,
edge strength) along the direction of maximum change. Note that Equation 15 functions
in the spirit of the gradient by accepting as input a pixel’s x-direction magnitude, ydirection magnitude and the direction of maximum change at that pixel.

𝐹 (𝜃 ) = √{(𝑔𝑥𝑥 + 𝑔𝑦𝑦 ) + cos 2𝜃(𝑔𝑥𝑥 − 𝑔𝑥𝑦 ) + 2𝑔𝑥𝑦 sin 2𝜃}
Equation 15: Di Zenzo's Maximum Edge Strength Along the Direction of Greatest Change

In plain language, Equation 14 generates the gradient magnitudes in the xdirection and y-direction by combining the MSI cubes’ red, green and blue information,
while Equation 13 generates the direction of greatest change (i.e., the angle) as a function
of the cross products derived in Equation 14. Di Zenzo then proposes finding the
magnitude of the vector aligned to the maximum rate of change according to Equation
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15. The output from Equation 15 applied to each pixel is assigned as the DN to the
corresponding pixel in the output edge plane.
As described above in the Purpose section, a central aim of this study is to
advance Di Zenzo’s gradient measurement approach into hyperspectral space. Figure 48
presents a graphical representation of how the Di Zenzo gradient operates, where the
gradient at pixel 𝑔 is derived from the gradients within the red, green and blue bands of a
three-color image.

Figure 48: Graphical Representation of the Di Zenzo Gradient Operator
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Di Zenzo’s multispectral gradient ideas inspired subsequent research efforts.
Cumani [195] was the first to extend Di Zenzo’s algorithm approach to real imagery, and
he determined that there were limitations when extending one-band theories to multiband
images. Most importantly, Cumani found that emphasizing maximum gradient variations
during edge detection operations frequently led to broken edge lines since maximum
gradient variations occurred only sparsely along a given edge. This limitation makes
sense for multispectral imagery, where intermittent spectral sampling often leads to
stepwise-like results during analysis. As will be discussed, the research conducted herein
will measure to what extent the contiguous, narrow band sampling of HSI can overcome
the stepwise limitations observed in Cumani’s results.
Several authors have built upon the gradient work pioneered by Di Zenzo and
Cumani [196]. An interesting extension of gradient-based edge detection methods to
MSI imagery is seen in [197], which populates a new feature space by measuring the
spatial gradient magnitudes of all pixels over all spectral bands to generate a gradient
magnitude feature space. Inside this new gradient magnitude feature space, edge pixels
tend to concentrate in small, salient clusters. The key advantage of [197]’s approach is
that it uses the global, structural scene information to extract edges as opposed to
extracting edges based on local scene information.
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Figure 49: MSI Gradient Feature Space Edge Results [197]

As seen in Figure 49, the results demonstrate the ability of gradient-based edge
detection methods to detect edges within complex images and generate low-noise, edge
planes. In particular, notice the gradient-based method’s ability to overcome the noise in
the right-side image. Although many of the edges are broken, they are still discernable –
a respectable result given that the algorithm had only eight noise bands on which to
operate. The primary reason that this approach was able to overcome significant
background noise was because it deliberately isolated signal from noise by virtue of its
novel MSI gradient feature space. Based on the success of [197], this dissertation takes a
similarly deliberate approach to noise mitigation by applying a principal components
transformation to HSI data prior to executing edge operators.
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Another gradient-based edge detection method [198] creates a new “MSI gradient
image” wherein each pixel represents the spectral gradient maximum in any direction
from that given pixel. Similarly to [189], [198] then passes a 3 X 3 Euclidean distance
filter across the new MSI gradient image to identify edge pixels. As seen in Figure 50,
the Euclidean distance filter generated satisfactory results when applied against the MSI
gradient image derived from 4-band MSI data. The results are particularly notable
considering the low spatial resolution of the ASTER data, suggesting that gradient-based
edge detection methods perform well even against low spatial resolution imagery.

Figure 50: Edge Results Derived from MSI Gradient Image [198]

Another approach [199] extends MSI gradient techniques beyond the
conventional n-dimensional vector space by treating each MSI pixel as a Clifford
algebraic value in Clifford algebra space (i.e., geometric algebra space). In this manner,
[199] reinforced Di Zenzo’s hypothesis that edge detection techniques leveraging the
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quantitative relationships among MSI bands are more powerful than edge techniques that
simply aggregate the results of single-band operators executing on each MSI band.

Figure 51: The Clifford Gradient’s Poor Performance Against Low-Contrast Edges [199]

While the Clifford gradient generated satisfactory edge results against highcontrast areas, the operator failed to reliably detect low-contrast edges between similar
areas as seen in Figure 51. Additionally, several moderate-contrast edges were missed,
and thin edges were frequently missed. Although [199] does not address these
limitations, insufficient spectral resolution or limitations of Clifford algebra are possible
explanations for the Clifford gradient’s inability to discriminate edges between similar
materials.
A novel approach to MSI edge detection is presented in [200], which develops an
edge detection method based on Newton’s law of universal gravity. Specifically, the
method treats every pixel as if it was a celestial body, and calculates pixel gradient edge
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strength according to Newton’s law. While an interesting approach, its real strength is
attributable to its simultaneous treatment of the edge relationships among all MSI bands,
as opposed to a band-by-band approach.

Figure 52: MSI Edge Results Based on Newton's Law of Gravitational Motion [200]

As seen in Figure 52, the approach generated satisfactory results against 31-band
MSI data – edges are fairly narrow and contiguous, and noise is minimal. Compared to
the Clifford algebra approach described in [199], the approach in [200] generated
superior results. One possible explanation for the different results is the superiority of
vector-based edge detection methods over Clifford algebraic approaches. The volume of
MSI edge detection literature based on vector space as opposed to geometric algebra
space suggests the same.
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SAM and ED Applications to MSI Edge Detection
While the MSI literature contains many single-band and gradient-based edge
detection methods, the same cannot be said for MSI edge methods based on spectral
angle mapper and Euclidean distance. Researchers have applied the spectral angle
mapper and the Euclidean distance algorithms to multispectral image classification
efforts [201], [202], but the peer-reviewed scientific literature is devoid of research
applying SAM and ED to multispectral edge detection efforts. Such a wide research gap
is not terribly surprising given the limitations of discriminating materials in limited ndimensional space, but the gap’s size is certainly indicative of the scientific community’s
nascent understanding of spectral-based edge detection methods for multispectral data.
Identifying this dissertation gap is important in the sense that it speaks to how
much the MSI edge detection literature relies on an image’s spatial component to detect
edges. The gap also indicates that HSI spatial-spectral edge detection algorithms that
incorporate SAM and ED are pioneering new understanding within the scientific
literature – a central aim of this dissertation. Indeed, a later section details how this
dissertation advances the science by incorporating ED into an existing HSI spatialspectral edge detection algorithm.
Level Set Edge Detection for MSI Edge Detection
Although not as severe as the research gap in SAM-based and ED-based MSI
edge detection approaches, the scientific literature lacks a robust body of level set-based
MSI edge detection research [203], [204], [205], [206], [207], [208], [209]. When
adapted to multispectral imagery, traditional level-set based edge detection methods
attempt to evolve an active contour model (i.e., an active snake, curve, surface or
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balloon) to edge pixels as described in the widely cited Chan-Vese work [210] and [211].
The seminal level set work within the field of mathematics was pioneered by Osher and
Sethian, upon which all other level set research is based [212].
Specifically, level-set based MSI edge detection methods operate very similarly to
classic level set implementations by evolving a parametric contour around an edge until it
reaches a minimum energy level according to Equation 16, Equation 17 and Figure 53.
In Equation 16 and Equation 17, 𝐶 is a closed, two-dimensional parametric curve, 𝑠 is the
curve’s arc length, 𝑥 and 𝑦 are the curve’s coordinates, 𝐸𝑐𝑢𝑟𝑣𝑒 is the energy of the curve
to be minimized, 𝐸𝑖𝑚𝑎𝑔𝑒 represents the image energy as represented by an object’s edge
pixel intensities, 𝐸𝑖𝑛𝑡 is the parametric curve’s internal energy according to its
elasticity/tension and its rigidity (i.e., smoothness), and 𝐸𝑐𝑜𝑛 is the constraint energy for
inserting optional external constraints to the energy functional [213]. Finally, the
functional derivatives of the image, scene and constraint energies constitute the energies
minimized by the level set function [214].

𝐶 (𝑠) = (𝑥(𝑠), 𝑦(𝑠))
Equation 16: A Traditional Parametric Active Contour [213]

1

1

𝐸(𝐶 (𝑠)) = ∫ 𝐸𝑐𝑢𝑟𝑣𝑒 (𝐶(𝑠)) 𝑑𝑠 = ∫[𝐸𝑖𝑚𝑎𝑔𝑒 (𝐶(𝑠)) + 𝐸𝑖𝑛𝑡 (𝐶(𝑠)) − 𝐸𝑐𝑜𝑛 (𝐶(𝑠))] 𝑑𝑠
0

0

where 𝐸(𝐶 (𝑠)) → 𝑚𝑖𝑛𝑖𝑚𝑢𝑚
Equation 17: Minimizing the Level Set Energy Functional [213], [210]
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In simplest terms, a level set-based edge detection algorithm attempts to minimize
the sum of the pixel and active contour energies in order to position an edge curve at
points of maxima while keeping the curve as smooth as practical; the constraint energy is
an optional, but frequently implemented, factor [210]. Figure 53 demonstrates, for
example, how the level set method could evolve a conical surface to find the edges of a
circular object. In Figure 53, the red conical surface is the level set function that
translates up and down until it finds the “best fit” between the function and the target
feature. This “best fit” is defined as the zero level set because it is the collection of
points for which the level set function returns zero height (i.e., a “level” height to the
image plane). Ultimately, the level set function outputs this collection of points as the
edge curve since it is the level set at which the sum of the scene and edge curve energies
(i.e., derivatives) are minimal.
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Figure 53: Evolving a Level Set Function to Detect Edges

While Figure 53 presents a simple example using a circle and a vertically
translating cone, practical level set implementations must apply much more complex
shapes operating in complex motions in order to detect the edges of irregularly shaped
scene objects. Level set implementations need not take an “outside in” approach, either.
They may execute from as an “inside out,” balloon-like operator that begins within the
object and expands to “fill” the object according to the minimum level set. Level set
approaches also usually operate against all objects in a scene, which results in highly
irregular zero level sets.
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Another key element to understand about level set methodologies is that they
attempt to overcome the directional biases (i.e., Roberts is biased to 45° edges, Sobel is
biased to vertical and horizontal edges, etc.) of classic kernel-based approaches by fitting
a highly flexible surface to scene objects in n-dimensional space. For example, a level
set approach to panchromatic images would operate in two-dimensional space, while a
level set approach to 10-band MSI data would operate in 10-dimensional space.
Level set approaches for MSI data attempt to take leverage MSI’s additional
spectral information to build a more intelligence level set function, or surface. For
example, consider Figure 54 which demonstrates how a level set algorithm would evolve
a contour inward towards object boundaries in a two-band multispectral image [206]. In
the top frame, the level set function initially returns high-energy contours that are widely
distanced around the objects to be circumscribed. As the level set function translates
downward in the middle frame, the contours more closely outline the scene objects, and
in the final frame the level set function returns tightly spaced, minimal energy contours
around each object. Such is the effectiveness of evolving an active contour against
multidimensional imagery. As the imagery increases in dimension, the level set surface
increases in complexity. In Figure 54, a simple plane can capture both spectral
dimensions, but a three-dimensional surface would be required to operate against threeband MSI, a 10-dimensionial surface would be required to execute against 10-band MSI,
etc.

Ultimately, an n-dimensional level set function is required to service an n-

dimensional dataset.
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Figure 54: Translating the Level Set Functional Against a Three-Band Image [206]

As one would expect from a shallow literature pool, level set research for MSI
data has identified several challenges that higher spectral resolution could help overcome,
including how to handle touching or overlapping objects [206], how to detect edges in
high-noise environments [208] and how to preserve fine edge details in the final edge
map [205]. These challenges indicate that the level set capabilities are outpacing the
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spectral capacity of low spectral resolution data, thereby suggesting that level set
applications for HSI data will likely yield improved results.

Hyperspectral Edge Detection Methods
Hyperspectral edge detection methods borrow liberally from the traditional and
MSI edge detection literature, hence the foregoing literature review of traditional and
MSI methods and applications. Recall Figure 4, however, which demonstrated that only
a handful of HSI-specific edge detection articles populate the peer-reviewed scientific
literature. Among these contributors, two primary algorithm categories appear:
unsupervised HSI spatial-spectral edge detection methods [153], [215], [216], [217],
[218], [219] and image classification methods masquerading as HSI spatial-spectral edge
detection algorithms [220], [221]. Before reviewing the relevant HSI edge detection
literature, however, the reader will benefit from a brief clarification regarding several HSI
image processing techniques that can be confused with HSI edge detection methods.
First, the latter category of HSI image classification methods appearing as HSI
edge detection algorithms is uniquely enabled by the material detection capability of HSI
technologies, and merits discussion before proceeding to a review of the HSI edge
detection methods relevant to this study. For example, [221] developed a rotation-variant
template matching (RTM) algorithm that rotates a 3 x 1 kernel (or template) in 45°
increments at each pixel to measure the spectral closeness and spatial alignment between
the template’s user-defined endmembers and the neighboring pixels’ endmembers.
Specifically, RTM populates a kernel with two endmember spectra that are known to
exist in the scene, and then uses that kernel to find neighboring pixels that are most
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continuous with the kernel’s endmembers, which suggests a boundary between the two
pure endmembers as seen in Figure 55. RTM then repeats this process for every other
unique pair of endmembers specific to that particular scene, applying the kernel as a
miniature image to measure the continuity between the hyperspectral image and the
miniature image.

Figure 55: Rotation-Variant Template Matching [221]

The use of the term “suggests” in the previous paragraph is deliberate – RTM
does not directly localize edges by finding discontinuities among adjacent pixels, it only
implies edge information in the same manner as a continuity-based image classification
map suggests edge pixels. Consequently, RTM is best understood as a novel
advancement of HSI image classification methods, rather than as an HSI edge detection
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method. The scientific literature supports this characterization, as well. Of the eight
peer-reviewed journal articles that cite [221] in an applications context, all eight of them
use RTM to classify a hyperspectral image containing specific materials of interest [222],
[223], [224], [225], [226], [227], [228], [229]. All but one of the citing articles was
authored or co-authored by the first author of [221], as well, which further suggests that
the RTM algorithm was originally designed as an image classifier, not an edge detector.
Ultimately, the critical difference between the RTM approach to edge detection and the
edge detection methods pursued in this study is that the RTM methodology uses
supervised, continuity-based, scene-dependent mathematics while this dissertation and its
supporting literature use unsupervised, discontinuity-based, generalizable mathematics to
generate edge maps.
Another interesting example of an HSI image classifier masquerading as an HSI
edge detection method is seen in [220], which advances the novel idea of using a
material-specific HSI edge signature to identify the boundaries between previouslyidentified materials. Specifically, [220] proposes two-model based HSI algorithms that
first build a set of edge signatures using all unique combinations of the scene-specific
materials, and then use those edge signatures to drive an image classification process that
generates an image classification plane for each edge signature. [220] then combines the
edge signature classification planes into a final classification map that looks strikingly
like an edge map as seen in Figure 56.
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Figure 56: Paskaleva's Edge Signature Approach to Image Classification [220]

Paskaleva et al’s concept of an edge signature is unique, but algorithmically the
approach is a continuity-based image classification method. Specifically, [220]’s first
algorithm uses a band-ratio technique to identify edge signatures unique to the scene,
while the second algorithm uses a k-nearest neighbor classifier to generate a large set of
candidate edge signatures unique to the scene. Paskaleva et al’s approaches produce
satisfactory results, but they clearly function as continuity-based image classifiers and
therefore do not align to the discontinuity-based edge detection methods advanced by this
dissertation.
Additionally, some HSI image filtering and HSI visualization/fusion efforts use
edge preservation considerations to measure filter effectiveness [230], [231], [232]. First
demonstrated in the landmark Perona and Malik work on anisotropic diffusion [233],
image filtering methods incorporating edge preservation considerations use edge
persistence as a qualitative criterion for estimating how effectively the filter reduces noise
without eliminating edge information. In these cases, edge consideration efforts simply
amount to the researcher visually judging the change in edge rendering between pre- and
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post-filtering images – a heuristic process that is materially distinct from a rigorous,
image processing-based edge detection function that generates edge maps by
quantitatively detecting scene discontinuities. Furthermore, some HSI filtering efforts
specifically design their filtering process to eliminate minor edges, which are treated as
scene noise and therefore targeted for removal by an optimal HSI image filter – such
efforts clearly do not behave like edge detectors. Since the image filtering research
efforts that use edge preservation criteria do not directly inform edge detection methods,
they are largely beyond the scope of this dissertation.
Directly within the scope of this dissertation, however, is the first category of HSI
edge detection methods: unsupervised, discontinuity based edge detection methods. For
example, [153] develops a spatial-spectral HSI edge detector that generates a
dissimilarity map (i.e., an edge plane) by convolving the full HSI datacube with a
modified Laplace operator in vector space rather than on a band-by-band basis.
Specifically, [153] replaces the Laplace operator’s scalar absolute differences between
neighboring pixels with the spectral angle between equivalent neighbors, translates a
window operator across and down the scene, and outputs a single edge plane in which
pixel values correspond to dissimilarity scores as measured by the spectral angle. As
seen in Equation 18, [153] employs SAM as a statistical measure of dissimilarity by
taking advantage of the fact that the cosine of the spectral angle is equivalent to the
correlation coefficient (CC) of the observations 𝑣⃗ and 𝑤
⃗⃗⃗.
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cos(𝑆𝐴𝑀( 𝑣⃗, 𝑤
⃗⃗⃗)) =

∑𝑛𝑘=1 𝑣𝑘 𝑤𝑘
√∑𝑛𝑘=1 𝑣𝑘2 √∑𝑛𝑘=1 𝑤𝑘2

= 𝐶𝐶(𝑣⃗, 𝑤
⃗⃗⃗)

Equation 18: The Spectral Angle Mapper as a Statistical Measure of Dissimilarity [153]

Figure 57 presents the results of [153]’s spatial-spectral HSI edge detection
algorithm as applied to 128-band VNIR/SWIR HyMap cube. As shown, the spatialspectral (i.e., Laplace-Spectral Angle) edge detection algorithm produced satisfactory
edge information with an acceptable amount of noise.

Figure 57: Bakker and Schmidt's Modified Laplace Operator Results [153]

Another spatial-spectral HSI edge detection algorithm is presented in [215],
which uses the NDVI to generate a fuzzy edge map in which each pixel’s value reflects
the number of bands that were identified as containing edge information. Designed for
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heavily vegetated HSI scenes, [215]’s edge detection algorithm fuses a traditional MSIderived NDVI plane with the data’s independent spectral components as derived from an
independent component analysis (ICA). The combined plane is then mined for edges
according to a traditional application of the Canny edge detection algorithm and
smoothed for noise, resulting in a fuzzy edge map in which pixels are flagged as edge
pixels according to how many times (up to the number of spectral bands) Canny alarmed
on an edge pixel in the fused plane.

Figure 58: NDVI-Informed Fuzzy Edge Map Using HYDICE VNIR/SWIR Data [215]

Figure 58 presents the results of the algorithm when executed against a 189-band
VNIR/SWIR HYDICE cube. The modest edge information is indeed fuzzy (i.e., poorly
localized), as noted by the authors, largely due to the overreliance on the sparse spectral
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contrast achievable by the two-band NDVI implementation. Sufficient to inform the
author’s overall image classification objective, [215]’s results fall short of an optimal
edge map extractable from hyperspectral data.
The remaining spatial-spectral HSI edge detection algorithms fall into three
distinct classes that have direct bearing on the direction of this dissertation: gradientbased edge detection methods, the unique Hyperspectral/Spatial Detection of Edges
(HySPADE) method and level-set-based edge detection methods. Accordingly, this
study affords each class a focused review.
The Tensor Gradient for HSI Edge Detection
Figure 59 demonstrates why this dissertation endeavors to advance the scientific
community’s understanding of Di Zenzo’s edge detection gradient as tested against
hyperspectral imagery – only a handful of peer-reviewed journal articles pursue gradientbased HSI edge detection algorithms as their primary objective. While Di Zenzo’s work
has been available since 1982, researchers in the relatively new field of hyperspectral
remote sensing have de-prioritized gradient-based HSI edge detection developments in
favor of integrating simple gradient implementations within more widely studied image
processes such as noise reduction in HSI data [234], [235], [236], anomaly detection
[237], image fusion [238], [239], dimensionality reduction [240] and HSI image
classification [241], [242], [243], [244], [245], [246], [247], [248]. The prioritization
makes sense given the general scarcity of edge detection research as seen in Figure 1 (i.e.,
researchers are more likely to pursue the most well-understood methods when beginning
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research into new imaging modalities), but it has created the gap in HSI edge detection
research that this study seeks to inform.

Figure 59: Research Gap for Gradient-Based Hyperspectral Edge Detection

The gradient-based HSI research efforts employ the gradient in either spatial
and/or spectral space in order to inform the primary image processing technique, but none
of them apply the gradient primarily in pursuit of discontinuity-based edge detection
research. Most of them use the gradient in either the spatial or spectral dimension to the
exclusion of the other, as well. Simply stated, gradient-based HSI research has borrowed
from Di Zenzo, but few efforts have attempted to improve upon his ideas as applied to
hyperspectral imagery edge detection methods.
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For example, [235] and [234] apply Di Zenzo’s gradient concept in spectral space
in order to improve anisotropic diffusion techniques, but they do not execute the gradient
to detect discontinuities in the spatial dimension. Similarly, [237] and [240] apply
gradient measures in spectral space (i.e., the rate of change among spectral bands within a
single pixel) but stop short of applying the gradient to find discontinuities in the spatial
dimension. Finally, gradient-based image classification schemes use Di Zenzo’s
unaltered gradient in a variety of ways, including only in spectral space [242], within an
intermediate noise-reduction step [243] and to identify gradient minima for classification
seeds [244], [247] . None of them use the gradient to generate edge maps derived from
adjacent pixel discontinuities.
Although many research efforts, as shown, have extended Di Zenzo’s gradient
work to multispectral edge detection or incorporated it into other HSI image processing
efforts, very few have adopted or advanced his gradient-based edge detection methods for
hyperspectral data [216], [217], [218]. For example, [216] adapted Di Zenzo’s gradient
to an HSI edge detection method designed to detect edges in the presence of strong
illumination effects. Specifically, [216] developed a chromatic-only version of the Di
Zenzo gradient that operates only against the chromatic dimensions of HSI data to the
exclusion of the illumination dimension. [216] achieves the decomposition of the HSI
chromatic (i.e., angular) and illumination (i.e., vector magnitude) dimensions by
converting an HSI dataset’s Cartesian coordinates to hyperspherical coordinates in which
the illumination and chromatic dimensions are separated according to Equation 19, where
𝑝 is the hyperspectral pixel color in n-dimensional Euclidean space, 𝑙 is the vector
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magnitude (i.e., illumination dimension), and {𝜃1 , 𝜃2 , 𝜃3 , … , 𝜃𝑛 } are the angular
parameters (i.e., chromatic dimensions) [216].

𝑝 = {𝑙, 𝜃1 , 𝜃2 , 𝜃3 , … , 𝜃𝑛 }
Equation 19: Hyperspherical Coordinate Representation [216]

This separation of illumination information and chromatic information enables the
chromatic gradient to execute independently against the chromatic information, thereby
eliminating edge noise attributable to illumination effects. Figure 60 compares [216]’s
approach compared to a traditional Prewitt kernel convolution as applied to a 128-band
hyperspectral image ranging from 0.3µm to 1.0µm. The target is a plastic ball on a
homogeneous green background. In the initial results, note how the Prewitt operator fails
to distinguish between the plastic ball and its shadow, and how it responds strongly to the
specular reflection on the surface of the ball – both of which are indicators of Prewitt’s
sensitivity to illumination effects. Comparatively, the chromatic gradient delineated a
clear edge between the ball and its shadow in the initial results, and responded much
more appropriately to the specular reflection.
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Figure 60: Comparison of Chromatic Gradient and Prewitt Results [216]

Thresholding did not improve the Prewitt filter’s final results, but the optimally
thresholded chromatic gradient results indicate a clear, unbroken boundary surrounding
the ball. Most importantly, the shadow boundary and specular reflection boundary
disappear after thresholding, thereby validating the extension of Di Zenzo’s gradient to a
chromatic gradient capable of mitigating illumination effects.
Another effort to extend Di Zenzo’s gradient-based approach to hyperspectral
remote sensing is [217], which develops a modified Di Zenzo gradient method designed
to improve edge localizations, which frequently appear as wide, unlocalized ridges in
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simple applications of the Di Zenzo gradient. Specifically, [217] employs a non-maxima
suppression scheme to optimize the partial derivatives of individual HSI bands such that
they contain only those contributions directed towards their associated local scalar
gradient maxima. Following a two-dimensional Gaussian smoothing to reduce scene
noise within each band, [217] next computes the scalar gradient magnitude (𝑀𝑏𝑓 ) and
direction (𝜃𝑏𝑓 ) according to Equation 20 and Equation 21, respectively, in which 𝐼 is an
𝑛-band HSI image, 𝑏 denotes the specific band, 𝑥 and 𝑦 represent spatial image
𝑥
coordinates, 𝐼𝑏𝑓 represents a Gaussian-smoothed version of 𝐼𝑏 , 𝐼𝑏𝑓
represents the partial
𝑦
derivative in the 𝑥-direction and 𝐼𝑏𝑓
represents the partial derivative in the 𝑦-direction.

𝑦
𝑥 (
(𝑥, 𝑦)}2
𝑀𝑏𝑓 (𝑥, 𝑦) = √{𝐼𝑏𝑓
𝑥, 𝑦)}2 + {𝐼𝑏𝑓

Equation 20: The Scalar Gradient Magnitude

−1

𝜃𝑏𝑓 (𝑥, 𝑦) = tan (

𝑦
(𝑥, 𝑦)
𝐼𝑏𝑓
𝑥 (
𝐼𝑏𝑓
𝑥, 𝑦)

)

Equation 21: The Scalar Gradient Direction

With the scalar gradient magnitude and direction, [217] then executes the nonmaxima suppression scheme against each individual HSI band. The non-maxima
suppression step attempts to identify the highly localized edge points in the gradient field
by suppressing spurious edge responses around the local maxima – the presumably true
edge points. Specifically, [217] parses the scalar gradient direction into four discrete
orientations, 𝜃1= 0°, 𝜃2 = 45°, 𝜃3 = 90° and 𝜃4 = 135° before convolving a 3 x 3 kernel (𝛽)
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at each pixel in order to locate the discrete orientation ( 𝜃𝑘 , 𝑘 ∈ {1,2,3,4} ) closest to
𝜃𝑏𝑓 (𝑥, 𝑦). To then isolate the true HSI edge points, [217] then suppresses the
corresponding gradient magnitude 𝑀𝑏𝑓 (𝑥, 𝑦) if and only if it’s value is smaller (i.e., nonmaxima) than one of its two adjacent neighbors ( {𝛽1 , 𝛽1 } ∈ 𝛽 ) along 𝜃𝑘 as represented
𝑛
in Equation 22. In Equation 22, 𝑀𝑏𝑓
is the non-maximally suppressed version of 𝑀𝑏𝑓

containing only those gradient magnitudes associated with extremely localized, true edge
pixels.

𝑛 (
𝑀𝑏𝑓
𝑥, 𝑦) {

0 𝑖𝑓 𝑀𝑏𝑓 (𝑥, 𝑦) < 𝛽1 𝑜𝑟 𝑀𝑏𝑓 (𝑥, 𝑦) < 𝛽2 , 𝑜𝑡ℎ𝑒𝑟𝑤𝑖𝑠𝑒
𝑀𝑏𝑓 (𝑥, 𝑦)

Equation 22: Non-Maxima Suppression Criteria [217]

The end result of [217]’s non-maxima suppression scheme is a set of partial
𝑦
𝑥
derivatives 𝐼𝑏𝑓
and 𝐼𝑏𝑓
optimized for a Di Zenzo-based gradient calculation in the sense

that they represent only the gradient magnitudes of the true edge points. The subsequent
gradient operation therefore will execute against only localized edge points and is much
more likely to generate discrete edges as oppose to broad ridges attributable to nonmaxima edge information. Importantly, [217] advances the science not by modifying Di
Zenzo’s gradient itself, but by leveraging the spectral advantage of HSI imagery to
compress a pre-processed dataset prior to a gradient operation. Finally, Figure 61
presents [217]’s performance as executed against a 191-band urban HYDICE image.
Note that [217]’s preprocessing non-maxima step enabled the subsequent gradient
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operation to generate more localized edges than the same gradient was able to generate
using unsuppressed data.

Figure 61: Non-Maxima Suppression Results [217]

Another effort to extend Di Zenzo’s gradient-based approach to hyperspectral
remote sensing is [218], which applies a weighted post-processing step to a Di Zenzo
gradient-derived structure tensor – a process that attempts to improve upon Di Zenzo’s
implicit assumption that all bands contain equal volumes of edge information and
therefore merit equal weighting. [218] uses a pixel-based weighted zero mean gradient in
which the weights are constructed by comparison with a normalized median. Put more
simply, [218] uses a post-gradient processing step to weight more strongly those pixels
whose gradient measure indicates that the pixel is an edge pixel.
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Figure 62: Edge Plane Derived from Band Weighting [218]

The methodology in [218] essentially assigns its weights based on whether a
pixel’s median gradient measure as represented within the structure tensor exceeds a predetermined threshold. Pixels exceeding the threshold will necessarily have stronger
gradients than pixels falling below the threshold and accordingly will receive more
weight. The ultimate contribution of [218] is its exploration of weighting edge pixels
according to their likely edge information, which is more robust than the standard
histogram stretch used to optimize gradient planes. Figure 62 presents [218]’s results as
executed against a 145-band VNIR/SWIR HYDICE dataset, which unfortunately is not
an optimal dataset for testing edge detection algorithms due to its weak spatial resolution
and small scene features. Nonetheless, the results are satisfactory in the sense that the
approach ably delineated the boundaries between field and forest, and between the field
and the square array panels.
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As shown, the gradient-based edge detection literature for HSI data is minimal,
but promising. For example, [216] demonstrated that Di Zenzo’s gradient can be used to
decompose chromatic and illumination information within and HSI scene, thereby
enabling an edge detector to overcome false edges attributable to shadows and specular
reflections. Additionally, [217] demonstrated the utility of exploiting the rich spectral
content of HSI data prior to executing edge detection operations – a finding that has
direct bearing on the gradient-based method tested by this dissertation. Finally, [218]
showed that post-weighting a Di Zenzo-gradient derived structure tensor on a per-pixel
basis could improve the edge detection process.
The Hyperspectral/Spatial Detection of Edges (HySPADE)
Rare is the hyperspectral edge detection algorithm that takes full advantage of
HSI’s spatial and spectral information. One such example is the HySPADE algorithm as
proposed by Resmini [219], [249] and advanced by Cox [250]. HySPADE’s chief
contribution to the HSI edge detection science is that it weaves either Euclidean distance
or the spectral angle mapper (SAM) algorithm into the hypercube’s spatial structure in a
manner that uses both spatial and spectral information to detect edges within the scene.
Specifically, the HySPADE algorithm generates an output cube wherein each
band is the spectral angle between a given pixel and every other pixel in a scene or 𝑛 x 𝑛
window, and the output cube has as many bands as the original scene has pixels. For
example, each pixel in Band 1 in the output cube is the spectral angle between that pixel
and pixel (1,1) in the input cube; each pixel in Band 2 is the spectral angle between that
pixel and pixel (1,2) in the input cube; each pixel in Band 3 is the spectral angle between
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that pixel and pixel (1,3) in the input cube, and so on. In this manner, HySPADE
generates an output plane where the strength of a given edge is a function of both its
spatial position in the cube and its spectral similarity to every other pixel in the scene.
Figure 63 presents the first three steps of the HySPADE algorithm.

Figure 63: HySPADE's First Three Processing Steps [219]

Next, using a user-defined variance threshold (i.e., a multiple of the standard
deviation, such as 0.25σ, 0.75σ, 1.00σ, etc.), HySPADE executes a one-dimensional,
first-order finite-difference edge detection operation on each pixel in the output cube.
Each pixel is scored according to how many times the detector identifies an edge in the
spectrum, and a two-dimensional plane is generated wherein each pixel’s value is equal
to how many times an edge was detected within the SAM-cube spectrum for that pixel.
For example, if the spectrum of a given pixel in the output cube contains five bands
whose first-order differences exceed the user-defined threshold, that pixel would have a
score of five in the final two-dimensional output plane.
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The final output edge plane is a reflection of the highest measured spectral angle
at every pixel combined into a single plane, meaning that band selection is not necessary
because the best edge pixel (for each pixel in the original cube as detected by ED or
SAM) is automatically included in the output plane [250]. The researcher can then
simply observe or histogram stretch the edge plane to measure and optimize the derived
edge information. Figure 64 presents the final edge detection process as executed by
HySPADE.

Figure 64: HySPADE's Final Three Steps [219]

HySPADE’s unique integration of HSI’s spatial and spectral information has
demonstrated a reliable ability to detect edges among both manmade and natural targets,
including mineral assemblages [219], [250]. For example, Figure 65 presents
HySPADE’s measurements against urban features in a 350-band VNIR/SWIR reflectance
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cube collected by the ProSpecTIR HSI sensor [249]. Note that building outlines,
roadways and the boundaries between water and vegetation are easily discernable.

Figure 65: HySPADE Edge Map for Urban Features [249]

Additionally, [250] measured HySPADE’s performance against mineral
assemblages as seen in Figure 66 [250]. In the discrete test, [250] determined that
HySPADE reliably delineated the boundary between alunite and its adjacent minerals,
albeit with broken edges. However, HySPADE did not perform well against the nonalunite mineral assemblages to the left of the discrete alunite piles, although limited
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spatial resolution and heavily mixed pixels probably served as a limiting factor. These
results suggest that additional HySPADE improvements are necessary to satisfy Canny’s
criteria for a good edge detector – a central objective of this dissertation.

Figure 66: HySPADE Edge Map for Discrete Alunite Deposits [250]

An additional test of HySPADE’s ability to support mineral mapping is seen in
Figure 67, in which SAM version of HySPADE was tested against a higher spatial
resolution 200-band LWIR (7.0µm to 11.5µm) emissivity dataset containing limestone
and granite [251]. Note that in this case, HySPADE generated an unbroken boundary
around the bottom mineral feature, but did so by producing a broad, unlocalized edge.
The improved spatial resolution likely enabled HySPADE to generate the unbroken edge,
but the results are limited from a localization perspective.
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Figure 67: HySPADE Edge Map Derived from LWIR HSI Data [251]

HySPADE has also demonstrated an ability to detect edges in medical HSI data.
For example, [252] used HySPADE to map ridges and patterns on the human tongue. As
seen in Figure 68, HySPADE generated satisfactory edge maps from 150-band VNIR
(0.4µm to 1.0µm) HSI data collected against human tongues. For the medical diagnostic
purposes examined in [252], the HySPADE edge map contains clean, unbroken edges.
Additionally, histogram stretching eliminated nearly all of the background noise, and the
edges are more localized than were generated from the mineral assemblage data.
An interesting observation related to [252]’s results is that the edge map is
entirely a function of illumination, not a chemical difference between the tongue crevices
and the unbroken tongue surface – both are comprised of the same human tissue. The
authors do not comment on this illumination dependency, but it suggests that HySPADE
can generate satisfactory edge information based on illumination alone. The findings
also recall [216]’ gradient-based illumination isolation approach discussed in [216],
which indicated that satisfactory edge planes could be derived solely from an HSI scene’s
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chromatic information to the exclusion of all illumination information. [252]’s results
suggest a similar independency, but from the opposite perspective: reliable edge mapping
can rely solely on illumination information to the exclusion of chromatic information.
Ultimately, both [216] and [252] speak to the flexibility and broad utility of applying
spatial-spectral edge detection algorithms to hyperspectral data.

Figure 68: HySPADE Edge Maps of the Human Tongue [252]

Before concluding the HySPADE literature review, the Paskaleva et al HySPADE
commentary warrants discussion [220]. Specifically, Paskaleva et al mischaracterize
HySPADE by stating that it “utilizes solely spectral information to unveil the boundaries
of the material composition” [220]. As demonstrated above, this is clearly not the case –
HySPADE uses both spatial and spectral scene information to extract edges.
Furthermore, Paskaleva et al incorrectly state that HySPADE has a “high computational
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cost [which] makes it hard for the user to fine tune its tolerances, which is a clear
disadvantage of the HySPADE algorithm” [220]. In practice, HySPADE’s C++
algorithm executes in less than a minute against a standard 200+ band HSI scene. Most
would agree that a sub-minute algorithm does not impose high computational costs.
Finally, Paskaleva et al’s use of HySPADE as a comparative edge detector vis-àvis their own proposed algorithms lacks rigor given that HySPADE is an unsupervised
edge detector and Paskaleva et al’s proposed algorithms are all supervised, image
classification algorithms (albeit “edge” classification algorithms). In general, supervised
image classification algorithms should compare their performance to other supervised
image classification algorithms, not unsupervised edge detection algorithms.
The preceding criticism of [220]’s peer-reviewed IEEE publication is not intended
to cast doubt on their proposed algorithms – indeed, they produce reliable, scene-specific
edge maps. Instead, the criticism is intended to emphasize the scientific community’s
fledgling understanding of HSI edge detection algorithms. That a peer-reviewed journal
article could contain such an inaccurate mischaracterization of a well-documented HSI
edge detection algorithm speaks to the scarcity of experienced HSI edge detection peer
reviewers, and by extension, the scarcity of HSI edge detection research.
Level Set Edge Detection for HSI Edge Detection
Among the avenues of research pursued herein, level-set-based edge detection
methods for hyperspectral imagery have the smallest footprint in the peer-reviewed
scientific literature. As seen in Figure 69, level-set-based edge detection research for HSI
data is nearly non-existent – only two such efforts exist [203], [253]. Similar to the trend
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in gradient-based HSI edge detection methods, level-set extensions to HSI tend to
emphasize image classification applications to the exclusion of nearly all other image
processing techniques, most likely due to the increased probability of research success for
a supervised image classification method compared to an unsupervised edge detection
method [254], [255], [256], [257]. Even with the small body of work, however, levelset-based HSI edge detection techniques appear quite promising.

Figure 69: Research Gap for Level-Set-Based Hyperspectral Edge Detection

For example, [253] incorporated a spatial-spectral edge detection term into a
level-set evolution with the objective of using HSI edge information to slow and stop the
level-set evolution along an edge. The only limitation of [253]’s approach is that the
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edge detection step was scene-specific and subordinated to the larger image segmentation
process. The researchers primed their edge detection subroutine (pursuant to the larger
image classification objective) to search for the boundary between a known material and
a known background, but the results are still suggestive that a level-set-based edge
detection approach to HSI data can produce satisfactory results.

Figure 70: Incorporating Spectral Edge Information into a Level-Set-Based Algorithm [253]

Figure 70 presents a comparison between [253]’s algorithm when it incorporates
the spectral edge information and when it operates without the spectral information. The
left hand plate shows that without the spectral edge detection process, the level-set
evolution fails to properly delineate the boundary between the similarly-toned clothing on
the two passersby. The right hand plate demonstrates that incorporating high spectral
resolution data into a level-set-based edge detection method can significantly improve
edge detection accuracy, particularly between two similar materials – an achievement not
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possible with lower-resolution MSI or PAN data. Ultimately, [253]’s results suggest that
a level-set-based edge detection method can generate accurate edge results.
Another level-set-based HSI edge detection approach for hyperspectral imagery is
given in [203], which develops a region-based level-set-based edge detection algorithm
optimized to detect sharp corners. Specifically, [203] equips a level-set evolution process
with a corner-preserving term that adjusts to how quickly the spectral gradient is
changing from pixel to pixel. By considering the rate at which the spectral gradient is
changing at any given point, [203] is able to generate more accurate corner edges due to
its ability to take advantage of the fact that rapidly changing edges are more easily
recognized in higher spectral resolution data. Specifically, [203]’s algorithm shows
improved edge performance along sharp corners because it considers the edge
information contained in dozens of narrow, contiguous channels, not simply the edge
information available in one or a few bands.
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Figure 71: Level-Set Edge Detection Improved by Incorporating HSI Data [203]

Figure 71 presents a comparison between [203]’s algorithm when it incorporates
168 bands of spectral edge information and when it executes without the benefit of
hyperspectral information. While the corner-optimized results show improved edge
accuracy at corners detected in the non-optimized results, more interesting is the
spectrally-equipped version’s improved accuracy on corners that the non-optimized
version missed. The elongated corner on the image’s lower left is the most prominent
example of how incorporating spectral information into a level-set-based HSI edge
detection method can improve edge detection accuracy.
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HYPOTHESES

The chief objective of this dissertation is to advance the state-of-the art practice of
spatial-spectral edge detection methods for hyperspectral imagery. The primary approach
is a simultaneous maximization of the spatial and spectral information inherent in a
hyperspectral image cube to an extent that has not been documented in the literature, with
an expectation that edge detection performance will produce satisfactory (i.e., usable)
results for a variety of remote sensing applications. Specifically, this study advances
three distinct spatial-spectral edge detection algorithms for HSI data: a gradient-based
HSI edge detection algorithm, an improved HySPADE algorithm and a level-set-based
HSI edge detection algorithm.
This study executes its experiments in alignment with the traditional form of the
scientific method, which dictates that a given experiment begins with a null hypothesis
(𝐻0 ), or a statement of no difference or differences. The experiment then tests a series of
alternative hypotheses whose corpus of results is used to determine whether the null
hypothesis is supported or non-supported. In the instance where the null hypothesis is
supported or partially supported, I endeavor to identify explanatory factors including
algorithm limits, spatial resolution limits, spectral resolution limits, scene noise, the
inherent challenge imposed by a dataset, etc. In the instance where the null hypothesis is
not supported by the alternative hypotheses’ findings, this dissertation clearly identifies
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the conditions under which the null hypothesis was rejected in order to maximize the
repeatability of the experiments.
In either circumstance, this dissertation declares an advancement of the science
according to the negative findings argument detailed in the Purpose section. Namely, this
study deems a negative finding to be just as welcome as a positive finding so long as it
rigorously illuminates the hypothesis. This experimental approach’s ultimate objective is
to improve scientific understanding, be it via positive results that suggest avenues of
further research or via negative results that suggest the limits of current technologies.
Finally, the below description of the null and alternative hypotheses is
intentionally high-level in order to communicate the overall intent of each experiment,
which is to measure each algorithm’s performance against each dataset according to
Canny’s criteria for a good edge detector.
Experiment #1: Gradient-Based Edge Detection Method
𝐻0 = The gradient-based edge detection algorithm will demonstrate average performance
with respect to six edge operator evaluation criteria: false positives, false negatives,
localization, single-pixel response, robustness to noise and unbroken edges.
𝐻1 = The gradient-based edge detection algorithm will demonstrate superior
performance with respect to false positives.
𝐻2 = The gradient-based edge detection algorithm will demonstrate superior
performance with respect to false negatives.
𝐻3 = The gradient-based edge detection algorithm will demonstrate superior
performance with respect to localization.
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𝐻4 = The gradient-based edge detection algorithm will demonstrate superior
performance with respect to single-pixel response.
𝐻5 = The gradient-based edge detection algorithm will demonstrate superior
performance with respect to robustness to noise.
𝐻6 = The gradient-based edge detection algorithm will demonstrate superior
performance with respect to unbroken edges.
𝐻7 = The gradient-based edge detection algorithm will demonstrate superior
performance against compressed PCA and MNF datasets compared to full reflectance,
PCA and MNF hypercubes.
𝐻8 = The gradient-based edge detection algorithm will be more robust to declining
spatial resolution compared to declining spectral resolution.
Experiment #2: HySPADE Edge Detection Method
𝐻0 = The improved HySPADE edge detection algorithm will demonstrate average
performance with respect to six edge operator evaluation criteria: false positives, false
negatives, localization, single-pixel response, robustness to noise and unbroken edges.
𝐻1 = The improved HySPADE edge detection algorithm will demonstrate superior
performance with respect to false positives.
𝐻2 = The improved HySPADE edge detection algorithm will demonstrate superior
performance with respect to false negatives.
𝐻3 = The improved HySPADE edge detection algorithm will demonstrate superior
performance with respect to localization.
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𝐻4 = The improved HySPADE edge detection algorithm will demonstrate superior
performance with respect to single-pixel response.
𝐻5 = The improved HySPADE edge detection algorithm will demonstrate superior
performance with respect to robustness to noise.
𝐻6 = The improved HySPADE edge detection algorithm will demonstrate superior
performance with respect to unbroken edges.
𝐻7 = The improved HySPADE edge detection algorithm will demonstrate superior
performance against compressed PCA and MNF datasets compared to full reflectance,
PCA and MNF hypercubes.
𝐻8 = The improved HySPADE edge detection algorithm will be more robust to declining
spatial resolution compared to declining spectral resolution.
Experiment #3: Level Set-Based Edge Detection Method
𝐻0 = The level set-based edge detection algorithm will demonstrate average performance
with respect to six edge operator evaluation criteria: false positives, false negatives,
localization, single-pixel response, robustness to noise and unbroken edges.
𝐻1 = The level set-based edge detection algorithm will demonstrate superior
performance with respect to false positives.
𝐻2 = The level set-based edge detection algorithm will demonstrate superior
performance with respect to false negatives.
𝐻3 = The level set-based edge detection algorithm will demonstrate superior
performance with respect to localization.
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𝐻4 = The level set-based edge detection algorithm will demonstrate superior
performance with respect to single-pixel response.
𝐻5 = The level set-based edge detection algorithm will demonstrate superior
performance with respect to robustness to noise.
𝐻6 = The level set-based edge detection algorithm will demonstrate superior
performance with respect to unbroken edges.
𝐻7 = The level set-based edge detection algorithm will demonstrate superior
performance against compressed PCA and MNF datasets compared to full reflectance,
PCA and MNF hypercubes.
𝐻8 = The level set-based edge detection algorithm will be more robust to declining
spatial resolution compared to declining spectral resolution.

Key Science Questions
This dissertation informs a range of scientific questions of interest and addresses
both the scientific perspective and the applications perspective. Due to the relative
newness of HSI data and its significant departure from conventional remote sensing
capabilities, HSI research has challenged several traditional image science
understandings. For example, Paskaleva et al’s [220] concept of a hyperspectral edge
signature challenges the accepted understanding of an edge pixel as a discontinuity
relative to its neighbors, and Resmini’s HySPADE algorithm suggests that spatial and
spectral information can be woven together in a manner that is uniquely optimized for
edge detection processes. Below are a series of key questions that this study explores in
an effort to shed light on how this dissertation’s findings align to existing conventions
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and how they create new insights and understandings in hyperspectral image science.
The key science questions also attempt to blend both pure scientific research with the
practical perspective of real-world applications.
What is an Edge in Hyperspectral Space?
This question has a different meaning in spatial space than it does in spectral
space. For example, for panchromatic imagery an edge is defined simply as a line
dividing pixels with different monochromatic intensities according to a given threshold.
In hyperspectral imagery however, there are hundreds of intensity measurements per
pixel (as opposed to just one for panchromatic) and therefore hundreds of potential
discrete differences between the two pixels – a reality that is further complicated by the
fact that when arranged sequentially, the hundreds of intensity measurements (i.e., bands)
can be displayed and measured in a variety of ways, including as n-dimensional vectors
in n-dimensional space, as data points in a multivariate statistical distribution, or as a two
dimensional spectral curve (i.e., a spectrum—a plot of reflectance vs. wavelength).
Put simply, the presence of high-dimensional spectral information complicates the
traditional understanding of an edge. This dissertation seeks to inform a new, more
precise definition of edges that accommodates the unique contributions of hyperspectral
data. For the purposes of this work, an edge is defined as a linear or curvilinear multipixel spatial and spectral discontinuity separating spectrally distinct materials.
Edges also have different meaning from a scientific perspective compared to an
applications perspective. For example, a scientific perspective would define an edge as a
yes or no proposition; either the pixel is the boundary between two materials, or it is not.
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Researchers regularly pursue this perspective by testing their algorithms against synthetic
datasets (or favorably contrived, real examples) characterized by unambiguous and
essentially single pixel boundaries between materials. There is great value in this
approach in the sense that it establishes an empirical and easily quantified baseline of
performance that can be readily compared to other algorithms. Indeed, this study agrees
with the value of baselining algorithm performance and pursues this approach by testing
its algorithms against a rigorously constructed synthetic HSI dataset designed for edge
detection evaluation.
This dissertation also recognizes that applied remote sensing problems treat edges
as a matter of degree; namely, some pixels are more strongly edge pixels than another.
This reality stems from the geographic (and image formation) uncertainty of where one
object begins and where another begins, particularly for natural features whose
boundaries nature has blended together. This study tests several types of real-world
remote sensing scenes in order to measure algorithm performance from an applications
perspective. By testing from both the scientific and applications perspective, this
dissertation seeks a balance between basic research and applied research such that both
communities merit its findings.
Which Matters More, Spatial or Spectral Resolution?
The dichotomy between spatial and spectral resolution is fundamental to the
resolution challenge facing many remote sensing applications. Given the general tradeoff
between spatial and spectral resolution, engineers and remote sensing scientists typically
“can’t have it both ways” – they usually have to choose either high spatial resolution or
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high spectral resolution depending on their specific need. Or as is often the case, they
simply must work with whatever data is available, even if it is not the optimal balance of
spatial and spectral resolution for the application at hand.
This dissertation seeks to take advantage of its broad sampling of challenging,
non-traditional datasets by measuring algorithm performance as a function of spatial and
spectral resolutions. For example, for short, high-contrast edges such as those commonly
found in urban settings, lower spatial resolutions sufficient to simply resolve the edge
will likely dominate the spatial/spectral tradeoff; i.e., spatial resolution is likely to be
more valuable for applications in which the materials contrast strongly in the spectral
dimension.
Conversely, less distinct boundaries between similar materials such as those
found in geologic or other natural settings will likely benefit from superior spectral
resolution at the expense of spatial resolution. For applications in which the materials are
spectrally similar or strongly mixed, such as mineral mapping of small scale remote
sensing scenes, spectral resolution is likely to be more important than spatial resolution.
Ultimately, this study seeks to inform the spatial-spectral resolution question by
measuring a range of spatial and spectral resolutions against a variety of datasets
spanning the range of conventional and straightforward to the unconventional and
challenging.
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DATA

In order to robustly measure accuracy, localization and single-edge response, this
dissertation tests its edge detection algorithms against HSI datasets spanning a broad
range of spectral regions, spectral resolutions, spatial resolutions, collection platforms,
irradiance sources, scene content, viewing/illumination geometries and complexity.
Table 2 presents an overview of this work’s overhead, ground-based and microscene HSI
databases.

Table 2: Hyperspectral Dataset Overview

Overhead datasets constitute most HSI datasets available in the open source. This
work considers three very different airborne VNIR/SWIR HSI datasets in order to
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measure algorithm performance against both traditional and non-traditional datasets.
Algorithm results against traditional overhead datasets are useful because they provide a
baseline for comparing the results obtained herein to those in the literature. The nontraditional datasets are useful because they enable measurement of the algorithms’
generalizability and unique capabilities. The two traditional overhead datasets are an
airborne VNIR/SWIR datacube of a mixed urban/vegetation scene in Reno, Nevada, and
an airborne VNIR/SWIR datacube of Cuprite, Nevada. The non-traditional dataset is an
airborne VNIR/SWIR datacube of the Gulf of Mexico after the Deepwater Horizon oil
spill.
Ground-based datasets appear frequently in the peer-reviewed HSI literature due
to their ease of acquisition, suitability as controlled, well-truthed scenes, and the
availability of (relatively) inexpensive ground-based HSI sensors. This study considers
five ground-based datasets covering a broad range of remote sensing applications and
difficulty. Three of the ground-based datasets capture traditional scenes, including two
hypercubes containing high-spatial resolution HSI data of granite slabs, one imaged in
the VNIR and one imaged in the NIR/SWIR. The third traditional ground-based dataset
is the Larkhaven dataset, which contains a building façade and an automobile. The first
non-traditional dataset is a NIR/SWIR hypercube of South African core samples. The
second challenging, non-traditional HSI dataset is a VNIR cube of a riveted aluminum
panel found on the island of Nikumaroro – an uninhabited Pacific island near where
Amelia Earhart disappeared in 1937.
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Microscene data is a new addition to the HSI literature. Designed for rapid,
iterative, inexpensive testing of HSI algorithms, microscenes are researcher-engineered
scenes containing small, representative examples of natural and manmade materials.
Rather than contract an expensive aircraft to collect HSI data or pay for previously
collected, suboptimal HSI data, an HSI researcher can model the scene of interest by
arranging and imaging representative scene materials in the lab. For example, to test an
HSI edge detection algorithm’s ability to delineate the boundary of a rare target within a
vegetation and soil background, a researcher could assemble and image in the lab with
grass clippings, sticks, sand, gravel and the target material. Such microscenes can serve
as reliable analogs for real, complex earth remote sensing scenes. Microscenes also have
the advantage of allowing for significant control over viewing/illumination geometries
due to the control of incident light.
This work tests four HSI microscene datasets of varying complexity. The first
microscene contains a rare target chemical within a complex vegetation and sand
background [258], while the second microscene contains an array of chemicals of interest
also on a sand background [110]. The third and fourth microscenes contain a variety of
overlapping thread samples.

Overhead – Reno, Nevada USA
Table 3 summarizes the first and most traditional HSI dataset that this dissertation
tests, a ProSpecTIR overhead VNIR/SWIR image of a mixed urban and vegetation scene
in Reno, Nevada USA [96]. The scene contains common urban features such as sharpcornered buildings of various roof type, asphalt roadways, vehicles and concrete parking
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lots. Additionally, the scene contains a strong sampling of natural features such as trees,
grassy open areas, a waterway, and bare earth.
Table 3: Overhead HSI Dataset #1 - VNIR/SWIR Reno, Nevada USA [96]

As seen in Figure 72, the Reno hypercube contains roll anomalies common to
overhead imagery. Attributable to aircraft roll, the roll anomalies do not present a
material barrier to spatial-spectral edge detection testing, although some of the most
linear scene features such as roadways and building edges will alarm slightly less
strongly against traditional edge detection methods that are sensitive to vertical and
horizontal edges. Additionally, Figure 73 contains several sample reflectance spectra
extracted from the Reno scene, including vegetation, asphalt and aluminum roofing; the
reflectance scale has been scaled by 10,000, as well. Note the high-quality reflectance
data obtainable from the ProSpecTIR imager.
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Figure 72: Overhead VNIR/SWIR Hypercube, Reno, NV USA - Color Infrared Bands 34, 55, 99 [96]

The Reno dataset supports one of the most traditional HSI applications, urban
feature mapping. The Background section detailed several urban feature mapping
endeavors, most of which used overhead HSI data similar to the Reno hypercube. By
placing the Reno data first among those presented here, this study intends to establish a
rigorous link to the HSI urban feature mapping literature with which researchers are most
familiar, and which will allow interested readers to quickly compare this work’s edge
detection performance to the performance of established edge detectors.
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Figure 73: Sample VNIR/SWIR Reflectance Spectra from Reno, NV Hypercube

Overhead – Cuprite, Nevada USA
Table 4 summarizes the second traditional overhead HSI dataset analyzed: a
ProSpecTIR VNIR/SWIR image of Cuprite, Nevada USA [96]. A commonly imaged
area, the Cuprite hypercube contains a variety of minerals such as alunite, kaolinite and
buddingtonite. The minerals are present in a range of conditions, from relatively
homogeneous deposits to complex assemblages. Additionally, the scene contains a small
sampling of manmade features such as small buildings and long, straight, narrow
roadways.
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Table 4: Overhead VNIR/SWIR Hypercube - Cuprite, NV USA [96]

As seen in Figure 74, the full ProSpecTIR dataset consists of four separate flight
lines. While there is some overlap among the four, each flight line captures generally
different parts of the Cuprite area. For example, Flight Line #1 contains primarily
complex mineral assemblages spread amongst a few unimproved roadways. A large
kaolinite deposit is present towards the top of the image. Flight Line #2 contains
primarily open desert landscapes interspersed with improved roadways and small
buildings. A few vehicles are present in the scene.
Flight Line #3 is characterized by a large, bright playa towards the top of the
scene along with a few unimproved roadways. Finally, Flight Line #4 contains several
instances of relatively pure alunite deposits. Flight Line #4 also contains a range of
shadow intensities, including significant terrain shadowing along the bottom of the
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image. A few unimproved roads and small, bright patches are present, as well.
Additionally, Figure 75 contains several sample radiance spectra extracted from the
Cuprite scene, including dark, medium and light toned materials. Note the high-quality
radiance data obtainable from the ProSpecTIR sensor.

Figure 74: Overhead VNIR/SWIR Hypercube, Cuprite, NV USA - Color Infrared Bands 17, 28, 50 [96]

The Cuprite dataset directly supports another common HSI application, mineral
mapping. Indeed, as discussed at length in the Background section, the Cuprite area is
the most well-understood and frequently acquired HSI (and other modalities) scene of
geologic significance in the HSI literature. This study executes a test of the traditional
HSI Cuprite dataset based on the same reasoning behind testing the Reno hypercube first
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– to establish an initial sense of how the edge detection algorithms compare to traditional
edge detection algorithms as applied to a traditional HSI application like mineral
mapping.

Figure 75: Sample VNIR/SWIR Radiance Spectra from Cuprite, NV Hypercube

Overhead – Indian Pines, Indiana USA
Table 5 summarizes the third and final traditional overhead hypercube tested: an
overhead agricultural scene widely used in studies of the traditional HSI application of
crop mapping. AVIRIS’s 224-band VNIR/SWIR Indian Pines hypercube is the most
extensively studied HSI agricultural dataset in the literature due to its accompanying
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ground-truth data, which provides pixel-level ground truth for the 16 crop types present
within the field of view [259]. Additionally, Figure 76 contains several sample radiance
spectra extracted from the Indian Pines scene, including radiance spectra of hay, forest,
and soybeans. Note the high-quality radiance data obtainable from the AVIRIS imager.

Table 5: Overhead VNIR/SWIR Hypercube - Indian Pines Agriculture [259]
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Figure 76: Sample VNIR/SWIR Radiance Spectra from Indian Pines, IN Hypercube

As seen in Figure 77, the Indian Pines hypercube is dominated by agricultural fields
containing a variety of crops, including corn, soybean, wheat, hay, and oats. Several
grass fields and woodland stands are also visible in the scene, along with a handful of
buildings and roadways [259]. The limited GSD (~20m) also lends the scene a fuzzier
texture than most of the datasets tested herein, but is generally sufficient for vegetation
and crop mapping studies.
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Figure 77: Overhead VNIR/SWIR Hypercube, Indian Pines, IN USA - Color Infrared Bands 16, 26, 50 [259]

The Indian Pines data set is the final data set designed to establish a clear link
between HSI edge detection and the broader HSI literature addressing airborne data in
support of traditional HSI applications. At the conclusion of the Indian Pines testing, this
dissertation will have established a clear sense of how its algorithms compare to existing
edge techniques with respect to urban feature mapping, mineral mapping and vegetation
mapping – three of the most extensively researched applications in the literature on
hyperspectral remote sensing. The remaining ten HSI datasets are non-traditional in
different ways, and are included in order to extend scientific knowledge into more
challenging, less understood areas.
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Overhead – Deepwater Horizon Oil Spill, Gulf of Mexico
Table 6 summarizes the first non-traditional HSI dataset that this dissertation
tests, an overhead ProSpecTIR VNIR/SWIR image of the 2010 Deepwater Horizon oil
spill in the Gulf of Mexico [96]. The Deepwater Horizon scene is non-traditional in the
sense that it does not contain any terrestrial materials, only open ocean, sea foam,
petroleum and shadow. Consequently, the Deepwater Horizon dataset is likely to
challenge algorithm performance in unexpected ways.
Specifically, the implications of an ocean, only, HSI scene are likely to appear
during the QUAC atmospheric compensation step, which relies on common terrestrial
materials to generate the gains and offsets necessary for atmospheric correction. In order
to understand how effectively the edge detection algorithms perform against open ocean
HSI data, this study will test each algorithm against both a QUAC-corrected reflectance
cube as well as the at-aperture radiance cube. Additionally, the general darkness of the
Deepwater Horizon dataset will stress edge detection performance due to the relatively
limited intensity range in which discontinuities can be detected.
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Table 6: Overhead VNIR/SWIR Hypercube - Deepwater Horizon Oil Spill [96]

As seen in Figure 78, the Deepwater Horizon hypercube is an open ocean scene
containing petroleum horizons of various thickness floating on seawater. Wave action is
noticeably visible as bright, elongated frontiers of wave fronts passing from roughly
lower-right to upper-left across the scene. A vessel’s wake is also visible running along
the bottom of the scene from left to right, and cloud cover is negligible. Sea foam is also
present in the scene, and shadowing is present but minor due to the lack of vertical
features in the scene able to cast shadows. Overall, the scene is fairly complex despite its
low population of distinct materials, and is characterized by overlapping, highly mixed
features. Several high-contrast edges are visible within the scene, which is dominated by
the dark seawater background. Additionally, Figure 79 contains several sample radiance
spectra, including dark sea water, lighter sea water and petroleum. Note that the surface
petroleum is clearly distinguishable from seawater in the radiance data.
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Figure 78: Overhead VNIR/SWIR Hypercube, Deepwater Horizon - Color Infrared Bands 36, 57, 101 [96]

Figure 79: Sample VNIR/SWIR Radiance Spectra from Deepwater Horizon Hypercube
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The Deepwater Horizon hypercube supports the first challenging, non-traditional
HSI application to be examined here: oil spill mapping. As discussed in the Background
section, the HSI literature’s dozen or so peer-reviewed HSI efforts to support oil spill
detection from a continuity-based, image classification perspective are dominated by
band-ratio techniques. None of them attempt a faster, more generalizable discontinuitybased approach to simply delineating the boundary between oil and sea water.
Consequently, testing edge detection algorithms against the challenging, non-traditional
Deepwater Horizon VNIR/SWIR data presents a unique opportunity to advance HSI
science as applied to oil mapping applications.

Ground-Based – Larkhaven
The first ground-based HSI datacube to be considered is the VNIR Larkhaven
dataset containing mixed urban features such as metal, plastic, rubber, paint, glass,
asphalt and vegetation. Several calibration panels, both dark and light, are also present in
the scene. Analogous to the Reno overhead dataset, the Larkhaven dataset begins the
ground-based experiments by using a traditional HSI application such as urban feature
mapping to establish a link between this work and the broader HSI literature. Table 7
summarizes the Larkhaven dataset, which was collected by Dr. Ron Resmini and Mr.
Cary Cox in March 2011 using GMU/GGS’s SOC 700 VNIR imager.
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Table 7: Ground-Based VNIR Hypercube - Larkhaven

The mosaic in Figure 80 presents the full Larkhaven dataset, which consists of
seven adjacent samples spanning the front of a colonial style single family home. The
most notable edge features in the scene are the linear boundaries between grout and brick,
the boundaries between vegetation and brick, and the various complex boundaries among
steel, paint, glass and plastics on the motor vehicle in the scene. Also, note the minor
misalignment between mosaicked image planes.
A traditional ground-based HSI dataset, the Larkhaven hypercube was collected
on a mostly cloudy day and does not contain the sky. Compared to the Reno
VNIR/SWIR cube, the Larkhaven dataset enjoys a superior spatial resolution,
approximately 5cm, compared to 8m for the Reno dataset. Similarly, the Larkhaven
dataset does not contain the aircraft roll errors present in the Reno dataset, meaning that
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the truly linear features appear undistorted within the scene. Additionally, Figure 81
contains several sample radiance spectra extracted from the Larkhaven scene, including
vegetation, a bright calibration panel and a dark calibration panel. Note the high-quality
radiance data obtainable from the SOC710 imager.

Figure 80: Ground-Based VNIR Hypercube, Larkhaven - Color Infrared Bands 35, 60, 109

Figure 81: Sample VNIR Radiance Spectra from Larkhaven Hypercube
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The Larkhaven scene is also much simpler than the Reno mixed urban scene with
respect to the variety of complex materials, although it has a significantly smaller spectral
range. Ultimately, the complementary Reno and Larkhaven datasets provide reliable
insight into how effectively this study’s spatial-spectral edge detection algorithms can
inform the traditional HSI application of urban feature mapping.

Ground-Based – Granite VNIR
Table 8 summarizes the first non-traditional ground-based dataset under
consideration, a very-high spatial resolution VNIR hypercube of a granite slab. The
sample is a commercially-obtained cut-and-polished slab of coarse-grained pink granite
from the Fujian Province of China, a large and well-known region of granitic magmatism
[260]. Additionally, Figure 83 contains several sample radiance spectra extracted from
the cube, including a white region, a black region and a pink region. Note the somewhat
noisy, single-pixel reflectance data produced by the 72-band SOC 710 imager.
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Table 8: Ground-Based VNIR Hypercube - Granite Slab

As seen in Figure 82, the sample is typical of granite; it contains recognizable
moderately-toned feldspar and lightly-toned quartz regions. This HSI datacube is
traditional in the sense that it contains mineral samples imaged at high spectral resolution,
but it is non-traditional in the sense that it complements the high-spectral resolution with
very high ground sampling distance (GSD) on the order of 2mm.
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Figure 82: Ground-Based VNIR Hypercube, Granite Slab - True Color Bands 10, 25, 40

Figure 83: Sample VNIR Reflectance Spectra from Granite Hypercube

By testing a high spatial resolution, high spectral resolution HSI mineralogy
scene, this work seeks to measure algorithm dependencies on spatial resolution and
spectral resolution. For example, testing the overhead Cuprite data at varying spectral
resolutions would provide insight into an algorithm’s spectral dependencies, but would
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say little about how superior spatial resolutions can affect the algorithm’s ability to
inform mineral mapping applications. The true spatial-spectral character of the algorithm
would remain unknown.
Testing the algorithms’ performance against the high spatial and spectral
resolution granite dataset, however, will measure the true spatial-spectral nature of each
algorithm. For example, by holding the high spatial resolution constant and rigorously
decrementing the spectral resolution, this study will measure each algorithm’s spectral
dependency. Ultimately, the granite VNIR dataset is an attractive choice for this
dissertation because its high spatial resolution approaches mineral mapping applications
from a unique, challenging perspective – a guiding principle for this dissertation.

Ground-Based – Granite NIR/SWIR
Table 9 summarizes the second non-traditional ground-based dataset under
examination – a very-high spatial resolution VNIR/SWIR hypercube of the same pink
granite sample detailed in the previous section. The primary difference between the
previous VNIR sample and this NIR/SWIR sample is wavelength: the previous sample
spans 0.45µm to 0.88µm, while the NIR/SWIR sample spans 0.92µm to 2.50µm. The
broader bandpass of the NIR/SWIR sample also has more channels, 164 compared to 72.
As seen in Figure 84, the NIR/SWIR pink granite sample contains the same mineral
assemblage as the VNIR sample – clearly recognizable moderately-toned feldspar and
lightly-toned quartz regions dominate the scene. Additionally, Figure 85 contains three
reflectance spectra extracted from the data. Note the smooth reflectance spectra
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produced by the 164-band Headwall Photonics, Inc., HYPERSPEC imager compared to
the 72-band Resonon Pika II data from the NIR sample.

Table 9: Ground-Based NIR/SWIR Hypercube - Granite Slab

By including nearly identical granite samples that vary in wavelength, this
dissertation measures how different wavelengths affect algorithm performance in the
presence of very high spatial sampling. Specifically, each sample’s approximately 2mm
GSD establishes control between the two measurements, which allows for differences in
edge detection performance to be attributable only to spectral characteristics. This
approach is analogous to the two urban feature mapping datasets (i.e., Reno and
Larkhaven), but supports mineral mapping and is more robust since the two samples are
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derived from the same slab sample. The objective is the same, however. By controlling
for two of either target material, GSD, or wavelength range, the experiments can begin
shedding light on the true spatial-spectral behavior of the new edge detection algorithms.

Figure 84: Ground-Based NIR/SWIR Hypercube. Granite Slab - False Color Bands 15, 31, 73
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Figure 85: Sample NIR/SWIR Reflectance Spectra from Granite Hypercube

Ground-Based – South African Core Samples
The third non-traditional ground-based HSI dataset is particularly unconventional.
The dataset consists of six geologic core samples arranged within the same image plane
and separated by a black background. As seen in Table 10, the core samples were
imaged with a NIR/SWIR spectrometer. The South African core sample dataset is the
fourth and final hypercube directly supporting mineral mapping, and offers a third unique
perspective on how effectively the new edge detection algorithms can support one of the
most important remote sensing applications.
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Table 10: Ground-Based NIR/SWIR Hypercube - South African Core Samples

As seen in Figure 86, the core samples contain a variety of minerals arranged in
roughly vertical fashion (which appear horizontally in Figure 86 due to image rotation),
just as one would expect from core samples of layered rock. The black background on
which the samples are arranged appears both around the samples as well as at scattered
locations within the samples. Additionally, Figure 87 contains three mineral reflectance
spectra extracted from the cube.
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Figure 86: Ground-Based NIR/SWIR Hypercube. South African Core Samples - False Color Bands 47, 50, 98

Figure 87: Sample NIR/SWIR Reflectance Spectra from South African Core Sample Hypercube
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Ground-Based – Aluminum Panel
Attempting to circumnavigate the globe in a twin-engined Lockheed Elektra,
Amelia Earhart and her co-pilot Fred Noonan disappeared over the Pacific Ocean on July
2, 1937 [261]. The ensuing search covered the vast extent of the southern Pacific Ocean,
but searchers found no sign of Earhart, Noonan, or the Elektra, which ushered in an era of
speculation that continues to this day.
For the last 28 years, the non-profit International Group for Historic Aircraft
Recovery (TIGHAR) has endeavored to solve the Amelia Earhart mystery through
forensic image science, field investigations, and undersea reconnaissance [262].
Specifically, TIGHAR hypothesizes that Amelia Earhart and Fred Noonan landed, and
eventually died, on Gardner Island, now known as Nikumaroro in the Republic of
Kiribati [262]. Figure 88 presents a partial map of the South Pacific covering Earhart’s
planned flight path, TIGHAR’s estimated flight path, and the Island of Nikumaroro.

Figure 88: Amelia Earhart's Planned and Hypothesized South Pacific Flight Paths [262]
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TIGHAR cites compelling evidence to support their hypothesis, including cotemporal radio distress calls emanating from the vicinity of Nikumaroro, July 1937, a US
Navy search plane reporting that Nikumaroro showed “signs of habitation” despite being
an uninhabited island, and the dimensional similarity between Amelia Earhart and the
skeletal remains of a Nikumaroro castaway found in 1940 [262], [263]; DNA comparison
was not available due to the absence of Earhart’s DNA. TIGHAR’s research is not
conclusive, but is highly suggestive that Earhart and Noonan landed on or very near
Nikumaroro. TIGHAR continues to actively research several lines of investigation as
they seek to support their Nikumaroro hypothesis.
Most relevant to this dissertation is TIGHAR’s analysis of an aluminum aircraft
panel recovered on Nikumaroro in 1991 [264]. TIGHAR hypothesizes that the aluminum
panel is a piece of wreckage from Earhart’s Elektra, and cites as supporting evidence the
affixion of an aluminum patch to the Elektra in Miami in early 1937 and the multiple
material, dimensional, and alignment similarities between the patch and the aluminum
panel recovered on Nikumaroro in 1991 [264]. Figure 89 presents Earhart’s Elektra with
the “Miami Patch” in Miami in 1937 (with the yellow arrow pointing to the patch), while
Figure 90 presents the aluminum panel recovered on Nikumaroro in 1991.
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Figure 89: Amelia Earhart's Lockheed Elektra Affixed with the "Miami Patch" in 1937 [264]

Figure 90: Aluminum Aircraft Panel Recovered on the Island of Nikumaroro in 1991 [264]

In August 2014, TIGHAR used a SOC710 hyperspectral imager to collect VNIR
data of the recovered aluminum panel in search of sub-visual heat damage indicative of
an airplane crash and subsequent fire [265]. Upon request, Mr. Jeff Glickman of
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TIGHAR graciously provided the aluminum panel VNIR radiance data for use with the
HSI edge detection methods which would hopefully reveal evidence of linearly banded
heat damage on the panel. Table 11 summarizes the full-extent VNIR image seen in
Figure 90.

Table 11: Ground-Based NIR Hypercube - Aluminum Aircraft Panel

As seen in Figure 91, the aluminum panel recovered on Nikumaroro contains five
rows of rivet holes, multiple areas of rust and large expanses of well-preserved
aluminum. The panel is uneven along both the vertical and horizontal axes, and is
crenelated along the right side by samples extracted for metallurgical analysis [264].
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Figure 91: Aluminum Aircraft Panel VNIR Data - True Color Bands 18, 35, 53

Additionally, Figure 92 contains several sample reflectance spectra extracted from
the aluminum aircraft panel scene, including an area of bright aluminum, and area of
darker aluminum and an area weathered by rust.
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Figure 92: Sample VNIR Radiance Spectra from Aluminum Aircraft Panel Hypercube

The VNIR aluminum aircraft panel data is the most unconventional, challenging
data addressed in this study. Except for the edges around the rivet holes, the data’s
potential, sought-for edge characteristics are complex, faint, and sub-visual. Including
this hyperspectral data supports one of the guiding principles of this work: advance the
spatial-spectral edge detection science with experiments against challenging, nontraditional HSI datasets.

Microscene – Rare Target on Sand
Table 12 summarizes the first microscene dataset to be considered here, a veryhigh spatial resolution VNIR hypercube of a complex scene containing a variety of
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natural and manmade materials [258]. This microscene models a common problem in
HSI remote sensing: find the rare target among the dominant natural background. This
microscene is appropriate for this dissertation because it offers an array of complex,
overlapping materials that challenge the new edge detection methods.

Table 12: Ground-Based VNIR Hypercube - Rare Targets on Sand Microscene

As seen in Figure 93, the microscene contains sand, grass clippings, paprika,
neodymium (III) oxide, hematite, and the pigment aquamarine blue. The GSD (~2mm) is
sufficiently high that fine textural details are evident on several materials within the
scene, such as striations along the primary axis of the grass clippings, subtle shadowing
within the neodymium (III) oxide powder and fine detail within the paprika deposit. To
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achieve high performance, the edge detection methods studied here need to accurately
delineate those fine details as highly localized, unbroken edges.
One of the more challenging aspects of this microscene is the overlapping nature
of several scene constituents. For example, the grass clippings overlapping the paprika
and neodymium (III) oxide model how a vegetation canopy can conceal materials on the
ground. This microscene will challenge the edge detectors’ abilities to coherently
delineate materials occluded by another substance.

Figure 93: Ground-Based VNIR Hypercube, Rare Targets on Sand Microscene - Color Infrared Bands 25, 41,
76
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Additionally, Figure 94 contains several sample reflectance spectra extracted from
the microscene, including grass clippings, neodymium (III) oxide, sand, and a mixed
pixel extracted from a grass clipping extending directly over the neodymium (III) oxide
sample. Note that several key neodymium (III) oxide absorption features are present
within the occluding grass clipping, which will challenge the edge detectors to align that
pixel with the grass clipping, the neodymium (III) oxide or a new class of mixed pixel.

Figure 94: Sample VNIR Reflectance Spectra from Rare Target on Sand Microscene

Microscene – Chemical Array on Sand
Table 13 summarizes the second microscene dataset under examination, a veryhigh spatial resolution NIR/SWIR hypercube of a chemical array. This microscene
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models a test array of chemicals or materials of interest – a reliable and efficient model
for a significantly more expensive and time-consuming real-world test array. Similar to
the previous microscene, the chemical array microscene is an ideal dataset for image
classification, but works well for edge detection due to the texture and shadowing evident
in the scene.

Table 13: Ground-Based NIR/SWIR Hypercube - Chemical Array Microscene

As seen in Figure 95 and Table 14, the chemical array microscene contains a wide
range of chemicals, including ammonium nitrate and potassium chlorate, two chemicals
that play a prominent role in the growing HSI application of trace materials detection
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discussed at length in the Background section. The GSD (~2mm) is sufficiently high that
fine textural details are evident on several materials within the scene, including subtle
shadowing within the powder samples and complex shadowing amongst the fine-grained
background substrate. To achieve high performance, the edge detection methods need to
accurately delineate those fine details as highly localized, unbroken edges.

Figure 95: Ground-Based NIR/SWIR Hypercube, Chemical Array Microscene – False Color Bands 15, 31, 73
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Table 14: Key to Chemicals in Chemical Array Microscene

Additionally, Figure 96 contains several sample reflectance spectra extracted from
the chemical array microscene, including reflectance spectra of ammonium nitrate,
potassium chlorate and sand background. Note the easily recognizable diagnostic
absorption features in the ammonium nitrate reflectance spectrum compared to the dearth
of diagnostic absorption features in the potassium chlorate spectrum – a relationship that
makes ammonium nitrate more easily delineated with NIR/SWIR data than is potassium
chlorate, which appears very similar to the background sand substrate in the NIR/SWIR.
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Figure 96: Sample NIR/SWIR Reflectance Spectra from Chemical Array Microscene

Microscene – Cloth Threads on Sand
Table 15 summarizes the third and final microscene dataset under examination, a
very-high spatial resolution VNIR hypercube of a scene containing a seven varieties of
cloth thread arrayed on a sand background. For much of the field of view, this dataset is
the most edge detection-friendly microscene under test due to the long, unbroken edge
features attributable to materials that are easily distinguishable from their background.
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Table 15: Ground-Based VNIR Hypercube - Threads on Sand Microscene

As seen in Figure 97, however, the microscene contains challenging edge pixels at
the intersections of the crossing threads. For example, several pixels contain edge
information for two or more threads, background material and microshadowing. For the
new edge detection methods to achieve high performance, they must properly render
these complex edge pixels. Additionally, Figure 98 contains several sample reflectance
spectra extracted from the microscene, including reflectance spectra of the following
cloth threads: white, blue, green, red (left), red (right), yellow and black. Note the shared
spectral features among several threads, including the tight correlation between the two
red threads, the closeness between the blue thread and the black thread, and the
similarities in the NIR for all threads.
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Figure 97: Ground-Based VNIR Hypercube, Threads on Sand Microscene – True Color Bands 10, 25, 40

Figure 98: Sample VNIR Reflectance Spectra from Cloth Threads on Sand Microscene
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METHODOLOGY

This dissertation tests three algorithms: a Di Zenzo tensor gradient approach for
HSI data, a new HySPADE method whose edge detection engine combines Euclidean
distance and spectral angle mapper, and a level set-based edge detection algorithm
modified to use Euclidean distance for HSI data. While these approaches differ in how
they map discontinuities within an image, understanding their commonalities is critical
for understanding how the existing literature connects to this study and how it shapes
directions follow-on research. For the gradient-based edge detector a three-band gradient
MATLAB code [266] was obtained from open source and modified to accept
hyperspectral data. The new HySPADE code was premised on Resmini’s previous C++
HySPADE [249]. The original MATLAB level set code was obtained from an open
source MSI version, which was subsequently modified to accept HSI data [267].
First, and keeping with this work’s guiding principles, each algorithm is fully
generalizable to all HSI datasets regardless of bandpass, spatial resolution, spectral
resolution, radiometric resolution, scene content, atmospheric conditions, data format
(i.e., radiance or reflectance), view/illumination angles and noise characteristics.
Importantly, none of the algorithms is scene-dependent, none of them require prior
knowledge of scene materials and all of them work on both reflectance and radiance data.
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Second, each algorithm addresses under-represented (with respect to HSI) but
clearly established (edge detection) areas in the scientific literature. As demonstrated in
the Background section, gradient-based algorithms abound in the panchromatic and
multispectral literature – this work stands on that research as it extends gradient-based
edge detection methods into hyperspectral space. HySPADE’s SAM-based approach to
spatial-spectral edge detection within conventional HSI scenes is some of the most
influential work in the HSI edge detection literature – this study remains grounded on
HySPADE’s pioneering research as it extends HySPADE’s capabilities both
algorithmically and with respect to more challenging, unconventional HSI datasets and
applications.
Level set techniques constitute a major field within both mathematics, computer
vision and image analysis. This dissertation borrows heavily from both fields as it
advances level set-based edge techniques within the HSI literature. Indeed, the corpus of
computer vision research appears to have a stronger understanding of level-set methods
than does the remote sensing literature, which affords this dissertation ample insights to
apply to HSI data. The upshot of this strategy is that while each algorithm and its
associated experiments constitutes new science, each is sufficiently grounded within
existing science so as to be accessible by a broad range of researchers across several
fields of study. This dissertation endeavors to avoid an all too common scenario of an
incremental scientific contribution trapped beyond the confines of established or ongoing
scientific research directions.
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Third, this study addresses its algorithms’ maximum effective range, meaning that
each algorithm is tested against challenging, non-traditional datasets traceable to
emerging HSI applications like trace chemical detection, oil spill mapping and material
analysis. Experiments relevant to conventional applications such as mineral mapping,
urban feature mapping and vegetation analysis are useful as a link to the existing
literature, but they do little provide insight into more challenging, less understood HSI
applications.
As seen in Figure 99, the methodologies for the Di Zenzo, HySPADE and LevelSet experiments encompass four distinct components: preprocessing, compression, edge
detection, and algorithm evaluation. Identical for each of the three algorithms, the
preprocessing component’s key objectives are to configure the HSI data into a format
suitable for edge detection, to provide a sense of data quality, to highlight primary scene
features that the edge detection algorithm should be expected to delineate, and to identify
unusual or suboptimal data behavior that could present a barrier to optimal edge detection
processing.
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Figure 99: General Methodology Components

The specific compression steps vary by edge detection algorithm, but pursue the
same objective of leveraging HSI processing techniques to maximize the likelihood of
accurately detecting edges within the scene. The edge detection component executes the
specific edge detection algorithms advanced by this work, namely the Di Zenzo’s
multidimensional gradient method applied to HSI, the new HySPADE algorithm
combining Euclidean distance and spectral angle metrics, and the level set-based edge
detection algorithm for HSI data.
Additionally, this dissertation establishes scientific control by applying
standardized histogram stretches to all grayscale edge planes in order to avoid
heuristically thresholding each grayscale edge plane, as commonly seen in the HSI
literature. Specifically, this dissertation uses an Otsu threshold as the default histogram
stretching method for all grayscale edge planes [268]. A nonparametric and unsupervised
automatic histogram thresholding technique, the Otsu threshold has several advantages
including simplicity, global stability across the histogram, and generalizability to a broad
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range of histogram shapes [268]. Otsu's generalizability and global stability (i.e., it's
insensitivity to local histogram variations), in particular, make it an attractive choice for
this dissertation's broad range on challenging, non-traditional HSI data. For
circumstances where the Otsu threshold generates unexpected results (e.g., if the edge
plane histogram is highly skewed, highly bimodal, etc.) this dissertation identifies an
alternate, standardized threshold method to apply against the relevant edge planes.
The Otsu thresholding method's objective is to establish an optimal histogram
threshold that maximizes the between-class variance between the background class and
the object class (i.e., foreground class, target class or in this case, edge pixel class) [268].
Put another way, the Otsu method attempts to establish a threshold at the gray scale value
that optimally separates background pixels from edge pixels according to their respective
variances. Practical instantiations of the Otsu method, such as the "graythresh"
functionality in MATLAB [269], tend to pursue an optimal Otsu threshold such that the
weighted sum of the background and foreground variances is minimized, which is
mathematically equivalent to Otsu's 1979 approach but computationally faster. Both
implementations are similar: the constituent pixels in a unique class should behave as
similarly as possible (i.e., with minimal within-class variance) and should be optimally
separated from other classes according to maximum between-class variance.
As implemented here, the Otsu method employs a sequential search that iterates a
six-step process over all possible thresholds in order to find the optimal threshold defined
as the lowest weighted sum of background pixel and edge pixel variances. This work
adopts the computationally efficient Otsu implementation that iteratively searches for the
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threshold that minimizes within-class variance. Note that the volume of all possible
thresholds is equivalent to the number of possible grayscale values in the plane.
First, the method selects an initial threshold to test (usually working from
grayscale value 1 to 𝑛 for 𝑛 grayscale values), thereby dividing the edge plane's pixels
into two classes: background pixels and edge pixels. Next, the method calculates each
classes' weight according to Equation 23 where 𝜔𝐵 is the background pixel class weight,
𝑁𝐵 is the number of background class pixels, 𝑁𝑇 is the total number of scene pixels, 𝜔𝐸
is the edge pixel class weight and 𝑁𝐸 is the number of edge class pixels. Specifically,
Otsu’s weighting procedure measures the fraction of edge plane pixels binned into the
background and edge pixel classes. Note that this study 's use of the term "weight" is
equivalent to Otsu's term "probability," both of which speak to the likelihood of a pixel
aligning to either the background or edge pixel class. The method then calculates the
mean pixel value of each class according to Equation 24, where 𝜇𝐵 is the background
class mean, 𝑖 is grayscale value, 𝑘 is the grayscale value for the threshold under testing,
𝑁𝑖 is the number of pixels at grayscale value 𝑖, 𝑁𝐵 is the number of background class
pixels, 𝑁𝐸 is the number of edge pixel class pixels and 𝐿 is the image’s total number of
unique grayscale values.

𝜔𝐵 =

𝑁𝐵
𝑁𝑇

𝜔𝐸 =

𝑁𝐸
𝑁𝑇

Equation 23: Otsu’s Class Weight Calculation [268]
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𝜇𝐵 =

∑𝑘𝑖=1 𝑖𝑁𝑖
𝑁𝐵

∑𝐿𝑖=𝑘+1 𝑖𝑁𝑖
𝜇𝐸 =
𝑁𝐸
Equation 24: Otsu’s Mean Calculation [268]

The Otsu method next measures the variance of each class at the given threshold
according to Equation 25, where 𝜎𝐵2 is the background class variance, 𝜎𝐸2 is the edge pixel
class variance, 𝑖 is grayscale value, 𝑘 is the grayscale value for the threshold under
testing, 𝜇𝐵 is the background class mean, 𝜇𝐸 is the edge pixel class mean, 𝑁𝑖 is the
number of pixels at grayscale value 𝑖, 𝑁𝐵 is the number of background class pixels and
𝑁𝐸 is the number of edge pixel class pixels.. At this point in the process, the Otsu
method has separately characterized the background class histogram and the edge pixel
class histogram according to a single threshold, but it must generate a combined measure
of class separability in order to evaluate threshold "goodness" as determined by both the
background class variance and the foreground class variance.

𝜎𝐵2 =
𝜎𝐸2

∑𝑘𝑖=1(𝑖 − 𝜇𝐵 )2 𝑁𝑖
𝑁𝐵

∑𝐿𝑖=𝑘+1(𝑖 − 𝜇𝐸 )2 𝑁𝑖
=
𝑁𝐸

Equation 25: Otsu’s Class Variance Calculation [268]
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Otsu proposed several discriminant criterion measures to evaluate threshold
goodness, including the within-class variance criterion whose minimum would correlate
to the optimal threshold (i.e. distinctly separable classes should be as homogeneous as
possible within themselves). To calculate the within-class variance for the given
threshold, the Otsu method multiplies each class variance by its respective weight, and
2
sums the products according to Equation 26, where 𝜎𝑊
is Otsu’s within-class variance

criterion, 𝜔𝐵 is background pixel weight, 𝜔𝐸 is edge pixel weight, 𝜎𝐵2 is background class
variance and 𝜎𝐸2 is edge pixel class variance. Finally, the method iterates the same
process at all other possible thresholds and establishes the optimal threshold at the
grayscale value associated with the minimum within-class variance.

2
𝜎𝑊
= 𝜔𝐵 𝜎𝐵2 + 𝜔𝐸 𝜎𝐸2

Equation 26: Otsu’s Within-Class Variance Calculation [268]

This work’s final step, algorithm evaluation, measures the performance of each
edge detection algorithm with respect to the performance of existing edge detection
methods. The evaluation procedures are both qualitative and quantitative in nature and
are founded on Canny’s criteria for a good edge detection algorithm. Finally, this
dissertation executes all image processing in MATLAB, Microsoft Visual Studio Visual
C++, and the Environment for Visualizing Images (ENVI) image processing software
[270], [271], [272].
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Preprocessing
The preprocessing component is identical for each of the three edge detection
algorithms. The preprocessing component’s first step, as seen in Figure 100, is to explore
the data in order to get a sense of how it compares to similar datasets with respect to
noise, scene constituents, etc. This step examines several spectra (radiance or
reflectance, depending on the data format) sampled from various scene materials to
ensure that they are behaving as expected. For example, radiance data should evidence
key atmospheric absorption features (e.g., the 0.76µm oxygen feature) at the correct
wavelengths and at the right intensities. Radiance data curvature for non-vegetation
materials should appear roughly Planckian but with atmospheric absorption features,
while radiance data for vegetation often contain recognizable spectral features across the
VNIR bands. Note that all of the outdoor data are initially in radiance and that all of the
lab data, as provided for this dissertation, are in reflectance.
Reflectance spectra of known materials should appear as expected with respect to
intensity and key absorption features. For example, healthy vegetation spectra should
contain a clear red edge across the NIR, water spectra should appear dark and featureless,
and bare earth spectra should appear roughly concave. In the event that the data
exploration step identifies spectral irregularities, they will be noted and considered during
the algorithm evaluation component within the Analysis section.
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Figure 100: Preprocessing Component

The preprocessing component’s second step identifies the HSI data as either
reflectance or radiance data, depending on the findings of the data exploration step. For
the majority of HSI data sets, discriminating radiance data from reflectance data is a
simple task due to the unique characteristics of each, and the datasets tested herein are no
exception. The third preprocessing step converts at-aperture radiance data to apparent
reflectance via the QUAC atmospheric correction algorithm. The QUAC atmospheric
correction algorithm, as detailed in the Background section, uses in-scene information to
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estimate scene reflectance – a processing step critical to separating the atmospheric signal
from the ground material signals. Once QUAC converts the radiance data to reflectance,
a quality check is necessary to determine that the correction executed as expected.
Specifically, the newly-generated reflectance spectra of common materials should appear
as expected for materials such as vegetation, water and bare earth.
In the unlikely event that QUAC fails to generate useful reflectance data, a few
courses of action are available. First, a series of spectral subsets could be derived from
the radiance data and run independently through QUAC in the hope that a few noisy or
artifact-containing radiance channels (or some pixels within such bands) are distorting
the QUAC processing. Second, sometimes a spatial subset can improve QUAC results
due to the removal of earth materials (typically unusual materials) that distort the QUAC
results. Finally, the researcher can choose to execute the remaining processing and edge
detection steps against the radiance data – a suboptimal but viable approach for HSI
applications characterized by materials distinguishable by their radiance spectra, such as
oil spill mapping applications.
The preprocessing component’s fourth step scales the newly-generated reflectance
data to 0.0 to 1.0, which is the scale most commonly expected the edge detection
algorithms applied here. Many radiance datasets are scaled from 0 to 10,000 as a spacesaving measure, but a 0.0 to 1.0 scale is more appropriate for reflectance data.
The fifth preprocessing step requires the removal of bad (i.e., noisy) bands that
often remain after the QUAC atmospheric correction process. Although this dissertation
uses [10]’s latest version of QUAC that attempts to remove noisy atmospheric bands,
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residual noisy channels frequently remain along the edges of the 1.4µm and 1.9µm
atmospheric water vapor bands. QUAC also often fails to remove noisy bands at the very
beginning and at the very end of the spectral range, necessitating a manual redaction of
those noisy bands. The researcher must visually determine at which band noise ends and
high signal-to-noise ratio reflectance data begins. This process typically involves a
detailed, band-by-band examination of noisy regions defined by bands similar in
reflectance values. Most of the time, the researcher errs on the side of caution by
preferring to risk removing one or two reflectance bands as opposed to risk including
noise. This is the preferred approach implemented here, as well, since the likelihood of
distorting the edge detection process by removing a few bands is remote. Finally, the bad
band removal process usually is scene-dependent and thus the researcher must remove
different bands for each scene.
Figure 101 contains an example of a post-QUAC reflectance spectrum containing
several bad bands and their underlying causes. Note that for the 0.98µm atmospheric
water absorption feature, QUAC failed to remove any of the channels, as opposed to its
nearly complete removal of the atmospheric information around the 1.4µm and 1.9µm
atmospheric water bands. Also note the sensor noise at the end of the focal plane near
2.44µm. Ultimately, the bad band removal preprocessing step redacts the residual
spectral bands that are dominated by information not attributable to ground materials,
thereby maximizing the traceability between actual ground materials and the reflectance
spectra representing them in hyperspectral space.
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Figure 101: Post-QUAC Bad Bands Requiring Removal

The sixth preprocessing step is another data examination step intended to ensure
that the reflectance data is free of atmospheric and sensor artifacts, behaving as expected
for common materials, and is behaving properly with respect to the rescaling.
Occasionally, additional bad bands will require removal or a common material will
contain irregularities (e.g., unusual spiking in the positive and/or negative direction) that
have implications for edge detection accuracy.
The seventh preprocessing step executes a SMACC endmember extraction
process intended to identify primary scene constituents, and by extension, the primary
boundaries that the new edge detection algorithms should be expected to delineate.
Although not a true edge detection ground truth datum, the SMACC results are a step in
the same direction in the sense that SMACC should capture the primary scene materials.
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Importantly, the SMACC abundance planes are generated for reference only – this
dissertation does not execute edge detection algorithms against the SMACC abundance
planes, only against radiance and reflectance data.
Consider Figure 102, which presents six SMACC abundance planes from the
cloth threads on sand VNIR hypercube. Most SMACC abundance planes reinforce the
primary scene constituents evident from a routine visual inspection of the scene, but they
often reveal subtle features that can go unnoticed by a visual examination. For example,
the #6 abundance plane reveals subtle shadowing along the boundaries of several threads.
While not immediately visible to the naked eye, the SMACC algorithm as well as this
dissertation’s new edge detection algorithms will recognize those pixels as distinct from
their immediate neighbors. SMACC abundance planes also can help explain
irregularities within an edge plane, such as broken or poorly localized edges. For
example, the subtle shadowing features in SMACC abundance plane #6 might interfere
with an edge detection algorithm’s ability to generate accurately localized edges due to
their close proximity to the thread edge – a limitation that probably would go unexplained
without the SMACC abundance planes. Finally, it is worth noting that the benefit of HSI
data, in the form of SMACC and similar HSI algorithms, extends beyond just the edge
detection process itself to include the preprocessing and Analysis components.
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Figure 102: SMACC Abundance Planes from Cloth Threads on Sand Microscene Data

The eighth and final preprocessing step serves a purpose similar to the SMACC
endmember extraction step. Specifically, the final preprocessing step generates an RX
anomaly plane in order to identify any unusual behavior or materials within the scene.
Since the RX anomaly detection algorithm is a discontinuity-based approach, it’s results
directly inform the expected discontinuity-based edge detection methods developed in
this study.
For example, consider Figure 103, which presents an RX anomaly plane derived
from the aluminum aircraft panel recovered on Nikumaroro Island. The RX anomaly
plane indicates that there are multiple anomalies centered roughly within the aluminum
panel’s brightest part, which is nearly a specular reflection. The upshot is that the RX
anomaly plane gives the researcher a sense of the most unusual pixels within the scene
and therefore, the anomalous pixels most likely to be flagged as edge pixels.
At the conclusion of the preprocessing component, the researcher should have a
sense of the HSI data’s structure, scene constituents and irregularities. The chief output
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of the preprocessing component is either a radiance hypercube or, more optimally, a
reflectance hypercube configured for edge detection.

Figure 103: RX Anomaly Plane for the Aluminum Aircraft Panel VNIR Hypercube

Edge Detection: Di Zenzo-Based Gradient Approach for HSI
The first edge detection algorithm applies Di Zenzo’s computer vision-inspired
multidimensional gradient approach to hyperspectral data. A multispectral, three-band
gradient algorithm [266] was obtained from open source MATLAB code and modified to
accept hyperspectral data. The new algorithm advances remote sensing science in several
ways. First, the new algorithm uses Di Zenzo’s multidimensional gradient method to
generate edge planes from hyperspectral data – a heretofore untried approach. Second,
the method is applied to a variety of datasets spanning multiple HSI applications in order
to assess its generalizability as well as its performance against a range of challenging
datasets.
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Third, and most important, the application of Di Zenzo to HSI endeavors to
maximize HSI data’s unique spectral character by first executing a PCA transform or an
MNF transform prior to executing the gradient-based edge detection methodology.
Researchers typically use PCA and its noise-ordered cousin, MNF, to reduce the
dimensionality of HSI data in pursuit of improved computational speed, but this work
introduces an approach to PCA and MNF preprocessing by treating the two transforms as
critical data isolation or spectral information compression procedures designed to
emphasize the most meaningful spectral information in the data.
For example, as PCA and MNF attempt to compress data dimensionality, they
compress most of the HSI data’s variance into as few PCA or MNF bands as possible,
which improves computational speed at the cost of identifying reflectance information.
The resulting PCA or MNF cube lacks the unique reflectance information that enables
image classification, but it maximizes the overall contrast among scene materials while
simultaneously concentrating them into a small number of discrete bands – an output that
lends itself well to non-supervised, generalizable edge detection experiments.
Consequently, this work hypothesizes that the gradient-based edge detection algorithm
will generate superior results with PCA and MNF cubes compared to the results
obtainable from a reflectance cube.
Figure 104 presents the compression component for the Di Zenzo
multidimensional gradient edge detector. For any single iteration of the algorithm, one
must choose to compress with either a PCA transform, an MNF transform, or to not
compress and simply execute with the full radiance or reflectance hypercube. While the
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PCA or MNF compressions directly inform one of the central contributions of this study,
the algorithm results obtained from the radiance and reflectance cubes are important for
comparing how much PCA and MNF improve edge detection results.

Figure 104: Compression Component for the Di Zenzo HSI Edge Detection Algorithm

After executing the PCA or MNF transform, the second step of the compression
component requires the researcher to measure the transform’s results by examining the
eigenvalue plot corresponding to the dataset under examination. For example, Figure 105
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presents a sample from the first PCA component and the corresponding eigenvalue plot
derived from the Reno VNIR/SWIR hypercube. The plot indicates that the eigenvalues
decrease down to band 4, meaning that the top four PCA components contain the
majority of spectral variability within the scene – an expected outcome from the PCA
transform. Note the high contrast texture of the first PCA image, which corroborates the
eigenvalue plot, as well.

Figure 105: PCA Transform Results Obtained from the Reno VNIR/SWIR Cube
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The final step for both the PCA and MNF compressions is to subset the PCA or
MNF cube according to what the eigenvalue plot reveals about the concentration of
spectral information. For example, in the case of Figure 105, a four-band or five-band
subset of the PCA cube would capture the majority of spectral variability in the data,
thereby enabling the Di Zenzo multidimensional gradient edge detector to execute almost
exclusively against the most meaningful spectral content in the scene. For a similar MNF
iteration, the edge detector would execute against a denoised dataset containing the most
meaningful spectral content. The result of the PCA and MNF compressions is a key
contribution of this dissertation – by compressing and denoising hyperspectral
information, HSI edge detection algorithms are likely to produce results superior to MSI
and HSI edge detection methods executing against full radiance and reflectance
hypercubes.
Following the compression component is the component most central to this
dissertation: the actual edge detection process for the Di Zenzo multidimensional gradient
edge detector as presented in Figure 106. When provided as input, either a full radiance
or reflectance cube, or a PCA or MNF cube, the edge detector first convolves separately
across each spectral band, applying Sobel operators to approximate the partial derivatives
in the x- and y-directions for each pixel. An approximation is necessary since the precise
functions for every pixel and its eight neighbors within every band are unknown within
the construct of a rasterized image. The Sobel operator, as previously detailed in
Equation 10 and Figure 36, provides an excellent approximation of partial derivatives by
virtue of its kernels’ ability to isolate and accurately estimate changes in the x-direction
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and y-direction. The end result of the first step is to generate two measurements for each
pixel at each band: the x-direction Sobel return and the y-direction Sobel return as
estimates of the partial derivatives (i.e., edge magnitude) in the x-direction and ydirection, respectively. For example, for a given pixel in a 256-band HSI cube, the
second step will generate 512 measurements – 256 in the x-direction and 256 in the ydirection.

Figure 106: The Di Zenzo Multidimensional Gradient Edge Detection Process for HSI
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Using Di Zenzo’s Equation 14 detailed in the Background section, the second
edge detection step sums the band-respective Sobel partials to obtain the respective tensor
components (i.e., the coefficients for 𝑔𝑥𝑥 , 𝑔𝑦𝑦 , and 𝑔𝑥𝑦 ) for each pixel. For example, at
pixel (10,10) in a 256-band HSI cube, the second step would sum the x-direction partial
derivatives from each of the 256 bands at pixel (10,10) to obtain a single x-direction
partial derivative estimate (i.e., 𝑔𝑥𝑥 ) for pixel (10,10). The second step then would sum
the y-direction partial derivatives from each of the 256 bands at pixel (10,10) to obtain a
single y-direction partial derivative estimate (i.e., 𝑔𝑦𝑦 ) for pixel (10,10). At this point in
the execution, the algorithm has an aggregate partial derivative estimate on a per-pixel
basis for both the x-direction and y-direction, but it does not yet know the maximum
magnitude or direction of maximum change for any given pixel.
Using Di Zenzo’s Equation 13 as detailed in the Background section, Step 3
ingests the tensor coefficients derived in Step 2 to calculate the direction of the maximum
rate of change at that pixel. As a final step, the algorithm combines the magnitude and
directional information within Equation 15 to generate a panchromatic edge plane
wherein the digital number for each pixel is the value of the maximum rate of change at
that pixel along the direction of maximum change. Di Zenzo appropriately refers to this
value as “edge strength” [194]. The edge plane typically requires a post-processing
histogram stretch to render the optimal visual representation, as well. Figure 107
presents the precise Di Zenzo-based algorithm workflow as it would execute against a
single pixel in the Figure 48 example.
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Figure 107: The Di Zenzo-Based Algorithm as Applied against an Example
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Additionally, Figure 108 presents a graphical representation of the example
detailed in Figure 107. Figure 108 is a three-band (red, green and blue), single-pixel
example of how the algorithm constructs the overall pixel gradient from the intensity
changes within each band at this pixel. For a hyperspectral cube, Figure 108’s concepts
simply scale to accommodate the additional bands.

Figure 108: Geometric Outputs of the Di Zenzo-Based Edge Detection Algorithm Workflow
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Additionally, this study decrements its PCA and MNF cubes to specific, natural
intervals in order to rigorously measure algorithm sensitivity. For example, all three
algorithms’ methodologies test PCA and MNF cubes at interval depths of all bands and
the reduced number of bands (usually 4 to 5) as indicated by the PCA and MNF
eigenvalue plots.
The tests measure how effectively PCA and MNF transforms can compress a
hypercube’s spectral information content into a smaller, more efficient format.
Importantly, the PCA and MNF transforms are not intended to sacrifice meaningful
spectral information in order to achieve speed or simplicity – they are intended to
optimize the data by efficiently separating the meaningful spectral signal from degrading
noise. This dissertation thus executes the Di Zenzo-based edge detection algorithm
against each radiance or reflectance data as well as a range of PCA and MNF cubes.
Figure 110 presents a demonstration of the gradient-based edge detector as tested
against a noise-injected synthetic 420-band VNIR/SWIR dataset. The synthetic dataset is
comprised of two mineral features interspersed with noise features. Significant noise
added to the mineral spectra, and edges increase in difficulty from right to left. Figure
109 presents sample spectra from each feature, where the first noise block is in white, the
first mineral feature is in red, the second noise block is in green and the second noise
block is in blue. As seen in Figure 110, the reflectance test generated noisy, broken
boundaries between the materials while the gradient-based algorithm generated thin,
unbroken edges accurately along the feature boundaries for the compressed PCA test – a
useful demonstration of the utility of using compressed HSI data to improve results.
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Figure 109: Sample Spectra from Synthetic Dataset

Figure 110: Gradient Demonstration against Synthetic HSI Dataset
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Figure 111 presents the gradient-based edge detector as executed against a 145band 0.4µm to 0.7µm subset of the full reflectance cube tested in Figure 110. Compared
to the full VNIR/SWIR test in Figure 110, the VIS-only cube generated suboptimal
results due to the loss of the NIR/SWIR bands. As expected, VIS-only data is more
challenging to HSI edge detectors than VNIR/SWIR data.

Figure 111: Gradient Test against Synthetic HSI Data, VIS Bands Only

Edge Detection: A New HySPADE Approach Combining ED and SAM
This work’s second new edge detection algorithm improves Resmini’s HySPADE
edge detection algorithm for hyperspectral data. The new algorithm advances the
capability in several ways. First, by combining a spectral distance measure (i.e.,
magnitude) and a spectral shape measure (i.e., correlation), it improves upon previous
instantiations of HySPADE that implemented only Euclidean distance or Spectral Angle
Mapper [219], [250], [249]. Specifically, this dissertation develops a novel version of
HySPADE that integrates the Spectral Similarity Scale as developed by Sweet et al [273]
into the spatial-spectral processing framework unique to the original HySPADE
algorithm [219].
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Sweet et al.’s Spectral Similarity Scale generates a measurement of hyperspectral
image quality by combining a spectral magnitude measurement with a spectral shape
measurement to generate a single similarity metric. Sweet et al used Euclidean distance
as a measure of spectral (i.e., vector) magnitude as implemented in Equation 27, and they
used a correlation measurement as implemented in Equation 28 wherein 𝑟 2 is the square
of the correlation coefficient for vectors 𝑥 and 𝑦, 𝑁𝑏 is the number of bands in the
hypercube, and 𝜎 is the standard deviation [273]. Equation 29 presents Sweet et al.’s
spectral similarity metric that constitutes a two-element vector called the “difference
vector” wherein 𝑑𝑒 is the Euclidean distance measurement and 𝑟 2 is the square of the
correlation coefficient [273]. Small Spectral Similarity measurements suggest a
discontinuity between pixels and therefore are indicative of edge strength. Large scores
indicate strong similarity between pixels and therefore a strong likelihood that the
underlying physical materials are continuous.

𝐾

‖𝑥 − 𝑦‖ = √ ∑(𝑥𝑘 − 𝑦𝑘 )2
𝑘=1
Equation 27: Euclidean Distance Calculation for Improved HySPADE
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Equation 28: Sweet et al's Correlation Measurement [273]
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𝑆𝑝𝑒𝑐𝑡𝑟𝑎𝑙 𝑆𝑖𝑚𝑖𝑙𝑎𝑟𝑖𝑡𝑦 = √𝑑𝑒2 + 𝑟̂ 2
Equation 29: The Spectral Similarity Metric [273]

This dissertation’s methodology integrates Sweet et al’s spectral similarity metric
into the HySPADE spatial-spectral processing framework first by replacing the legacy
SAM or ED score with the output from Equation 29. First, the improved HySPADE
algorithm implements the Euclidean distance measurement as seen in Equation 3.
Second, the algorithm implements Equation 28 to calculate the correlation coefficient.
Finally, the ED and correlation coefficients are squared, summed and square rooted to
achieve the Spectral Similarity score of Equation 29.
The pixel values in the final HySPADE edge plane reflect a tally, on a pixel-bypixel basis, of the number of times a given pixel alarms as an edge according to a onedimensional edge detection process applied to each SSS spectrum [249]. This
methodology flags a pixel as an edge pixel if the value of the first-order finite-difference
process generates a value exceeding a threshold. The HySPADE threshold
implementation in this study generates a final two-dimensional HySPADE edge plane by
combining the outputs of 40 intermediate edge planes, each of which represents a unique
threshold from 0.10σ to 4.0σ by 0.10σ. For example, the final edge strength for a given
pixel reflects the number of times, among the 40, that the pixel exceeded a threshold.
Edge pixels that exceed 35-40 thresholds will be the strongest edge pixels in the edge
plane, while edge pixels that exceed the thresholds in one to five planes will be among
the weakest. Pixels that exceed the thresholds in none of the 40 intermediate edge planes
receive a DN of zero, meaning that they carry no edge information.
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This dissertation tested several volumes of intermediate edge planes in order to
determine how they affect edge detection results and to identify the optimal volume for
experimental control. As seen in the Cuprite Flight Line #4 VNIR/SWIR image tests in
Figure 112, nearly identical edge detection results are achieved for 20, 30 and 40
intermediate edge planes. Consequently, this work uses 40 intermediate edge planes to
balance performance against too few intermediate edge planes.
Additionally, as seen in Figure 113, this dissertation tested several standard
deviation thresholds in order to determine how they affect edge detection results and to
identify the optimal spread. As seen in the Cuprite Flight Line #4 VNIR/SWIR image
tests, the optimal spread is 0.1σ to 4.0σ compared to 0.2σ to 8.0σ and 0.3σ to 12.0σ. The
0.2σ to 8.0σ and 0.3σ to 12.0σ tests generated a suboptimal volume of false alarms.
Therefore, this dissertation establishes the threshold at 0.1σ to 4.0σ for each HySPADE
test.

Figure 112: HySPADE Intermediate Edge Plane Testing against Cuprite Flight Line #4 VNIR/SWIR Data
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Figure 113: HySPADE Intermediate Edge Plane Testing against Cuprite Flight Line #4 VNIR/SWIR Data

The second way in which this work advances the capability of the HySPADE
approach is by testing it against non-traditional datasets spanning a variety of traditional
and emerging HSI applications. Specifically, the available HySPADE research focuses
on robust, well-behaved VNIR/SWIR HSI data for urban feature mapping and mineral
mapping applications, while this dissertation will test HySPADE’s ability to support a
much broader range of HSI applications and its performance against challenging, nontraditional datasets and emerging HSI applications. For example, Resmini’s flagship
HySPADE publication used the VNIR/SWIR ProSpecTIR Reno dataset also addressed
by this dissertation, which is a traditional, edge detection-friendly urban feature mapping
dataset [249]. Similarly, Cox’s 2009 HySPADE publication used VNIR/SWIR AVIRIS
data of Cuprite, which is a traditional, edge-detection friendly mineral mapping dataset.
This dissertation seeks to extend this baseline understanding by testing HySPADE’s
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ability to delineate challenging features within non-traditional datasets like the Deepwater
Horizon ocean data and Aluminum Aircraft Panel data.
The third manner in which this dissertation advances HySPADE is by expanding
the scientific understanding of HySPADE’s sensitivity to spatial and spectral resolutions.
Specifically, the Resmini and Cox HySPADE work considered only modest spatial
resolution VNIR/SWIR HSI data, but this study expands the breadth of spatial and
spectral resolution mix in order to measure HySPADE’s performance against various
combinations of spatial and spectral resolutions. For example, this study tests
HySPADE’s edge detection capability against very-high spatial resolution data sets (e.g.,
the microscene HSI data), VNIR only data sets (e.g., the SOC700 Larkhaven HSI data)
and against NIR/SWIR data sets (e.g., the chemical array HSI data).
Following the preprocessing component described in the preprocessing section,
Figure 114 presents the compression component for the improved HySPADE algorithm
edge detector, which is identical to the Di Zenzo-based edge detection compression
component. Consequently, the HySPADE experiments leverage the compression results
achieved during the Di Zenzo-based edge detection experiments.
For any single iteration of the algorithm, this dissertation compresses with either a
PCA transform, the MNF transform, or to not compress and simply execute with the full
radiance or reflectance hypercube. While the PCA or MNF compressions directly inform
one of the central contributions of this work, the algorithm results obtained from the
uncompressed radiance and reflectance cubes are important for measuring how much the
compressions improve edge detection results.
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After executing the PCA or MNF transform, the second step of the compression
component requires the researcher to measure the transform’s results by examining the
eigenvalue plot corresponding to the dataset under examination. Optimal PCA and MNF
thresholds are determined by first locating the PCA and MNF eigenvalue plot “knee in
the curve” after which little diagnostic spectral information is expected; in this manner,
each test executes against at least 99% of spectral information (i.e., variance) in the
scene. Second, the researcher confirms the threshold by visually examining the PCA and
MNF planes to confirm that the post-threshold bands are noise dominated.
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Figure 114: Compression Component for the Improved HySPADE HSI Edge Detection Algorithm

The final step for both the PCA and MNF compressions is to subset the PCA and
MNF cubes according to what the eigenvalue plot reveals about the concentration of
spectral information (i.e., data variance). Specifically, the PCA and MNF thresholds are
used to subset their respective parent cubes such that the improved HySPADE edge
detector executes against a denoised dataset containing the most meaningful spectral
content. The result of the PCA and MNF compressions is a key contribution of this
dissertation – by concentrating and denoising hyperspectral data, HSI edge detection
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algorithms can produce results superior to MSI and HSI edge detection methods
executing against uncompressed radiance and reflectance hypercubes.
Following the compression component is the edge detection process with the
improved HySPADE edge detector as presented in Figure 115. Taking input either a
radiance or reflectance cube, or a PCA or MNF cube, the edge detector first begins
generating Spectral Similarity measurements between each pixel in the sliding window
and every other pixel in the window to build an intermediate HySPADE cube spatially
bounded to the window’s footprint. For example, the edge detector’s first Spectral
Similarity measurement uses Equation 29 to generate the combined ED and SAM score
between the spectrum at input cube pixel (1,1) and input cube pixel (1,2) within the first
window position. That measurement is then assigned to band 1, pixel (1,2) in a new
HySPADE output cube which ultimately will be an intermediate 𝑛-band cube for an 𝑛pixel hypercube (i.e., a 20 pixel x 20 pixel window of any spectral resolution always will
produce a 400-band intermediate HySPADE cube). Note that the HySPADE cube’s band
1, pixel (1,1) has already been populated with the maximum Spectral Similarity
measurement of 1.0 due to the maximum similarity between a pixel and itself.
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Figure 115: The Improved HySPADE Edge Detection Process for HSI

The improved HySPADE edge detector then iterates the Spectral Similarity
pairwise measurements for pixel (1,1) against the remaining input pixels in the window in
order to fully populate band 1 of the HySPADE cube at that window’s spatial footprint.
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For example, the algorithm will populate HySPADE band 1, pixel (10,10) with the
Spectral Similarity measurement between the HSI spectra at input pixel (1,1) and (10,10).
Next, the algorithm simply repeats the process for every remaining pixel in the window
to fully populate the intermediate 𝑛-band HySPADE cube for an 𝑛-pixel HSI cube. For
example, the algorithm will populate HySPADE cube band 10 with the Spectral
Similarity measurements between the input HSI cube pixel (1,10) and every other pixel in
the window. The window then slides to the adjacent spatial footprint and repeats until the
full scene is reflected in a series of intermediate HySPADE cubes. The intermediate
cubes are then spatially joined to create a single HySPADE output cube. The result is a
fully populated HySPADE cube in which each “HySPADE spectrum” reflects the edge
behavior (i.e., shape) and strength (i.e., magnitude) in the window.
Next, the algorithm applies a one-dimensional finite difference measurement to
identify discontinuities exceeding the discontinuity threshold within each pixel
“spectrum” in the output HySPADE cube. The algorithm keeps a running tally based on
each time the Spectral Similarity score alarms against the threshold, resulting in a single
score for each pixel. That score is a direct reflection of how frequently HySPADE
declared that pixel as an edge pixel and therefore translates directly to edge map
generation.
The improved HySPADE algorithm then begins measuring edge strength in order
to generate the final edge plane. To measure edge strength, the algorithm establishes a
user-defined discontinuity threshold below which a spectral similarity score will alarm as
an edge – recall that the low Spectral Similarity measurements are indicative of
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discontinuities due to the small ED and correlation scores consistent with a boundary
between dissimilar physical materials. Initial thresholds typically are established as a
multiple of the standard deviation and adjusted according to HySPADE results. Keep in
mind that much of hyperspectral remote sensing is an iterative process requiring constant
adjustments depending on how particular data sets respond to processing. For this work,
the initial threshold is established at a single standard deviation based on the population
of Spectral Similarity scores measured across the full hypercube. Single standard
deviation threshold produced satisfactory results in previous HySPADE research and
therefore provide a reliable starting point for comparing the improved HySPADE
algorithm to the legacy algorithm. If necessary, the threshold will be adjusted up or
down to achieve interpretable results.
For example, recall Figure 64 which presented a HySPADE pixel spectrum
characterized by step functions correlating to edge behavior between high contrast
materials. By substituting the Spectral Similarity score for either ED or SAM, the
improved HySPADE algorithm generates similar spectra in which step functions
correlate to the boundary between one material and another. As the one-dimensional
finite difference filter is passed across the spectrum, it will increment the “edge tally”
according to how many step functions exceed the user-defined discontinuity threshold.
In this construct, HySPADE spectra with many step functions are more likely to be edge
pixels than HySPADE spectra with fewer step functions.
Recall that a HySPADE spectrum communicates edge behavior when the
combined ED and correlation scores exceed a user-defined threshold due to the spatial-
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spectral discontinuity between adjacent pixels. Another way to think about the step
function behavior is to envision pixel (1,1) executing against 10 adjacent pixels of
material A, which will generate 10 very similar Spectral Similarity scores at, for example,
0.90. As HySPADE encounters the edge between material A and material B, the Spectral
Similarity measurement will abruptly change due to the difference between pixel (1,1)
versus Material A scores and pixel (1,1) versus Material B scores. When the pixel (1,1)
versus Material B scores begin appearing at, for example, 0.20, edge behavior will appear
in the HySPADE spectrum between band 10 and band 11. The magnitude of the edge
behavior is directly correlated to the spectral discontinuity between the adjacent materials
and therefore is appropriately constructed for a thresholded edge detection operations.
The improved HySPADE’s final step generates an edge plane in which each
pixel’s DN represents the number of times the one-dimensional finite measurement step
exceeded the discontinuity threshold for that pixel. HySPADE pixels that frequently
exceeded the threshold will appear more strongly in the edge plane than pixels that
alarmed less frequently – an optimal output for an edge detector.
To summarize the improved HySPADE’s edge detection process, the algorithm
accepts as input the output from the preprocessing and compression components. The
input takes the form of either a radiance cube, a reflectance cube, a full PCA cube, a full
MNF cube, a compressed PCA cube or a compressed MNF cube. The algorithm then
applies an 𝑛 x 𝑛 pixel window to the 𝑛-pixel input data to generate an 𝑛-band HySPADE
cube in which each pixel spectrum is comprised of Spectral Similarity measurements
between itself and every other pixel in the scene. Each HySPADE spectrum is then
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scored according to how many times it alarms as an edge according to a discontinuity
threshold and a one-dimensional finite difference measurement. The final single-band
edge plane consist of 𝑛 pixels with DNs corresponding to edge strength as measured by
above-threshold Spectral Similarity scores.
Figure 116 presents a demonstration of the HySPADE edge detector as tested
against the synthetic 420-band VNIR/SWIR dataset. As shown, the reflectance test
generated largely accurate, unbroken boundaries between the materials while false
alarming on several noisy pixels within each of the blocks. HySPADE generated thin,
unbroken edges accurately along the feature boundaries for the compressed PCA test – a
useful demonstration of how compressed HSI data can improve HySPADE edge
detection results. Also note that the compressed PCA test significantly reduced false
alarms.
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Figure 116: HySPADE Demonstration against Synthetic HSI Dataset

Edge Detection: A Level Set Edge Detection Approach for HSI
This work’s third new edge detection algorithm develops a level set-based
approach to hyperspectral edge detection. The original MATLAB level set code was
obtained from an open source MSI version, which was subsequently modified to accept
HSI data [267]. An extension of Lu et al’s level set approach [211] to hyperspectral data,
the new algorithm advances the edge detection capability in several ways. First and most
importantly, it extends level set methods to hyperspectral imagery– a largely unexplored
intersection of methods, as demonstrated in the background section. Secondly, this
approach tests the level set edge detection approach against a variety of spatial and
spectral resolutions with the intent of measuring the algorithm’s sensitivity to spatial and
spectral resolutions. Thirdly, this dissertation tests the performance of level set edge
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detection methods against HSI data sets aligned to a broad range of HSI applications,
including traditional applications as well as emerging applications. In sum, the present
approach intends to advance a level set-based edge detection method into hyperspectral
remote sensing, test its performance against a range of spatial and spectral resolutions,
and demonstrate its applicability against a broad set of HSI applications.
Adopting Lu et al’s level set approach to HSI data requires three steps: initial
curve selection, initial level set calculation and level set evolution. First, an initial
circular curve is placed at the center of an 𝑖 by 𝑗 image, according to Equation 30, where
𝑥, 𝑦 is the center coordinate of the image, the initial time (𝑛∆𝑡) is zero and the radius is
1

set to of the image’s longest dimension. The initial curve could theoretically be placed
8

at any location within the image and could be assigned a radius of any dimension, but Lu
et al recommend placing it at the center of the image and to initialize it with a small
initial radius. In this way, the level set initial curve operates much like a seed in
traditional image processing.

𝑛
𝜑𝑖,𝑗
= 𝜑(𝑥𝑖 , 𝑦𝑗 , 𝑛∆𝑡)

Equation 30: Level Set Initial Curve

This research tested Lu et al’s hypothesis regarding locating the initial curve at
the image center by testing how locating the initial curve at different starting locations
affected edge detection results. As seen in the Cuprite Flight Line #4 VNIR/SWIR image
tests in Figure 117, nearly identical edge detection results are achieved regardless of
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where the initial curve is located. Consequently, this dissertation locates the initial curve
at the center of the image.

Figure 117: Level Set Initial Curve Testing against Cuprite Flight Line #4 VNIR/SWIR Data

The second step assigns initial distance values to each pixel and calculate the
initial level set function. Once positioned at the center of the image, the initial level set
function is calculated as a signed distance function 𝜑(𝑥, 𝑦, 𝑡) generated from the distance
between every point in the image and the initial contour [211]. According to Equation
31, the algorithm assigns zero values to pixels falling along the initial curve, negative
values to pixels falling within the initial curve, and positive values to pixels falling
outside the initial curve. In this manner, the positions and distances of the scene pixels
determine the level set function 𝜑(𝑥, 𝑦, 𝑡). Now, the interface between the region where
𝜑(𝑥, 𝑦, 𝑡) > 0 and the region where 𝜑(𝑥, 𝑦, 𝑡) < 0 is identified as the zero level set
because 𝜑 = 0 at all points along the curve. Finally, this zero level set defines the two-
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dimensional, closed contour or set of closed contours 𝐶, which will evolve in the next
step to solve the traditional level set energy minimization problem.

0 𝑖𝑓 𝑃𝑖𝑥𝑒𝑙 𝐼𝑛𝑡𝑒𝑟𝑠𝑒𝑐𝑡𝑠 𝐿𝑒𝑣𝑒𝑙 𝑆𝑒𝑡
𝜑(𝑥, 𝑦, 𝑡) = { + 𝑖𝑓 𝑃𝑖𝑥𝑒𝑙 𝑖𝑠 𝑂𝑢𝑡𝑠𝑖𝑑𝑒 𝐿𝑒𝑣𝑒𝑙 𝑆𝑒𝑡
− 𝑖𝑓 𝑃𝑖𝑥𝑒𝑙 𝐼𝑛𝑠𝑖𝑑𝑒 𝐿𝑒𝑣𝑒𝑙 𝑆𝑒𝑡
Equation 31: The Zero Level Set of a Function

The third and final step evolves the initial level set to solve the level set energy
minimization equation, thereby establishing the level set curve 𝐶 along the edge of scene
features. To discretize the level set evolution, the algorithm uses an explicit finite
difference scheme to control evolution timing and spacing. First, the algorithm
establishes the contour space step as a single pixel, meaning that the contour will evolve
by only a single pixel in any direction for any given evolution, thereby avoiding sinks,
contour overlaps and unnecessary complexity. Specifically, the algorithm denotes the
space step as ℎ = 1.
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Figure 118: Level Set Time Step Testing against Cuprite Flight Line #4 VNIR/SWIR Data

Next, the algorithm establishes the evolving contour’s time step as ∆𝑡 to control
how long the surface has to evolve for any given evolution. This research tested several
time steps to determine how they affect edge detection results. As seen in the Cuprite
Flight Line #4 VNIR/SWIR image tests in Figure 118, nearly identical edge detection
results are achieved for 0.1s, 0.5s and 2.0s time steps. Consequently, this work uses a ∆𝑡
of 0.1 seconds to maximize performance. To formalize the discretization, let (𝑥𝑖 , 𝑦𝑗 ) =
(𝑖ℎ, 𝑗ℎ) for 1 ≤ 𝑖 ≤ 𝑀, 1 ≤ 𝑗 ≤ 𝑁 where 𝑁ℎ × 𝑀ℎ is the image size [211]. Within this
construct, Equation 32 presents the discretized approximation of 𝜑(𝑥, 𝑦, 𝑡) for 𝑛 ≥ 0
where 𝑛 represents the 𝑛th iteration.

𝑛
𝜑𝑖,𝑗
= 𝜑(𝑥𝑖 , 𝑦𝑗 , 𝑛∆𝑡)

Equation 32: Discretization of the Level Set Function [211]

2

2

𝑛+1
𝑛
𝑛
| [−𝜆1 (𝑢0,𝑖,𝑗 − 𝑐1 (𝜙 𝑛 )) + 𝜆2 (𝑢0,𝑖,𝑗 − 𝑐2 (𝜙 𝑛 )) ]
𝜑𝑖,𝑗
= 𝜑𝑖,𝑗
+ ∆𝑡 × |∇𝜑𝑖,𝑗

Equation 33: Level Set Evolution [211]

Finally, Equation 33 presents the computation for the level set evolution, where
𝑢0,𝑖,𝑗 is image pixel value, and 𝑐1(𝜙 𝑛 ) and 𝑐2 (𝜙 𝑛 ) are the averages of vector magnitude
values inside and outside the curve 𝐶 in the nth iteration, respectively [211]. The
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algorithm will continue iterating until either it reaches the maximum number of user𝑛
𝑛+1
defined iterations or 𝜑𝑖,𝑗
= 𝜑𝑖,𝑗
. For this dissertation, the maximum number of

iterations is set to 15 in order to maintain consistency among tests.
The 15 iteration threshold was determined by testing the algorithm’s sensitivity
the number of iterations. Specifically, using the Cuprite Flight Line #4 VNIR/SWIR
image, this dissertation conducted several iteration tests in order to determine the optimal
number of iterations to execute. As seen in Figure 119, iterations of five, 15, and 20
generated nearly identical results around the most important features of the scene (e.g.,
the large kaolinite deposits to the east and the silica outcroppings along the western
edges).

Figure 119: Level Set Iteration Testing against Cuprite Flight Line #4 VNIR/SWIR Data

The most significant difference among the tests is that, in a handful of minor
cases, the five-iteration test delineated a single line around closely-spaced features while
the 15-iteration and 20-iteration tests accurately captured the narrow gap between the
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features. Additionally, the five-iteration test occasionally missed minor details along the
edges of the kaolinite features, while the 15-itertion and 20-iteration tests accurately
delineated the detail. Also note that the 15-iteration test and the 20-iteration tests are
nearly identical. Since the five-iteration test lacked sufficient iterations to capture minor
edge details, and the 20-iteration did not improve upon the 15-iteration test, each level set
test will be executed (i.e., controlled) with 15 iterations.
At the algorithm’s conclusion, the satisfaction of Equation 33 represents the
satisfaction of the central level set challenge: minimize the energy of an active contour
𝑛
along the discontinuous pixels delineating an object. Specifically, when the value of 𝜑𝑖,𝑗
𝑛+1
equals (or in most circumstances, approaches very closely) the value of 𝜑𝑖,𝑗
, the

algorithm is declaring that additional level set evolutions only increase the variance (i.e.,
energy) between subsequent evolutions, meaning that the evolutions have reached their
minimum and satisfied the level set objective. The final output for this study’s level set
algorithm is an image plane overlaid with the level set contours indicated in single-pixel
width red curves.
As also seen in the Gradient and HySPADE methodologies, the Level Set
methodology applies PCA and MNF transforms to compress the hypercubes. Both full
PCA and MNF cubes are tested as well as PCA and MNF cubes compressed to contain
only the most diagnostic spectral information in the original hypercube.
Figure 120 presents a demonstration of the level set edge detector as tested
against the synthetic 420-band VNIR/SWIR dataset. As shown, the reflectance test
generated largely accurate, unbroken edges between the first mineral and its noisy
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neighbors, but missed the low-spectral contrast boundary between the second mineral and
its noisy neighbor. The compressed PCA results were nearly identical, suggesting that
the level set algorithm is subject to suboptimal false negative performance between lowspectral contrast features.

Figure 120: Level Set-Based Algorithm Demonstration against Synthetic HSI Dataset

Algorithm Evaluation
This dissertation’s primary evaluation methodology measures algorithm
performance against Canny’s optimal edge detection criteria: low false positive rates, low
false negative rates, accurate localization of edges and single-point response of edge
pixels. Additionally, the evaluation includes Canny’s secondary edge detection criteria:
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robustness in the presence of noise and unbroken edge generation. In most of the
literature, the secondary criteria are ignored in favor of the primary criteria, but this study
explicitly considers them in order to derive the most complete possible understanding of
algorithm performance against challenging, non-traditional HSI datasets. By using
Canny’s criteria for a good edge detector, this work grounds its evaluation methodology
within the construct of empirical, widely accepted image processing traditions.
The primary evaluation vehicle structures the Canny criteria and edge detection
experiments into simple, ordinal rank-based matrices as seen in the example in Table 16.
Each matrix record corresponds to an input dataset (e.g., a reflectance cube, a compressed
PCA cube, etc.) and each field corresponds to a specific Canny criterion. Using a mix of
quantitative and qualitative evaluation techniques, this methodology applies a five-point
Likert scoring system to rate performance against the Canny criteria. As seen in Table
16, each record’s Likert scores are summed and normalized in the final field, which
provides an aggregate score for each input dataset as measured across the full suite of
Canny criteria.
Different evaluation techniques measure an experiment’s performance against a
Canny criterion depending on the optimal measurement for the criterion, the availability
of ground truth data, and the suitability of the underlying HSI dataset for an evaluation
technique. Quantitative measurements are given primacy to qualitative techniques
wherever possible, and qualitative techniques are used when quantitative techniques are
insufficient. Specifically, this dissertation relies on a blend of techniques including
Ground Truth Evaluation, Interest Point Evaluation, Visual Inspection, localization
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Accuracy and Pairwise Image Subtraction, each of which is treated in detail in a later
section.

Localization

Single-Point
Response

Robustness to
Noise

Unbroken
Edges

Normalized
Score

Reflectance
Optimal PCA
Optimal MNF
Full PCA
Full MNF
Roberts
Sobel

False
Negatives

Notional Evaluation:
Gradient Algorithm
Reno VNIR/SWIR
Dataset

False
Positives

Table 16: Notional Ordinal Rank Metric – Single Algorithm, Single Dataset

1
4
4
3
1
2
5

3
2
2
2
4
3
2

5
5
1
1
2
5
4

4
3
5
3
3
2
5

5
2
4
2
1
2
2

4
4
1
1
4
2
4

3.7
3.3
2.8
2.0
2.5
2.7
3.7

Likert Scale Scoring
The evaluation techniques provide the underlying scientific insight for the broader
evaluation superstructure. Specifically, the various quantitative and qualitative
evaluation measurements generate five-point Likert scale scorings that populate the
discrete matrix scores. In this manner, the discrete matrix scores reflect the performance
of specific edge tests against specific Canny criteria. Low scores correspond to stronger
performance, as the Likert scale proceeds in ascending order from one to five where one
corresponds to the strongest performance and five corresponds to the weakest
performance.
The Likert scales vary according to the specific image processing behavior
dictated by each Canny criterion. For example, Figure 121 presents the Likert scale for
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measuring Canny’s false positive criterion. Figure 121 contains visualizations for what
each rating would look like for a 100 x 100 image. For example, a Likert 1 rating (i.e., a
Rare rating) would have fewer than 100 false alarms, which corresponds to less than 1%
of the 10,000 total image pixels. As false alarms increase, Likert ratings correspondingly
degrade to reflect the increasing barrier false alarms present to reliable edge detection
performance.

Figure 121: Likert Scale for Canny's False Positive Criterion

The percentage bounds for each false alarm Likert rating were chosen at natural
breaks in how false alarm behavior affects edge detection performance. For example,
there is a meaningful difference between 50 possible false edge pixels in a 100 x 100
scene (a Likert rating of 1) and 200 possible false edges within the same scene (a Likert
rating of 2). There also is a natural break between the Likert ratings of 4 and 5 compared
to the Likert ratings of 1, 2 and 3. Specifically, Likert ratings of 4 and 5 (frequent and
extensive false alarms, respectively) generally present an obstacle to reliable edge
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detection processing. This framework aligns to the work of image scientists, who for
most HSI applications would prefer to encounter rare or infrequent false alarms, can
manage occasional false alarms, but cannot reliably execute in the presence of frequent or
extensive false alarms. Additionally, a Likert score of 3 corresponds to a 95%
performance interval for most Canny criteria, which is consistent with the typical
application of performance intervals in applied science and statistics [274], [275], [276],
[277]. With respect to this dissertation’s hypotheses, the 95% performance threshold
establishes the boundary between average or below-average performance (i.e., the null
hypothesis) and superior performance. For additional detail on this dissertation’s Likert
scale methodology, please refer to Appendix B.
Ground Truthing
To generate discrete Likert scores, this methodology employs a cascade of
evaluation techniques tuned to the unique properties of each criterion and HSI dataset.
For example, measuring localization evaluation requires a different technique than the
unbroken edges evaluation. Similarly, quantitative methods can empirically evaluate
some Canny criteria (e.g., false positives), while other criteria (e.g., robustness to noise)
require quantitative techniques informed by qualitative methods. Consequently, this
methodology uses a range of well-known evaluation techniques (e.g., ground truthing)
and adopts several traditional image processing evaluation techniques (e.g., information
content) to the unique attributes of the challenging, non-traditional HSI data and
experiments conducted here.
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In remote sensing, ground truthing is the standard for results evaluation.
Wherever possible, this study relies on ground truth data to measure experimental
performance against the five Canny criteria. Specifically, ground truth data is available
for six of the 12 HSI datasets tested in this study: Cuprite, Indian Pines, Larkhaven, Rare
Target on Sand, Chemical Array on Sand and Cloth Threads on Sand. Figure 122
presents the ground truth map for the Cuprite, NV area as determined by the United
States Geological Survey [278]. Figure 123 presents the ground truth map for the Indian
Pines data set as determined by Baumgardner et al. [259].
Although no pixel-based ground truth map is available for the Larkhaven dataset,
the data was collected by Cox and Resmini and the home itself is the property of
Resmini. Hence, the scene features are well known to Cox and Resmini, whose personal
knowledge of the image features, the collection method and the collection environment
serve as a reliable ground truth reference.
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Figure 122: Cuprite, NV USA Ground Truth Map [278]
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Figure 123: Indian Pines, IN USA Ground Truth Map [259]

The microscene data are naturally suited to ground truthing since they are imaged
at very high spatial resolutions and are manually constructed with precisely known
materials. Figure 124 presents the sequential construction and ground truth information
for the Rare Target on Sand dataset as determined by Resmini et al [258], Figure 125
presents the ground truth for the Chemical Array dataset and Figure 126 presents the
ground truth information for the Cloth Threads on Sand dataset.
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Figure 124: Rare Target on Sand Ground Truth Information [258]

Figure 125: Chemical Array Ground Truth Information
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Figure 126: Cloth Threads on Sand Ground Truth Information

Information Content at Interest Points
The image processing literature offers many evaluation criteria that can be
extended to hyperspectral remote sensing. One such criterion involves measuring the
information content at interest points within the scene, as proposed by Schmid et al [279].
In [279], an image’s interest points are the set of points at which the signal changes two
dimensionally, a set which includes conventional “corners” as well as single black pixels
on a white background.
For example, consider Figure 127, which presents a subset of interest points that
Schmid et al extracted from a gray-scale image of Van Gogh’s sower painting. Note that
the authors thresholded the interest points to include only the strongest interest points in
the scene. Thought of from an edge detection perspective, the set of interest points
within an image should include all edge points, which represent 𝑛-dimensional
discontinuities within a hyperspectral scene. Specifically, this dissertation extends the
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traditional image processing concept of interest points into hyperspectral space by
defining hyperspectral interest points as all points with the scene that are detected as edge
points as defined by this study’s edge model.

Figure 127: Interest Points Detected on Van Gogh's Sower Painting [279]

Additionally, interest points can be derived by a variety of interest point detectors,
including intensity-based methods, contour-based methods and parametric model-based
methods [279]. Intensity-based interest point detectors identify edge points by measuring
the gray scale differences among adjacent pixels, and contour-based detectors use a
surface’s changes in curvature to identify interest points within a scene [279].
Importantly, there is a clear conceptual link between intensity-based interest point
detection methods and this dissertation’s gradient-based and improved HySPADE edge
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detection methods, just as there is a conceptual link between contour-based interest point
detectors and this dissertation’s level set-based edge detection method.
For example, intensity-based interest point detectors use a gradient-based
approach to identify interest points, just as the gradient-based edge detection algorithm
uses gradient methods to extract edge points. Similarly, just as contour-based intensity
point detectors use curved surfaces to identify interest points, the level set-based
algorithm evolves a surface to extract edge points along the intersection of the surface
and the image plane. The link between interest point detection methods and edge
detection methods indicate evaluation criteria used to measure the former can reasonably
be extended to measure the latter. Here, edge pixels are interest points for the purpose of
measuring information content.
Once the edge detectors extract edge pixels/interest points from a scene, the
evaluation methodology proceeds to evaluate their information content as implemented in
Schmid et al. Schmid et al state that an interest point’s information content is the
measure of its distinctiveness, and that an interest point’s information content is inversely
related to its probability [279]. This work borrows these concepts in their pure form.
That is, this study measures an edge pixel’s information content as a function of how
unique the pixel is among its immediate edge pixel neighbors.
Proceeding to the precise means of measurement for a specific scene, Schmid et al
use an entropy metric to evaluate interest point information content as measured across
thousands of samples imaged at various illuminations, rotations, scales, viewpoints and
noise levels [279]. Each interest point is then measured for how much information
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content it transmits across the various collection environments, where low entropy (i.e.
optimal) scores indicate high information content, and high entropy scores are associated
with lower information content [279].
This methodology is extremely effective for evaluating algorithm performance
within a highly controlled and robust test environment (i.e., when the researchers control
the sensors, the collection environment, the collection execution and the final data
output), however it is not directly translatable to this work’s small sampling of diversely
sourced HSI datasets, each of which aligns to only a single unique earth remote sensing
scene. Therefore, this dissertation’s methodology adapts Schmid et al’s entropy-based,
high volume information content measurement by developing an in-scene metric based
on the unique edge strength of fundamental edge points.
Fundamental edge points are defined as the key diagnostic edge pixels for primary
scene features, such as a large building, a rare target or the advancing front of an oil slick.
The fundamental edge crossing points can be visualized by imagining a wire diagram
delineating a major feature, and extracting the vertices marking a significant angular
change in the delineating framework. Importantly, these fundamental edge points occur
at major angular changes in the feature and do not reflect every minor angular change,
which would include a suboptimal volume of non-critical edge pixels. In this manner, the
fundamental edge points are analogous to Schmid et al’s highly thresholded interest
points as seen in the Van Gogh image in Figure 127, but are more meaningful from an
edge mapping perspective in that the fundamental edge crossing points represent the
minimum number of key pixels sufficient to delineate a key feature’s major contours.
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Specifically, Figure 128 presents this dissertation’s novel workflow for
identifying and evaluating a scene’s fundamental edge points. Note that the HSIoptimized Schmid et al workflow blends qualitative expert judgment (i.e., determining
the scene’s key features and interest points) with quantitative measures based on
traditional image processing evaluation criteria for edge detector performance (i.e.,
empirically measuring the statistical uniqueness of fundamental edge points), which
creates an optimal balance between HSI applications-focused research and a basic
science approach to image processing.
As seen in Figure 128, the first step requires the researcher to identify prominent
scene features, such as key buildings, roadways, mineral deposits, chemicals, oil spills,
crops or other key features that have direct bearing on the underlying HSI application.
For example, the prominent oil spills fronts in the Deepwater Horizon VNIR/SWIR data
represent the key features in the data since their positioning directly addresses the
underlying HSI application, oil spill mapping. In contrast, the multiple surface vessels in
the scene would not be key features since they do not directly inform oil spill mapping.
Consequently, the edge detectors’ abilities to delineate the surface vessels are not
evaluated in this workflow but instead are considered in a separate evaluation workflow.
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Figure 128: Evaluation Workflow for Fundamental Edge Point Information Content

After identifying the scene’s prominent features, the workflow proceeds to
identifying which pixels along the features’ edges most closely define the overall spatial
and spectral characteristics of the features. Specifically, this step establishes a baseline
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for future edge plane measurements by identifying which edge pixels contain the most
significant information content – a key direct extension of the Schmid et al approach to
information content measurements. For example, the corners of the U-shaped building in
Figure 129 represent the key pixels from which the building can be characterized with
respect to both its shape (i.e., spatial character) and its physical composition (i.e., spectral
character).

Figure 129: Fundamental Edge Point Identification

In practice, this portion of the workflow considers very small clusters of pixels
centered on the fundamental edge points in order to avoid skewing the evaluation due to a
single-pixel misidentification of the true fundamental edge point. Picking the one true
fundamental pixel from a small set of two to three pixels is unlikely to be repeatable,
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easily agreed upon and sufficiently rigorous, and there is usually no diagnostic difference
between those two to three pixels that often span a fundamental edge point – any one of
those two to three pixels would suitably anchor the delineation of the feature and
therefore are treated equally in the absence of a clear, singularly recognizable
fundamental edge point.

Figure 130: Isolating the Top 1% of Edge Pixels in the Edge Plane

In order to isolate the strongest edge pixels in the scene, the third step in the
information content evaluation workflow subsets the edge plane to approximately the top
1% of edge pixels according to DNs. For example, Figure 130 presents the statistical
summary from the HySPADE edge plane derived from the Reno VNIR/SWIR hypercube.
Note that the very strongest edge pixels rate a DN of 7200.00, and that there are only 40
of those pixels across the entire 192,000-pixel scene. Adjusting the threshold to capture
approximately 1% (an exact 1% is often unobtainable due to binning) facilitates the
isolation of the strongest edge pixels in the scene, in this case 2725 edge pixels with a DN
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of 7143.53 or higher. The output from this step is a highly thresholded edge plane
containing only those edge pixels that alarmed most strongly against the respective edge
detection algorithm.
The fourth step generates an overlay of the highly thresholded edge plane against
the original image. A simple flickering technique accomplishes this step, which enables
the fifth step, determining if a fundamental edge point exists in the 1% thresholded edge
map. Flickering between the edge plane and the original image quickly identifies
whether the edge detector alarmed sufficiently (i.e., very strongly, within the top 1%)
against the high information content within the fundamental edge point. If the edge
detector failed to alarm sufficiently, the workflow makes a declaration that the edge
detector performed weakly against the fundamental edge point. This declaration is
consistent with a natural interpretation of edges in the sense that if an edge detector fails
to identify the most important edge pixels in a scene, it is unlikely to support the
underlying HSI application in a reliable, robust manner.
If the fifth step determines that a fundamental edge point is present within the
highly thresholded edge plane, a statistical determination is made to measure the
information content of the pixel compared to its neighboring edge pixel. Specifically, the
fifth step determines if the fundamental edge point represents a point of maximum
spatial-spectral information content by measuring its DN against its neighboring edge
pixels. If the fundamental edge pixel represents the local edge strength maximum, the
workflow declares a strong edge detector performance against the point – a rating
consistent with an optimal performance against a key diagnostic pixel. Alternatively, if
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the edge detector incorrectly indicates that one or more neighboring edge pixels contains
more information content (i.e., a larger DN), then the workflow declares a moderate edge
detector performance against the point. In the moderate declaration, the edge detector
adequately returned an appropriate absolute information content value (i.e., it measured
the edge strength at a level exceeding the top 1% threshold), but it returned an
undervalued relative edge strength compared to the neighboring edge pixels, which
contain less information content. Therefore, the performance rates a moderate
assignment.
At the conclusion of the HSI-compressed information content workflow, the
evaluation empirically informs a Likert rating consistent with edge detection
performance. Experiments that accurately translate a hypercube’s information content
into an accurate edge plane are more likely to satisfy the high standards for Canny’s
evaluation criteria, particularly the localization and single-point response criteria. For
example, in the case single-point response, very high scoring fundamental edge points
will increase the likelihood of statistical separation for the top 1% compared to its belowthreshold neighbors, meaning that very strongly scoring edge pixels are less likely to
invite near-peer multi-pixel responses.
Global Measures of Coherence
In the absence of ground truth data, traditional approaches to evaluating edge
detection performance often rely on comparing hundreds (or thousands) of same-scene
images collected from a variety of conditions, view angles, etc. Although this
dissertation does not test multiple images of the same scene, it adapts traditional
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grayscale measures of performance to the HSI datasets tested herein. Specifically, Baker
and Nayer [280] developed edge detection benchmarks useful in the absence of ground
truth data: collinearity of edges and single-point intersections between two edges.
Although Baker and Nayer advanced these two global measures of coherence by testing
them against large volumes of grayscale images, this dissertation extends their basic
principles to measure edge detection performance within single-sample HSI data.
For example, Baker and Nayer’s collinearity measure of performance stipulates
that a reliable edge detector should map edge pixels along the same line. For example, all
edge pixels should map to a single row on the edge plane for a straight horizontal edge
feature. Baker and Nayer referred to this approach as a "global coherence" evaluative
measure because it measures alignment across the entire scene - a theme that this study
adopts in full by identifying benchmark edges throughout the scene. By doing so, the
evaluative methodology will capture the full range of edge performance, both strong and
weak. Additionally, this simple metric supports several Canny criteria, including singlepoint edge response, localization, false positives and false negatives.
This dissertation adapts Baker and Nayer’s collinearity constraint to singlesample HSI data by the five step process detailed in Figure 131. First, benchmark
vertical and horizontal edges are identified within each HSI dataset. Vertical and
horizontal edges are preferred to diagonal edges for evaluation because their collinearity
is more easily measured in image rows and columns; diagonal edges tend to wander left
and right or up and down a single pixel as the edge detector tries to map a diagonal edge
onto square pixels. Consequently, evaluating vertical and horizontal edges is a more
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robust and reliable approach for measuring collinearity. Next, the collinearity evaluation
counts the number of pixels comprising the benchmark edges in the original image. For
example, if a vertical edge along the western side of a building spans 10 pixels, that
benchmark edge is assigned a reference value of 10. The sum of the benchmark edges
for a given image provides the baseline (i.e., the denominator) against which the collinear
edge pixels (i.e., the numerator) are compared.

Figure 131: Edge Pixel Collinearity Evaluation Methodology

After measuring the collinearity baseline, the evaluation methodology proceeds to
measure the collinearity between the baseline and the edge plane under evaluation. This
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measurement is achieved by a simple overlay of the edge map onto the original image's
benchmark edges and counting the number of non-collinear edge plane pixels. Finally,
collinearity is evaluated by calculating the fraction of non-collinearity, where small noncollinearity fractions suggest strong edge detection performance in accordance with the
conventional one to five Likert scale used in this study. The fraction of non-collinearity
is calculated by dividing the volume of non-collinear edge pixels by the volume of
benchmark collinear pixels, thereby generating the fraction reflecting the volume of noncollinear edge pixels. This fraction is then binned in a way that reflects the Likert scales
it informs. For example, a fraction of less than one percent non-collinearity would align
to a Likert score of 1, Rare, which is consistent with very strong edge detection
performance. Similarly, a large volume of non-collinear edge pixels (e.g., greater than
10% of benchmark pixels) indicates poor performance and would align to a Likert score
of 5, the weakest level of performance.
This study also adapts to HSI imagery Baker and Nayer’s global measure of
coherence for single-point intersections between two edges. Similarly to their
development of the collinearity measure of coherence, Baker and Nayer developed the
single-point intersection criterion by testing its performance against hundreds of samescene images collected under varying conditions – a precondition that is not replicated
here given its focus on single-collect samples of natural scenes. Instead, Baker and
Nayer’s approach is applied by identifying benchmark intersections within each tested
scene when possible. For example, identifying benchmark intersections in the Larkhaven
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data is more straightforward (and therefore more reliable) than choosing benchmark
intersections in the granite VNIR data composed entirely of naturally-formed minerals.
Similarly to the approach taken for evaluating collinearity, this work evaluates an
edge plane’s benchmark single-point intersections to support the Canny criteria of
localization and single-point response. As seen in Figure 132, the evaluation
methodology first identifies benchmark single-pixel intersections within the original
scene, the sum of which serves as the denominator in the single-point intersection
fraction. Where possible, single-pixel intersections between horizontal edges and vertical
edges are selected for benchmark intersections since they are more accurately evaluated
than multi-point intersections between diagonal or curvilinear edges.

Figure 132: Edge Pixel Single-Point Intersection Evaluation Methodology
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Next, the evaluation methodology measures the number of multi-point or broken
benchmark intersections in the edge plane, which will serve as the numerator in the
single-point intersection fraction. This measurement is achieved by either an overlay of
the edge plane onto the original image or through traditional flickering image
interpretation techniques. Multi-point or broken benchmark intersections in the edge
plane then are simply counted and summed.
The evaluation next generates the single-point intersection fraction for each
experiment by dividing the number of multi-point or broken benchmark intersections in
the edge plane by the number of benchmark single-pixel intersections within the original
scene.

This fraction is then binned in a way that reflects the Likert scales it informs.

For example, a fraction of less than one percent multi-pixel or broken pixel edges would
align to a Likert score of 1, rare, which is consistent with very strong edge detection
performance. Similarly, a large volume of multi-pixel or broken intersections (e.g.,
greater than 10% of benchmark intersections) indicates poor performance and would
align to a Likert score of 5, the weakest level of performance.
The adaptation of Baker and Nayer global measures of coherence to this work
further grounds its evaluation measures within accepted practices while optimizing them
for HSI data. This study borrows as appropriate from traditional remote sensing
evaluation techniques and extends them as necessary to accommodate the unique
characteristics of HSI data and the small sample size of this dissertation 's test datasets.
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Image Subtraction
Another evaluation measure used within traditional grayscale image evaluation is
image subtraction, which is most commonly used for change detection [281]. Image
subtraction methods simply subtract one image from another in order to measure the
difference between the two images, usually a reference or ground truth image compared
to a test image. The objective is to identify pixel behavior that deviates from expected
behavior as indicated by a ground truth image.
This dissertation uses image subtraction techniques to evaluate relative edge
detection performance between similar experiments, such as different PCA tests of the
same image, different MNF tests of the same image or for comparing radiance to
reflectance edge results obtained from the same image. Specifically, this dissertation
uses image subtraction techniques to evaluate several Canny criteria, including false
positives, false negatives, localization and robustness to noise.
For example, an image subtraction between an experiment's full MNF edge
detection results and the experiment's compressed MNF results can indicate how
successfully the compressed MNF dataset improved an edge detector's robustness to
noise. Similarly, an image subtraction between an experiment's reflectance results and
the experiment's PCA results can indicate the extent to which the PCA compression
improved edge performance against the false positive and false negative criteria.
Intuitive Interpretation
Finally, this dissertation makes a place for the "art" of remote sensing during the
evaluation process. The empirical methods described above provide much of the heavy
lifting for the evaluation process, but they must be paired with intuitive interpretation to
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provide a complete sense of edge detection performance. By combining empirical and
intuitive evaluation measures, this study seeks to fully evaluate each experiment both
from a quantitative approach as well as from an applications-oriented practical approach.
For example, false negative evaluation measures can cue the researcher to areas of
weak edge detection and provide a quantitative measure of performance, but they could
not recognize a scenario in which the weak performance is confined to scene materials
secondary or irrelevant to the application under study. Perhaps the edge detector failed to
reliably delineate clouds obscuring a scene, or perhaps the edge detector failed to detect
edges reflected on a window pane but successfully mapped the original feature.
Final Evaluation Matrices
The first evaluation uses an ordinal-ranked based approach to measure algorithm
performance against Canny’s primary optimal edge detection criteria: low false positive
and false negative rates, accurate localization and single-point response. Additionally,
the ordinal ranking metric will include Canny’s secondary edge detection criteria,
robustness in the presence of noise and unbroken edge generation. In most of the
literature, the secondary criteria are ignored in favor of the primary criteria, but this work
explicitly considers them in order to derive the most complete possible understanding of
algorithm performance.
As seen in the notional example previously shown in Table 16, the first execution
of the ordinal rank metric considers only one algorithm on a per dataset basis. For
example, in order to measure the strengths and weaknesses of the improved HySPADE
algorithm, its performance against each dataset is measured independently of the other
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algorithms. All six Canny criteria are included in the evaluation, and the scores are
aggregated in order to measure relative performance across each test. The key advantage
of this evaluation approach is that it allows the researcher to see specific areas of strength
and weaknesses with respect to the input data types (e.g., reflectance, compressed PCA,
etc.). For example, this ordinal rank metric might allow the researcher to see that an
algorithm excels at localization, but only after a PCA or MNF transform. Similarly, this
metric might show that gradient executions against reflectance datasets tend to generate
more false positives than the compressed PCA and MNF cubes. Ultimately, this metric
allows the researcher to measure how effectively HSI data and HSI data compression
improve edge detection performance as measured by Canny’s edge detection criteria.
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Notional Evaluation: All
Algorithms, Single Dataset

False Positives

False Negatives

Localization

Single-Point
Response

Robustness to
Noise

Unbroken Edges

Table 17: Notional Ordinal Rank Metric – All Algorithms, Single Dataset

Normalized
Score

Gradient: Reflectance
Gradient: Optimal PCA
Gradient: Optimal MNF
Gradient: Full PCA
Gradient: Full MNF
HySPADE: Reflectance
HySPADE: Optimal PCA
HySPADE: Optimal MNF
HySPADE: Full PCA
HySPADE: Full MNF
Level Set: Reflectance
Level Set: Optimal PCA
Level Set: Optimal MNF
Level Set: Full PCA
Level Set: Full MNF
Canny
Sobel

4
1
7
9
2
12
8
11
5
13
14
15
3
6
10
16
17

11
10
9
3
8
4
1
2
5
6
7
12
13
4
17
15
16

9
13
10
4
11
6
8
3
2
7
17
1
5
12
15
14
16

10
9
4
11
1
2
7
3
6
5
12
17
15
14
8
13
16

7
11
3
12
4
8
5
13
2
1
10
17
9
6
15
16
14

11
6
7
1
17
14
5
15
10
4
9
3
8
2
12
13
16

8.7
8.3
6.7
6.7
7.2
7.7
5.7
7.8
5.0
6.0
11.5
10.8
8.8
7.3
12.8
14.5
15.8

The second execution of the ordinal rank metric compares the performance of all
algorithms against a single dataset, as shown in the notional table in Table 17. This
metric builds upon the single algorithm, single dataset ordinal rank metric by allowing
the researcher to compare performance across algorithms and input datatypes.
Specifically, the all algorithms, single dataset ordinal rank metric allows the researcher to
measure relative performance of each algorithm as a function of data input (e.g.,
compressed PCA, compressed MNF, etc.).
For example, this metric allows the researcher to identify trends such as how well
the compressed PCA cubes improve edge localization, how well the improved HySPADE
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algorithm generates single-point edge responses compared to the gradient-based
algorithm, how the level set-based edge detection algorithm performed to the gradientbased algorithm, etc. The final output from the all algorithms, single dataset ordinal rank
metric is a clear sense of which algorithms are performing most strongly against Canny’s
criteria, and what, if any, dependencies they have on HSI data compression procedures.
Table 18 presents the third ordinal rank metric, which is a notional roll-up of
algorithm performance across all Canny criteria as measured against a single dataset.
This metric allows the researcher to measure overall algorithm performance on a single
dataset – a useful tool for answering simple questions about which algorithm “worked the
best” against a single dataset.
Similarly, Table 19 presents a notional fourth ordinal rank roll-up that measures
the influence of data input on algorithm performance. This metric addresses how
effectively a data type performed across algorithms, thereby answering key questions
such as what improvement is derived from PCA and MNF compressions unique to
spectral processing.

Table 18: Notional Final Ordinal Rank Metric – Criteria Aggregation, Single Dataset

Notional Final Evaluation
Normalized
All Algorithms, Single
Score
Dataset
Gradient
7.5
HySPADE
6.4
Level Set
10.3
Canny
14.5
Sobel
15.8
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Table 19: Notional Final Ordinal Rank Metric – Data Input Aggregation, Single Dataset

Notional Final Evaluation
Normalized
All Data Inputs, Single
Score
Dataset
Reflectance
9.3
Optimal PCA
8.3
Optimal MNF
7.8
Full PCA
6.3
Full MNF
8.7

Table 20 and Table 21 present notional versions of the two ordinal rank
evaluation metrics addressing overall algorithm performance across all HSI datasets and
overall data input performance across all HSI datasets, respectively. These metrics
attempt to aggregate performance across all HSI datasets in order to measure how well
each algorithm performs against an average HSI dataset, and how well each data input
affects edge detection performance within an average HSI dataset. These metrics
mitigate against the common practice of focusing on the best performance (usually
attributable to the author’s algorithm) or on the worst performance (usually attributable to
the comparison algorithms).

Table 20: Notional Final Ordinal Rank Metric –All Algorithms, All Datasets

Notional Final Evaluation
Normalized
All Algorithms, All
Score
Datasets
Gradient
7.2
HySPADE
6.7
Level Set
7.0
Canny
15.0
Sobel
14.2
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Table 21: Notional Final Ordinal Rank Metric –All Data Inputs, All Datasets

Notional Final Evaluation
Normalized
All Data Inputs, All
Score
Datasets
Reflectance
11.7
Optimal PCA
6.4
Optimal MNF
5.0
Full PCA
8.3
Full MNF
8.1

As seen in Table 22, a final ordinal rank metric is used to evaluate how well each
algorithm performed against HSI applications. Underlying the ordinal ranks in Table 22
are the performance data derived from the previous evaluations, which are simply parsed
by aligning HSI datasets to HSI applications to derive the metric. This metric provides
insight into which edge detection methods perform most optimally in support of various
HSI applications. The metric also provides additional insight into overall algorithm
performance by measuring performance through the lens of HSI applications.

Crop Mapping

Oil Spill
Mapping

Trace Target
Detection

Material
Analysis

Gradient
HySPADE
Level Set
Canny
Sobel

Mineral
Mapping

Notional Evaluation: All
Algorithms, All HSI
Applications

Urban Feature
Mapping

Table 22: Notional Ordinal Rank Metric – All Algorithms, All HSI Applications

Normalized
Score

1
3
2
4
5

2
1
3
5
4

3
2
1
5
4

2
3
1
5
4

1
4
2
3
5

3
1
2
4
5

2.0
2.3
1.8
4.3
4.5
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EXPERIMENTS

This section presents only experimental findings and observations about data
quality, irregularities, patterns, etc. The Analysis section contains detailed examination
and evaluation of each test along with discussion about results that support or do not
support specific hypotheses. The experiments section is divided into three sections
aligning to each of the three new edge detection algorithms: the Di Zenzo-based gradient
edge detection method, the new HySPADE method and the level set-based edge detection
method.

Di Zenzo-Based Gradient Findings
This work tests the Di Zenzo-based gradient edge detection algorithm against all
12 HSI datasets, including tests against reflectance and/or radiance cubes, PCA cubes of
varying depth and MNF cubes of varying depth. This section presents samples from each
test, the Analysis section examines key sections and draws scientific conclusions and
evaluations for each dataset, and Appendix A presents the full spatial extent of each
experiment. Experimental observations from the Di Zenzo-based gradient edge detection
algorithm are as follows.
Importantly, one of the initial findings was the surprising observation that the
Otsu threshold failed to produce an optimal histogram stretch for the gradient-based edge
planes, as seen in the Reno hypercube example in Figure 133 and Figure 134. In Figure
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133, note the significant increase in false negatives within the Otsu-stretched edge plane
compared to the unstretched edge plane, particularly along the bottom half of the image.

Figure 133: Suboptimal Gradient-Based Edge Planes from Otsu Thresholding

Figure 134 provides a detailed comparison of the histogram stretching
performance against the key buildings towards the top of the image. Specifically, notice
how the Otsu thresholding artificially injects broken edges around the two structures
along the top of the image, while the unstretched edge plane accurately delineates the two
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buildings with unbroken edges – a key Canny criterion underpinning the evaluated
results. Additionally, the Otsu thresholding injected significant false negatives,
particularly around the two large warehouses in the center of the image. Note that the
unstretched edge plane demonstrates fully delineated, unbroken edges while the Otsuthresholded edge plane fails to suggest even the possible presence of the large structures.

Figure 134: Otsu-Injected False Positives, False Negatives and Broken Edges
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Also, note how the Otsu-thresholding artificially increases the width of the edges
in the unstretched edge plane. This suboptimal result weakens the gradient-based edge
detector’s performance against the Canny criteria of localization and single-point
response, clearly indicating that the unstretched edge plane provides superior results. The
Otsu-stretched edge planes also exhibit choppier edges than the unstretched edge planes,
further decreasing algorithm performance against the Canny criteria of localization and
single-point response.
Given the surprisingly suboptimal results obtained from using the Otsu threshold
against the gradient-based edge planes, this dissertation evaluates edge detection
performance against the unstretched gradient-based edge plane. Specifically, since the
Otsu thresholding of gradient-based edge plane artificially degrades algorithm
performance against the Canny criteria of false positives, false negatives, localization,
single-point response and unbroken edges, unstretched gradient-based edge planes are
more likely to support a broad range of HSI applications.
The unexpected Otsu thresholding results are likely attributable to the unique
behavior of hyperspectral data compared to the panchromatic imagery on which Otsu
thresholding has built its esteemed reputation. Specifically, the suboptimal Otsu results
could be explained by low spectral contrast between adjacent ground materials (e.g.,
concrete of two different types on a roof and the adjacent sidewalk). Spectral contrast is
not a barrier to optimally thresholding single-band imagery, but it certainly exists within
hyperspectral data. Since the grayscale edge planes are derived from hyperspectral data,
they inherently reflect the character of the underlying hyperspectral data, even though
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their appearance suggests that they should behave like traditional grayscale imagery. The
unexpected Otsu findings also reinforce the general observation that traditional grayscale
image processing techniques must be optimized for HSI data rather than simply applied
in their original form. Ultimately, this dissertation proceeds with the superior results
obtained from unstretched gradient-based edge planes and identifies optimal thresholding
for HSI edge planes as a topic for further research.
Overhead – Reno, Nevada USA
The first gradient-based edge detection experiment uses the VNIR/SWIR Reno,
NV USA hypercube. Specifically, this experiment tests the algorithm against five
distinct datasets: a 356-band reflectance cube, a four-band compressed PCA cube, the full
356-band PCA cube, an eight-band compressed MNF cube, and the full 356-band MNF
cube.
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Figure 135: Gradient Experiment for Reno, NV Overhead VNIR/SWIR Data, Unstretched

For comparison, this test also executes the Roberts operator and the Sobel
operator against the full reflectance cube. Figure 135 presents samples of each of the
seven tests, and Appendix A contains the full spatial extent for each test.
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The methodology’s first step, data exploration, indicates that the ProSpecTIR data
is well-calibrated and of good quality across all channels, and is already converted to
reflectance. Figure 136 presents the data exploration results, which indicate that similar
materials (e.g., vegetation, water, aluminum, etc.) are rendered similarly in reflectance
space. Specifically, note how closely clustered the pixels are for manmade materials like
roofs and for dark materials like water. The vegetation spectra are spaced normally, as
well, with the healthy vegetation spectra presenting a strong reflectance increases in the
NIR.

Figure 136: Data Exploration for the Reno, NV USA Hypercube
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The second step requires a determination as to whether the HSI data are in
reflectance or in radiance. As seen in Figure 136, ProSpecTIR provides the data in
reflectance, therefore QUAC is unnecessary for this dataset. Step 3 scales the Reno
reflectance dataset from 0.0 to 1.0. Step 4, bad band removal, is unnecessary since
ProSpecTIR removed bad bands prior to making the data available, and Step 5, examine
the reflectance data, is also unnecessary given the analysis in Figure 136.

Figure 137: SMACC Endmembers for the Reno, NV USA Hypercube

Figure 137 presents the results of Step 6, SMACC endmember extraction. The
SMACC results indicates that routine materials like bare earth and healthy vegetation are
easily distinguishable in reflectance space – a key indicator of a healthy reflectance
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dataset. Also, note that SMACC indicates the presence of saturation within the scene as
evidenced by the very bright and highly irregular spectra at the top of the plot.
In order to determine the extent to which saturation is present within the scene
and a barrier to reliable edge detection experiments, this study extracted SMACC’s first
saturation endmember and generated a spectral angle mapper (SAM) plane to identify the
extent and locations of saturation. As seen in Figure 138, saturation appears within only
a handful of pixels at three areas within the scene, and it is traceable to specular
reflections off metal materials in every case. Consequently, saturation is not a barrier to
edge detection.

Figure 138: Saturation within the Reno, NV Hypercube - Color Infrared Bands 34, 55 and 99
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The preprocessing component’s final step generates an RX anomaly plane as a
final check on data quality and scene behavior. As seen in Figure 139 and Figure 140,
the RX processing detected minimal anomalies, all of which appear to be attributable to
saturation or atmospheric correction anomalies, neither of which are expected to affect
edge detection processing.
Ultimately, the preprocessing component indicates that the Di Zenzo-based edge
detection algorithm experiment executes against a high-quality reflectance dataset
relevant to urban feature mapping.

Figure 139: RX Anomaly Plane for Reno, NV USA Hypercube
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Figure 140: RX Anomaly Spectra for Reno, NV USA Hypercube

With the preprocessing component complete, the compression component begins
with both a PCA and an MNF transformation. Figure 141 and Figure 142
present Step 1 and 2 of the compression component, a plot of the key PCA bands and
MNF bands, respectively. As shown, the optimal PCA threshold occurs at PCA band 4,
after which very little diagnostic spectral information is available. Therefore, Step 3 of
the PCA compression establishes the optimal threshold at PCA band 4. Similarly, the
optimal MNF threshold occurs at MNF band 8, after which the bands contain mostly
noise.
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Figure 141: Optimal Threshold for PCA Cube, Reno, NV VNIR/SWIR

At the conclusion of the preprocessing and compression components, the
reflectance, full PCA, compressed PCA, full MNF and compressed MNF cubes are ready
for the edge detection component. The reflectance cube also is ready for the Roberts and
Sobel comparison tests. As seen in Figure 135, the preprocessing and compression
components yielded high-quality HSI data from which the Di Zenzo-based gradient edge
detector generated consistent, interpretable results.
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Figure 142: Optimal Threshold for MNF Cube, Reno, NV VNIR/SWIR

Overhead – Cuprite, Nevada USA
The second gradient-based edge detection experiment uses the four VNIR/SWIR
flight lines covering Cuprite, NV USA. Specifically, this experiment tests the algorithm
against five distinct datasets for each flight line: the full reflectance cube, a compressed
PCA cube, the full PCA cube, a compressed MNF cube, and the full MNF cube. For
comparison, this test also executes the Roberts operator and the Sobel operator against
the full reflectance cube for each flight line. Figure 143, Figure 144, Figure 145 and
Figure 146 present samples of the seven experiments for each flight line, and Appendix A
contains the full spatial extent for each test.
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Figure 143: Gradient Experiment for Cuprite Overhead VNIR/SWIR Data, Flight Line #1, Unstretched
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Figure 144: Gradient Experiment for Cuprite Overhead VNIR/SWIR Data, Flight Line #2, Unstretched
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Figure 145: Gradient Experiment for Cuprite Overhead VNIR/SWIR Data, Flight Line #3, Unstretched
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Figure 146: Gradient Experiment for Cuprite Overhead VNIR/SWIR Data, Flight Line #4, Unstretched

The preprocessing methodology’s first step, data exploration, indicates that the
ProSpecTIR data for all four flight lines is well-calibrated and of good quality across all
channels, and is already converted to reflectance. Figure 147, Figure 148, Figure 149 and
Figure 150 present the data exploration results from all four flight lines, which indicate
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that similar materials (e.g., bare earth, roadways, homogeneous mineral deposits, etc.) are
rendered similarly in reflectance space. Specifically, note how closely clustered the
pixels are for roadway surfaces in Flight Line #1, and the similarity among spectra
derived from the same mineral. The tight spectral clustering among similar materials
suggest that an edge detection algorithm should be able to delineate the boundary among
disparate materials characterized by similar spectra.

Figure 147: Data Exploration for the Cuprite Hypercube, Flight Line #1

Data exploration for Flight Line #2 yields similar results, as seen in Figure 148.
Roof materials (likely metal) cluster closely, while the roadway pixels are tightly
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clustered and distinct. This pattern is similar to that seen in Flight Line #1 and also
suggests that the data is well-suited for edge detection operations.

Figure 148: Data Exploration for the Cuprite Hypercube, Flight Line #2

As seen in Figure 149 and Figure 150, Flight Lines # 3 and #4 are similarly wellbehaved. The playa at Cuprite is a bright, spectrally distinct area that should be clearly
distinguishable by an edge detector. Other minerals in Flight Line #3 and Flight Line #4
are also spectrally similar. Additionally, many areas across all four flight lines are
characterized by highly mixed mineral assemblages, which are significantly more
challenging features for an edge detector. Shadows are prevalent throughout the scenes,
as well.
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Figure 149: Data Exploration for the Cuprite Hypercube, Flight Line #3

Figure 150: Data Exploration for the Cuprite Hypercube, Flight Line #4
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Figure 151, Figure 152, Figure 153 and Figure 154 present Step 6’s SMACC
endmember extraction results for Flight Line #1, Flight Line #2, Flight Line #3 and Flight
Line #4, respectively. Given the similar of results of the four SMACC results, they are
treated as one discussion. Specifically, the SMACC results are as expected for a
mineralogy scene – minerals are the primary scene constituents. Key diagnostic
absorption features are clearly distinguishable within the SWIR bands for all four flight
lines, indicating that the Cuprite scenes are healthy reflectance datasets that can reliably
support edge detection experiments. The key materials in the scene are readily
distinguishable, suggesting that the boundaries among them will be recognizable by an
edge detection algorithm. Also, no saturation was observed within any of the four flight
lines.

Figure 151: SMACC Endmembers for the Cuprite Hypercube, Flight Line #1
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Figure 152: SMACC Endmembers for the Cuprite Hypercube, Flight Line #2

Figure 153: SMACC Endmembers for the Cuprite Hypercube, Flight Line #3
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Figure 154: SMACC Endmembers for the Cuprite Hypercube, Flight Line #4

The methodology’s final step generates an RX anomaly plane as a final check on
data quality and scene behavior. Figure 155, Figure 156, Figure 157 and Figure 158
present the RX anomaly planes for Flight Line #1, Flight Line #2, Flight Line #3 and
Flight Line #4, respectively. All four RX anomaly planes are consistent with a
mineralogy scene whose primary constituents are relatively similar, indicating that the
data is behaving as expected; the handful of scattered positive returns within the RX
planes result from the absence of highly unusual (with respect to the background
statistics) materials in the scene. For natural landscapes, RX often will generate noisy
results because there simply is not a meaningful statistical separation between the
“anomalous” pixels in the scene and the background pixels. The result is that even very
high thresholding still captures pixels that actually belong in the background. Simply
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stated, nearly all of the scene is background, which is the optimal condition for a dataset
intended to support edge detection experiments for HSI mineral mapping applications.

Figure 155: RX Anomaly Plane for Cuprite Hypercube, Flight Line #1

Figure 156: RX Anomaly Plane for Cuprite Hypercube, Flight Line #2

Figure 157: RX Anomaly Plane for Cuprite Hypercube, Flight Line #3
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Figure 158: RX Anomaly Plane for Cuprite Hypercube, Flight Line #4

With the preprocessing component complete, the compression component begins
with both a PCA and an MNF transformation for each flight line. For Flight Line #1,
Figure 159 and Figure 160 present the PCA eigenvalue plot and the MNF eigenvalue
plot, respectively. As shown, the optimal PCA threshold occurs at PCA band 4, after
which very little diagnostic spectral information is available. Similarly, the optimal MNF
threshold occurs at MNF band 6, after which the bands contain a suboptimal amount of
noise.
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Figure 159: Optimal Threshold for PCA Cube, Cuprite Flight Line #1

Figure 160: Optimal Threshold for MNF Cube, Cuprite Flight Line #1

For Flight Line #2, Figure 161 and Figure 162 present the PCA eigenvalue plot
and the MNF eigenvalue plot, respectively. As shown, the optimal PCA threshold occurs
at PCA band 4, after which very little diagnostic spectral information is available.
Similarly, the optimal MNF threshold occurs at MNF band 6, after which the bands
contain a suboptimal amount of noise. Note that the thresholds for Flight Line #2 are
identical to Flight Line #1’s thresholds – an unsurprising, but not guaranteed, result given
that the spatially adjacent flight lines were collected under identical conditions.
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Figure 161: Optimal Threshold for PCA Cube, Cuprite Flight Line #2

Figure 162: Optimal Threshold for MNF Cube, Cuprite Flight Line #2

For Flight Line #3, Figure 163 and Figure 164 present the PCA eigenvalue plot
and the MNF eigenvalue plot, respectively. As shown, the optimal PCA threshold occurs
at PCA band 3, after which very little diagnostic spectral information is available.
Similarly, the optimal MNF threshold occurs at MNF band 5, after which the bands
contain a suboptimal amount of noise. Note that the optimal MNF threshold falls at a
higher band than the thresholds for Flight Line #1 and Flight Line #2.
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Figure 163: Optimal Threshold for PCA Cube, Cuprite Flight Line #3

Figure 164: Optimal Threshold for MNF Cube, Cuprite Flight Line #3

For Flight Line #4, Figure 165 and Figure 166 present the PCA eigenvalue plot
and the MNF eigenvalue plot, respectively. As shown, the optimal PCA threshold occurs
at PCA band 3, after which very little diagnostic spectral information is available.
Similarly, the optimal MNF threshold occurs at MNF band 7, after which the bands
contain a suboptimal amount of noise.
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Figure 165: Optimal Threshold for PCA Cube, Cuprite Flight Line #4

Figure 166: Optimal Threshold for MNF Cube, Cuprite Flight Line #4

At the conclusion of the preprocessing and compression components, the
reflectance, full PCA, compressed PCA, full MNF and compressed MNF cubes for each
flight line are ready for the edge detection component. The reflectance cubes also are
ready for the Roberts and Sobel comparison tests. As seen in Figure 143, Figure 144,
Figure 145 and Figure 146, the preprocessing and compression components yielded high-
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quality HSI data from which the Di Zenzo-based gradient edge detector generated
consistent, interpretable results for each flight line.
Overhead – Indian Pines, Indiana USA
The third gradient-based edge detection experiment uses the VNIR/SWIR Indian
Pines, IN USA hypercube. Specifically, this experiment tests the algorithm against five
distinct datasets: a 256-band reflectance cube, a 4-band compressed PCA cube, the full
256-band PCA cube, a 4-band compressed MNF cube, and the full 256-band MNF cube.
For comparison, this test also executes the Roberts operator and the Sobel operator
against the full Indian Pines reflectance cube. Figure 167 presents samples of the seven
experiments for the Indian Pines data, and Appendix A contains the full spatial extent for
each test.
The methodology’s first step, data exploration, indicates that the VNIR/SWIR
AVIRIS data is well-calibrated and of good quality across all channels, and is provided in
radiance. Figure 168 presents the data exploration results, which indicate that similar
materials (e.g., vegetation, bare earth, etc.) are rendered similarly in radiance space.
Specifically, note how closely clustered the pixels are for bare earth, and note the
consistently lower VNIR channels for the vegetation spectra.
The second methodological step requires a determination as to whether the HSI
data are in reflectance or in radiance. As seen in Figure 168, ProSpecTIR provides the
data in high-quality radiance, therefore QUAC is necessary to derive estimated
reflectance. To prepare the radiance data for QUAC, specific wavelengths had to be
assigned to each band (not the “Band Number” x-axis in Figure 168). This task was
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accomplished by parsing the center wavelength field out of the AVIRIS-provided
calibration text file, uploading the center wavelength file to the ENVI header, and
designating the bands in nanometers. The result is a reflectance file configured for
QUAC ingestion.
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Figure 167: Gradient Experiment for Indian Pines Overhead VNIR/SWIR Data, Unstretched

Figure 168: Radiance Data Exploration for the Indian Pines Hypercube

Figure 169 presents vegetation spectra derived from the 220-band QUAC results.
As indicated by the well-behaved and closely-clustered red edge samples, QUAC
generated high-quality estimated reflectance. Additionally, the green reflectance peak is
properly distinguished from the other visible bands, which is also a reliable sign of
quality reflectance data. Also, note that QUAC did not attempt to remove bad bands, as
seen in the very noisy bands within the 1.4µm and 1.9µm atmospheric water absorption
features. Noisy bands also appear at the edges of the focal plane.
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Figure 169: Indian Pines QUAC Results

After the third methodological step scales the reflectance values from 0.0 to 1.0,
the fourth step removes the remnant bad bands. 61 bands were removed, including 20
bands near the 1.4µm water absorption feature, 24 bands near the 1.9µm water absorption
feature, seven bands at the beginning of the focal plane and five near its end.
Additionally, bad bands likely due to AVIRIS calibration errors were removed at
channels 32, 95, 96, 191 and 192. The final reflectance cube contains 159 bands. Figure
170 presents a sample vegetation spectrum from the final 159-band reflectance cube with
the bad bands removed.
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Figure 170: Indian Pines Bad Band Removal

After converting to reflectance and removing additional bad bands, the fifth step
calls for a final examination of the reflectance data prior to edge detection. Figure 171
presents several sample reflectance spectra derived from common scene materials such as
vegetation and roadway material. Note the expected behavior across all channels for
each material, indicating that the data is optimally configured for edge detection.
Intensity differences also appear as expected, and noise with the darker roadway spectra
is manageable. The NIR bands within the vegetation spectra contain some noise, as well,
but overall the noise profile of the final reflectance cube does not present a barrier to edge
detection testing.
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Figure 171: Reflectance Data Exploration for the Indian Pines Hypercube

Figure 172 presents the results of Step 6, SMACC endmember extraction. The
SMACC results indicates that the healthy vegetation endmembers are easily
distinguishable in reflectance space – a key indicator of a healthy reflectance dataset,
particularly a dataset dominated by vegetation. Also, note that SMACC indicates the
likely presence of saturation within the scene as evidenced by the very bright and highly
irregular spectra. An alternative explanation for the unusual spectra is a QUAC failure
on manmade materials, which occasionally occurs when QUAC does not have a
sufficient diversity of natural endmembers to generate a high-quality mean spectrum for
the scene. Most likely, however, the AVIRIS sensor was calibrated to optimize the
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collection of vegetation, which is quite different from the optimal calibration for bright
manmade objects. The result of which is an increased probability of saturation on metal.

Figure 172: SMACC Endmembers for the Indian Pines Hypercube
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Figure 173: RX Anomaly Plane and Saturation Source for Indian Pines Hypercube - Color Infrared Bands 16,
26, 50

Step 7’s RX anomaly plane presented in Figure 173 confirms that the anomalous
saturation pixels are attributable to specular reflections off the tops of metal buildings.
AVIRIS’s ground truth data also corroborates the visual and spectral analysis that the
source of saturation is specular reflections off metal objects. Also seen in the RX plane is
that the saturated pixels constitute a very small fraction of the overall dataset, meaning
that the saturation does not present a barrier to edge detection analysis in support of crop
mapping applications. Additionally, the edge detection performance around the saturated
pixels should be strong given the strong spectral contrast between the saturated pixels and
their natural backgrounds. The RX analysis concludes the preprocessing component for
the Indian Pines dataset.
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With the preprocessing component complete, the compression component begins
with both a PCA and an MNF transformation. Figure 174 and Figure 175
present Step 1 and 2 of the compression component, a plot of the key PCA bands and
MNF bands, respectively. As shown, the optimal PCA threshold occurs at PCA band 4,
after which very little diagnostic spectral information is available. Therefore, Step 3 of
the PCA compression establishes the optimal threshold at PCA band X. Similarly, the
optimal MNF threshold occurs at MNF band 4, after which the bands contain mostly
noise.

Figure 174: Optimal Threshold for PCA Cube, Indian Pines VNIR/SWIR
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Figure 175: Optimal Threshold for MNF Cube, Indian Pines VNIR/SWIR

At the conclusion of the preprocessing and compression components, the
reflectance, full PCA, compressed PCA, full MNF and compressed MNF cubes are ready
for the edge detection component. The reflectance cube also is ready for the Roberts and
Sobel comparison tests. As seen in Figure 167, the preprocessing and compression
components yielded high-quality HSI data from which the Di Zenzo-based gradient edge
detector generated consistent, interpretable results.

Overhead – Deepwater Horizon Oil Spill, Gulf of Mexico
The fourth and final gradient-based edge detection experiment for overhead
imagery uses ProSpecTIR’s VNIR/SWIR hypercube of the 2010 Deepwater Horizon oil
spill in the Gulf of Mexico – the first challenging, non-traditional dataset in this study.
The Deepwater Horizon dataset is expected to present a challenge to the Di Zenzo-based
gradient algorithm given the dark (i.e., noisy) background, the lack of terrestrial features
and the curvilinear nature of the scene’s dominant features.
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Figure 176: Gradient Experiment for Deepwater Horizon Overhead VNIR/SWIR Data, Unstretched
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Specifically, this experiment tests the algorithm against six distinct datasets: a
360-band radiance cube, a 320-band reflectance cube, a 3-band compressed PCA cube,
the full 320-band PCA cube, a 3-band compressed MNF cube, and the full 320-band
MNF cube. For comparison, this test also executes the Roberts operator and the Sobel
operator against the full Deepwater Horizon reflectance cube. Figure 176 presents
samples of the seven experiments for the Deepwater Horizon data, and Appendix A
contains the full spatial extent for each test.
The methodology’s first step, data exploration, indicates that the VNIR/SWIR
ProSpecTIR data is well-calibrated and of good quality across all channels, and is
provided in radiance. Figure 177 presents the data exploration results, which indicate
that similar materials (e.g., open ocean, petroleum, etc.) are rendered similarly in radiance
space. Specifically, note how closely clustered the pixels are for water pixels, and note
the significantly brighter, closely clustered petroleum spectra.
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Figure 177: Data Exploration for the Deepwater Horizon Hypercube

The second methodological step requires a determination as to whether the HSI
data are in reflectance or in radiance. As seen in Figure 177, ProSpecTIR provides the
data in high-quality radiance, therefore QUAC is necessary to derive estimated
reflectance. As opposed to the AVIRIS radiance data that required band assignment,
ProSpecTIR provides radiance data with bands already assigned, which allows QUAC to
run on the as-provided data. However, as discussed in the Background section, QUAC is
estimates reflectance by generating a mean spectrum from in-scene terrestrial materials,
none of which are present within the Deepwater Horizon VNIR/SWIR data. Therefore,
this work will make a close examination of the QUAC-generated reflectance data with
the objective of determining whether QUAC estimated reflectance data of sufficient
quality so as to spectroscopically render petroleum’s key absorption features – a
necessary achievement for delineating the oil features from within the water features.
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For Step 5, Figure 178 presents a petroleum spectrum derived from the 360-band
QUAC results, which appear to contain significant quantities of residual atmospheric
information, indicating that QUAC did indeed struggle to generate high-quality
reflectance data in the absence of terrestrial materials. However, a close examination of a
petroleum pixel’s reflectance estimate indicates that sufficient reflectance data may be
present to distinguish petroleum from water, and thereby be sufficient for oil spill
mapping applications. Specifically, as indicated by the color gun alignment in Figure
178, several modest reflectance features align to petroleum absorption features,
suggesting that the petroleum reflectance signature is present, albeit not as strongly as it
would be under optimal conditions. In line with one of the central themes of this work,
the suboptimal Deepwater Horizon reflectance data will undergo testing. This work also
will test radiance data as a second attempt at deriving meaningful edges from a
challenging, non-traditional hyperspectral dataset. Finally, note that QUAC satisfactorily
removed bad bands at the primary atmospheric absorption features as well as from the
noisy areas at the beginning and end of the focal plane, obviating the need for the
preprocessing component’s fourth step, bad band removal.
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Figure 178: Deepwater Horizon QUAC Results

Figure 179 presents the results of Step 6, SMACC endmember extraction. As
seen, the SMACC results corroborate the previous low-quality assessment for the
reflectance data. SMACC was challenged to overcome the residual atmospheric
information to distill meaningful endmembers, which is unsurprising given the
challenging nature of the dataset. Interestingly, the saturation endmembers present
within the SMACC results suggest the possible presence of surface ships or other floating
equipment (i.e. metal objects) within the scene, which can generate specular reflections
and the ensuing saturation.
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Figure 179: SMACC Endmembers for the Deepwater Horizon Hypercube

Figure 180: RX Anomaly Plane for Deepwater Horizon Hypercube

Figure 180 presents the Deepwater Horizon RX anomaly plane, the final step in
the preprocessing component. The RX plane is characterized by low noise and a cluster
of anomalies along the bottom of the data in the area characterized by the choppy seas.
Single-pixel anomalies appear to be consistent with the chop.
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Additionally, a few multi-pixel anomalies are present within the scene.
Examination of the multi-pixel anomalies, as seen in Figure 181, indicates that they are
the sources of saturation and therefore likely surface ships. Edge behavior around the
saturated pixels is likely to be inconsistent. Finally, note that the RX plane does not
indicate the presence of oil slicks within the scene – no linear anomalies are present
within the scene. The RX analysis concludes the preprocessing component for the
Deepwater Horizon dataset.

Figure 181: RX Anomaly Plane and Saturation Source for Deepwater Horizon Hypercube - Color Infrared
Bands 36, 57, 101
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With the preprocessing component complete, the compression component begins
with both a PCA and an MNF transformation. Figure 182 and Figure 183
present Step 1 and 2 of the compression component, a plot of the key PCA bands and
MNF bands, respectively. As shown, the optimal PCA threshold occurs at PCA band 3,
after which very little diagnostic spectral information is available. Therefore, Step 3 of
the PCA compression establishes the optimal threshold at PCA band 3. Similarly, the
optimal MNF threshold occurs at MNF band 3, after which the bands contain mostly
noise.

Figure 182: Optimal Threshold for PCA Cube, Deepwater Horizon VNIR/SWIR

At the conclusion of the preprocessing and compression components, the
reflectance, full PCA, compressed PCA, full MNF and compressed MNF cubes are ready
for the edge detection component. The reflectance cube also is ready for the Roberts and
Sobel comparison tests. As seen in Figure 176, the preprocessing and compression
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components yielded high-quality HSI data from which the Di Zenzo-based gradient edge
detector generated consistent, interpretable results.

Figure 183: Optimal Threshold for MNF Cube, Deepwater Horizon VNIR/SWIR

Ground-Based – Larkhaven
The first gradient-based edge detection experiment on ground-based hyperspectral
data uses SOC710 VNIR imagery of a residential home in Fairfax Station, Virginia. This
test is analogous to the Reno, NV overhead data in the sense that it also supports urban
feature mapping applications. Specifically, this experiment tests the algorithm against
five distinct datasets: a 120-band reflectance cube, a 4-band compressed PCA cube, the
full 120-band PCA cube, a 3-band compressed MNF cube, and the full 120-band MNF
cube. For comparison, this test also executes the Roberts operator and the Sobel operator
against the full Larkhaven reflectance cube. Figure 184 presents samples of the seven
experiments for the Larkhaven data, and Appendix A contains the full spatial extent for
each test.
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Figure 184: Gradient Experiment for Larkhaven Ground-Based VNIR Data, Unstretched

The methodology’s first step, data exploration, indicates that the VNIR SOC710
data is well-calibrated and of good quality across all channels, and is provided in
radiance. Figure 185 presents the data exploration results, which indicate that similar
materials (e.g., vegetation, calibration panels, etc.) are rendered similarly in radiance
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space. Specifically, note how closely clustered the pixels are for white calibration panel
and for the black calibration panel. Both appear at the proper intensities and with an
acceptable amount of noise. Also, note the characteristic behavior for the vegetation
radiance spectra. Ultimately, the SOC710 Larkhaven data appear to be high-quality data
free of significant radiance-based anomalies.

Figure 185: Radiance Data Exploration for the Larkhaven Hypercube

The second methodological step requires a determination as to whether the HSI
data are in reflectance or in radiance. As seen in Figure 185, the SOC generates highquality radiance data, therefore QUAC is necessary to derive estimated reflectance. To
prepare the radiance data for QUAC, several preprocessing steps were necessary to
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optimize the data for visualization and QUAC execution. First, specific wavelengths
were assigned to each SOC710 band (not the “Band Number” x-axis in Figure 185). This
task was accomplished by parsing the center wavelength field out of the SOC710provided calibration text file, uploading the center wavelength file to the ENVI header,
and designating the bands in nanometers.
Next, the seven constituent SOC710 HSI cubes were rotated horizontally to the
ground plane for optimal visualization (the SOC710 collects imagery -90° to the
horizontal). Then the seven cubes were mosaicked together to generate a single HSI
cube. Finally, the mosaicked cube was spatially cropped to remove the black background
pixels which would distort the QUAC radiance to reflectance conversion. The result is a
reflectance file configured for QUAC ingestion, as seen in Figure 186.

Figure 186: Larkhaven VNIR Radiance Data Optimized for QUAC and Visualization - Color Infrared Bands
35, 60, 109

Step 3 scales the Larkhaven reflectance dataset from 0.0 to 1.0. Step 4, bad band
removal, is unnecessary since the dataset contains no bad bands. Step 5, examine the
reflectance data, is presented in Figure 187. Note the consistent behavior within material
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classes. The vehicle paint spectra align closely and contain all expected diagnostic
absorption features. The vegetation spectra are expectedly weaker given the early spring
collection date, and the black calibration panel spectra appear consistent and featureless,
as expected. Ultimately, QUAC generated high-quality VNIR reflectance data that is
well-suited for edge detection experiments.

Figure 187: Reflectance Data Exploration for the Larkhaven Hypercube

Figure 188 presents the results of Step 6, SMACC endmember extraction. The
SMACC results indicates that routine materials like brick and vegetation are easily
distinguishable in reflectance space – a key indicator of a healthy reflectance dataset.
Also, note that SMACC indicates the presence of sensor anomalies and mosaic anomalies
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within the scene as evidenced by the highly irregular spectra throughout the SMACC
plot. Sensor anomalies are not unusual within SOC710 data, and while they appear
disruptive with the SMACC results, they typically are not sufficiently widespread so as to
present a barrier to analysis. The mosaic anomalies are typical in mosaicked data and
occur due to the imperfect alignment along the seams of overlapping imagery. The
mosaic anomalies occur only along the seams of mosaicked imagery and therefore do not
present a general barrier to edge detection experiments.

Figure 188: SMACC Endmembers for the Larkhaven Hypercube

Step 7’s RX anomaly plane presented in Figure 189 confirms that many
anomalous pixels are attributable to scattered sensor anomalies and mosaic anomalies
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along the seams of overlapping imagery. Anomalous pixels also are evident along the
some of the horizontal window frame components, and on the plastic housing covering
the vehicle’s taillights – both of which are not unwanted anomalies in the sense that they
truly are unusual materials in the scene and therefore are features that the edge detectors
should delineate.
Also seen in the RX plane is that the unwanted anomalous pixels attributable to
mosaicking and sensor anomalies constitute a very small fraction of the overall dataset,
meaning that they do not present a barrier to edge detection analysis in support of urban
feature mapping applications. The RX analysis concludes the preprocessing component
for the Larkhaven dataset.

Figure 189: RX Anomaly Plane for Larkhaven Hypercube
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Figure 190: Optimal Threshold for PCA Cube, Larkhaven VNIR

With the preprocessing component complete, the compression component begins
with both a PCA and an MNF transformation. Figure 190 and Figure 191
present Step 1 and 2 of the compression component, a plot of the key PCA bands and
MNF bands, respectively. As shown, the optimal PCA threshold occurs at PCA band 4,
after which very little diagnostic spectral information is available. Therefore, Step 3 of
the PCA compression establishes the optimal threshold at PCA band 4. Similarly, the
optimal MNF threshold occurs at MNF band 3, after which the bands contain mostly
noise.
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Figure 191: Optimal Threshold for MNF Cube, Larkhaven VNIR

At the conclusion of the preprocessing and compression components, the
reflectance, full PCA, compressed PCA, full MNF and compressed MNF cubes are ready
for the edge detection component. The reflectance cube also is ready for the Roberts and
Sobel comparison tests. As seen in Figure 184, the preprocessing and compression
components yielded high-quality HSI data from which the Di Zenzo-based gradient edge
detector generated consistent, interpretable results.

Ground-Based – Granite VNIR
The second gradient-based edge detection experiment on ground-based
hyperspectral data uses Pika II VNIR imagery of a high-spatial resolution granite sample.
This test is analogous to the Cuprite, NV overhead data in the sense that it also supports
mineral mapping applications. Specifically, this experiment tests the algorithm against
five distinct datasets: a 72-band reflectance cube, a 2-band compressed PCA cube, the
full 72-band PCA cube, a 2-band compressed MNF cube, and the full 72-band MNF
cube. For comparison, this test also executes the Roberts operator and the Sobel operator
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against the full Granite VNIR reflectance cube. Figure 192 presents samples of the seven
experiments for the Granite VNIR data, and Appendix A contains the full spatial extent
for each test.

Figure 192: Gradient Experiment for Granite Ground-Based VNIR Data, Unstretched
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The methodology’s first step, data exploration, indicates that the VNIR SOC710
data is of acceptable quality across all channels, but has a higher noise floor than the
previously tested datasets. The VNIR data is provided in reflectance, as well. Figure 193
presents the data exploration results, which indicate that similar materials (e.g., white
region, pink region, etc.) are rendered similarly in reflectance space, but are not closely
knit, even for adjacent pixels. Specifically, note the intensity differences among the pink
region spectra. Additionally, note the absence of diagnostic absorption features in the
VNIR data – a limiting characteristic of minerals imaged in the VNIR, which is why most
traditional HSI mineral applications rely on SWIR data to identify or delineate minerals.
Ultimately, the SOC710 Granite VNIR data will present a challenge to the edge detection
algorithms due to its high noise floor and the limited VNIR spectral contrast among scene
features.
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Figure 193: Data Exploration for the Granite VNIR Hypercube

The second methodological step requires a determination as to whether the HSI
data are in reflectance or in radiance. As seen in Figure 193, the Granite VNIR is already
in reflectance, therefore QUAC is unnecessary for this dataset. Step 3 scales the
reflectance dataset from 0.0 to 1.0. Step 4, bad band removal, is unnecessary since the
dataset contains no bad bands, and Step 5, examine the reflectance data, is also
unnecessary given the reflectance analysis in Figure 193.
Figure 194 presents the results of Step 6, SMACC endmember extraction. The
SMACC results indicate that minerals dominate the scene, as expected. No saturation is
evident in the scene, and no unusual spectra appear in the SMACC endmembers.
Overall, the SMACC processing indicates that the Granite VNIR dataset is well-behaved
and free of irregularities that could distort edge detection testing.
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Figure 194: SMACC Endmembers for the Granite VNIR Hypercube

The preprocessing component’s final step generates an RX anomaly plane as a
final check on data quality and scene behavior. As seen in Figure 195, the RX processing
detected no meaningful anomalies. The scattered weak anomalies along the left side of
the image are likely attributable to sensor anomalies since they are so heavily skewed
towards one side of an image with proportionally arrayed features. Also supporting this
conclusion is the abrupt end to the weak anomalies along a vertical line extending across
the scene from top to bottom. Ultimately, these light anomalies present no barrier to
rigorous edge detection testing.
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Figure 195: RX Anomaly Plane for Granite VNIR Hypercube

With the preprocessing component complete, the compression component begins
with both a PCA and an MNF transformation. Figure 196 and Figure 197 present Step 1
and 2 of the compression component, a plot of the key PCA bands and MNF bands,
respectively. As shown, the optimal PCA threshold occurs at PCA band 2, after which
very little diagnostic spectral information is available. Therefore, Step 3 of the PCA
compression establishes the optimal threshold at PCA band 2. Similarly, the optimal
MNF threshold occurs at MNF band 2, after which the bands contain mostly noise. Also,
note that the optimal PCA and MNF thresholds appear at higher-order bands (i.e., Band 2
as opposed to Band 4 or Band 5, etc.) than more diverse scenes, an expected outcome
given the relative homogeneity of a mineral mapping scene comprised of similar
minerals.
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Figure 196: Optimal Threshold for PCA Cube, Granite VNIR

Figure 197: Optimal Threshold for MNF Cube, Granite VNIR

At the conclusion of the preprocessing and compression components, the
reflectance, full PCA, compressed PCA, full MNF and compressed MNF cubes are ready
for the edge detection component. The reflectance cube also is ready for the Roberts and
Sobel comparison tests. As seen in Figure 192, the preprocessing and compression
components yielded HSI data from which the Di Zenzo-based gradient edge detector
generated consistent, interpretable results.
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Ground-Based – Granite NIR/SWIR
The third gradient-based edge detection experiment on ground-based
hyperspectral data is a close cousin to the previous Granite VNIR test. This experiment
uses high-spatial resolution Pika II NIR/SWIR imagery of a different area from the same
granite sample as the previous test. The primary difference is the wavelength and
sampling rate – this test includes the SWIR bands so important to accurate mineral
mapping applications, excludes the VIS bands and has 162 bands as opposed to 72. This
test also is analogous to the Cuprite, NV overhead data in the sense that it supports
mineral mapping applications.
Specifically, this experiment tests the algorithm against five distinct datasets: a
164-band reflectance cube, a 3-band compressed PCA cube, the full 164-band PCA cube,
a 5-band compressed MNF cube, and the full 162-band MNF cube. For comparison, this
test also executes the Roberts operator and the Sobel operator against the full Granite
NIR/SWIR reflectance cube. Figure 198 presents samples of the seven experiments for
the Granite NIR/SWIR data, and Appendix A contains the full spatial extent for each test.
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Figure 198: Gradient Experiment for Granite Ground-Based NIR/SWIR Data, Unstretched

The methodology’s first step, data exploration, indicates that the Pika II data is of
high quality across all channels, with very little noise. In this manner, the Pika II
NIR/SWIR data is superior to the SOC710 VNIR data, which contains significantly more
noise. The spatial resolutions of the two granite datasets are identical, however. The
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NIR/SWIR data is provided in reflectance, as well. Figure 199 presents the data
exploration results, which indicate that similar mineral samples are rendered similarly in
reflectance space across all bands. Note the clearly recognizable diagnostic absorption
features in the SWIR data – a key advantage to imaging minerals in the SWIR, which is
why most traditional HSI mineral applications rely on SWIR data to identify or delineate
minerals. Diagnostic absorption features appear in the NIR for some minerals, as well.
Ultimately, the Pika II Granite NIR/SWIR data is a high-quality data set optimized for
supporting edge detection experiments aligned to mineral mapping HSI applications.

Figure 199: Data Exploration for the Granite NIR/SWIR Hypercube
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The second methodological step requires a determination as to whether the HSI
data are in reflectance or in radiance. As seen in Figure 199, the Granite NIR/SWIR is
already in reflectance, therefore QUAC is unnecessary for this dataset. Step 3 scales the
reflectance dataset from 0.0 to 1.0, which is unnecessary for this dataset since it is already
properly scaled. Step 4, bad band removal, also is unnecessary since the dataset contains
no bad bands, and Step 5, examine the reflectance data, is unnecessary as well, given the
reflectance analysis in Figure 199.
Figure 200 presents the results of Step 6, SMACC endmember extraction. The
SMACC results indicate that minerals dominate the scene, as expected. No saturation is
evident in the scene, and no unusual spectra appear in the SMACC endmembers.
Overall, the SMACC processing indicates that the Granite VNIR dataset is well-behaved
and free of irregularities that could distort edge detection testing. The results also
corroborate the reflectance assessment which concluded that the dataset is highly
optimized for mineral mapping in the sense that it clearly renders and separates different
minerals. Again, note the concentration of diagnostic absorption features in the SWIR.
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Figure 200: SMACC Endmembers for the Granite NIR/SWIR Hypercube

The preprocessing component’s final step generates an RX anomaly plane as a
final check on data quality and scene behavior. As seen in Figure 201, the RX processing
anomalies, many of which are strong, throughout the scene. Investigation into the
anomalies yielded mixed results. The strong, multi-pixel anomalies appear to be fine
grains of a mineral rare within the scene, and their spectra contained no unusual behavior.
These pixels present no barrier to edge detection experiments and should, in fact, be
accurately delineated.
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Figure 201: RX Anomaly Plane for Granite NIR/SWIR Hypercube

The RX plane reveals hundreds of sensor anomalies throughout the scene,
however. Most sensor anomalies appear as single pixels or vertically linear arrangements
of two to five pixels, and contain obvious flaws in their estimated reflectance curves. For
example, consider Figure 202, which presents a series of anomalous spectra characterized
by erroneous spiky behavior affecting only a single band at a time – spectral behavior
that is inconsistent with all natural materials and most manmade materials in the
NIR/SWIR. Notice that in every case, the spectral anomaly affects only a single band at
a time but that it can occur at various wavelengths, as well, which is characteristic of HSI
focal plane anomalies. The most likely source of the anomalies is intermittent element
failure along the focal plane, an affliction common to HSI sensors. The upshot of the
widespread sensor anomalies is that this dissertation’s discontinuity-based edge detectors
likely will generate false alarms at these pixels, which presents a manageable barrier to
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accuracy measurements since anomalies’ positions are known. Ultimately, since the
spectral anomalies are confined to only one band per 162-band spectrum, however, they
do not present a material barrier to the edge detection experiments.

Figure 202: Single-Band Sensor Anomalies in Granite NIR/SWIR Hypercube

With the preprocessing component complete, the compression component begins
with both a PCA and an MNF transformation. Figure 203 and Figure 204 present Step 1
and 2 of the compression component, a plot of the key PCA bands and MNF bands,
respectively. As shown, the optimal PCA threshold occurs at PCA band 3, after which
very little diagnostic spectral information is available. Therefore, Step 3 of the PCA
compression establishes the optimal threshold at PCA band 3. Similarly, the optimal
MNF threshold occurs at MNF band 5, after which the bands contain mostly noise.
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Figure 203: Optimal Threshold for PCA Cube, Granite NIR/SWIR

Figure 204: Optimal Threshold for MNF Cube, Granite NIR/SWIR

At the conclusion of the preprocessing and compression components, the
reflectance, full PCA, compressed PCA, full MNF and compressed MNF cubes are ready
for the edge detection component. The reflectance cube also is ready for the Roberts and
Sobel comparison tests. As seen in Figure 198, the preprocessing and compression
components yielded high-quality HSI data from which the Di Zenzo-based gradient edge
detector generated consistent, interpretable results.
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Ground-Based – South African Core Samples
The fourth gradient-based edge detection experiment on ground-based
hyperspectral data also aligns to mineral mapping applications. This experiment uses
high-spatial resolution NIR/SWIR imagery of six South African geologic core samples
arranged within the same image plane. Specifically, this experiment tests the algorithm
against five distinct datasets: a 234-band reflectance cube, a 3-band compressed PCA
cube, the full 234-band PCA cube, a 5-band compressed MNF cube, and the full 234band MNF cube. For comparison, this test also executes the Roberts operator and the
Sobel operator against the full South African NIR/SWIR reflectance cube. Figure 205
presents samples of the seven experiments for the South African Core Sample NIR/SWIR
data, and Appendix A contains the full spatial extent for each test.
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Figure 205: Gradient Experiment for South African Core Sample Ground-Based NIR/SWIR Data, Unstretched

The methodology’s first step, data exploration, indicates that the South African
core data is well-calibrated and of good quality across all channels, and is already
converted to reflectance. Figure 206 presents the data exploration results, which indicate
that similar minerals are rendered similarly in reflectance space. Specifically, note how
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closely clustered the pixels are for specific mineral types. Also, note that low grade noise
is present throughout the data, and note the noisy bands between 1000nm and 1100nm.
While the noise is pervasive, it likely is not strong enough to present a meaningful barrier
to edge detection experiments.

Figure 206: Data Exploration for the South African Core Sample Hypercube

The second methodological step requires a determination as to whether the HSI
data are in reflectance or in radiance. As seen in Figure 206, the South African Core
Sample data is already in reflectance, therefore QUAC is unnecessary for this dataset.
Step 3 scales the reflectance dataset from 0.0 to 1.0. Step 4, bad band removal, also is
unnecessary since the dataset contains no bad bands, and Step 5, examine the reflectance
data, is also unnecessary given the reflectance analysis in Figure 193.
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Figure 207 presents the results of Step 6, SMACC endmember extraction. The
SMACC results indicate that various minerals dominate the scene, as expected. No
saturation is evident in the scene, and no unusual spectra appear in the SMACC
endmembers. The successful SMACC endmember extraction also reinforces the
assessment that the low-grade noise across all channels is unlikely to disrupt the edge
detection experiments, most likely because the noise is equally distributed across all
channels and materials and is therefore not falsely unique to any region, material or
wavelength subset. Overall, the SMACC processing indicates that the South African
Core Sample dataset is well-behaved and free of irregularities that could significantly
distort edge detection testing.

Figure 207: SMACC Endmembers for the South African Core Sample NIR/SWIR Hypercube
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The preprocessing component’s final step generates an RX anomaly plane as a
final check on data quality and scene behavior. As seen in Figure 208, the RX processing
detected no disruptive anomalies. The scattered weak anomalies along the lower side of
the image are likely attributable to sensor anomalies since they are arrayed linearly along
the edge of a core sample and are characterized by single-band spike anomalies similar to
those seen in Figure 202 for the Granite NIR/SWIR hypercube. RX also identified rare
minerals relative to the scene, as expected. Ultimately, the minor sensor anomalies and
scattered rare minerals present no barrier to rigorous edge detection testing.

Figure 208: RX Anomaly Plane for South African Core Sample NIR/SWIR Hypercube

With the preprocessing component complete, the compression component begins
with both a PCA and an MNF transformation. Figure 209 and Figure 210 present Step 1
and 2 of the compression component, a plot of the key PCA bands and MNF bands,
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respectively. As shown, the optimal PCA threshold occurs at PCA band 3, after which
very little diagnostic spectral information is available. Therefore, Step 3 of the PCA
compression establishes the optimal threshold at PCA band 3. Similarly, the optimal
MNF threshold occurs at MNF band 5, after which the bands contain mostly noise.

Figure 209: Optimal Threshold for PCA Cube, South African Core Sample NIR/SWIR

Figure 210: Optimal Threshold for MNF Cube, South African Core Sample NIR/SWIR
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At the conclusion of the preprocessing and compression components, the
reflectance, full PCA, compressed PCA, full MNF and compressed MNF cubes are ready
for the edge detection component. The reflectance cube also is ready for the Roberts and
Sobel comparison tests. As seen in Figure 205, the preprocessing and compression
components yielded high-quality HSI data from which the Di Zenzo-based gradient edge
detector generated consistent, interpretable results.
Ground-Based – Aluminum Panel
The fifth and final gradient-based edge detection experiment on ground-based
hyperspectral data addresses the aluminum aircraft panel possibly traceable to Amelia
Earhart’s Lockheed Electra. This experiment aligns to the growing field of using HSI
instruments for material analysis, and uses high-spatial resolution VNIR imagery of a
riveted aluminum aircraft panel recovered on the Pacific island of Nikumaroro in 1991.
Specifically, this experiment tests the algorithm against five distinct datasets: a 103-band
reflectance cube, a 2-band compressed PCA cube, the full 103-band PCA cube, a 3-band
compressed MNF cube, and the full 103-band MNF cube. For comparison, this test also
executes the Roberts operator and the Sobel operator against the full Aluminum Aircraft
Panel VNIR reflectance cube. Figure 211 presents samples of the seven experiments for
the Aluminum Aircraft Panel data, and Appendix A contains the full spatial extent for
each test.
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Figure 211: Gradient Experiment for Aluminum Aircraft Panel Ground-Based VNIR Data, Unstretched

The methodology’s first step, data exploration, indicates that the SOC710 VNIR
data is well-calibrated and of good quality across most channels, and is already converted
to reflectance. Figure 212 presents the data exploration results, which indicate that
similar regions are rendered similarly in reflectance space. Specifically, note how closely
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clustered the pixels are for rusted areas, brightly illuminated areas and the regions on the
panel. Also, note that the SOC710 generated significant sensor noise between 377nm
and 437nm and between 982nm and 1043nm. The noise is pervasive and strong and
would likely present a barrier to accurate edge detection experiments, indicating that Step
4 of the preprocessing component should remove the bad bands.

Figure 212: Data Exploration for the Aluminum Aircraft Panel Hypercube

The second methodological step requires a determination as to whether the HSI
data are in reflectance or in radiance. As seen in Figure 212, the Aluminum Aircraft
Panel data is already in reflectance, therefore QUAC is unnecessary for this dataset. Step
3 scales the reflectance dataset from 0.0 to 1.0. Step 4, bad band removal, also is
necessary to remove the bad bands at the edges of the focal plane. Specifically, 13 bad
bands were removed between 377nm and 437nm, and 12 bad bands were removed
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between 982nm and 1043nm, resulting in a reflectance cube comprised of 103 bands
spanning the wavelengths between 442 and 977nm. Figure 213 presents sample spectra
from the resulting 103-band reflectance cube. Note the smoother consistency among the
shortest and longest wavelengths retained in the bad band-removed reflectance cube,
which results in a reflectance cube optimized for edge detection experiments.
Finally, Step 5, examine the reflectance data, has already been accomplished
given the reflectance analysis in Figure 212.

Figure 213: Aluminum Aircraft Panel Bad Band Removal

Figure 214 presents the results of Step 6, SMACC endmember extraction, as
executed against the compressed 103-band reflectance cube. The SMACC results
indicate that metal spectra dominate the scene, as expected. No saturation is evident in
the scene, and no unusual spectra appear in the SMACC endmembers. Overall, the
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SMACC processing indicates that the Aluminum Aircraft Panel dataset is well-behaved
and free of irregularities that could disrupt edge detection testing.

Figure 214: SMACC Endmembers for the Aluminum Aircraft Panel VNIR Hypercube

The preprocessing component’s final step generates an RX anomaly plane as a
final check on data quality and scene behavior. As seen in Figure 215, the RX processing
detected hundreds of anomalous pixels, most of which are concentrated within a brightly
illuminated portion of the panel. An examination of the anomalous pixels indicated that
they are illumination anomalies attributable to the uneven illumination across the
parabolic surface of the panel. The RX plane’s anomalous pixels are not materially
different from their non-anomalous neighbors and only appear as such due to the
irregular illumination of the incident light. Additionally, a few scattered unusual pixels
are present within the scene, but they do not appear in disruptive volumes or patterns.
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Ultimately, the minor illumination anomalies and scattered unusual pixels present no
barrier to rigorous edge detection testing.

Figure 215: RX Anomaly Results for Aluminum Aircraft Panel VNIR Hypercube - True Color Bands 18, 35, 53

With the preprocessing component complete, the compression component begins
with both a PCA and an MNF transformation. Figure 216 and Figure 217 present Step 1
and 2 of the compression component, a plot of the key PCA bands and MNF bands,
respectively. Both PCA and MNF transforms used the 103-band compressed reflectance
cube as input. As shown, the optimal PCA threshold occurs at PCA band 2, after which
very little diagnostic spectral information is available. Therefore, Step 3 of the PCA
compression establishes the optimal threshold at PCA band 2. Similarly, the optimal
MNF threshold occurs at MNF band 3, after which the bands contain mostly noise.
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Figure 216: Optimal Threshold for PCA Cube, Aluminum Aircraft Panel VNIR

Figure 217: Optimal Threshold for MNF Cube, Aluminum Aircraft Panel VNIR

At the conclusion of the preprocessing and compression components, the
reflectance, full PCA, compressed PCA, full MNF and compressed MNF cubes are ready
for the edge detection component. The reflectance cube also is ready for the Roberts and
Sobel comparison tests. As seen in Figure 211, the preprocessing and compression
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components yielded high-quality HSI data from which the Di Zenzo-based gradient edge
detector generated consistent, interpretable results.
Microscene – Rare Target on Sand
The first gradient-based edge detection experiment on microscene hyperspectral
data uses Pika II VNIR imagery of a complex microscene on sand. This test supports
trace chemical detection HSI applications due to the presence of a rare target in a
complex background. Specifically, this experiment tests the algorithm against five
distinct datasets: a 74-band reflectance cube, a 3-band compressed PCA cube, the full 74band PCA cube, a 5-band compressed MNF cube, and the full 74-band MNF cube. For
comparison, this test also executes the Roberts operator and the Sobel operator against
the full Rare Target on Sand reflectance cube. Figure 218 presents samples of the seven
experiments for the Rare Target on Sand data, and Appendix A contains the full spatial
extent for each test.
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Figure 218: Gradient Experiment for Rare Target on Sand VNIR Data, Unstretched

The methodology’s first step, data exploration, indicates that the Pika II VNIR
data is well-calibrated and of good quality across all channels, and is already converted to
reflectance. Figure 219 presents the data exploration results, which indicate that similar
materials (e.g., vegetation, sand, rare target, etc.) are rendered similarly in reflectance
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space. Specifically, note how closely clustered the pixels are for the rare target. The
vegetation spectra are spaced normally, as well, with the grass clipping spectra presenting
a strong reflectance increases in the NIR. Additionally, note the tight spacing among
mixed pixels containing rare target occluded by vegetation, which appear as a spectral
mixture of vegetation absorption features and absorption features attributable to the rare
target.

Figure 219: Data Exploration for the Rare Target on Sand Hypercube

The second methodological step requires a determination as to whether the HSI
data are in reflectance or in radiance. As seen in Figure 219, the Pika II data has already
been converted to high-quality estimated reflectance, therefore QUAC is unnecessary for
this dataset. Step 3 scales the Rare Target on Sand reflectance dataset from 0.0 to 1.0.
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Step 4, bad band removal, is unnecessary since the dataset contains no bad bands, and
Step 5, examine the reflectance data, is also unnecessary given the reflectance analysis in
Figure 219.
Figure 220 presents the results of Step 6, SMACC endmember extraction. The
SMACC results indicates that routine materials like bare earth and healthy vegetation are
easily distinguishable in reflectance space – a key indicator of a healthy reflectance
dataset. Also, note that SMACC extracted the rare target spectra, the mixed rare targetvegetation pixels and other unique materials in the scene. Ultimately, the SMACC
results indicate a healthy, well-behaved dataset free of saturation and disruptive
irregularities.

Figure 220: SMACC Endmembers for the Rare Target on Sand Hypercube
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The preprocessing component’s final step generates an RX anomaly plane as a
final check on data quality and scene behavior. As seen in Figure 221, the RX processing
detected few anomalies beyond the rare target pixels. No saturation or sensor noise was
observed, and the RX results corroborate the exploration finding indicating that the data
is high quality and well-suited for edge detection experiments.

Figure 221: RX Anomaly Plane for Rare Target on Sand Hypercube

With the preprocessing component complete, the compression component begins
with both a PCA and an MNF transformation. Figure 222 and Figure 223 present Step 1
and 2 of the compression component, a plot of the key PCA bands and MNF bands,
respectively. As shown, the optimal PCA threshold occurs at PCA band 3, after which
very little diagnostic spectral information is available. Therefore, Step 3 of the PCA
compression establishes the optimal threshold at PCA band 3. Similarly, the optimal
MNF threshold occurs at MNF band 5, after which the bands contain mostly noise.
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Figure 222: Optimal Threshold for PCA Cube, Rare Target on Sand VNIR

Figure 223: Optimal Threshold for MNF Cube, Rare Target on Sand VNIR

At the conclusion of the preprocessing and compression components, the
reflectance, full PCA, compressed PCA, full MNF and compressed MNF cubes are ready
for the edge detection component. The reflectance cube also is ready for the Roberts and
Sobel comparison tests. As seen in Figure 218, the preprocessing and compression
components yielded high-quality HSI data from which the Di Zenzo-based gradient edge
detector generated consistent, interpretable results.
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Microscene – Chemical Array
The second gradient-based edge detection experiment on microscene
hyperspectral data uses 168-band HYPERSPEC NIR/SWIR imagery of a chemical array
on sand. This test supports trace chemical detection HSI applications due to the presence
of several rare targets on a simple background. Specifically, this experiment tests the
algorithm against five distinct datasets: a 168-band reflectance cube, a 3-band
compressed PCA cube, the full 168-band PCA cube, a 5-band compressed MNF cube,
and the full 168-band MNF cube. For comparison, this test also executes the Roberts
operator and the Sobel operator against the full Rare Target on Sand reflectance cube.
Figure 224 presents samples of the seven experiments for the Chemical Array data, and
Appendix A contains the full spatial extent for each test.
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Figure 224: Gradient Experiment for Chemical Array NIR/SWIR Data, Unstretched

The methodology’s first step, data exploration, indicates that the HYPERSPEC
NIR/SWIR data is well-calibrated and of good quality across all channels, and is already
converted to reflectance. Figure 225 presents the data exploration results, which indicate
that similar materials (e.g., ammonium nitrate, iron, sand, etc.) are rendered similarly in
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reflectance space. Specifically, note how closely clustered the pixels are for the
chemicals. The background (i.e., sand) spectra are spaced normally, as well. Ultimately,
data exploration indicates that the data is well-behaved and suitable for edge detection
experiments. The significant spectral contrast between targets and the sand background
also presents strong edges that should be readily discernable by the edge detectors.
The second methodological step requires a determination as to whether the HSI
data are in reflectance or in radiance. As seen in Figure 225, the HYPERSPEC data has
already been converted to high-quality estimated reflectance, therefore QUAC is
unnecessary for this dataset. Step 3 scales the Chemical Array reflectance dataset from
0.0 to 1.0. Step 4, bad band removal, is unnecessary since the dataset contains no bad
bands, and Step 5, examine the reflectance data, is also unnecessary given the reflectance
analysis in Figure 225.
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Figure 225: Data Exploration for the Chemical Array Hypercube

Figure 226 presents the results of Step 6, SMACC endmember extraction. The
SMACC results indicate that the target chemicals are clearly distinguishable within
hyperspace. Also, note that SMACC extracted irregular spectra possibly attributable to
sensor anomalies or the etalon effect [282]. The sensor anomalies appear as sinusoidal
curves of increasing brightness and are easily recognizable as sensor errors due to the
regular error pattern. As long as the errors are confined to a small volume of scene pixels
and do not appear along key edges of array chemicals, they will not disrupt the edge
detection experiments. Given that only two sensor anomaly spectra appear in the top ten
SMACC results, the irregularities are unlikely to be widespread. Ultimately, the SMACC
results indicate a healthy, well-behaved dataset with a scattering of non-disruptive sensor
anomalies.
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Figure 226: SMACC Endmembers for the Chemical Array Hypercube

The preprocessing component’s final step generates an RX anomaly plane as a
final check on data quality and scene behavior. As seen in Figure 227, the RX processing
detected several anomalies, including the possible sensor anomalies or etalon effects
identified in the SMACC processing, a few single-band sensor anomalies and several
anomalies attributable to stray chemical grains that likely were inadvertently dropped
during the construction of the microscene. As seen in Figure 227, the sensor anomalies
are few and scattered and do not present a barrier to edge detection experiments.
Additionally, the stray chemical grains present small, challenging targets for the edge
detectors. Finally, note that unlike the RX results from the Rare Target on Sand dataset,
RX did not alarm against the primary chemical deposits. This is most likely because the
chemicals constitute a significant part of the scene and therefore are statistically part of
the background. Ultimately, the RX results corroborate the data exploration and SMACC
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results indicating that the data is of high quality with only a handful of non-disruptive
sensor anomalies.

Figure 227: RX Anomaly Plane and Spectra for Chemical Array Hypercube

With the preprocessing component complete, the compression component begins
with both a PCA and an MNF transformation. Figure 228 and Figure 229 present Step 1
and 2 of the compression component, a plot of the key PCA bands and MNF bands,
respectively. As shown, the optimal PCA threshold occurs at PCA band 3, after which
very little diagnostic spectral information is available. Therefore, Step 3 of the PCA
compression establishes the optimal threshold at PCA band 3. Similarly, the optimal
MNF threshold occurs at MNF band 5, after which the bands contain mostly noise.
At the conclusion of the preprocessing and compression components, the
reflectance, full PCA, compressed PCA, full MNF and compressed MNF cubes are ready
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for the edge detection component. The reflectance cube also is ready for the Roberts and
Sobel comparison tests. As seen in Figure 224, the preprocessing and compression
components yielded high-quality HSI data from which the Di Zenzo-based gradient edge
detector generated consistent, interpretable results.

Figure 228: Optimal Threshold for PCA Cube, Chemical Array NIR/SWIR

Figure 229: Optimal Threshold for MNF Cube, Chemical Array NIR/SWIR
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Microscene – Cloth Threads
The third and final gradient-based edge detection experiment on microscene
hyperspectral data uses 80-band Pika II VNIR imagery of a series of different color cloth
threads arrayed on a sand background. Specifically, this experiment tests the algorithm
against five distinct datasets: an 80-band reflectance cube, a 3-band compressed PCA
cube, the full 80-band PCA cube, a 5-band compressed MNF cube, and the full 80-band
MNF cube. For comparison, this test also executes the Roberts operator and the Sobel
operator against the full Rare Target on Sand reflectance cube. Figure 230 presents
samples of the seven experiments for the Cloth Thread data, and Appendix A contains the
full spatial extent for each test.
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Figure 230: Gradient Experiment for Cloth Threads VNIR Data, Unstretched

The methodology’s first step, data exploration, indicates that the Pika II VNIR
data is well-calibrated and of good quality across all channels, and is already converted to
reflectance. Figure 231 presents the data exploration results, which indicate that similar
materials (e.g., red thread, yellow thread, sand, etc.) are rendered similarly in reflectance
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space. Specifically, note how closely clustered the pixels are for each thread type. The
background (i.e., sand) spectra are spaced normally, as well. Ultimately, data exploration
indicates that the data is well-behaved and suitable for edge detection experiments. The
significant spectral contrast between colored threads and the sand background also
presents strong edges that should be readily discernable by the edge detectors.

Figure 231: Data Exploration for the Cloth Thread Hypercube

The second methodological step requires a determination as to whether the HSI
data are in reflectance or in radiance. As seen in Figure 231, the HYPERSPEC data has
already been converted to high-quality estimated reflectance, therefore QUAC is
unnecessary for this dataset. Step 3 scales the Cloth Thread reflectance dataset from 0.0
to 1.0. Step 4, bad band removal, is unnecessary since the dataset contains no bad bands,
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and Step 5, examine the reflectance data, is also unnecessary given the reflectance
analysis in Figure 231.
Figure 232 presents the results of Step 6, SMACC endmember extraction. The
SMACC results indicate that the cloth threads are clearly distinguishable from the sand
background, and that there is no saturation or irregular behavior evident within the scene.
Ultimately, the SMACC results indicate a healthy, well-behaved dataset free of sensor
anomalies.

Figure 232: SMACC Endmembers for the Cloth Threads Hypercube

The preprocessing component’s final step generates an RX anomaly plane as a
final check on data quality and scene behavior. As seen in Figure 233, the RX processing
detected very few anomalies, all of which are minor irregularities along the dark green
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thread. No sensor anomalies or saturation was observed in the RX plane. Consistent
with the data exploration and SMACC findings, the RX findings suggest a high-quality,
well-behaved hyperspectral dataset suitable for edge detection testing.

Figure 233: RX Anomaly Plane for Cloth Thread Hypercube

With the preprocessing component complete, the compression component begins
with both a PCA and an MNF transformation. Figure 234 and Figure 235 present Step 1
and 2 of the compression component, a plot of the key PCA bands and MNF bands,
respectively. As shown, the optimal PCA threshold occurs at PCA band 3, after which
very little diagnostic spectral information is available. Therefore, Step 3 of the PCA
compression establishes the optimal threshold at PCA band 3. Similarly, the optimal
MNF threshold occurs at MNF band 5, after which the bands contain mostly noise.
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Figure 234: Optimal Threshold for PCA Cube, Cloth Threads VNIR

Figure 235: Optimal Threshold for MNF Cube, Cloth Threads VNIR

At the conclusion of the preprocessing and compression components, the
reflectance, full PCA, compressed PCA, full MNF and compressed MNF cubes are ready
for the edge detection component. The reflectance cube also is ready for the Roberts and
Sobel comparison tests. As seen in Figure 230, the preprocessing and compression
components yielded high-quality HSI data from which the Di Zenzo-based gradient edge
detector generated consistent, interpretable results.
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HySPADE Findings
This dissertation tests the new HySPADE edge detection algorithm against all 12
HSI datasets, including tests against reflectance and/or radiance cubes, PCA cubes of full
and compressed depths and MNF cubes of full and compressed depths. The Experiments
section presents samples from each test, the Analysis section examines key sections and
draws scientific conclusions for each dataset and Appendix A presents the full spatial
extent of each experiment.
Importantly, one of the initial findings was that the Otsu threshold failed to
produce an optimal histogram stretch for the new HySPADE edge planes, as seen in the
Reno hypercube example in Figure 236. The Otsu method produced suboptimal results
against HySPADE edge planes due to the strongly bimodal distribution between
HySPADE’s background pixels (assigned a grayscale value of zero) and HySPADE’s
strong edge pixels as seen in Figure 237. This bimodal distribution forces the Otsu
method to establish a threshold at a very low number in order to minimize the variance
between the background pixel class and the edge pixel class, thereby resulting in the
washed-out edge plane seen in Figure 236.
The washed-out appearance occurs because the Otsu threshold properly bins all
background pixels into a zero grayscale value but cannot discriminate between the
weakest HySPADE edge pixels and the strongest HySPADE edge pixels. In the Reno
reflectance edge plane example, Otsu bins approximately 21,000 pixels into a grayscale
value of zero, and approximately 171,000 edge pixels into a grayscale value of 255. This
has the effect of binning any pixel containing any edge strength whatsoever into a
grayscale value of 255, meaning that the weakest HySPADE edge pixels are rendered
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identically to the strongest HySPADE edge pixels – a clearly suboptimal result.
Therefore, the new HySPADE edge planes require an alternate standardized stretching
method to achieve optimal visualization.

Figure 236: Suboptimal Results from Otsu Histogram Thresholding of the Reno Reflectance Edge Plane

Figure 237: A Strong Bimodal Distribution Explains Suboptimal Otsu Thresholding Performance
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In order to maintain rigor, each HySPADE edge plane’s histogram is stretched by
the same method that isolates the strongest edge pixels and binning them into a narrow
range of grayscale values. This stretching method was chosen because it isolates only the
strongest edge pixels while maintaining a sense of edge pixel strength within the
strongest class of edge pixels. Specifically, each HySPADE edge plane histogram is
linearly stretched with the minimum value established at the peak of the strong edge pixel
distribution and the maximum value placed at the maximum grayscale value as seen in
Figure 238. As seen in Figure 239, the optimized histogram stretch produces
significantly improved results for the HySPADE edge planes.

Figure 238: Optimal Histogram Stretch for HySPADE Edge Planes
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Figure 239: Improved Results from Optimized Histogram Thresholding of the Reno Reflectance Edge Plane

Overhead – Reno, Nevada USA
The first HySPADE edge detection experiment uses the VNIR/SWIR Reno, NV
USA hypercube. Specifically, this experiment tests the algorithm against five distinct
datasets: a 356-band reflectance cube, a four-band compressed PCA cube, the full 356band PCA cube, an eight-band compressed MNF cube, and the full 356-band MNF cube.
The Results along with Sobel and Roberts comparison edge planes are shown in Figure
240.
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Figure 240: HySPADE Experiment for Reno, NV Overhead VNIR/SWIR Data, Linear Stretch of Strong Edge
Pixels, Threshold at 40 Intermediate Planes from 0.10σ to 4.0σ

Overhead – Cuprite, Nevada USA
The second HySPADE edge detection experiment tests the four VNIR/SWIR
flight lines covering Cuprite, NV USA. Specifically, this experiment tests the algorithm
against five distinct datasets for each flight line: the full reflectance cube, a compressed
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PCA cube, the full PCA cube, a compressed MNF cube, and the full MNF cube. For
comparison, this test also executes the Roberts operator and the Sobel operator against
the full reflectance cube for each flight line. Figure 241, Figure 242, Figure 243 and
Figure 244 present samples of the seven experiments for each flight line, and Appendix A
contains the full spatial extent for each test.
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Figure 241: HySPADE Experiment for Cuprite Overhead VNIR/SWIR Data, Flight Line #1, Linear Stretch of
Strong Edge Pixels, Threshold at 40 Intermediate Planes from 0.10σ to 4.0σ
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Figure 242: HySPADE Experiment for Cuprite Overhead VNIR/SWIR Data, Flight Line #2, Linear Stretch of
Strong Edge Pixels, Threshold at 40 Intermediate Planes from 0.10σ to 4.0σ
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Figure 243: HySPADE Experiment for Cuprite Overhead VNIR/SWIR Data, Flight Line #3, Linear Stretch of
Strong Edge Pixels, Threshold at 40 Intermediate Planes from 0.10σ to 4.0σ
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Figure 244: HySPADE Experiment for Cuprite Overhead VNIR/SWIR Data, Flight Line #4, Linear Stretch of
Strong Edge Pixels, Threshold at 40 Intermediate Planes from 0.10σ to 4.0σ

Overhead – Indian Pines, Indiana USA
The third HySPADE edge detection experiment uses the VNIR/SWIR Indian
Pines, IN USA hypercube. Specifically, this experiment tests the algorithm against five
distinct datasets: a 256-band reflectance cube, a 4-band compressed PCA cube, the full
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256-band PCA cube, a 4-band compressed MNF cube, and the full 256-band MNF cube.
For comparison, this test also executes the Roberts operator and the Sobel operator
against the full Indian Pines reflectance cube. Figure 245 presents samples of the seven
experiments for the Indian Pines data, and Appendix A contains the full spatial extent for
each test.
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Figure 245: HySPADE Experiment for Indian Pines Overhead VNIR/SWIR Data, Linear Stretch of Strong
Edge Pixels, Threshold at 40 Intermediate Planes from 0.10σ to 4.0σ

Overhead – Deepwater Horizon Oil Spill, Gulf of Mexico
The fourth and final HySPADE edge detection experiment for overhead imagery
uses ProSpecTIR’s VNIR/SWIR hypercube of the 2010 Deepwater Horizon oil spill in
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the Gulf of Mexico – a challenging, non-traditional dataset. The Deepwater Horizon
dataset is expected to present a challenge to the HySPADE algorithm given the dark (i.e.,
noisy) background, the lack of terrestrial features and the curvilinear nature of the scene’s
dominant features. Specifically, this experiment tests the algorithm against six distinct
datasets: a 360-band radiance cube, a 320-band reflectance cube, a 3-band compressed
PCA cube, the full 320-band PCA cube, a 3-band compressed MNF cube, and the full
320-band MNF cube. For comparison, this test also executes the Roberts operator and
the Sobel operator against the full Deepwater Horizon reflectance cube. Figure 246
presents samples of the seven experiments for the Deepwater Horizon data, and
Appendix A contains the full spatial extent for each test.
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Figure 246: HySPADE Experiment for Deepwater Horizon Overhead VNIR/SWIR Data, Linear Stretch of
Strong Edge Pixels, Threshold at 40 Intermediate Planes from 0.10σ to 4.0σ
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Ground-Based – Larkhaven
The first HySPADE edge detection experiment on ground-based data uses VNIR
imagery of a residential home in Fairfax Station, Virginia. Specifically, this experiment
tests the algorithm against five distinct datasets: a 120-band reflectance cube, a 4-band
compressed PCA cube, the full 120-band PCA cube, a 3-band compressed MNF cube,
and the full 120-band MNF cube. Sobel and Roberts are also tested against the
reflectance cube. Figure 247 presents samples of the seven experiments for the
Larkhaven data.
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Figure 247: HySPADE Experiment for Larkhaven VNIR Data, Linear Stretch of Strong Edge Pixels, Threshold
at 40 Intermediate Planes from 0.10σ to 4.0σ

Ground-Based – Granite VNIR
The second HySPADE edge detection experiment on ground-based hyperspectral
data uses Pika II VNIR imagery of a high-spatial resolution granite sample. Specifically,
this experiment tests the algorithm against five distinct datasets: a 72-band reflectance
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cube, a 2-band compressed PCA cube, the full 72-band PCA cube, a 2-band compressed
MNF cube, and the full 72-band MNF cube. For comparison, this test also executes the
Roberts operator and the Sobel operator against the full Granite VNIR reflectance cube.
Figure 248 presents samples of the seven experiments for the Granite VNIR data, and
Appendix A contains the full spatial extent for each test.
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Figure 248: HySPADE Experiment for Granite Ground-Based VNIR Data, Linear Stretch of Strong Edge
Pixels, Threshold at 40 Intermediate Planes from 0.10σ to 4.0σ

Ground-Based – Granite NIR/SWIR
The third HySPADE edge detection experiment on ground-based hyperspectral
data is a close cousin to the previous Granite VNIR test. This experiment uses high-
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spatial resolution Pika II NIR/SWIR imagery of a different area from the same granite
sample as the previous test. The primary difference is the wavelength and sampling rate
– this test includes the SWIR bands so important to accurate mineral mapping
applications, excludes the VIS bands and has 162 bands as opposed to 72. This test also
is analogous to the Cuprite, NV overhead data in the sense that it supports mineral
mapping applications.
Specifically, this experiment tests the algorithm against five distinct datasets: a
164-band reflectance cube, a 3-band compressed PCA cube, the full 164-band PCA cube,
a 5-band compressed MNF cube, and the full 162-band MNF cube. For comparison, this
test also executes the Roberts operator and the Sobel operator against the full Granite
NIR/SWIR reflectance cube. Figure 249 presents samples of the seven experiments for
the Granite NIR/SWIR data, and Appendix A contains the full spatial extent for each test.
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Figure 249: HySPADE Experiment for Granite Ground-Based NIR/SWIR Data, Linear Stretch of Strong Edge
Pixels, Threshold at 40 Intermediate Planes from 0.10σ to 4.0σ

Ground-Based – South African Core Samples
The fourth HySPADE detection experiment on ground-based hyperspectral data
also aligns to mineral mapping applications. This experiment uses high-spatial resolution
NIR/SWIR imagery of six South African geologic core samples arranged within the same
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image plane. Specifically, this experiment tests the algorithm against five distinct
datasets: a 234-band reflectance cube, a 3-band compressed PCA cube, the full 234-band
PCA cube, a 5-band compressed MNF cube, and the full 234-band MNF cube. For
comparison, this test also executes the Roberts operator and the Sobel operator against
the full South African NIR/SWIR reflectance cube. Figure 250 presents samples of the
seven experiments for the South African Core Sample NIR/SWIR data.
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Figure 250: HySPADE Experiment for South African Core Sample Ground-Based NIR/SWIR Data, Linear
Stretch of Strong Edge Pixels, Threshold at 40 Intermediate Planes from 0.10σ to 4.0σ

Ground-Based – Aluminum Panel
The fifth and final HySPADE edge detection experiment on ground-based
hyperspectral data addresses the aluminum aircraft panel possibly traceable to Amelia
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Earhart’s Lockheed Electra. Specifically, this experiment tests the algorithm against five
distinct datasets: a 103-band reflectance cube, a 2-band compressed PCA cube, the full
103-band PCA cube, a 3-band compressed MNF cube, and the full 103-band MNF cube.
For comparison, this test also executes the Roberts operator and the Sobel operator
against the full Aluminum Aircraft Panel VNIR reflectance cube. Figure 251 presents
samples of the seven experiments for the Aluminum Aircraft Panel data.
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Figure 251: HySPADE Experiment for Aluminum Aircraft Panel Ground-Based VNIR Data, Linear Stretch of
Strong Edge Pixels, Threshold at 40 Intermediate Planes from 0.10σ to 4.0σ

Microscene – Rare Target on Sand
The first HySPADE edge detection experiment on microscene hyperspectral data
uses Pika II VNIR imagery of a complex microscene on sand. This test supports trace
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chemical detection HSI applications due to the presence of a rare target in a complex
background. Specifically, this experiment tests the algorithm against five distinct
datasets: a 74-band reflectance cube, a 3-band compressed PCA cube, the full 74-band
PCA cube, a 5-band compressed MNF cube, and the full 74-band MNF cube. For
comparison, this test also executes the Roberts operator and the Sobel operator against
the full Rare Target on Sand reflectance cube. Figure 252 presents samples of the seven
experiments for the Rare Target on Sand data.
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Figure 252: HySPADE Experiment for Rare Target on Sand VNIR Data, Linear Stretch of Strong Edge Pixels,
Threshold at 40 Intermediate Planes from 0.10σ to 4.0σ

Microscene – Chemical Array
The second HySPADE experiment on microscene hyperspectral data uses 168band HYPERSPEC NIR/SWIR imagery of a chemical array on sand. This test supports
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trace chemical detection HSI applications due to the presence of several rare targets on a
simple background. Specifically, this experiment tests the algorithm against five distinct
datasets: a 168-band reflectance cube, a 3-band compressed PCA cube, the full 168-band
PCA cube, a 5-band compressed MNF cube, and the full 168-band MNF cube. For
comparison, this test also executes the Roberts operator and the Sobel operator against
the full Rare Target on Sand reflectance cube. Figure 253 presents samples of the seven
experiments for the Chemical Array data.
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Figure 253: HySPADE Experiment for Chemical Array NIR/SWIR Data, Linear Stretch of Strong Edge Pixels,
Threshold at 40 Intermediate Planes from 0.10σ to 4.0σ

Microscene – Cloth Threads
The third and final HySPADE experiment on microscene hyperspectral data uses
80-band Pika II VNIR imagery of a series of different color cloth threads arrayed on a
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sand background. Specifically, this experiment tests the algorithm against five distinct
datasets: an 80-band reflectance cube, a 3-band compressed PCA cube, the full 80-band
PCA cube, a 5-band compressed MNF cube, and the full 80-band MNF cube. For
comparison, this test also executes the Roberts operator and the Sobel operator against
the full Rare Target on Sand reflectance cube. Figure 254 presents samples of the seven
experiments for the Cloth Thread data.
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Figure 254: HySPADE Experiment for Cloth Threads VNIR Data, Linear Stretch of Strong Edge Pixels,
Threshold at 40 Intermediate Planes from 0.10σ to 4.0σ

Level Set Edge Detection Findings
This dissertation tests the level set-based edge detection algorithm against all 12
HSI datasets, including tests against reflectance and/or radiance cubes, PCA cubes of
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varying depth and MNF cubes of varying depth. The Experiments section presents
samples from each test, the Analysis section examines key sections and draws scientific
conclusions for each dataset and Appendix A presents the full spatial extent of each
experiment. Experimental observations from the level set-based edge detection algorithm
are as follows.
Overhead – Reno, Nevada USA
The first level set edge detection experiment uses the VNIR/SWIR Reno, NV
USA hypercube. Specifically, this experiment tests the algorithm against five distinct
datasets: a 356-band reflectance cube, a four-band compressed PCA cube, the full 356band PCA cube, an eight-band compressed MNF cube, and the full 356-band MNF cube.
The Results along with Sobel and Roberts comparison edge planes are shown in Figure
255.
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Figure 255: Level Set Experiment for Reno, NV Overhead VNIR/SWIR Data, Initial Curve at Image Center,
Initial Radius 1/8 Longest Dimension, Single-Pixel Stepping, 0.1 Second Time Step, Maximum 20 Iterations

Overhead – Cuprite, Nevada USA
The second level set edge detection experiment tests the four VNIR/SWIR flight
lines covering Cuprite, NV USA. Specifically, this experiment tests the algorithm
against five distinct datasets for each flight line: the full reflectance cube, a compressed-
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band PCA cube, the full PCA cube, a compressed MNF cube, and the full MNF cube. For
comparison, this test also executes the Roberts operator and the Sobel operator against
the full reflectance cube for each flight line. Figure 256, Figure 257, Figure 258 and
Figure 259 present samples of the seven experiments for each flight line, and Appendix A
contains the full spatial extent for each test.
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Figure 256: Level Set Experiment for Cuprite Overhead VNIR/SWIR Data, Flight Line #1, Initial Curve at
Image Center, Initial Radius 1/8 Longest Dimension, Single-Pixel Stepping, 0.1 Second Time Step, Maximum 20
Iterations
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Figure 257: Level Set Experiment for Cuprite Overhead VNIR/SWIR Data, Flight Line #2, Initial Curve at
Image Center, Initial Radius 1/8 Longest Dimension, Single-Pixel Stepping, 0.1 Second Time Step, Maximum 20
Iterations
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Figure 258: Level Set Experiment for Cuprite Overhead VNIR/SWIR Data, Flight Line #3, Initial Curve at
Image Center, Initial Radius 1/8 Longest Dimension, Single-Pixel Stepping, 0.1 Second Time Step, Maximum 20
Iterations
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Figure 259: Level Set Experiment for Cuprite Overhead VNIR/SWIR Data, Flight Line #4, Initial Curve at
Image Center, Initial Radius 1/8 Longest Dimension, Single-Pixel Stepping, 0.1 Second Time Step, Maximum 20
Iterations

Overhead – Indian Pines, Indiana USA
The third level set edge detection experiment uses the VNIR/SWIR Indian Pines,
IN USA hypercube. Specifically, this experiment tests the algorithm against five distinct
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datasets: a 256-band reflectance cube, a 4-band compressed PCA cube, the full 256-band
PCA cube, a 4-band compressed MNF cube, and the full 256-band MNF cube. For
comparison, this test also executes the Roberts operator and the Sobel operator against
the full Indian Pines reflectance cube. Figure 260 presents samples of the seven
experiments for the Indian Pines data, and Appendix A contains the full spatial extent for
each test.
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Figure 260: Level Set Experiment for Indian Pines Overhead VNIR/SWIR Data, Initial Curve at Image Center,
Initial Radius 1/8 Longest Dimension, Single-Pixel Stepping, 0.1 Second Time Step, Maximum 20 Iterations

Overhead – Deepwater Horizon Oil Spill, Gulf of Mexico
The fourth and final level set edge detection experiment for overhead imagery
uses ProSpecTIR’s VNIR/SWIR hypercube of the 2010 Deepwater Horizon oil spill in
the Gulf of Mexico. Specifically, this experiment tests the algorithm against six distinct
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datasets: a 360-band radiance cube, a 320-band reflectance cube, a 3-band compressed
PCA cube, the full 320-band PCA cube, a 3-band compressed MNF cube, and the full
320-band MNF cube. For comparison, this test also executes the Roberts operator and
the Sobel operator against the full Deepwater Horizon reflectance cube. Figure
261Figure 246 presents samples of the seven experiments for the Deepwater Horizon
data.
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Figure 261: Level Set Experiment for Deepwater Horizon Overhead VNIR/SWIR Data, Initial Curve at Image
Center, Initial Radius 1/8 Longest Dimension, Single-Pixel Stepping, 0.1 Second Time Step, Maximum 20
Iterations

Ground-Based – Larkhaven
The first level set edge detection experiment on ground-based data uses VNIR
imagery of a residential home in Fairfax Station, Virginia. Specifically, this experiment
tests the algorithm against five distinct datasets: a 120-band reflectance cube, a 4-band
compressed PCA cube, the full 120-band PCA cube, a 3-band compressed MNF cube,
and the full 120-band MNF cube. Sobel and Roberts are also tested against the
reflectance cube. Figure 262 presents samples of the seven experiments for the
Larkhaven data.
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Figure 262: Level Set Experiment for Larkhaven VNIR Data, Initial Curve at Image Center, Initial Radius 1/8
Longest Dimension, Single-Pixel Stepping, 0.1 Second Time Step, Maximum 20 Iterations

Ground-Based – Granite VNIR
The second level set edge detection experiment on ground-based hyperspectral
data uses Pika II VNIR imagery of a high-spatial resolution granite sample. Specifically,
this experiment tests the algorithm against five distinct datasets: a 72-band reflectance
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cube, a 2-band compressed PCA cube, the full 72-band PCA cube, a 2-band compressed
MNF cube, and the full 72-band MNF cube. For comparison, this test also executes the
Roberts operator and the Sobel operator against the full Granite VNIR reflectance cube.
Figure 263 presents samples of the seven experiments for the Granite VNIR data.
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Figure 263: Level Set Experiment for Granite Ground-Based VNIR Data, Initial Curve at Image Center, Initial
Radius 1/8 Longest Dimension, Single-Pixel Stepping, 0.1 Second Time Step, Maximum 20 Iterations

Ground-Based – Granite NIR/SWIR
The third level set edge detection experiment on ground-based hyperspectral data
uses high-spatial resolution Pika II NIR/SWIR imagery of a different area from the same
granite sample as the previous test. Specifically, this experiment tests the algorithm
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against five distinct datasets: a 164-band reflectance cube, a 3-band compressed PCA
cube, the full 164-band PCA cube, a 5-band compressed MNF cube, and the full 162band MNF cube. For comparison, this test also executes the Roberts operator and the
Sobel operator against the full Granite NIR/SWIR reflectance cube. Figure 264 presents
samples of the seven experiments for the Granite NIR/SWIR data.
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Figure 264: Level Set Experiment for Granite Ground-Based NIR/SWIR Data, Initial Curve at Image Center,
Initial Radius 1/8 Longest Dimension, Single-Pixel Stepping, 0.1 Second Time Step, Maximum 20 Iterations

Ground-Based – South African Core Samples
The fourth level set detection experiment on ground-based hyperspectral data also
aligns to mineral mapping applications. This experiment uses high-spatial resolution
NIR/SWIR imagery of six South African geologic core samples arranged within the same
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image plane. Specifically, this experiment tests the algorithm against five distinct
datasets: a 234-band reflectance cube, a 3-band compressed PCA cube, the full 234-band
PCA cube, a 5-band compressed MNF cube, and the full 234-band MNF cube. For
comparison, this test also executes the Roberts operator and the Sobel operator against
the full South African NIR/SWIR reflectance cube. Figure 265 presents samples of the
seven experiments for the South African Core Sample NIR/SWIR data.
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Figure 265: Level Set Experiment for South African Core Sample Ground-Based NIR/SWIR Data, Initial Curve
at Image Center, Initial Radius 1/8 Longest Dimension, Single-Pixel Stepping, 0.1 Second Time Step, Maximum
20 Iterations

Ground-Based – Aluminum Panel
The fifth and final level set edge detection experiment on ground-based
hyperspectral data addresses the aluminum aircraft panel possibly traceable to Amelia
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Earhart’s Lockheed Electra. Specifically, this experiment tests the algorithm against five
distinct datasets: a 103-band reflectance cube, a 2-band compressed PCA cube, the full
103-band PCA cube, a 3-band compressed MNF cube, and the full 103-band MNF cube.
For comparison, this test also executes the Roberts operator and the Sobel operator
against the full Aluminum Aircraft Panel VNIR reflectance cube. Figure 266 presents
samples of the seven experiments for the Aluminum Aircraft Panel data.
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Figure 266: Level Set Experiment for Aluminum Aircraft Panel Ground-Based VNIR Data, Initial Curve at
Image Center, Initial Radius 1/8 Longest Dimension, Single-Pixel Stepping, 0.1 Second Time Step, Maximum 20
Iterations

Microscene – Rare Target on Sand
The first level set edge detection experiment on microscene hyperspectral data
uses Pika II VNIR imagery of a complex microscene on sand. This test supports trace
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chemical detection HSI applications due to the presence of a rare target in a complex
background. Specifically, this experiment tests the algorithm against five distinct
datasets: a 74-band reflectance cube, a 3-band compressed PCA cube, the full 74-band
PCA cube, a 5-band compressed MNF cube, and the full 74-band MNF cube. For
comparison, this test also executes the Roberts operator and the Sobel operator against
the full Rare Target on Sand reflectance cube. Figure 267 presents samples of the seven
experiments for the Rare Target on Sand data.
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Figure 267: Level Set Experiment for Rare Target on Sand VNIR Data, Initial Curve at Image Center, Initial
Radius 1/8 Longest Dimension, Single-Pixel Stepping, 0.1 Second Time Step, Maximum 20 Iterations

Microscene – Chemical Array
The second level set experiment on microscene hyperspectral data uses 168-band
HYPERSPEC NIR/SWIR imagery of a chemical array on sand. This test supports trace
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chemical detection HSI applications due to the presence of several rare targets on a
simple background. Specifically, this experiment tests the algorithm against five distinct
datasets: a 168-band reflectance cube, a 3-band compressed PCA cube, the full 168-band
PCA cube, a 5-band compressed MNF cube, and the full 168-band MNF cube. For
comparison, this test also executes the Roberts operator and the Sobel operator against
the full Rare Target on Sand reflectance cube. Figure 268 presents samples of the seven
experiments for the Chemical Array data.
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Figure 268: Level Set Experiment for Chemical Array NIR/SWIR Data, Initial Curve at Image Center, Initial
Radius 1/8 Longest Dimension, Single-Pixel Stepping, 0.1 Second Time Step, Maximum 20 Iterations

Microscene – Cloth Threads
The third and final level set experiment on microscene hyperspectral data uses 80band Pika II VNIR imagery of a series of different color cloth threads arrayed on a sand
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background. Specifically, this experiment tests the algorithm against five distinct
datasets: an 80-band reflectance cube, a 3-band compressed PCA cube, the full 80-band
PCA cube, a 5-band compressed MNF cube, and the full 80-band MNF cube. For
comparison, this test also executes the Roberts operator and the Sobel operator against
the full Rare Target on Sand reflectance cube. Figure 269 presents samples of the seven
experiments for the Cloth Thread data.
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Figure 269: Level Set Experiment for Cloth Threads VNIR Data, Initial Curve at Image Center, Initial Radius
1/8 Longest Dimension, Single-Pixel Stepping, 0.1 Second Time Step, Maximum 20 Iterations
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ANALYSIS AND EVALUATION

The Analysis and Evaluation section consists of three sections, each of which
corresponds to one of the three new edge detection algorithms.

Di Zenzo-Based Gradient Analysis and Evaluation
This section presents the empirical evaluation of the gradient-based edge
detection operator as measured against the six Canny evaluation criteria. For each
evaluation criteria, this study presents samples of the strongest measurements, while the
complete edge planes are available in Appendix A. Additionally, the precise evaluation
measurements are presented in a single table, which enables comparison across data input
type and Canny evaluation criteria. Each section also contains the associated interest
points, benchmark vertical edge points, benchmark horizontal edge points and benchmark
single-point intersections.
Overall, the gradient-based edge detection algorithm produced satisfactory
evaluation measurements across a broad range of datasets. The algorithm performed
particularly strongly against the false negatives, localization and unbroken edges criteria,
while performing most weakly against the false positives criterion. In general, the false
positive performance was not a barrier to generating useful edge detection results,
however. Additionally, the compressed PCA and compressed MNF data inputs produced
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the strongest results, a finding the supports the hypothesis that that concentrating spectral
information into fewer channels improves edge detection results.
Overhead – Reno, Nevada USA
As seen in Figure 270 and Table 23, the Gradient-based edge detection algorithm
produced satisfactory results across several data input types and Canny evaluation
criteria. The compressed PCA and MNF cubes produced the strongest normalized Canny
criteria scores, measuring strongly against the false positives, false negatives,
localization, robustness to noise and unbroken edges criteria. The reflectance cube
measured strongly against all Canny criteria except for single-point response criterion,
against which is produced suboptimal multi-pixel edges as seen in Appendix A. Note
that for most evaluation criteria, the compressed PCA and MNF cubes outperformed their
full PCA and full MNF counterparts, which supports the hypothesis that concentrating
spectral information into fewer channels improves edge detection results.

Figure 270: Strongest Gradient Evaluation Results for Reno, NV Overhead VNIR/SWIR Data, Unstretched
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For the Reno VNIR/SWIR data, Table 24, Table 25, Table 26, and Table 27
present the evaluation interest points, benchmark vertical edge points, benchmark
horizontal edge points and benchmark single-point intersections, respectively. Each
interest point and benchmark point was chosen according to the criteria detailed in the
Methodology component and apply to all three algorithm evaluations.

Localization

Single-Point
Response

Robustness to
Noise

Unbroken
Edges

Normalized
Score

Reflectance
Optimal PCA
Optimal MNF
Full PCA
Full MNF
Roberts
Sobel

False
Negatives

Gradient Algorithm
Reno

False
Positives

Table 23: Gradient Evaluation Measurements for Reno, NV Overhead VNIR/SWIR Data

2
1
1
2
3
4
2

2
2
1
2
2
3
3

1
1
1
1
1
2
2

5
2
2
3
3
4
3

2
1
1
2
3
3
2

1
1
1
1
1
3
4

2.2
1.3
1.2
1.8
2.2
3.2
2.7

A variety of evaluation methods were used to assess the Gradient-based edge
detection algorithm’s performance against the dataset, including interest points,
collinearity of edges, single-point intersections and image subtraction. For example, the
algorithm successfully delineated edges through all interest points within the compressed
MNF cube, including all benchmark edge points and benchmark single-point
intersections. Additionally, edge collinearity techniques indicated that the algorithm
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accurately localized edges across all five HSI input data sets and produced unbroken
edges across all five inputs.

Table 24: Interest Points for Reno VNIR/SWIR Data
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Table 25: Benchmark Vertical Edge Points for Reno VNIR/SWIR Data
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Table 26: Benchmark Horizontal Edge Points for Reno VNIR/SWIR Data

Table 27: Benchmark Single-Point Intersections for Reno VNIR/SWIR Data
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Overhead – Cuprite, Nevada USA
As seen in Figure 271 and Table 28 for Cuprite Flight Line #1, the Gradient-based
edge detection algorithm produced satisfactory results across only the compressed PCA
and compressed MNF data input types. Results indicate that the dataset is particularly
challenging for the false negatives criterion, against which each input data type
performed no better than average.
The compressed PCA and MNF cubes produced the strongest normalized Canny
criteria scores, measuring strongly against the false positives, localization, robustness to
noise and unbroken edges criteria. The reflectance cube measured strongly against only
the localization criteria and weakly against the remaining criteria. Except for the
compressed MNF cube, all input data types performed weakly against the single-point
response criterion as seen in Appendix A. False positives were particularly challenging
for the algorithm against this dataset, as well. Note that for most evaluation criteria, the
compressed PCA and MNF cubes outperformed their full PCA and full MNF
counterparts, which supports the hypothesis that concentrating spectral information into
fewer channels improves edge detection results.
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Figure 271: Strongest Gradient Evaluation Results for Cuprite FL #1 Overhead VNIR/SWIR Data, Unstretched

Localization

Single-Point
Response

Robustness to
Noise

Unbroken
Edges

Normalized
Score

Reflectance
Optimal PCA
Optimal MNF
Full PCA
Full MNF
Roberts
Sobel

False
Negatives

Gradient Algorithm
Cuprite
Flight Line #1

False
Positives

Table 28: Gradient Evaluation Measurements for Cuprite FL #1 Overhead VNIR/SWIR Data

4
2
2
3
5
5
5

3
3
4
3
3
3
3

1
1
1
1
1
2
2

4
3
2
4
4
3
3

3
2
2
2
4
4
4

3
2
2
2
3
2
2

3.0
2.2
2.2
2.5
3.3
3.2
3.2

For the Cuprite VNIR/SWIR Flight Line #1 data, Table 29, Table 30, Table 31,
and Table 32 present the evaluation interest points, benchmark vertical edge points,
benchmark horizontal edge points and benchmark single-point intersections, respectively.
Each interest point and benchmark point were chosen according to the criteria detailed in
the Methodology component and apply to all three algorithm evaluations.
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Table 29: Interest Points for Cuprite VNIR/SWIR Flight Line #1 Data

Table 30: Benchmark Vertical Edge Points for Cuprite VNIR/SWIR Flight Line #1 Data
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Table 31: Benchmark Horizontal Edge Points for Cuprite VNIR/SWIR Flight Line #1 Data

Table 32: Benchmark Single Point Intersections for Cuprite VNIR/SWIR Flight Line #1 Data

A variety of evaluation methods were used to assess the Gradient-based edge
detection algorithm’s performance against the Cuprite Flight Line #1 dataset, including
interest points, collinearity of edges, single-point intersections and ground truthing. For
example, the algorithm was challenged to delineate edges through all interest points for
most data types, particularly along the large triangular kaolinite deposit. Additionally,
edge collinearity techniques indicated that the algorithm accurately localized edges across
all five HSI input data sets and produced satisfactorily unbroken edges across the
compressed MNF cube, the compressed PCA cube and the full PCA cube.
As seen in Figure 272 and Table 33 for Cuprite Flight Line #2, the Gradient-based
edge detection algorithm produced satisfactory results across all four data input types and
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most strongly against the compressed PCA and compressed MNF cubes. Results indicate
that the algorithm generated strong results with respect to single-point response and
unbroken edges. Localization measurements also were strong, and the gradient operator
appears to be consistently generating strong localization performance across datasets.

Figure 272: Strongest Gradient Evaluation Results for Cuprite FL #2 Overhead VNIR/SWIR Data, Unstretched

The compressed PCA and MNF cubes produced the strongest normalized Canny
criteria scores, measuring strongly all six evaluation criteria except for the compressed
MNF cube’s average false positive performance. The reflectance cube measured
nominally against the false positives and robustness to noise criteria, but performed
above average for the remaining criteria. As seen in Appendix A, for all data types the
edge operator accurately delineated all major interest points and features within the
scene. Note that for most evaluation criteria, the compressed PCA and MNF cubes
outperformed or equaled their full PCA and full MNF counterparts, which provides
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additional support to the hypothesis that concentrating spectral information into fewer
channels improves edge detection results.
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Table 33: Gradient Evaluation Measurements for Cuprite FL#2 Overhead VNIR/SWIR Data
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For the Cuprite VNIR/SWIR Flight Line #2 data, Table 34, Table 35, Table 36,
and Table 37 present the evaluation interest points, benchmark vertical edge points,
benchmark horizontal edge points and benchmark single-point intersections, respectively.
Each interest point and benchmark point were chosen according to the criteria detailed in
the Methodology component and apply to all three algorithm evaluations.
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Table 34: Interest Points for Cuprite VNIR/SWIR Flight Line #2 Data

Table 35: Benchmark Vertical Edge Points for Cuprite VNIR/SWIR Flight Line #2 Data
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Table 36: Benchmark Horizontal Edge Points for Cuprite VNIR/SWIR Flight Line #2 Data

Table 37: Benchmark Single-Point Intersections for Cuprite VNIR/SWIR Flight Line #2 Data

A variety of evaluation methods were used to assess the Gradient-based edge
detection algorithm’s performance against the Cuprite Flight Line #2 dataset, including
interest points, collinearity of edges, single-point intersections and ground truthing. For
example, the algorithm missed less than 4% of the scene’s interest points for all four
datasets, meaning that the tests delineated nearly all major features at each interest point.
Additionally, edge collinearity techniques indicated that the algorithm accurately
localized edges across all five HSI input data sets and produced satisfactorily unbroken
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edges across all five data input types. Overall, the gradient algorithm appears perform
most strongly against the localization and unbroken edges criteria.
As seen in Figure 273 and Table 38 for Cuprite Flight Line #3, the Gradient-based
edge detection algorithm produced satisfactory results with the compressed PCA and full
PCA cubes. The reflectance, compressed MNF and full MNF produced unsatisfactory
results with respect to false positives, and the reflectance cube struggled against all but
the localization criteria. Results indicate that the algorithm generated strong results with
respect to single-point response and unbroken edges.

Figure 273: Strongest Gradient Evaluation Results for Cuprite FL #3 Overhead VNIR/SWIR Data, Unstretched
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Table 38: Gradient Evaluation Measurements for Cuprite FL #3 Overhead VNIR/SWIR Data
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The compressed PCA and full PCA cube evaluation were particularly strong, with
both cubes fully delineating all interest points around the large playa dominating the
scene. Where the edges were broken, they were at non-interest point pixels within the
scene, and the breaks were few. Note that this is the first test in which the compressed
MNF cube test did not generate results comparable to the compressed PCA test. Most
likely, this diversion is attributable to the over-selection of MNF bands, which would
allow low-information bearing bands to remain in the cube.
For the Cuprite VNIR/SWIR Flight Line #3 data, Table 39, Table 40, Table 41,
and Table 42 present the evaluation interest points, benchmark vertical edge points,
benchmark horizontal edge points and benchmark single-point intersections, respectively.
Each interest point and benchmark point were chosen according to the criteria detailed in
the Methodology component and apply to all three algorithm evaluations.
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Table 39: Interest Points for Cuprite VNIR/SWIR Flight Line #3 Data

Table 40: Benchmark Vertical Edge Points for Cuprite VNIR/SWIR Flight Line #3 Data
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Table 41: Benchmark Horizontal Edge Points for Cuprite VNIR/SWIR Flight Line #3 Data

Table 42: Benchmark Single-Point Intersections for Cuprite VNIR/SWIR Flight Line #3 Data

A variety of evaluation methods were used to assess the Gradient-based edge
detection algorithm’s performance against the Cuprite Flight Line #3 dataset, including
interest points, collinearity of edges, single-point intersections and ground truthing. For
example, the algorithm accurately mapped all interest points in the scene with almost
completely unbroken edges according to the interest points, benchmark vertical and
benchmark horizontal points. Additionally, edge collinearity techniques indicated that
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the algorithm accurately localized edges for all datasets and produced edge maps with
very few false positives.
As seen in Figure 274 and Table 43 for Cuprite Flight Line #4, the Gradient-based
edge detection algorithm produced satisfactory for only the compressed MNF cube. For
the reflectance, compressed PCA and full PCA cubes, the algorithm generated a
suboptimal volume of either false positives or false negatives. The reflectance cube, in
particular, generated a very high volume of false positives as seen in Appendix A. Again,
edge localization performance was high for the gradient algorithm across all data inputs,
and the compressed PCA and compressed MNF performed strongly against the false
positive criteria.

Figure 274: Strongest Gradient Evaluation Results for Cuprite FL #4 Overhead VNIR/SWIR Data, Unstretched
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Table 43: Gradient Evaluation Measurements for Cuprite FL #4 Overhead VNIR/SWIR Data
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The algorithm’s performance against the compressed MNF cube was notably
strong, including the delineation of subtle silica outcroppings along the western ridges,
full delineation of the eastern kaolinite deposits and a very low false alarm rate. The
compressed MNF test missed only five interest points along the edge of the southernmost
kaolinite deposit, but the overall false negative performance was strong. The compressed
MNF cube excelled at generating unbroken edges, as well. The compressed PCA cube
performed well against the false positives and single-point response criteria, but
generated an unacceptable volume of false negatives, missing a high volume of interest
points along the eastern kaolinite deposits.
For the Cuprite VNIR/SWIR Flight Line #4 data, Table 44, Table 45, Table 46,
and Table 47 present the evaluation interest points, benchmark vertical edge points,
benchmark horizontal edge points and benchmark single-point intersections, respectively.
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Each interest point and benchmark point were chosen according to the criteria detailed in
the Methodology component and apply to all three algorithm evaluations.

Table 44: Interest Points for Cuprite VNIR/SWIR Flight Line #4 Data

Table 45: Benchmark Vertical Edge Points for Cuprite VNIR/SWIR Flight Line #4 Data
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Table 46: Benchmark Horizontal Edge Points for Cuprite VNIR/SWIR Flight Line #4 Data

Table 47: Benchmark Single-Point Intersections for Cuprite VNIR/SWIR Flight Line #4 Data

A variety of evaluation methods were used to assess the Gradient-based edge
detection algorithm’s performance against the Cuprite Flight Line #4 dataset, including
interest points, collinearity of edges, single-point intersections and ground truthing. For
example, the algorithm accurately mapped all interest points in the scene with almost
completely unbroken edges according to the interest points, benchmark vertical and
benchmark horizontal points when tested against the compressed MNF cube.
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Additionally, edge collinearity techniques indicated that the algorithm accurately
localized edges for all datasets and produced edge maps with very few false positives.
Overhead – Indian Pines, Indiana USA
As seen in Figure 275 and Table 48, the Gradient-based edge detection algorithm
produced satisfactory results across several data input types and Canny evaluation
criteria. The compressed PCA and MNF cubes produced the strongest normalized Canny
criteria scores, measuring strongly against the localization and unbroken edges criteria.
The reflectance cube measured weakly against the single-point response Canny criteria,
which is seen in the suboptimal multi-pixel edges Appendix A. Note that for all six
Canny evaluation criteria, the compressed PCA and MNF cubes outperformed their full
PCA and full MNF counterparts, which supports the hypothesis that concentrating
spectral information into fewer channels improves edge detection results.

Figure 275: Strongest Gradient Evaluation Results for Indian Pines, IN Overhead VNIR/SWIR Data,
Unstretched
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Table 48: Gradient Evaluation Measurements for Indian Pines, IN Overhead VNIR/SWIR Data
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For no input data type did the gradient algorithm generate strong results against
the single-point response evaluation criteria – throughout the scene, three-pixel and
occasionally four-pixel edges prevailed. The most likely explanation for the average to
below-average single-point performance is the scene content itself. Namely, the primary
edges in the scene are bounded by different vegetation classes which appear quite similar
spectrally. Furthermore, many of the planted fields contain very young crops and
therefore present spectra containing a substantial volume of soil information. Put simply,
the scene contains quite challenging edges bordered by similar materials, which is a
likely explanation for the gradient algorithm’s broad edges. For example, consider the
sample young crop spectra in Figure 276, which demonstrates that young soybeans
(green), hay (red) and corn (white) appear very similar, particularly beyond the visible
channels. Also note that the strong presence of soil information in the spectra will
present a significant challenge to an edge detection algorithm.
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Figure 276: Similarity among Adjacent Vegetation Classes in the Indian Pines VNIR/SWIR Hypercube

The compressed PCA and MNF cubes produced the strongest normalized Canny
criteria scores, performing strongly against all Canny criteria except single-point
response, against which it produced nominal results. All data input types produced
satisfactory results against the localization and unbroken edges criteria as seen in
Appendix A. Note that for most evaluation criteria, the compressed PCA and MNF cubes
outperformed their full PCA and full MNF counterparts, which provides further support
to the hypothesis that concentrating spectral information into fewer channels improves
edge detection results.
A variety of evaluation methods were used to assess the Gradient-based edge
detection algorithm’s performance against the Indian Pines VNIR/SWIR dataset,
including interest points, collinearity of edges, single-point intersections and ground
truthing. For example, the compressed PCA and compressed MNF cubes missed only
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between 1% and 2% of scene interest points and single-point intersections, earning them
a strong Likert score of two for the false negatives criterion. Additionally, edge
collinearity techniques indicated that the algorithm accurately localized edges across all
five HSI input data sets and produced satisfactorily unbroken edges across all data inputs
except for the full MNF cube, for which it performed weakly.
For the Indian Pines VNIR/SWIR data, Table 49, Table 50, Table 51, and Table
52 present the evaluation interest points, benchmark vertical edge points, benchmark
horizontal edge points and benchmark single-point intersections, respectively. Each
interest point and benchmark point were chosen according to the criteria detailed in the
Methodology component and apply to all three algorithm evaluations.

Table 49: Interest Points for Indian Pines VNIR/SWIR Data
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Table 50: Benchmark Vertical Edge Points for Indian Pines VNIR/SWIR Data
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Table 51: Benchmark Horizontal Edge Points for Indian Pines VNIR/SWIR Data

Table 52: Benchmark Single-Point Intersections for Indian Pines VNIR/SWIR Data
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Overhead – Deepwater Horizon Oil Spill
As seen in Figure 277 and Table 53, the Gradient-based edge detection algorithm
produced satisfactory results across several data input types and Canny evaluation
criteria. In particular, the radiance and compressed MNF cubes produced strong results
across all six criteria, and the reflectance cube produced strong results against all criteria
except single-point response, against which is scored a respectable average. Indeed, the
compressed MNF cube produced one of the most robust edge planes in this work, earning
the strongest Likert score for five of the six criteria.

Figure 277: Strongest Gradient Evaluation Results for Deepwater Horizon Overhead VNIR/SWIR Data,
Unstretched
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Table 53: Gradient Evaluation Measurements for Deepwater Horizon Overhead VNIR/SWIR Data
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The radiance, reflectance and compressed MNF cubes measured strongly against
the false positives, false negatives, single-point response and unbroken edges criteria, in
each case generating a highly accurate edge plane of oil spill fronts on the ocean surface.
As seen in Appendix A, the three tests also accurately delineated several surface ships
along the western edge of the image and successfully avoided falsely alarming against the
choppy seas throughout the scene. The compressed PCA and full PCA cubes measured
weakly against the false negatives Canny criterion, which is seen in the suboptimal
volume of missed oil-water edges in Appendix A’s edge planes. The PCA cubes’
underperformances are likely attributable to the significant volume of noise present in the
scene – a barrier that the MNF cubes can overcome by virtue of their denoising step prior
to the PCA transform.
Additionally, the strong evaluation measurements from the radiance cube test
suggest that the Di Zenzo-based edge operator can robustly delineate unique targets on a
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uniform background without the benefit of reflectance data. Note that for all six Canny
evaluation criteria, the compressed PCA and MNF cubes outperformed their full PCA
and full MNF counterparts, which supports the hypothesis that concentrating spectral
information into fewer channels improves edge detection results.
A variety of evaluation methods were used to assess the Gradient-based edge
detection algorithm’s performance against the Deepwater Horizon VNIR/SWIR dataset,
including interest points, collinearity of edges and single-point intersections. For
example, the compressed MNF and radiance cubes correctly delineated edges through
100% of interest points and single-point intersections, earning them the strongest Likert
score for the false negatives criterion. As seen in Figure 277, the algorithm generated
clean, unbroken edges along the major oil slicks within the scene – a meaningful finding
with respect to oil spill mapping applications. Additionally, edge collinearity techniques
indicated that the algorithm accurately localized edges across all five HSI input data sets.
For the Deepwater Horizon VNIR/SWIR data, Table 54, Table 55, Table 56, and
Table 57 present the evaluation interest points, benchmark vertical edge points,
benchmark horizontal edge points and benchmark single-point intersections, respectively.
Each interest point and benchmark point were chosen according to the criteria detailed in
the Methodology component and apply to all three algorithm evaluations.
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Table 54: Interest Points for Deepwater Horizon VNIR/SWIR Data
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Table 55: Benchmark Vertical Edge Points for Deepwater Horizon VNIR/SWIR Data

Table 56: Benchmark Horizontal Edge Points for Deepwater Horizon VNIR/SWIR Data
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Table 57: Benchmark Single-Point Intersections for Deepwater Horizon VNIR/SWIR Data

Ground-Based – Larkhaven
As seen in Figure 278 and Table 58, the Gradient-based edge detection algorithm
produced satisfactory results across several data input types and Canny evaluation
criteria. The algorithm generated its strongest Larkhaven results against the compressed
PCA and compressed MNF cubes, consistent with tests against other remote sensing
scenes in that it performed above average for all six criteria. The reflectance cube also
performed strongly against five criteria and all five HSI data types produced strong
scores against the unbroken edges criterion. Notably, all five HSI data types measured
above average for 28 of the 30 evaluative measures; only the reflectance cube and the full
PCA cube merited an average Likert score of 3 with respect to the robustness to noise
criterion. Finally, note that the algorithm produced the strongest available localization
score across all five HSI data types.
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Figure 278: Strongest Gradient Evaluation Results for Larkhaven Ground-Based VNIR Data, Unstretched
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Table 58: Gradient Evaluation Measurements for Larkhaven Ground-Based VNIR Data
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The compressed PCA Larkhaven gradient test produced one of the most accurate
and complete edge planes in this dissertation, rating a 1.2 normalized score. As seen in
Appendix A, the compressed PCA result accurately delineated all major scene
constituents and performed strongly against a range of scene materials including
vegetation, asphalt, paint, brick, mortar and glass. The gradient’s strong performance
against the Larkhaven dataset is suggestive of its potential to support urban mapping
applications, as well.
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A variety of evaluation methods were used to assess the Gradient-based edge
detection algorithm’s performance against the Larkhaven VNIR dataset, including
interest points, collinearity of edges, single-point intersections and ground truthing. For
example, the gradient tests against the reflectance, compressed PCA and full PCA cubes
correctly delineated edges through 100% of interest points and single-point intersections,
earning them the strongest Likert score for the false negatives criterion. As seen in
Figure 278, the algorithm generated clean, unbroken edges along the structure’s façade as
well as along the vehicle’s edges, calibration panel edges and along the boundary
between vegetation and manmade material – a meaningful finding with respect to urban
feature mapping applications. Additionally, edge collinearity techniques indicated that
the algorithm accurately localized edges across all five HSI input data sets.
For the Larkhaven VNIR data, Table 59, Table 60, Table 61, and Table 62 present
the evaluation interest points, benchmark vertical edge points, benchmark horizontal edge
points and benchmark single-point intersections, respectively. Each interest point and
benchmark point were chosen according to the criteria detailed in the Methodology
component and apply to all three algorithm evaluations.
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Table 59: Interest Points for Larkhaven VNIR Data

Table 60: Benchmark Vertical Edge Points for Larkhaven VNIR Data
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Table 61: Benchmark Horizontal Edge Points for Larkhaven VNIR Data

Table 62: Benchmark Single-Point Intersections for Larkhaven VNIR Data

Ground-Based – Granite VNIR
As seen in Figure 279 and Table 63, the Gradient-based edge detection algorithm
produced satisfactory results across several data input types and Canny evaluation criteria
for the Granite VNIR data. In particular, the compressed MNF cube produced excellent
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results, accurately delineating all major scene features with narrow, unbroken edges. The
reflectance cube produced a suboptimal volume of false alarms and unbroken edges while
the full PCA cube also struggled to produce unbroken edges.

Figure 279: Strongest Gradient Evaluation Results for Granite Ground-Based VNIR Data, Unstretched
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Table 63: Gradient Evaluation Measurements for Granite Ground-Based VNIR Data
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The false positives and unbroken edges criteria were particularly challenging for
the gradient algorithm as executed against the Granite VNIR dataset – an unsurprising
finding given the complexity and challenging nature of the scene. As seen in Appendix
A, the compressed MNF edge plane is the only gradient Granite VNIR test fully
delineating all major interest points, most likely due to the combination of its noise
mitigation and spectral compression attributes, which is a key hypothesis for this
dissertation. The reflectance and full PCA cubes measured weakly against the unbroken
edges Canny criterion, and the reflectance cube also generated a suboptimal volume of
false positives. Also note in Appendix A that the full MNF cube produced unacceptably
noisy results, an output consistent with previous gradient tests against MNF cubes. Also,
note that the tests, with the exception of the compressed MNF test, struggled to produce
better than average measurements against the false negative criterion. This
underperformance is likely attributable to the general absence of strong diagnostic
absorption features for minerals in the VNIR wavelengths; most key mineral absorption
features are present in the SWIR bands. The absence of VNIR diagnostic absorption
features for minerals makes the compressed MNF evaluation performance all the more
impressive; the noise reduction and spectral information compression characteristics of
the compressed MNF cube were able to overcome the diagnostic absorption feature
limitation to produce a high-quality edge plane.
A variety of evaluation methods were used to assess the Gradient-based edge
detection algorithm’s performance against the Granite VNIR dataset, including interest
points, collinearity of edges, and single-point intersections. For example, the gradient
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tests against the compressed MNF data type correctly delineated edges through 100% of
interest points and single-point intersections, earning the strongest Likert score for the
false negatives criterion. As seen in Figure 279, the algorithm generated accurate,
unbroken edges around the major minerals within the rock – a meaningful finding with
respect to mineral mapping applications. Additionally, edge collinearity techniques
indicated that the algorithm accurately localized edges across all five HSI input data sets.
For the Granite VNIR data, Table 64, Table 65, Table 66, and Table 67 present
the evaluation interest points, benchmark vertical edge points, benchmark horizontal edge
points and benchmark single-point intersections, respectively. Each interest point and
benchmark point were chosen according to the criteria detailed in the Methodology
component and apply to all three algorithm evaluations.

Table 64: Interest Points for Granite VNIR Data
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Table 65: Benchmark Vertical Edge Points for Granite VNIR Data

Table 66: Benchmark Horizontal Edge Points for Granite VNIR Data
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Table 67: Benchmark Single-Point Intersections for Granite VNIR Data

Ground-Based – Granite NIR/SWIR
As seen in Figure 280 and Table 68, the Gradient-based edge detection algorithm
produced satisfactory results across a narrow range of data input types and Canny
evaluation criteria for the Granite NIR/SWIR data. Only the compressed MNF cube
enabled the gradient-based edge detector to generate consistently above-average
evaluation measurements. The remaining cubes produced suboptimal results against one
or more Canny evaluation criteria.
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Figure 280: Strongest Gradient Evaluation Results for Granite Ground-Based NIR/SWIR Data, Unstretched
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Table 68: Gradient Evaluation Measurements for Granite Ground-Based NIR/SWIR Data
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The false positives and false negatives criteria were particularly challenging for
the gradient algorithm as executed against the Granite NIR/SWIR dataset – an
unsurprising finding given the complexity and challenging nature of the scene, similar to
the results seen in the Granite VNIR dataset tests. As seen in Appendix A, the
compressed MNF edge plane is the only gradient Granite VNIR test fully delineating all
major interest points through unbroken edges, most likely due to the combination of its
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noise mitigation and spectral compression attributes, which is a key hypothesis for this
dissertation. Again, the strong compressed MNF results are consistent with the
observations from the Granite VNIR tests.
The reflectance and full MNF cubes measured most weakly against the false
positives Canny criterion, while the compressed PCA and full PCA cubes failed to
identify a suboptimal volume of interest points resulting in very weak false negative
measurements. Also, note in Appendix A that the full MNF cube produced unacceptably
poor results, an output suggesting that optimizing the MNF and PCA cubes is more likely
to generate useful edge planes than using the full MNF or PCA cube.
Also, note that the presence of SWIR bands did not improve the false negative
rate for the full MNF and full PCA cubes compared to the comparable gradient tests
against the Granite VNIR data. The reflectance cube test, however, improved from a
Likert 3 to a Likert 1 comparing the VNIR tests to the NIR/SWIR tests, suggesting that
the presence of key SWIR diagnostic absorption features for minerals significantly
reduces the false negative rate.
A variety of evaluation methods were used to assess the Gradient-based edge
detection algorithm’s performance against the Granite NIR/SWIR dataset, including
interest points, collinearity of edges and single-point intersections. For example, the
gradient tests against the compressed MNF data type correctly delineated edges through
100% of interest points and single-point intersections, earning the strongest Likert score
for the false negatives criterion. As seen in Figure 280, the algorithm generated accurate,
unbroken edges around the major minerals within the rock – a meaningful finding with
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respect to mineral mapping applications. Additionally, edge collinearity techniques
indicated that the algorithm accurately localized edges across all but the full MNF data
set.
For the Granite VNIR data, Table 64, Table 65, Table 66, and Table 67 present
the evaluation interest points, benchmark vertical edge points, benchmark horizontal edge
points and benchmark single-point intersections, respectively. Each interest point and
benchmark point were chosen according to the criteria detailed in the Methodology
component and apply to all three algorithm evaluations.

Table 69: Interest Points for Granite NIR/SWIR Data
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Table 70: Benchmark Vertical Edge Points for Granite NIR/SWIR Data
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Table 71: Benchmark Horizontal Edge Points for Granite NIR/SWIR Data

Table 72: Benchmark Single-Point Intersections for Granite NIR/SWIR Data
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Ground-Based – South African Core Samples
As seen in Figure 281 and Table 73, the Gradient-based edge detection algorithm
produced satisfactory results across several data input types and Canny evaluation
criteria. In particular, the compressed PCA, full PCA and compressed MNF cubes
produced satisfactory results across all six criteria, with the compressed MNF cube
producing the strongest results, while the compressed PCA and full PCA cubes produced
above average results for all Canny criteria except for false negatives, against which they
produced an average evaluation measurement. Additionally, all input data types
produced above average results for the localization and unbroken edges criteria. Indeed,
the overall gradient results for the South African Core Sample dataset were quite strong,
with 28 of the 30 measurements scoring average or above average. The combination of
spectral contrast and high spatial resolution are likely key enablers for the gradient
algorithm’s strong evaluation.

Figure 281: Strongest Gradient Evaluation Results for Core Sample Ground-Based NIR/SWIR Data,
Unstretched
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Table 73: Gradient Evaluation Measurements for Core Sample Ground-Based NIR/SWIR Data
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As seen in Appendix A, the compressed MNF and compressed PCA cubes
generated reliable edge planes consistent with low false positives, high accuracy and
satisfactory single-point response. The false negative criterion appears to be the most
challenging evaluative measure for the gradient-based edge detector when applied against
mineral mapping datasets. As seen in the Cuprite and Granite datasets, a low false
negative rate was more difficult to achieve than the other criteria. For all cases, however,
the compressed MNF cube enabled the gradient operator to achieve its strongest results.
A variety of evaluation methods were used to assess the Gradient-based edge
detection algorithm’s performance against the South Africa Core Sample dataset,
including interest points, collinearity of edges and single-point intersections. For
example, the gradient tests against the compressed MNF data type correctly delineated
edges through 100% of interest points and single-point intersections, earning the
strongest Likert score for the false negatives criterion. As seen in Figure 281, the
algorithm generated accurate, unbroken edges around the major minerals within the core
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samples just as it did for the two Granite datasets – a meaningful finding with respect to
mineral mapping applications. Additionally, edge collinearity techniques indicated that
the algorithm accurately localized edges across all five HSI input data sets.
For the South African Core Sample NIR/SWIR data, Table 74, Table 75, Table
76, and Table 77 present the evaluation interest points, benchmark vertical edge points,
benchmark horizontal edge points and benchmark single-point intersections, respectively.
Each interest point and benchmark point were chosen according to the criteria detailed in
the Methodology component and apply to all three algorithm evaluations.

Table 74: Interest Points for South African Core Sample NIR/SWIR Data
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Table 75: Benchmark Vertical Edge Points for South African Core Sample NIR/SWIR Data

Table 76: Benchmark Horizontal Edge Points for South African Core Sample NIR/SWIR Data

Table 77: Benchmark Single-Point Intersections for South African Core Sample NIR/SWIR Data

Ground-Based – Aluminum Panel
As seen in Figure 282 and Table 78, the aluminum panel VNIR data challenged
the Gradient-based edge detection algorithm to produce satisfactory results across
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multiple data input types and Canny evaluation criteria. In particular, all five HSI input
data sets measured quite weakly against the false positives criterion, as seen in Appendix
A. The algorithm also struggled to measure well against the robustness to noise criterion,
and only the compressed MNF cube scored average or better in five of the six evaluation
categories. Clearly, the aluminum panel VNIR data stretches the gradient edge detection
algorithm’s ability to generate reliable edge planes.

Figure 282: Strongest Gradient Evaluation Results for Aluminum Panel Ground-Based VNIR Data,
Unstretched
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Table 78: Gradient Evaluation Measurements for Aluminum Panel Ground-Based VNIR Data
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As seen in Appendix A, the gradient algorithm generated a suboptimal volume of
false alarms across the mottled and rusted surface of the aluminum panel. Figure 282
shows that the algorithm generates strong and accurate edges around the unique rust
features, but false alarmed against weathered features that are chemically identical to unweathered aluminum features. The false alarms are weak, but the algorithm appears to
false alarm on variations in intensity – a violation of this study’s edge model. The
algorithm performed strongly, however, against the false negatives, localization, singlepoint response and unbroken edges evaluation criteria. The compressed MNF cube
yielded the strongest results, although none of the test cubes generated above average
results against all criteria.
Overall, the dataset proved to be one of the most challenging tests in this
dissertation, as expected. The combination of subtle feature contrast, limited spectral
bandwidth and no ground truth made for challenging tests. The generally poor
performance against the false positive criterion juxtaposed against the above average
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performance against the false negative criterion is suggestive of an algorithm that could
benefit from a dataset optimized to reduce false positives (i.e., a weighted band-selection
process).
A variety of evaluation methods were used to assess the Gradient-based edge
detection algorithm’s performance against the Aluminum Panel dataset, including interest
points, collinearity of edges and single-point intersections. For example, the gradient
tests against the compressed MNF data type correctly delineated edges through 100% of
interest points and single-point intersections, earning the strongest Likert score for the
false negatives criterion. As seen in Figure 282, the algorithm generated accurate,
unbroken edges around the major rust features and rivets. Additionally, edge collinearity
techniques indicated that the algorithm accurately localized edges across all five HSI
input data sets.
Interest point analysis also indicated that the algorithm generated multiple false
positives within the scene, most likely due to intensity variations. Consider Figure 283,
which shows a spectrum from bright, un-weathered aluminum (in white) compared to a
spectrum from darker, weathered aluminum (in green). Although the gradient delineated
these pixels into different features, they belong within the same feature due to their
spectral similarity – they differ almost exclusively in brightness (i.e., intensity). The
implication is that under certain conditions, such as weathered metal backgrounds, the
gradient edge detection method can false alarm at suboptimal volumes.
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Figure 283: False Positive Spectra from Aluminum Panel VNIR Data

For the Aluminum Panel VNIR data, Table 79, Table 80, Table 81, and Table 82
present the evaluation interest points, benchmark vertical edge points, benchmark
horizontal edge points and benchmark single-point intersections, respectively. Each
interest point and benchmark point were chosen according to the criteria detailed in the
Methodology component and apply to all three algorithm evaluations.
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Table 79: Interest Points for Aluminum Panel VNIR Data

Table 80: Benchmark Vertical Edge Points for Aluminum Panel VNIR Data
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Table 81: Benchmark Horizontal Edge Points for Aluminum Panel VNIR Data

Table 82: Benchmark Single-Point Intersections for Aluminum Panel VNIR Data
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Microscene – Rare Target on Sand
As seen in Figure 284 and Table 83, the Gradient-based edge detection algorithm
produced satisfactory results across several data input types and Canny evaluation
criteria. In particular, the compressed MNF and full MNF cubes produced strong results
across all six criteria, and the compressed PCA and full PCA cubes produced strong
results against all criteria except false alarms, against which is earned an average
measurement (i.e., a Likert score of three).

Figure 284: Strongest Gradient Evaluation Results for Rare Target on Sand Microscene VNIR Data,
Unstretched
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Table 83: Gradient Evaluation Measurements for Rare Target on Sand Microscene VNIR Data
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The compressed MNF and full MNF cubes measured most strongly against Canny
evaluation criteria, in each case generating a highly accurate edge plane of the rare target
surrounded by vegetation and sand. All of the evaluation measurements for the MNF
cubes were above average, while the compressed PCA and full PCA cubes measured
above average for all criteria except false positives, against which they measured
nominally. As seen in Appendix A, the reflectance cube performed weakly against the
false positive criterion, generating a suboptimal volume of false alarms on the sand
background. The algorithm also generated narrow, unbroken edges for all data input
types except for reflectance, and all data types scored above average against the false
negative criterion. All tests generated a strong, narrow edge around the principal feature
in the scene, the rare target. Overall, the gradient approach generated high-quality edge
planes.
A variety of evaluation methods were used to assess the Gradient-based edge
detection algorithm’s performance against the Rare Target on Sand dataset, including
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interest points, collinearity of edges, single-point intersections and ground truthing. For
example, the gradient tests against the compressed MNF data type correctly delineated
edges through 100% of interest points and single-point intersections, earning the
strongest Likert score for the false negatives criterion. As seen in Figure 285, the
algorithm generated accurate, unbroken edges around the neodymium oxide (i.e., the rare
target) – a meaningful finding with respect to trace chemical detection applications.
Additionally, edge collinearity techniques indicated that the algorithm accurately
localized edges across all five HSI input data sets.
In addition to delineating the primary neodymium oxide pile, the algorithm also
neatly delineated single-pixel size deposits as seen in the lower right quadrant of Figure
285. The ability to delineate single-pixel targets indicates that the algorithm is
sufficiently sensitive to support trace target applications which require an algorithm to
balance low false alarm rates against the ability to detect small traces of target chemicals.

Figure 285: Delineation of Single-Pixel Neodymium Oxide Target

For the Rare Target on Sand VNIR data, Table 84, Table 85, Table 86, and Table
87 present the evaluation interest points, benchmark vertical edge points, benchmark
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horizontal edge points and benchmark single-point intersections, respectively. Each
interest point and benchmark point were chosen according to the criteria detailed in the
Methodology component and apply to all three algorithm evaluations.

Table 84: Interest Points for Rare Target on Sand VNIR Data
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Table 85: Benchmark Vertical Edge Points for Rare Target on Sand VNIR Data
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Table 86: Benchmark Horizontal Edge Points for Rare Target on Sand VNIR Data

Table 87: Benchmark Single Point Intersections for Rare Target on Sand VNIR Data
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Microscene – Chemical Array
As seen in Figure 286 and Table 88, the Gradient-based edge detection algorithm
was challenged to produce satisfactory results across several data input types and Canny
evaluation criteria. Only the compressed MNF test consistently measured average or
above average performance against the Canny criteria, while the remaining tests
performed particularly weakly against the false positives and robustness to noise criteria.
The false negative criteria also posed a barrier to superior results, as well. Overall, the
Chemical Array dataset was more of a challenge than expected for the gradient-based
edge detection algorithm, which has previously performed strongly against unique targets
on a sand background.

Figure 286: Strongest Gradient Evaluation Results for Chemical Array Microscene NIR/SWIR Data,
Unstretched
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Table 88: Gradient Evaluation Measurements for Chemical Array Microscene NIR/SWIR Data
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The operator’s performance against the Chemical Array dataset produced false
alarms throughout the scene, including within the sand background and within discrete
piles of uniform materials. Similar to the false alarm pattern on the Aluminum Panel
tests, the false alarms on the Chemical Array data appear to occur against sand grains of
identical chemistry but varying intensity – a suboptimal result according to this study’s
edge model that defines an edge as a single-point boundary between chemically distinct
features. Figure 287 presents 25 spectra sampled from false alarm features captured
during the compressed PCA test. Note that the curves vary mostly according to intensity
and that discriminating absorption features are absent, indicating that the materials are
chemically homogenous. An optimal edge detector would properly delineate the
spatially adjacent spectra within a single unbroken edge.
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Figure 287: False Alarm Spectra from the Sand Background on the Chemical Array Data

A variety of evaluation methods were used to assess the Gradient-based edge
detection algorithm’s performance against the Chemical Array dataset, including interest
points, collinearity of edges, single-point intersections and ground truthing. For example,
the gradient tests against all data types correctly delineated edges through most interest
points and single-point intersections, earning the average to above average Likert scores
for the false negatives criterion. As seen in Appendix A and Figure 286, the algorithm
generated accurate, unbroken edges around the ammonium nitrate sample (shown in the
unbroken edges example in Figure 286), meaning that it accurately delineated all interest
points for the key feature. Additionally, edge collinearity techniques indicated that the
algorithm accurately localized edges across all five HSI input data sets.
Importantly, note that the compressed MNF test measured strongly against the
robustness to noise and false positives criteria, which is recognized primarily by the
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absence of false alarms on the sand background and within the unique chemical piles.
Importantly, the compressed MNF test was the only test to accurately suppress the
background and fully delineate the key interest points – another strong performance
enabled by the compressed MNF data input type.
For the Chemical Array NIR/SWIR data, Table 89, Table 90, Table 91, and Table
92 present the evaluation interest points, benchmark vertical edge points, benchmark
horizontal edge points and benchmark single-point intersections, respectively. Each
interest point and benchmark point were chosen according to the criteria detailed in the
Methodology component and apply to all three algorithm evaluations.

Table 89: Interest Points for Chemical Array NIR/SWIR Data
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Table 90: Vertical Edge Points for Chemical Array NIR/SWIR Data

Table 91: Horizontal Edge Points for Chemical Array NIR/SWIR Data
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Table 92: Single-Point Intersections for Chemical Array NIR/SWIR Data

Microscene – Cloth Threads
As seen in Figure 288 and Table 93, the Gradient-based edge detection algorithm
produced satisfactory results across several data input types and Canny evaluation
criteria. The compressed MNF test performed quite strongly against all six Canny
criteria, while the full MNF, full PCA and compressed PCA cubes also tested above
average for all six evaluation criteria. The reflectance cube produced reliable results, as
well, with its weakest measurements scoring as average for the single-point response and
robustness to noise criteria. Overall, the gradient edge detector performed strongly
against the dataset.

Figure 288: Strongest Gradient Evaluation Results for Cloth Threads Microscene VNIR Data, Unstretched
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Table 93: Gradient Evaluation Measurements for Cloth Thread Microscene VNIR Data
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The compressed MNF and full MNF tests were the only two tests to earn the
maximum score for false positives by virtue of their ability to suppress the noisy sand
background on which the other datasets lightly false alarmed. The MNF performance is
similar to the compressed MNF and full MNF cube performance on the Chemical Array
data, suggesting that the MNF transform’s capacity to improve edge detection
performance is robust across datasets and spectral wavelengths. Additionally, note that
the gradient algorithm successfully measured above average for the false negatives,
localization and unbroken edges criteria for all tests, as seen in Appendix A.
A variety of evaluation methods were used to assess the Gradient-based edge
detection algorithm’s performance against the Cloth Threads on Sand dataset, including
interest points, collinearity of edges, single-point intersections and ground truthing. For
example, the compressed PCA, full PCA and reflectance cubes correctly delineated edges
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through 100% of interest points and single-point intersections, earning them the strongest
Likert score for the false negatives criterion. As seen in Figure 288, the algorithm
generated clean, unbroken edges along scene’s overlapping cloth threads and accurately
rendered single-point intersections among the threads. Additionally, edge collinearity
techniques indicated that the algorithm accurately localized edges across all five HSI
input data sets.
For the Cloth Threads on Sand VNIR data, Table 94, Table 95, Table 96 and
Table 97 present the evaluation interest points, benchmark vertical edge points,
benchmark horizontal edge points and benchmark single-point intersections, respectively.
Each interest point and benchmark point were chosen according to the criteria detailed in
the Methodology component and apply to all three algorithm evaluations.

Table 94: Interest Points for Cloth Threads VNIR Data
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Table 95: Benchmark Vertical Edge Points for Cloth Threads VNIR Data
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Table 96: Benchmark Horizontal Edge Points for Cloth Threads VNIR Data

Table 97: Benchmark Single-Point Intersections for Cloth Threads VNIR Data

HySPADE Analysis and Evaluation
This section presents the empirical evaluation of the new HySPADE edge
detection operator as measured against the six Canny evaluation criteria. For each
evaluation criteria, this study presents samples of the strongest measurements, while the
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complete edge planes are available in Appendix A. Additionally, the precise evaluation
measurements are presented in a single table, which enables comparison across data input
type and Canny evaluation criteria.
Overall, the HySPADE edge detection algorithm produced satisfactory evaluation
measurements across a broad range of datasets. The algorithm performed particularly
strongly against the localization and single-point response criteria, while performing most
weakly against the false positives criterion. In general, the false positive performance
was not a barrier to generating useful edge detection results. Additionally, the
compressed PCA and compressed MNF data inputs produced the strongest results, a
finding the supports the hypothesis that that concentrating spectral information into fewer
channels improves edge detection results.
Overhead – Reno, Nevada USA
As seen in Figure 289 and Table 98, the HySPADE edge detection algorithm
produced satisfactory results across several data input types and Canny evaluation
criteria. The compressed MNF cube produced the strongest normalized Canny criteria
scores, measuring strongly against the localization and unbroken edges criteria. The
reflectance cube measured strongly the localization and single-point response criteria, as
well. Only the full MMNF cube produced suboptimal results against the evaluation
criteria (i.e., false positives and robustness to noise). Note that for most evaluation
criteria, the compressed MNF cube outperformed its full MNF counterpart, which
supports the hypothesis that concentrating spectral information into fewer channels
improves edge detection results.
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Figure 289: Strongest HySPADE Evaluation Results for Reno VNIR/SWIR Data, Linear Stretch of Strong Edge
Pixels, Threshold at 40 Intermediate Planes from 0.10σ to 4.0σ
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Table 98: HySPADE Evaluation Measurements for Reno VNIR/SWIR Data
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Although performing strongly in many areas, none of the discrete tests scored
above average across all evaluation categories. The reflectance test produced average
results against the false positives and false negatives criteria, the compressed MNF test
produced average results against the single-point response criteria, etc. Also note in
Figure 289 the high-quality of the reflectance-derived edge plane with respect to singlepoint response – the thin, single-point edge around the small pond provides a strong sense
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of where the water ends and the surrounding vegetation begins. Overall, these results are
somewhat weaker than their gradient-based counterparts, but they still support reliable
urban feature mapping.
A variety of evaluation methods were used to assess the Gradient-based edge
detection algorithm’s performance against the Reno VNIR/SWIR dataset, including
interest points, collinearity of edges, single-point intersections and image subtraction.
For example, the algorithm successfully delineated unbroken edges through all but a few
interest points within the compressed MNF cube, particularly around the buildings within
the scene; a few interest points were missed around the major intersection and along the
river to the east as seen in Appendix A. Additionally, edge collinearity techniques
indicated that the algorithm accurately localized edges across all five HSI input data sets.
Overhead – Cuprite, Nevada USA
As seen in Figure 290 and Error! Reference source not found. for Cuprite
Flight Line #1, the HySPADE edge detection algorithm produced satisfactory results
across only the compressed PCA data input type. Results indicate that the dataset is
particularly challenging for the false positives criterion, against which only the
compressed PCA and compressed MNF cubes performed nominally while the remaining
cubes performed weakly.
The compressed PCA and MNF cubes produced the most reliable normalized
Canny criteria scores, measuring well against the false negatives, localization, and singlepoint response criteria. Notably, the compressed MNF cube measured weakly against the
unbroken edges criteria while the remaining HSI cubes measured average or better. The
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most likely explanation for the under-performance is that the compressed MNF cube
lacked the MNF bands carrying sufficient information to produce unbroken edges.

Figure 290: Strongest HySPADE Evaluation Results for Cuprite FL #1 Overhead VNIR/SWIR Data, Linear
Stretch of Strong Edge Pixels, Threshold at 40 Intermediate Planes from 0.10σ to 4.0σ
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Table 99: HySPADE Evaluation Measurements for Cuprite FL #1 Overhead VNIR/SWIR Data
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As seen during the gradient-based tests, the Cuprite Flight Line #1 dataset is
particularly challenging for the false positives evaluation criteria. Only the compressed
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PCA and compressed MNF cubes earned an average evaluation measurement for false
positives, while the reflectance, full PCA and full MNF cubes scored quite weakly,
missing large sections of the primary kaolinite feature and large sections of improved
road. Note that for many evaluation criteria, the compressed PCA and MNF cubes
outperformed their full PCA and full MNF counterparts, a finding that provides
additional support for the hypothesis that concentrating spectral information into fewer
channels improves edge detection results.
A variety of evaluation methods were used to assess the HySPADE edge
detection algorithm’s performance against the Cuprite Flight Line #1 dataset, including
interest points, collinearity of edges, single-point intersections and ground truthing. For
example, the algorithm successfully delineated unbroken edges through all but a few
interest points within the compressed PCA cube, particularly along the major improved
roads and along the edges of the primary kaolinite feature; a few interest points were
missed around the minor unimproved roads and around heavily mixed mineral deposits as
seen in Appendix A. Additionally, edge collinearity techniques indicated that the
algorithm accurately localized edges across all five HSI input data sets.
As seen in Figure 291 and Table 100 for Cuprite Flight Line #2, the HySPADE
edge detection algorithm was challenged to produce satisfactory results across the Canny
evaluation criteria. Results indicate that the dataset is particularly challenging for the
false positive, single-point response and robustness to noise criteria, against which only
the compressed PCA test performed average or better while the remaining cubes
performed weakly.
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Only the compressed PCA test produced satisfactory evaluation scores across all
criteria. Only against the false negatives and unbroken edges criteria did the compressed
PCA test score above average, however, indicating that the dataset is challenging for the
HySPADE algorithm. The most striking result from the tests is the high sensitivity to
noise demonstrated by the HySPADE algorithm, which produced multiple false alarms
attributable to the noise observed during the preprocessing component. The belowaverage performance of HySPADE against the two MNF test cubes is notable, as well.
Additionally, most data types performed satisfactorily against the false negatives
criterion, and overall the results indicate that the HySPADE algorithm can produce
results sufficient to support mineral mapping applications.

Figure 291: Strongest HySPADE Evaluation Results for Cuprite FL #2 Overhead VNIR/SWIR Data, Linear
Stretch of Strong Edge Pixels, Threshold at 40 Intermediate Planes from 0.10σ to 4.0σ
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Table 100: HySPADE Evaluation Measurements for Cuprite FL #2 Overhead VNIR/SWIR Data
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A variety of evaluation methods were used to assess the HySPADE edge
detection algorithm’s performance against the Cuprite Flight Line #2 dataset, including
interest points, collinearity of edges, single-point intersections and ground truthing. For
example, the algorithm successfully delineated unbroken edges through all but a few
interest points within the compressed PCA and compressed MNF cubes, the major
improved roads and the manmade structures in the center of the image frame; a few
interest points were missed around the minor unimproved roads and around heavily
mixed mineral deposits as seen in Appendix A. Ground truthing indicated that the
algorithm also generated false positives within the open deserts to the east and west,
although not at a rate disruptive to mineral mapping applications. Additionally, edge
collinearity techniques indicated that the algorithm accurately localized edges across all
five HSI input data sets. In general, the HySPADE algorithm appears to accurately
localize all edge types contained within this work.
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As seen in Figure 292 and Table 101 for Cuprite Flight Line #3, the HySPADE
edge detection algorithm was challenged to produce satisfactory results across the Canny
evaluation criteria. Results indicate that the dataset is particularly challenging for the
false negatives, robustness to noise and unbroken edges criteria, against which only the
full PCA test performed average or better while the remaining cubes performed weakly.
No test scored better than a Likert score of three against any of the three criteria,
indicating that the data set is one of the most challenging encountered for the HySPADE
algorithm.
Only the full PCA test produced satisfactory evaluation scores across all criteria,
scoring a three of better. All other tests scored at least one Likert score of four while the
compressed PCA and full MNF tests measured a Likert score of four across three criteria.
False positives also were common within the scene, particularly within the bright playa
feature as seen under the false positives header in Figure 292. Overall, the edge planes
were quite noisy, as well.

Figure 292: Strongest HySPADE Evaluation Results for Cuprite FL #3 Overhead VNIR/SWIR Data, Linear
Stretch of Strong Edge Pixels, Threshold at 40 Intermediate Planes from 0.10σ to 4.0σ
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Table 101: HySPADE Evaluation Measurements for Cuprite FL #3 Overhead VNIR/SWIR Data
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The most likely explanation for the suboptimal results is that the HySPADE
algorithm appears to be overly sensitive to intensity under certain conditions such as
particularly bright or dark features. Recall that the algorithm incorporates Euclidean
distance into its Spectral Similarity Score (SSS), meaning that fully half of the SSS is
sensitive to intensity, which would explain the intensity sensitivity.
A variety of evaluation methods were used to assess the HySPADE edge
detection algorithm’s performance against the Cuprite Flight Line #3 dataset, including
interest points, collinearity of edges, single-point intersections and ground truthing. For
example, the algorithm was challenged to delineate through all interest points around the
primary playa feature; only the reflectance test produced a strong boundary around the
feature while the remaining tests missed more than half of the interest points, resulting in
poor false negative evaluations. Ground truthing indicated that the algorithm also
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generated false positives within the open deserts to the east of the playa, although not at a
rate disruptive to mineral mapping applications. Additionally, edge collinearity
techniques indicated that the algorithm accurately localized edges across all five HSI
input data sets.
As seen in Figure 293 and Table 102 for Cuprite Flight Line #4, the HySPADE
edge detection algorithm produced satisfactory results across all Canny evaluation criteria
except for false positives, against which three of the five data types produced an
unacceptably high volume of false alarms. All data types, however, merited strong
evaluation measurements for false negatives, localization, single-point response and
unbroken edges. Only the compressed MNF and full MNF tests measured average or
better than average for all evaluation criteria, adding additional evidence supporting the
hypothesis that HSI datasets optimized for noise reduction and information compression
improve edge detection results.

Figure 293: Strongest HySPADE Evaluation Results for Cuprite FL #4 Overhead VNIR/SWIR Data, Linear
Stretch of Strong Edge Pixels, Threshold at 40 Intermediate Planes from 0.10σ to 4.0σ
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Table 102: HySPADE Evaluation Measurements for Cuprite FL #4 Overhead VNIR/SWIR Data
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As seen in Figure 293 and Appendix A, the HySPADE accurately delineated the
primary kaolinite deposits along the eastern portion of the image despite false alarming
within the darker mineral deposits to the west. The algorithm accurately located the
kaolinite edges with narrow, largely broken edges. Note that the single-point response
example in Figure 293 demonstrates very thin edges between nearby kaolinite deposits.
The overall normalized scores are satisfactory for this dataset, although only the
compressed MNF and full MNF produced satisfactory results for all criteria, including
significant improvement against the false positive criteria.
A variety of evaluation methods were used to assess the HySPADE edge
detection algorithm’s performance against the Cuprite Flight Line #4 dataset, including
interest points, collinearity of edges, single-point intersections and ground truthing. For
example, the algorithm ably delineated through all interest points around the primary
kaolinite features, particularly within the compressed MNF and full MNF tests; only the
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compressed MNF test produced scored above average against the robustness to noise
criteria, successfully suppressing the noisy false alarms within the dark deposits within
the western portion of the scene. Ground truthing indicated that the algorithm also
generated occasional false positives within the uniform kaolinite deposits, although not at
a rate disruptive to mineral mapping applications. Additionally, edge collinearity
techniques indicated that the algorithm accurately localized edges across all five HSI
input data sets.
Overhead – Indian Pines, Indiana USA
As seen in Figure 294 and Table 103, the HySPADE edge detection algorithm
was unable to produce satisfactory results for any HSI data type for the Indian Pines
VNIR/SWIR data – a dataset that also challenged the gradient-based algorithm. All five
data input types were measured at the weakest Likert score for both false negatives and
unbroken edges, as evidenced by the absent or highly interrupted edge planes as seen in
Figure 294 and Appendix A. False positives and robustness to noise were also poorly
adjudicated, and the localization scores were less than optimal for the first time in the
HySPADE results. Only the single-point response results graded out as consistently
satisfactory – indeed, one of HySPADE’s strengths appears to be its ability to produce
single-point response edge planes.
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Figure 294: Strongest HySPADE Evaluation Results for Indian Pines Overhead VNIR/SWIR Data, Linear
Stretch of Strong Edge Pixels, Threshold at 40 Intermediate Planes from 0.10σ to 4.0σ
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Table 103: HySPADE Evaluation Measurements for Indian Pines Overhead VNIR/SWIR Data
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The Indian Pines results for both the HySPADE and gradient-based algorithms
suggest that the combination of limited spatial resolution and low spectral contrast
presents a significant barrier to generating high-quality edge planes. While this is an
unsurprising result in the abstract, the degree to which the algorithms struggle under these
conditions is notable, particularly given the simultaneous weak false positive and false
negative rates.
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A variety of evaluation methods were used to assess the HySPADE edge
detection algorithm’s performance against the Indian Pines dataset, including interest
points, collinearity of edges, single-point intersections and ground truthing. For example,
the algorithm was unable to capture any of the interest points for the scene, resulting in
very weak false negative scores. Ground truthing indicated that the algorithm also
generated false positives within homogeneous crop fields, resulting in weak false positive
evaluations. Additionally, edge collinearity techniques indicated that the algorithm
satisfactorily localized edges across all five HSI input data sets, albeit with less accuracy
than observed in previous tests. Clearly, the Indian Pines dataset is challenging to HSI
edge operators.
Overhead – Deepwater Horizon Oil Spill
As seen in Figure 295 and Table 104, the HySPADE edge detection algorithm
produced satisfactory results across several data input types and Canny evaluation
criteria. In particular, the reflectance and full PCA cubes produced strong results across
all six criteria, and the radiance cube produced satisfactory results across all six criteria.
Only the compressed PCA cube underperformed expectations, generating a suboptimal
volume of false positives and only average scores for single-point response and
robustness to noise. Overall, localization and unbroken edges evaluation measurements
were quite strong, with all tests accurately delineating the oil slicks in their proper
locations as unbroken features – a positive finding for oil spill mapping applications.
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Figure 295: Strongest HySPADE Evaluation Results for Deepwater Horizon Overhead VNIR/SWIR Data,
Linear Stretch of Strong Edge Pixels, Threshold at 40 Intermediate Planes from 0.10σ to 4.0σ
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Table 104: HySPADE Evaluation Measurements for Deepwater Horizon Overhead VNIR/SWIR Data
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As seen in Figure 295 and Appendix A, the HySPADE algorithm produced highquality oil spill edge planes for both the reflectance and full PCA tests. The strong false
positive evaluation measurements are particularly notable given the noisy ocean
background, and the long, unbroken edges around the broad oil spill features make for an
attractive edge plane that could quickly guide oil spill cleanup personnel to the optimal
locations for their equipment. Also note that the false negatives evaluation measurements
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were strong across all five HSI data input types. Where HySPADE missed oil slick
features, the pixels were heavily mixed with oil and water and occurred mostly behind
the advancing oil spill fronts, meaning that the false negatives would have minimal
bearing on oil spill cleanups designed to inhibit the spill’s advance.
A variety of evaluation methods were used to assess the Gradient-based edge
detection algorithm’s performance against the Deepwater Horizon VNIR/SWIR dataset,
including interest points, collinearity of edges and single-point intersections. For
example, all five data types correctly delineated edges through over 98% of interest
points and 100% of single-point intersections, earning them a strong Likert score for the
false negatives criterion. As seen in Figure 295, the algorithm generated clean, unbroken
edges along the major oil slicks within the scene – a meaningful finding with respect to
oil spill mapping applications. Additionally, edge collinearity techniques indicated that
the algorithm accurately localized edges across all five HSI input data sets and produced
unbroken edges in the vertical, horizontal and diagonal directions throughout the scene.
Ground-Based – Larkhaven
As seen in Figure 296 and Table 105, the HySPADE edge detection algorithm
was unable to produce satisfactory results for any HSI data type for the Larkhaven VNIR
data. The algorithm struggled notably with false positives, false negatives and unbroken
edges, resulting in the many missing, broken and false edges as seen in Appendix A. The
suboptimal edge results were observed throughout the scene rather than within isolated
portions. Localization and single-point response performance were areas of strength for
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the HySPADE algorithm, which appears to be the case even for the data sets of greatest
challenge.

Figure 296: Strongest HySPADE Evaluation Results for Larkhaven Ground-Based VNIR Data, Linear Stretch
of Strong Edge Pixels, Threshold at 40 Intermediate Planes from 0.10σ to 4.0σ
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Table 105: HySPADE Evaluation Measurements for Larkhaven Ground-Based VNIR Data
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Consider the false negatives in the HySPADE Larkhaven edge planes. The most
obvious false negatives occur between the brick and mortar on the building’s façade. The
most likely explanation is the subtle spectral contrast between the brick and mortar,
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which HySPADE was evidently unable to discriminate. Additionally, the false positives
along the left side of the vehicle appear suboptimal, most likely due to HySPADE’s
sensitivity to intensity. The MNF cubes also did not provide the noise defeating
advantage observed in other tests. Overall, the Larkhaven dataset presented a significant
challenge to the HySPADE algorithm, most likely due to sensitivity intensity and an
inability to overcome subtle spectral contrast.
A variety of evaluation methods were used to assess the HySPADE edge
detection algorithm’s performance against the Larkhaven VNIR dataset, including
interest points, collinearity of edges, single-point intersections and ground truthing. For
example, all five input types missed more than 25% of the scene’s interest points,
resulting in suboptimal false negative scores. As seen in Figure 296, the algorithm
generated noisy, occasionally broken edges along the rearview mirror, the calibration
panel edges and along the boundary between vegetation and manmade material. The vast
majority of mortar to brick edges also were missed. Consistent with previous HySPADE
results, edge collinearity techniques indicated that the algorithm accurately localized
edges across all five HSI input data sets.
Ground-Based – Granite VNIR
As seen in Figure 297 and Table 106, the HySPADE edge detection algorithm
produced satisfactory Canny evaluation measurements for only the compressed PCA test,
thereby providing additional evidence that compressed PCA and MNF cubes offer a
measurable advantage over simple reflectance cubes. In particular, the compressed PCA
cube produced excellent results against the false positives and false negatives criteria,
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against which the remaining data sets measured weakly. Furthermore, the compressed
PCA cube was measured significantly stronger against the robustness to noise criteria as
seen in the examples in Figure 297. The compressed PCA cube’s single-point response
performance was quite strong, as well, delineating thin, unbroken edges through the
interest points of key features.

Figure 297: Strongest HySPADE Evaluation Results for Granite Ground-Based VNIR Data, Linear Stretch of
Strong Edge Pixels, Threshold at 40 Intermediate Planes from 0.10σ to 4.0σ
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Table 106: HySPADE Evaluation Measurements for Granite Ground-Based VNIR Data
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The false positives, false negatives and unbroken edges criteria were particularly
challenging for the HySPADE algorithm as executed against the Granite VNIR dataset –
an unsurprising finding given the complexity and challenging nature of the scene. These
results also are consistent with the gradient-based algorithm’s performance against the
dataset. As seen in Appendix A, the compressed PCA edge plane is the only gradient
Granite VNIR test satisfactorily delineating all major interest points with a low false
alarm rate. The compressed PCA cube also significantly outperformed the other tests
with respect to robustness to noise, a surprising result given the noise suppression
advantages of the MNF cubes. The compressed MNF cube’s uncharacteristically weak
performance is likely attributable to the exclusion of too many MNF bands from the
cube, which considered only two MNF bands according to the scientific controls
established within this dissertation. Including additional bands in the compressed MNF
cube would likely improve its results.
A variety of evaluation methods were used to assess the HySPADE edge
detection algorithm’s performance against the Granite VNIR dataset, including interest
points, collinearity of edges and single-point intersections. For example, the gradient
tests against the compressed PCA data type correctly delineated edges through over 98%
of interest points, benchmark horizontal edge points, benchmark vertical edge points and
single-point intersections, earning a strong Likert score for the false negatives criterion.
As seen in Figure 297 and Appendix A, the algorithm generated accurate, unbroken
edges around the major minerals within the rock – a meaningful finding with respect to
mineral mapping applications. Additionally, edge collinearity techniques indicated that
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the algorithm accurately localized edges across all five HSI input data sets except for the
reflectance data type, against which the algorithm generated a few broken edges around
curvilinear features.
Ground-Based – Granite NIR/SWIR
As seen in Figure 298 and Table 107, the Gradient-based edge detection
algorithm produced satisfactory results across a narrow range of data input types and
Canny evaluation criteria for the Granite NIR/SWIR data. Only the compressed MNF
and compressed PCA cubes enabled the gradient-based edge detector to generate
consistently above-average evaluation measurements. The remaining cubes produced
suboptimal results against one or more Canny evaluation criteria.

Figure 298: Strongest HySPADE Evaluation Results for Granite Ground-Based NIR/SWIR Data, Linear
Stretch of Strong Edge Pixels, Threshold at 40 Intermediate Planes from 0.10σ to 4.0σ
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Table 107: HySPADE Evaluation Measurements for Granite Ground-Based NIR/SWIR Data
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The false positives and false negatives criteria were particularly challenging for
the HySPADE algorithm as executed against the Granite NIR/SWIR dataset – an
unsurprising finding given the complexity and challenging nature of the scene, similar to
the results seen in the Granite VNIR dataset tests for both the gradient-based edge
detector and the HySPADE edge detector. As seen in Appendix A, the compressed PCA
edge plane is the only gradient Granite VNIR test fully delineating 100% of interest
points through clean, unbroken edges largely free of false positives. Indeed, the
compressed PCA test against the Granite NIR/SWIR data is one of the strongest tests
observed in this dissertation, largely due to the cube’s compression of spectral
information and HySPADE’s ability to generate thin, unbroken edges.
A variety of evaluation methods were used to assess the HySPADE edge
detection algorithm’s performance against the Granite NIR/SWIR dataset, including
interest points, collinearity of edges and single-point intersections. For example, the
gradient tests against the compressed PCA data type correctly delineated edges through
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100% of interest points and single-point intersections, earning the strongest Likert score
for the false negatives criterion. As seen in Figure 298, the algorithm generated accurate,
unbroken edges around the major minerals within the rock – a meaningful finding with
respect to mineral mapping applications. Additionally, edge collinearity techniques
indicated that the algorithm accurately localized edges across all but the full PCA data
set.
Ground-Based – South African Core Samples
As seen in Figure 299 and Table 108, the HySPADE edge detection algorithm
produced satisfactory results across several data input types and Canny evaluation
criteria. In particular, the compressed PCA, full PCA and compressed MNF cubes
produced satisfactory results across all six criteria, with each test earning a Likert
measurement of three for the false positives criterion. Additionally, all input data types
except for the full MNF cube produced above average results for the localization, false
negatives, single-point response and unbroken edges criteria. The combination of
spectral contrast and high spatial resolution are likely key enablers for the HySPADE
algorithm’s strong evaluation – advantages also enjoyed by the gradient-based algorithm.
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Figure 299: Strongest HySPADE Evaluation Results for Core Sample Ground-Based NIR/SWIR Data, Linear
Stretch of Strong Edge Pixels, Threshold at 40 Intermediate Planes from 0.10σ to 4.0σ

As seen in Appendix A, the compressed MNF and compressed PCA cubes
generated reliable edge planes consistent with low false positives, high accuracy and
satisfactory single-point response. The false positives criterion appears to be the most
challenging evaluative measure for the HySPADE edge detector when applied against
mineral mapping datasets. As seen in the Cuprite and Granite datasets, a low false
positive rate was more difficult to achieve than the other criteria. For all cases, however,
the compressed MNF or compressed PCA cube enabled the HySPADE operator to
achieve its strongest results.
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Table 108: HySPADE Evaluation Measurements for Core Sample Ground-Based NIR/SWIR Data
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A variety of evaluation methods were used to assess the HySPADE edge
detection algorithm’s performance against the South Africa Core Sample dataset,
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including interest points, collinearity of edges and single-point intersections. For
example, the HySPADE tests against the compressed MNF and compressed PCA data
types correctly delineated edges through over 98% of interest points and single-point
intersections, earning a strong Likert score for the false negatives criterion. As seen in
Figure 299, the algorithm generated accurate, unbroken edges around the major minerals
within the core samples just as it did for the two Granite datasets – a meaningful finding
with respect to mineral mapping applications. Additionally, edge collinearity techniques
indicated that the algorithm accurately localized edges across all five HSI input data sets.
Thin, single-point or two-point edges were observed throughout the scene, as well.
Ground-Based – Aluminum Panel
As seen in Figure 300 and Table 109, the HySPADE edge detection algorithm
produced satisfactory results across several data input types and Canny evaluation
criteria. In particular, the compressed PCA cube yielded strong results for the false
positives, localization, robustness to noise and unbroken edges criteria. The full PCA and
full MNF cubes also produced reliable results, avoiding suboptimal performance for any
evaluation criteria. The Aluminum Panel dataset challenged the HySPADE algorithm
with respect to the false negatives and single-point response criteria, against which
HySPADE measured no stronger than a Likert rating of three. Overall, however,
HySPADE generated useful, accurate edge planes from the Aluminum Panel dataset.
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Figure 300: Strongest HySPADE Evaluation Results for Aluminum Panel Ground-Based VNIR Data, Linear
Stretch of Strong Edge Pixels, Threshold at 40 Intermediate Planes from 0.10σ to 4.0σ
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Table 109: HySPADE Evaluation Measurements for Aluminum Panel Ground-Based VNIR Data
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As seen in Appendix A and Figure 300, the HySPADE algorithm generated a
manageable volume of false alarms across the mottled and rusted surface of the
aluminum panel for all HSI data types. Figure 300 shows that the algorithm generates
strong and accurate edges around the unique rust features from the compressed PCA and
full PCA data types with minimal false alarms. Importantly, HySPADE’s satisfactory
false positive rate against the Aluminum Panel data indicates that it can distinguish
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between weathered features that are chemically identical to un-weathered aluminum
features – a task that challenged the gradient-based algorithm. The algorithm also
performed well against the localization criteria and the robustness to noise criteria, ably
avoiding noise-induced errors.
A variety of evaluation methods were used to assess the HySPADE edge
detection algorithm’s performance against the Aluminum Panel dataset, including interest
points, collinearity of edges and single-point intersections. For example, the tests against
the compressed PCA data type correctly delineated edges through 98% of interest points
and single-point intersections, earning a strong Likert score for the false negatives
criterion. As seen in Figure 300, the algorithm generated accurate, unbroken edges
around the major rust features and rivets and rarely false alarmed. Additionally, edge
collinearity techniques indicated that the algorithm accurately localized edges across all
five HSI input data sets.
Microscene – Rare Target on Sand
As seen in Figure 301 and Table 110, the Gradient-based edge detection
algorithm produced satisfactory results across several data input types and Canny
evaluation criteria, never scoring weaker than a Likert score of three for any of the 30
evaluations spanning the five HSI data type tests. In particular, the compressed PCA
cube produced strong results across all six criteria, scoring most strongly against the
localization, single-point response and the robustness to noise criteria.
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Figure 301: Strongest HySPADE Evaluation Results for Rare Target on Sand Microscene VNIR Data, Linear
Stretch of Strong Edge Pixels, Threshold at 40 Intermediate Planes from 0.10σ to 4.0σ
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Table 110: HySPADE Evaluation Measurements for Rare Target on Sand Microscene VNIR Data
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From the compressed PCA cube, HySPADE produced clean, single-pixel
response edges around the rare target surrounded by vegetation and sand as well as
around the vegetation. Occasional false alarms are observed on the edge planes, but they
present at manageable levels. All of the evaluation measurements for the compressed
PCA cube were above average, while the reflectance cube measured above average for all
criteria except false negatives, against which the cube measured nominally. As seen in
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Appendix A, the full PCA cube performed much less strongly against the false positive
criterion than did the compressed PCA cube, highlighting the value of optimizing the
transformed HSI data. The algorithm also generated narrow, unbroken edges for the
reflectance, compressed PCA and compressed MNF data input types, and all data types
received the maximum evaluation measurement against the localization criterion.
Overall, the HySPADE approach generated high-quality edge planes from the Rare
Target on Sand HSI dataset.
A variety of evaluation methods were used to assess the HySPADE edge
detection algorithm’s performance against the Rare Target on Sand dataset, including
interest points, collinearity of edges, single-point intersections and ground truthing. For
example, the tests against the compressed PCA data type correctly delineated edges
through 98% of interest points and single-point intersections, earning a strong Likert
score for the false negatives criterion. As seen in Figure 301, the algorithm generated
accurate, mostly unbroken edges around the neodymium oxide (i.e., the rare target) – a
meaningful finding with respect to trace chemical detection applications. Additionally,
edge collinearity techniques indicated that the algorithm accurately localized edges across
all five HSI input data sets.
Microscene – Chemical Array
As seen in Figure 302 and Table 111, the HySPADE edge detection algorithm
was challenged to produce satisfactory results across several data input types and Canny
evaluation criteria. Only the reflectance test consistently measured average or above
average performance against the Canny criteria, while the remaining tests performed
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particularly weakly against the false positives, robustness to noise and unbroken edges
criteria. The single-point response criterion was a troublesome criterion for many tests,
as well. The Chemical Array dataset was more of a challenge than expected for the
HySPADE edge detection algorithm, which has previously performed strongly against
unique targets on a sand background. Notably, the gradient-based algorithm was
similarly challenged by this dataset.
The high false alarm rates for several tests are seen mostly within the sand
background, which as evidenced in the gradient evaluation section by Figure 287, is
composed on chemically uniform materials varying only in brightness. Only the
reflectance and compressed MNF tests generated a manageable number of false alarms,
all of which are isolated within the sand background as seen in Appendix A. Importantly,
the reflectance and compressed MNF tests produced closed edges around the chemical
deposits on the array as seen in the false positives example in Figure 302.

Figure 302: Strongest HySPADE Evaluation Results for Chemical Array Microscene NIR/SWIR Data, Linear
Stretch of Strong Edge Pixels, Threshold at 40 Intermediate Planes from 0.10σ to 4.0σ
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Table 111: HySPADE Evaluation Measurements for Chemical Array Microscene NIR/SWIR Data
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The unbroken edges criterion also presented a challenge to the HySPADE
algorithm as applied to the Chemical Array NIR/SWIR data. No test measured better
than a Likert score of three and broken edges were common around the key features
within the scene. The most likely explanation for the broken edges is heavy spectral
mixing along the boundaries.
The HySPADE reflectance test against the chemical array NIR/SWIR data is one
of the rare occurrences when the reflectance data consistently outperformed or equaled
the evaluation measurements of the compressed PCA and compressed MNF cubes – a
result, however isolated, that does not support the hypothesis that optimizing reflectance
data improves edge detection performance. The likely explanation for the reflectance
outperformance is that the compressed MNF and compressed PCA cubes included too
few bands resulting from this study’s scientific controls. Specifically, the compressed
PCA cube contained only three bands and the compressed MNF cube contained only five
bands. Most likely, PCA bands four and five contain the spectral information sufficient
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to improve the performance against false positives and unbroken edges, while MNF
bands six and seven contain similar rectifying spectral information. Overall, the
reflectance cube’s modest outperformance is not sufficient to affirm the null hypothesis
concerning reflectance cube compression, but it does shed light on the sensitivity of the
compressed PCA and compressed MNF cubes to band thresholding.
A variety of evaluation methods were used to assess the HySPADE edge
detection algorithm’s performance against the Chemical Array dataset, including interest
points, collinearity of edges, single-point intersections and ground truthing. For example,
the HySPADE tests against all data type correctly delineated edges through most interest
points and single-point intersections, earning the average to above average Likert scores
for the false negatives criterion. As seen in Appendix A and Figure 302, the algorithm
generated accurate but occasionally broken edges around the ammonium nitrate sample
(shown in the localization example in Figure 302), meaning that it accurately delineated
all interest points for the key feature. Additionally, edge collinearity techniques indicated
that the algorithm accurately localized edges across all five HSI input data sets.
Microscene – Cloth Threads
As seen in Figure 303 and Table 112, the HySPADE edge detection algorithm
was challenged to produce satisfactory results across several data input types and Canny
evaluation criteria. Only the compressed MNF and full MNF tests performed
consistently above a Likert score of three against all six Canny criteria, while the
reflectance, full PCA and compressed PCA cubes underperformed against the false
positives criterion. Also of note was that the full MNF data type outperformed all others,
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including its compressed counterpart, which also performed quite strongly against the
VNIR data. The most likely explanation for the full MNF cube outperforming the
compressed MNF cube is that the experimental controls limited the spectral information
within the compressed MNF cube.

Figure 303: Strongest HySPADE Evaluation Results for Cloth Threads Microscene VNIR Data, Linear Stretch
of Strong Edge Pixels, Threshold at 40 Intermediate Planes from 0.10σ to 4.0σ
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Table 112: HySPADE Evaluation Measurements for Cloth Threads Microscene VNIR Data
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The compressed MNF and full MNF tests were the only two tests to earn strong
evaluation scores for false positives by virtue of their ability to suppress the noisy sand
background on which the other datasets significantly false alarmed. The MNF
performance is similar to the compressed MNF and full MNF cube performance on the
Chemical Array data, suggesting that the MNF transform’s capacity to improve edge
detection performance is robust across datasets and spectral wavelengths – a finding also
observed within the gradient-based tests against the same dataset. Additionally, note that
the compressed MNF test scored quite strongly against the false negatives and
localization criteria, as seen in Appendix A.
A variety of evaluation methods were used to assess the HySPADE edge
detection algorithm’s performance against the Cloth Threads on Sand dataset, including
interest points, collinearity of edges, single-point intersections and ground truthing. For
example, the compressed MNF and full MNF cubes correctly delineated edges through
100% of interest points and single-point intersections, earning them the strongest Likert
score for the false negatives criterion. As seen in Figure 303, the algorithm generated
clean, unbroken edges along scene’s overlapping cloth threads and accurately rendered
single-point intersections among the threads. Additionally, edge collinearity techniques
indicated that the algorithm accurately localized edges across all five HSI input data sets.

Level Set Edge Detection Analysis and Evaluation
This section presents the empirical evaluation of the level set-based edge
detection operator as measured against the six Canny evaluation criteria. For each
evaluation criteria, this work presents samples of the strongest measurements, while the
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complete edge planes are available in Appendix A. Additionally, the precise evaluation
measurements are presented in a single table, which enables comparison across data input
type and Canny evaluation criteria.
Overall, the gradient-based edge detection algorithm produced satisfactory
evaluation measurements across a broad range of datasets. The algorithm performed
particularly strongly against the false positives and single-point response criteria, while
performing most weakly against the false negatives criterion. For some HSI datasets, the
false negative performance was a barrier to generating useful edge detection results,
however. Additionally, the compressed PCA and compressed MNF data inputs produced
the strongest results, a finding the supports the hypothesis that that concentrating spectral
information into fewer channels improves edge detection results.

Overhead – Reno, Nevada USA
As seen in Figure 304 and Table 113, the level set edge detection algorithm
produced satisfactory results across several data input types and Canny evaluation
criteria. The reflectance, compressed PCA and full PCA cubes produced the strongest
normalized Canny criteria scores, measuring very strongly against the false positives,
single-point response, localization and unbroken edges criteria. False negatives were
somewhat of a challenge for the algorithm against this dataset, as seen by the Likert score
of three obtained by the best performing data input types. The compressed MNF and full
MNF cubes yielded surprisingly weak results, missing most major features in the scene
and rating the weakest Likert score for the false negatives and robustness to noise criteria.
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Figure 304: Strongest Level Set Evaluation Results for Reno, NV Overhead VNIR/SWIR Data, Initial Curve at
Image Center, Initial Radius 1/8 Longest Dimension, Single-Pixel Stepping, 0.1 Second Time Step, Maximum 20
Iterations

Also of interest are the nearly indistinguishable edge planes and evaluation scores
for the reflectance, compressed PCA and full PCA tests – a phenomenon observed
consistently across all datasets that clearly supports the null hypothesis that optimizing
reflectance data improves edge detection performance for the level set edge operator,
thereby rejecting the hypothesis that optimizing reflectance data improves level set edge
detection results. A full treatment of this result is provided in the Conclusion section.
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Table 113: Level Set Evaluation Measurements for Reno, NV Overhead VNIR/SWIR Data
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The level set edge operator performed quite strongly against the false positive
criterion, as seen in Figure 304 and Appendix A for all HSI data types. As seen in the
edge planes, false alarms were nearly non-existent within both the urban area, on water
surfaces and around vegetated areas. Strong localization, single-point response and
unbroken edges evaluations combined to produce a clean, highly-accurate edge plane
containing solid, narrow edges around key features. The level set edge planes are
aesthetically appealing, as well, with single-pixel wide unbroken red edges accurately
rendered on a grayscale background.
For the level set tests against the Reno VNIR/SWIR data, none of the data input
types yielded better than a Likert score of three for the false negatives criterion – a
limitation observed throughout the level set evaluations across data sets. As seen in
Appendix A, the algorithm occasionally failed to delineate major buildings, roadways
and vegetation features within the reflectance, compressed PCA and full PCA datasets.
Large scale, highly disruptive omissions were observed within the compressed MNF and
full MNF tests.
A variety of evaluation methods were used to assess the level set edge detection
algorithm’s performance against the dataset, including interest points, collinearity of
edges, single-point intersections and image subtraction. For example, the algorithm
successfully delineated edges through 98% of interest points within the reflectance,
compressed PCA and full PCA cubes including benchmark edge points and benchmark
single-point intersections. Additionally, edge collinearity techniques indicated that the
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algorithm accurately localized edges across all five HSI input data sets and produced
unbroken edges across all five inputs. Image subtraction confirmed that the reflectance,
compressed PCA and full PCA level set edge planes were nearly identical, varying by
fewer than ten edge pixels across the full Reno VNIR/SWIR dataset.
Overhead – Cuprite, Nevada USA
As seen in Figure 305 and Table 114 for Cuprite Flight Line #1, the level set edge
detection algorithm produced satisfactory results with the reflectance, compressed PCA
and full PCA data input types. Results indicate that the dataset is particularly challenging
for the false negatives criterion, against the reflectance, compressed PCA and full PCA
data input types scored only a Likert measure of three, while the compressed MNF and
full MNF cubes yielded weak results.

Figure 305: Strongest Level Set Evaluation Results for Cuprite FL #1 Overhead VNIR/SWIR Data, Initial
Curve at Image Center, Initial Radius 1/8 Longest Dimension, Single-Pixel Stepping, 0.1 Second Time Step,
Maximum 20 Iterations
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Table 114: Level Set Evaluation Measurements for Cuprite FL #1 Overhead VNIR/SWIR Data
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All five HSI data input types scored strongly against the false positives criterion,
rarely generating false alarms. False negatives were a challenge, with large portions of
the improved road to the west being missed. Most data input types produced a reliable,
thin edge around the primary kaolinite deposit, however, as seen in Appendix A. Singlepoint response and localization were strong evaluation criteria, while unbroken edges
were typically observed around the scene’s primary features. Similar to the level set
results against the Reno dataset, the level set edge operator omitted large swaths of key
scene features.
A variety of evaluation methods were used to assess the level set edge detection
algorithm’s performance against the Cuprite Flight Line #1 dataset, including interest
points, collinearity of edges, single-point intersections and ground truthing. For example,
the algorithm successfully delineated unbroken edges through 98% of interest points
within the reflectance, compressed PCA and full PCA cubes, particularly along the major
improved roads and along the edges of the primary kaolinite feature; a few interest points
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were missed around the minor unimproved roads and around heavily mixed mineral
deposits as seen in Appendix A. Additionally, edge collinearity techniques indicated that
the algorithm accurately localized edges across all five HSI input data sets. Image
subtraction methods also confirmed the high correlation among the reflectance,
compressed PCA and full PCA cubes.
As seen in Figure 306 and Table 115 for Cuprite Flight Line #2, the level set edge
detection algorithm produced satisfactory results across data input types and Canny
evaluation criteria. Results indicate that the dataset is most challenging for the false
negatives and unbroken edges criteria and that false positives were slightly higher for this
Cuprite dataset compared to Cuprite Flight Line #1. Localization results were
consistently satisfactory and single-point response evaluations were uniformly strong.
Additionally, only the reflectance, compressed PCA and full PCA tests merited a Likert
score of three or better across all six Canny evaluation criteria.
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Figure 306: Strongest Level Set Evaluation Results for Cuprite FL #2 Overhead VNIR/SWIR Data
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Table 115: Level Set Evaluation Measurements for Cuprite FL #2 Overhead VNIR/SWIR Data
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The localization evaluation scores are slightly depressed compared to other level
set results, as seen in the localization example in Figure 306. Note how the level set edge
between the improved road and surrounding terrain is slightly off by one to two pixels.
Although not a barrier to mineral mapping applications, the inaccuracy is notable for its
rarity. Also note that broken edges along the primary improved road and manmade
features are more common that desirable.
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A variety of evaluation methods were used to assess the level set edge detection
algorithm’s performance against the Cuprite Flight Line #2 dataset, including interest
points, collinearity of edges, single-point intersections and ground truthing. For example,
the algorithm successfully delineated unbroken edges through all but a few interest points
within the reflectance, compressed PCA and full PCA cubes, the major improved roads
and the manmade structures in the center of the image frame; a few interest points were
missed around the minor unimproved roads and around heavily mixed mineral deposits as
seen in Appendix A. Ground truthing indicated that the algorithm also generated a small
volume of false positives within the open deserts to the east and west, although not at a
rate disruptive to mineral mapping applications. Additionally, edge collinearity
techniques indicated that the algorithm accurately localized edges across all five HSI
input data sets.
As seen in Figure 307 and Table 116 for Cuprite Flight Line #3, the level edge
detection algorithm produced some of this study’s finest results for any algorithm against
any dataset. Specifically, the level set edge planes derived from the reflectance,
compressed PCA and full PCA data types merited the maximum Likert score for all six
Canny criteria, resulting in the optimal normalized score of 1.0 for all three data input
types. The compressed MNF and full MNF tests also yielded strong results across all
evaluation criteria, and all 30 evaluation measurements for the five HSI input types
produced a Likert score of three or better, with fully 26 evaluations ranking a Likert score
of two or one.
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Figure 307: Strongest Level Set Evaluation Results for Cuprite FL #3 Overhead VNIR/SWIR Data
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Table 116: Level Set Evaluation Measurements for Cuprite FL #3 Overhead VNIR/SWIR Data
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As seen in Figure 307, the level set edge operator generated thin, unbroken edges
around the key features in the scene, most notably the large playa feature dominating the
scene. Remarkably. no false alarms were observed for any of the tests. The compressed
MNF and full MNF tests omitted a few interest points around the smaller playa features
to the west, but delineated a sufficient volume of interest points to support accurate
feature mapping.
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A variety of evaluation methods were used to assess the HySPADE edge
detection algorithm’s performance against the Cuprite Flight Line #3 dataset, including
interest points, collinearity of edges, single-point intersections and ground truthing. For
example, from the reflectance, compressed PCA and full PCA tests, the algorithm
accurately mapped all interest points in the scene with unbroken edges according to the
interest points, benchmark vertical and benchmark horizontal points. Additionally, edge
collinearity techniques indicated that the algorithm accurately localized edges for all
datasets and produced edge maps with very few false positives, and in the case of the
reflectance, compressed PCA and full PCA tests, no false alarms.
As seen in Figure 308 and Table 117 for Cuprite Flight Line #4, the HySPADE
edge detection algorithm produced maximum quality results from the reflectance,
compressed PCA and full PCA tests. Like the level set operator’s performance against
the Cuprite Flight Line #3 dataset, the level set edge planes derived from the reflectance,
compressed PCA and full PCA data types merited the maximum Likert score for all six
Canny criteria, resulting in the optimal normalized score of 1.0 for all three data input
types.
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Figure 308: Strongest Level Set Evaluation Results for Cuprite FL #4 Overhead VNIR/SWIR Data
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Table 117: Level Set Evaluation Measurements for Cuprite FL #4 Overhead VNIR/SWIR Data
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As seen in Figure 308, the level set edge detection algorithm delineated singlepoint, unbroken lines through all interest points around the primary kaolinite deposits to
the east. Also note in the single-point response example that the algorithm accurately
captured the narrow boundary between adjacent piles. In the robustness to noise example
in Figure 308 and in Appendix A, note that the level set algorithm accurately delineated
the silica outcroppings along the western edges. The level set algorithm’s performance
against the Cuprite Flight Line #3 dataset is the strongest for any algorithm-dataset
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pairing in this dissertation, with 28 of the 30 evaluations measuring at the maximum
Likert score of one.
A variety of evaluation methods were used to assess the level set edge detection
algorithm’s performance against the Cuprite Flight Line #4 dataset, including interest
points, collinearity of edges, single-point intersections and ground truthing. For example,
the algorithm accurately mapped all interest points in the scene with unbroken edges
according to the interest points, benchmark vertical and benchmark horizontal points.
Additionally, edge collinearity techniques indicated that the algorithm accurately
localized edges for all datasets and produced edge maps with no false positives.
Overhead – Indian Pines, Indiana USA
As seen in Figure 309 and Table 118, the level set edge detection algorithm
produced satisfactory results across several data input types and Canny evaluation
criteria. Similarly to previous level set operator results, the reflectance, compressed PCA
and full PCA tests produced the strongest normalized Canny criteria scores, achieving the
strongest Likert score for the false positives, localization and single-point response
criteria. All data input types were challenged to score better than an average Likert score
for the false negatives and unbroken edges criteria, as seen in Appendix A.
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Figure 309: Strongest Level Set Evaluation Results for Indian Pines Overhead VNIR/SWIR Data, Initial Curve
at Image Center, Initial Radius 1/8 Longest Dimension, Single-Pixel Stepping, 0.1 Second Time Step, Maximum
20 Iterations

As seen in Table 118, the level set algorithm performed well across all data input
types, scoring average or better across all Canny evaluation criteria. The compressed
MNF cube produced the weakest results, which were still sufficiently accurate to support
vegetation mapping applications. The average (i.e., Likert score of three) false negative
performance across all data input types is consistent with the gradient-based and
HySPADE tests for this dataset in that the algorithms are challenged to detect
discontinuities between adjacent, chemically similar materials such as very young crops.
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Table 118: Level Set Evaluation Measurements for Indian Pines Overhead VNIR/SWIR Data
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A variety of evaluation methods were used to assess the level set edge detection
algorithm’s performance against the Indian Pines VNIR/SWIR dataset, including interest
points, collinearity of edges, single-point intersections and ground truthing. For example,
the reflectance, compressed PCA and full PCA cubes missed only 3% of scene interest
points and single-point intersections, earning them a Likert score of three for the false
negatives criterion. Additionally, edge collinearity techniques indicated that the
algorithm accurately localized edges across all five HSI input data sets and produced
satisfactorily unbroken edges across all data inputs.
Overhead – Deepwater Horizon Oil Spill
As seen in Figure 310 and Table 119, the level set edge detection algorithm
produced high-quality results across several data input types and Canny evaluation
criteria. In particular, the radiance, reflectance, compressed PCA and full PCA cubes
produced strong results across all six criteria, earning the maximum possible Likert
evaluation for all Canny criteria except for false negatives, against which they earned a
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strong Likert measurement of two. Indeed, four top-performing Deepwater Horizon level
set tests produced some of the most robust edge planes in this dissertation, similarly to
the strong performance of the gradient-based algorithm against the Deepwater Horizon
dataset.

Figure 310: Strongest Level Set Evaluation Results for Deepwater Horizon Overhead VNIR/SWIR Data, Initial
Curve at Image Center, Initial Radius 1/8 Longest Dimension, Single-Pixel Stepping, 0.1 Second Time Step,
Maximum 20 Iterations
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Table 119: Level Set Evaluation Measurements for Deepwater Horizon Overhead VNIR/SWIR Data
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The radiance, reflectance, compressed PCA and full PCA cubes measured
strongly against all six Canny evaluation criteria, in each case generating a highly
accurate edge plane of oil spill fronts on the ocean surface. As seen in Appendix A and
Figure 310, the four tests also accurately delineated several surface ships along the
western edge of the image and successfully avoided falsely alarming against the choppy
seas throughout the scene. The compressed MNF and full MNF cubes measured weakly
against the false negatives Canny criterion, which is seen in the suboptimal volume of
missed oil-water edges in Appendix A’s edge planes. The MNF cubes’
underperformances are likely attributable to an under-sampling of MNF bands according
to this study’s experimental controls. Additionally, the strong evaluation measurements
from the radiance cube test suggest that the level set edge operator, like the gradientbased operator, can robustly delineate unique targets on a uniform background without
the benefit of reflectance data.
Note that the slightly elevated false negative evaluation scores are attributable to
the algorithm missing edge pixels heavily mixed with oil and water – a challenging
target. From the perspective of oil spill mapping applications, these minor false
negatives do not present a barrier to using the level set edge operator to guide the rapid
deployment of cleanup equipment since the false negatives are confined to the trailing
portions of the oil slicks.
A variety of evaluation methods were used to assess the level set detection
algorithm’s performance against the Deepwater Horizon VNIR/SWIR dataset, including
interest points, collinearity of edges and single-point intersections. For example,
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radiance, reflectance, compressed PCA and full PCA cubes correctly delineated edges
through 100% of interest points and single-point intersections, earning them the strongest
Likert score for the false negatives criterion. As seen in Figure 310, the algorithm
generated clean, unbroken edges along the major oil slicks within the scene – a
meaningful finding with respect to oil spill mapping applications. Additionally, edge
collinearity techniques indicated that the algorithm accurately localized edges across all
five HSI input data sets.
Ground-Based – Larkhaven
As seen in Figure 311 and Table 120, the level set edge detection algorithm, like
the HySPADE algorithm, was unable to produce satisfactory results for any HSI data
type for the Larkhaven VNIR data. The algorithm struggled notably with false negatives
and unbroken edges, resulting in the many missing and broken edges as seen in Appendix
A. The suboptimal edge results were observed throughout the scene rather than within
isolated portions. False positives, localization and single-point response performance
were areas of strength for the level set algorithm, which appears to be the case even for
the data sets of greatest challenge.
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Figure 311: Strongest Level Set Evaluation Results for Larkhaven Ground-Based VNIR Data, Initial Curve at
Image Center, Initial Radius 1/8 Longest Dimension, Single-Pixel Stepping, 0.1 Second Time Step, Maximum 20
Iterations
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Table 120: Level Set Evaluation Measurements for Larkhaven Ground-Based VNIR Data
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Consider the false negatives in the HySPADE Larkhaven edge planes. The most
obvious false negatives occur between the brick and mortar on the building’s façade. The
most likely explanation is the subtle spectral contrast between the brick and mortar,
which the level set edge operator was evidently unable to discriminate. Additionally, the
along the vehicle’s rearview mirror appear suboptimal. Overall, the Larkhaven dataset
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presented a significant challenge to the level set algorithm, most likely due to an inability
to overcome subtle spectral contrast.
A variety of evaluation methods were used to assess the level set edge detection
algorithm’s performance against the Larkhaven VNIR dataset, including interest points,
collinearity of edges, single-point intersections and ground truthing. For example, all
five input types missed more than 10% of the scene’s interest points, resulting in
suboptimal false negative scores. As seen in Figure 311 and Appendix A. the algorithm
produced broken edges along the rearview mirror, the window panes on the garage door
and along the boundary between vegetation and manmade material. The vast majority of
mortar to brick edges also were missed. Consistent with previous level set algorithm
results, edge collinearity techniques indicated that the algorithm accurately localized
edges across all five HSI input data sets.
Ground-Based – Granite VNIR
As seen in Figure 312 and Table 121, the level set edge detection algorithm was
challenged to produce satisfactory Canny evaluation measurements for any of the five
HSI data input types. In particular, the algorithm struggled against the false negatives
and unbroken edges criteria, missing several key interest points and partially encircling
many features within the scene. Localization and single-point response were areas of
strength for the algorithm. Notably, the compressed MNF and full MNF tests
outperformed the others, scoring average or better against all evaluation criteria except
false negatives.
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Figure 312: Strongest Level Set Evaluation Results for Granite Ground-Based VNIR Data, Initial Curve at
Image Center, Initial Radius 1/8 Longest Dimension, Single-Pixel Stepping, 0.1 Second Time Step, Maximum 20
Iterations

Figure 312 and Appendix A demonstrate the scale of the false negative
underperformance, as evidenced by the large swaths of missed features between
delineated features. The compressed MNF test nearly measured a satisfactory Likert
score of three against the false negatives criterion, but it missed a few too many interest
points to justify a three rating. False positives were more stressing for the level set
algorithm against this data set than for most others, as well.
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Table 121: Level Set Evaluation Measurements for Granite Ground-Based VNIR Data
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A variety of evaluation methods were used to assess the level set edge detection
algorithm’s performance against the Granite NIR/SWIR dataset, including interest points,
collinearity of edges and single-point intersections. For example, the tests against the
compressed MNF data type correctly delineated single-point edges through 92% of
interest points and single-point intersections, earning the Likert score of four for the false
negatives criterion. As seen in Figure 312, the compressed MNF tests generated
accurate, unbroken edges around the major minerals within the rock when the algorithm
detected them – a meaningful finding with respect to mineral mapping applications.
Additionally, edge collinearity techniques indicated that the algorithm accurately
localized edges across all data types.
Ground-Based – Granite NIR/SWIR
As seen in Figure 313 and Table 122, the level set edge detection algorithm was
challenged to produce satisfactory results for any data input. All data types performed
strongly against the false positives, localization and single-point response criteria, but
none was able to measure stronger than a suboptimal Likert score of four for the false
negatives – clearly the most challenging criterion for both the HySPADE and level set
edge detection algorithms.
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Figure 313: Strongest Level Set Evaluation Results for Granite Ground-Based NIR/SWIR Data, Initial Curve at
Image Center, Initial Radius 1/8 Longest Dimension, Single-Pixel Stepping, 0.1 Second Time Step, Maximum 20
Iterations
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Table 122: Level Set Evaluation Measurements for Granite Ground-Based NIR/SWIR Data
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Similarly to level set tests against the Granite VNIR data, the algorithm missed a
significant volume (~9%) of interest points, yielding poor false negative performance.
Broken edges were occasionally disruptive but overall scored average or better. The
compressed MNF and full MNF tests provided the best overall results, generating
suboptimal evaluations only against the false negatives criterion. Overall, the two granite
datasets presented a significant challenge to the level set edge detection algorithm.
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A variety of evaluation methods were used to assess the level set edge detection
algorithm’s performance against the Granite NIR/SWIR dataset, including interest points,
collinearity of edges and single-point intersections. For example, the tests against the
compressed MNF data type correctly delineated single-point edges through 91% of
interest points and single-point intersections, earning a suboptimal Likert score for the
false negatives criterion. As seen in Figure 313 and Appendix A, the algorithm generated
accurate, unbroken edges around the major minerals within the rock when they are
detected – a meaningful finding with respect to mineral mapping applications.
Additionally, edge collinearity techniques indicated that the algorithm accurately
localized edges across data input types.
Ground-Based – South African Core Samples
As seen in Figure 314 and Table 123, the level set edge detection algorithm was
challenged to produce satisfactory results for the false negatives and unbroken edges
criteria for all input data types. Performance was quite strong for the false positives,
localization and single-point response criteria, but the suboptimal false negatives and
unbroken edges evaluations precluded the generation of reliable edge planes.
Additionally, all five data input types measured identically against the Canny evaluation
criteria.
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Figure 314: Strongest Level Set Evaluation Results for Core Sample Ground-Based NIR/SWIR Data, Initial
Curve at Image Center, Initial Radius 1/8 Longest Dimension, Single-Pixel Stepping, 0.1 Second Time Step,
Maximum 20 Iterations
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Table 123: Level Set Evaluation Measurements for Core Sample Ground-Based NIR/SWIR Data

1
1
1
1
1
3
2

5
5
5
5
5
4
4

1
1
1
1
1
1
1

1
1
1
1
1
2
3

3
3
3
3
3
2
2

5
5
5
5
5
4
3

2.7
2.7
2.7
2.7
2.7
2.7
2.5

The false negative poor performance is likely attributable to the level set
algorithm’s inability to discriminate between subtly different and highly mixed minerals.
While the HySPADE algorithm demonstrated a sensitivity to intensity, the level set
algorithm appears to be demonstrating occasional insensitivity to spectral contrast.
A variety of evaluation methods were used to assess the level set edge detection
algorithm’s performance against the South Africa Core Sample dataset, including interest
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points, collinearity of edges and single-point intersections. For example, the level set
tests against the five HSI data types delineated thin collinear edges throughout the scene,
earning a strong Likert score for the single-point response criterion. As seen in Figure
314 and Appendix A, the algorithm generated few false alarms across the scene, as well.
Ground-Based – Aluminum Panel
As seen in Figure 315 and Table 124 the Level Set edge detection algorithm was
challenged to produce satisfactory results across all data input types and multiple Canny
evaluation criteria. All data input types produced edge planes that were evaluation at the
weakest evaluation Likert score for false negatives, robustness to noise and unbroken
edges – a combination making for unsatisfactory edge planes. As seen in Appendix A,
the false negatives performance was particularly weak, with the algorithm circumscribing
a large unbroken edge around the boundary between lightly illuminated and darkly
illuminated aluminum – a clear indication that the algorithm is sensitive to intensity
under certain conditions, as also observed in the level set Granite VNIR and Granite
NIR/SWIR results.
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Figure 315: Strongest Level Set Evaluation Results for Aluminum Panel Ground-Based VNIR Data, Initial
Curve at Image Center, Initial Radius 1/8 Longest Dimension, Single-Pixel Stepping, 0.1 Second Time Step,
Maximum 20 Iterations
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Table 124: Level Set Evaluation Measurements for Aluminum Panel Ground-Based VNIR Data

1
1
1
1
1
5
5

5
5
5
5
5
3
3

1
1
1
1
1
1
1

1
1
1
1
1
2
2

4
4
4
4
4
4
4

5
5
5
5
5
5
5

2.8
2.8
2.8
2.8
2.8
3.3
3.3

At only a few positions on the aluminum panel did the level set algorithm
delineate distinct rust features, but false alarms were quite rare, as well. Edges were thin
but frequently broken and incomplete. A variety of evaluation methods were used to
assess the level set edge detection algorithm’s performance against the Aluminum Panel
dataset, including interest points, collinearity of edges and single-point intersections. For
example, the tests against the compressed PCA data type correctly delineated edges
through none of the interest points and single-point intersections, earning the weakest
available Likert score for the false negatives criterion. As seen in Figure 315, the
algorithm generated accurate, unbroken edges around the cuts in the panel and around
some of the rivet, but most features were missed. Additionally, edge collinearity
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techniques indicated that the algorithm accurately localized edges across all five HSI
input data sets.
Microscene – Rare Target on Sand
As seen in Figure 316 and Table 125, the level set edge detection algorithm was
challenged to produce satisfactory results for the Rare Target on Sand VNIR data. In
particular, false negatives and unbroken edges measured poorly, although false positives,
localization and single-point response were criteria of strength for the algorithm. For
most tests, the algorithm successfully delineated the grass blades in the scene but missed
portions of the neodymium oxide.

Figure 316: Strongest Level Set Evaluation Results for Rare Target on Sand Microscene VNIR Data, Initial
Curve at Image Center, Initial Radius 1/8 Longest Dimension, Single-Pixel Stepping, 0.1 Second Time Step,
Maximum 20 Iterations
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Table 125: Level Set Evaluation Measurements for Rare Target on Sand Microscene VNIR Data

2
2
2
2
1
3
2

5
4
4
4
4
4
4

1
1
1
1
1
1
1

1
1
1
1
1
2
3

3
3
3
3
2
4
3

4
4
1
4
1
5
3

2.7
2.5
2.0
2.5
1.7
3.2
2.7

Reflectance
Optimal PCA
Optimal MNF
Full PCA
Full MNF
Roberts
Sobel

Interestingly, the level set algorithm fully and accurately delineated the grass
blades for the compressed MNF and compressed PCA tests but missed nearly all of the
interest points for the rare target. Given that the reflectance test captured most of the rare
target, the likely explanation is that the compressed PCA and compressed MNF cubes
were under-sampled with too few bands according to the experimental controls
established in the methodology. Note that when the level set algorithm generated edges,
they were thin and accurate.
A variety of evaluation methods were used to assess the level set edge detection
algorithm’s performance against the Rare Target on Sand dataset, including interest
points, collinearity of edges, single-point intersections and ground truthing. For example,
the tests against the compressed PCA data type missed all but two of the interest points
around the rare target and single-point intersections, earning a weak Likert score for the
false negatives criterion. As seen in Figure 316, the algorithm generated accurate, mostly
unbroken edges around the grass blades and overlapping cloth threads – a meaningful
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finding that suggests that band compression would improve the edge detection results.
Additionally, edge collinearity techniques indicated that the algorithm accurately
localized edges across all five HSI input data sets.
Microscene – Chemical Array
As seen in Figure 317 and Table 126, the level set edge detection algorithm
produced satisfactory results across several data input types and Canny evaluation
criteria. The reflectance, compressed PCA and full PCA input types evaluated quite
strongly across all five Canny criteria, scoring most strongly against the false positives,
localization and single-point response criteria. Performance against the unbroken edges
and false negatives was also satisfactory for the three cubes. The compressed MNF and
full MNF cubes performed well against all criteria except false negatives, against which
they were evaluated at a weak Likert score of five.

Figure 317: Strongest Level Set Evaluation Results for Chemical Array Microscene NIR/SWIR Data, Initial
Curve at Image Center, Initial Radius 1/8 Longest Dimension, Single-Pixel Stepping, 0.1 Second Time Step,
Maximum 20 Iterations
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Table 126: Level Set Evaluation Measurements for Chemical Array Microscene NIR/SWIR Data

1
1
1
1
1
2
4

2
2
5
2
5
4
3

1
1
1
1
1
2
1

1
1
1
1
1
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3

2
2
1
2
1
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2
2
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1.5
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1.7
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The localization performance was particularly strong for this dataset, as seen in
the localization example in Figure 317, which demonstrates how the level set algorithm
stitched a clean, single-point line along the edge of the ammonium nitrate pile. The
algorithm also delineated several single-pixel deposits of stray chemicals, accurately
circumscribing unbroken edges around the small targets. Note that the compressed MNF
and full MNF cubes earned the strongest evaluation score for five of the six Canny
criteria. Only against the false negatives did the compressed MNF and full MNF cubes
produce poor results, most likely attributable to over-thresholding of MNF bands within
the compressed MNF cube and under-sampling of bands within the full MNF bands.
A variety of evaluation methods were used to assess the level set edge detection
algorithm’s performance against the Chemical Array dataset, including interest points,
collinearity of edges, single-point intersections and ground truthing. For example, the
level set tests against the reflectance, compressed PCA and full PCA data type correctly
delineated edges through 98% of interest points and single-point intersections, earning
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strong Likert scores for the false negatives criterion. As seen in Appendix A and Figure
317, the algorithm generated accurate and mostly unbroken edges around the ammonium
nitrate sample (shown in the unbroken edges example in Figure 317), meaning that it
accurately delineated all interest points for the key feature. Additionally, edge
collinearity techniques indicated that the algorithm accurately localized edges across all
five HSI input data sets.
Microscene – Cloth Threads
As seen in Figure 318 and Table 127, the level set edge detection algorithm was
challenged to produce satisfactory results across all data input types for the false
negatives and against most input types for the unbroken edges criteria. Although
performing quite weakly against the false negatives criterion, the algorithm produced
maximum quality results for the false positives, localization, single-point response, and
robustness to noise criteria.

Figure 318: Strongest Level Set Evaluation Results for Cloth Threads Microscene VNIR Data, Initial Curve at
Image Center, Initial Radius 1/8 Longest Dimension, Single-Pixel Stepping, 0.1 Second Time Step, Maximum 20
Iterations
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Table 127: Level Set Evaluation Measurements for Cloth Threads Microscene VNIR Data
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The compressed MNF and compressed PCA tests were the only experiments to
produce satisfactory results for the unbroken edges criteria. A variety of evaluation
methods were used to assess the level set edge detection algorithm’s performance against
the Cloth Threads on Sand dataset, including interest points, collinearity of edges, singlepoint intersections and ground truthing. For example, the all tests missed at least 20% of
interest points and single-point intersections, earning them the weakest Likert score for
the false negatives criterion. As seen in Figure 318 and Appendix A for the compressed
MNF and compressed PCA tests, the algorithm generated several clean, unbroken edges
along scene’s overlapping cloth threads and accurately the edges precisely along the
boundary between cloth and sand. Additionally, edge collinearity techniques indicated
that the algorithm accurately localized edges across all five HSI input data sets.
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CONCLUSIONS AND FURTHER RESEARCH

The Conclusion component examines the experimental results, analysis and
evaluations from a variety of perspectives in order to determine the extent to which this
work provides support for its hypotheses. Specifically, the Conclusion component
addresses each algorithm within the context of the Canny evaluation criteria, HSI data
input type, spatial resolution, spectral resolution, HSI applications and hypotheses.

Algorithm Conclusions
Table 128 presents the primary evaluation matrix for the three algorithms within
the context of input HSI data type and Canny criteria. Note that for all evaluation
matrices in the Conclusion component, the Canny criteria establish the x-axis fields in
order to retain emphasis on empirical evaluation methods and to maximize the feasibility
of comparisons among the matrices.
As seen in Table 128, the three algorithms have distinct areas of strength and
weakness that vary according to data input type – an expected outcome given the
markedly different approaches the algorithms take to edge detection. First, observe
within the thickly boarded lines that each algorithm produced, on average, satisfactory
results across all data types as evidenced by normalized score for each algorithm. Recall
that a Likert score of three roughly corresponds to average performance, less than three
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indicates varying degrees of strong performance and more than three suggests weak to
unusable edge detection performance.
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Table 128: Disaggregated Evaluation Matrix for All Algorithms and HSI Data Input Types

Gradient
Reflectance
Optimal PCA
Optimal MNF
Full PCA
Full MNF
HySPADE
Reflectance
Optimal PCA
Optimal MNF
Full PCA
Full MNF
Level Set
Reflectance
Optimal PCA
Optimal MNF
Full PCA
Full MNF
Criteria Average

2.7
3.6
2.1
1.9
2.4
3.5
3.3
3.5
3.0
2.9
3.4
3.7
1.5
1.7
1.6
1.6
1.4
1.3
2.5

2.4
2.1
2.5
1.9
2.5
2.9
2.9
2.8
2.7
2.8
2.9
3.1
4.4
4.7
4.3
5.1
3.6
4.4
3.2

1.1
1.2
1.0
1.1
1.0
1.2
1.1
1.2
1.1
1.1
1.2
1.1
1.3
1.5
1.3
1.5
1.1
1.3
1.2

2.4
3.2
2.1
1.9
2.2
2.5
2.4
2.2
2.3
2.4
2.4
2.8
1.2
1.4
1.3
1.2
1.1
1.0
2.0

2.7
3.3
1.9
1.8
2.3
4.1
3.0
3.1
2.7
2.6
3.1
3.7
2.9
3.0
2.8
3.5
2.4
3.0
2.9

1.9
2.1
1.9
1.5
1.9
2.3
2.9
2.9
2.7
2.8
3.0
3.3
3.4
4.1
3.5
3.2
3.2
3.0
2.8

2.2
2.6
1.9
1.7
2.1
2.7
2.6
2.6
2.4
2.4
2.7
2.9
2.5
2.7
2.4
2.7
2.1
2.3
2.4

For example, the gradient-based edge operator performed strongly for all Canny
evaluation criteria when the results of all five data input types are averaged. False
negatives, unbroken edges and single-point response were particular areas of strength for
the algorithm. Localization was also an area of strong performance, as it was for all three
algorithms. Importantly, the gradient algorithm generated its strongest results when
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operating against the compressed PCA and compressed MNF cubes – a finding that
provides support to the hypothesis that compressed HSI datasets will improve edge
detection results. Further support for this hypothesis is provided by the notably weaker
edge detection results generated by the reflectance data, which was challenged to produce
edge planes with satisfactory levels of false alarms and single-point edge responses.
Figure 319 provides a Reno edge plane example demonstrating how the compressed
MNF cube improved the gradient-based edge detection results, particularly with regard to
single-point response and false positives. Overall, the gradient-based algorithm
generated satisfactory results according to the Canny evaluation criteria.

Figure 319: Optimal MNF HSI Data Improving Gradient Edge Detection Performance

As also seen in Table 128, the HySPADE algorithm generated satisfactory results
in the aggregate, although it was challenged by false positives for several datasets.
Indeed, only the compressed PCA and compressed MNF tests generated satisfactory
results across all six evaluation criteria. Single-point response was a consistent source of
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strength for HySPADE, which generally produced thin edges around key features. As
extensively discussed in the Analysis and Evaluation component, the most likely
explanation for modest HySPADE false positives evaluation is that the integrated spectral
similarity score places equal weight on Euclidean distance and spectral angle mapper
measurements, which obviates much of SAM’s chief advantage, insensitivity to intensity.
Further research should consider adding a weighting component to the SSS algorithm in
manner that overweights SAM and underweights ED. Finally, the outperformance of
HySPADE edge planes derived from compressed PCA and compressed MNF cubes
corroborates the gradient-based findings providing support to the hypothesis regarding
improved edge results derived from compressed HSI data inputs. Figure 320 provides an
example of how the compressed MNF data significantly improved HySPADE results
compared to the reflectance data, particularly with respect to false positives. Overall, the
HySPADE algorithm generated satisfactory results according to the Canny evaluation
criteria.

Figure 320: Optimal MNF HSI Data Improving HySPADE Edge Detection Performance
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Finally, as seen in Table 128, the level set-based edge detection algorithm
generated overall satisfactory results, but was significantly challenged to measure
adequately against the false negatives criteria. Areas of strength include false positives,
localization and single-point response. Indeed, the level set algorithm demonstrated
significantly strong false positives and single-point response performance and produced
several of the highest quality edge planes in this study. Interestingly, the level set edge
planes tended to produce either high-quality or low-quality edge planes – middle of the
road results tended to be the exception, suggesting that the algorithm is sensitive to the
specific materials in the scene. Additionally, the algorithm’s false negative challenges
are likely attributable to its use of Euclidean distance measurements to calculate energy
differences, which would explain why its false negatives frequently align to areas of
similar intensity across most channels.
For example, consider Figure 321, which presents an example of poor level set
false negative performance against the Indian Pines dataset. Note that the algorithm
delineated unbroken, single-point edges mostly along boundaries characterized by large
intensity (and in many cases, spectral) differences while missing the boundaries among
different crop types that reflect at similar intensities (i.e., equally dark or light). When
placed within context of the algorithm’s strong performance on other datasets with more
spectral and intensity contrasts, the most likely explanation is clearly Euclidean
distance’s sensitivity to intensity.
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Figure 321: Level Set Edge Detection Algorithm's False Negative Example

Also note that the level set edge operator diverged from the gradient and
HySPADE findings in the sense that the compressed PCA and full PCA inputs generated
the strongest results, while the compressed MNF tests lagged. Reflectance results were
similarly bested by the compressed PCA tests. Overall, the level set compressed PCA
and full PCA tests produced satisfactory results and provided an improvement over the
reflectance tests, providing additional support to the data compression hypothesis. The
most likely reason that the compressed MNF cube underperformed the other datasets,
particularly for false negatives, is that the MNF denoising component exacerbated the
algorithm’s struggle to discriminate between materials of similar brightness and subtle
spectral contrast. Even with its false negatives challenge, the level set algorithm
produced some of the strongest edge planes in this dissertation, particularly with respect
to false positives, which was one of the most challenging criteria for the gradient and
HySPADE algorithms.
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Table 129: Aggregated Evaluation Matrix for All Algorithms and HSI Data Input Types

Reflectance
Optimal PCA
Optimal MNF
Full PCA
Full MNF
Criteria Average

2.8
2.1
2.0
2.4
2.8
2.4

2.8
2.9
3.0
2.9
3.5
3.0

1.2
1.0
1.1
1.1
1.2
1.1

2.1
1.8
1.8
1.9
2.1
1.9

2.8
2.3
2.5
2.6
3.6
2.8

2.6
2.5
2.4
2.6
2.9
2.6

2.4
2.1
2.1
2.2
2.7
2.3

Table 129 presents aggregated algorithm results compared against the Canny
evaluation criteria. The intent of Table 129 is to determine to what extent compressed
HSI data improves edge detection results. As seen, compressed PCA and compressed
MNF input types outperformed reflectance data in every evaluation category, particularly
for false positives and single-point response. The superior single-point response of the
compressed cubes supports the hypothesis that PCA and MNF cubes can improve upon
the results achievable from HSI reflectance data. The full PCA cube also modestly
outperformed the reflectance data across most categories, albeit to a lesser degree than its
compressed cousin. Only the full MNF cube’s weak false negatives and robustness to
noise evaluations breeched the average Likert score of three, almost entirely due to the
level set algorithm’s weak false negative performance against five of the 15 datasets.
Ultimately, Table 129 supports the hypothesis that compressed HSI data improves edge
detection results.
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Table 130: Aggregated Evaluation Matrix for All Algorithms and HSI Datasets

Reno
Cuprite FL#1
Cuprite FL#2
Cuprite FL#3
Cuprite FL#4
Indian Pines
Deepwater Horizon
Larkhaven
Granite VNIR
Granite NIR/SWIR
South Africa Cores
Aluminum Panel
Rare Target
Chemical Array
Cloth Threads
Criteria Average

1.8
2.8
2.9
2.5
2.1
2.7
2.0
2.0
2.5
2.7
2.5
2.8
2.4
2.8
2.0
2.4

2.7
3.1
2.9
2.3
2.3
3.6
2.9
3.7
3.3
3.3
3.3
3.5
2.9
2.8
2.8
3.0

1.0
1.0
1.5
1.2
1.0
1.9
1.0
1.0
1.1
1.1
1.0
1.0
1.0
1.1
1.0
1.1

2.0
2.2
2.0
2.0
1.4
2.1
1.9
1.9
1.5
2.1
1.7
2.2
1.8
2.4
1.9
1.9

2.6
2.8
2.9
2.7
2.1
3.3
2.6
3.2
2.9
3.2
2.7
3.5
2.3
2.7
1.9
2.8

1.5
2.3
2.8
2.7
1.9
3.3
2.1
3.3
3.3
2.4
3.0
3.3
2.0
2.3
2.8
2.6

1.9
2.4
2.5
2.2
1.8
2.8
2.1
2.5
2.4
2.5
2.4
2.7
2.1
2.3
2.1
2.3

Table 130 presents the aggregated evaluation of each test dataset compared to the
Canny evaluation criteria. Table 130 is intended to provide a sense of how challenging
each dataset is with respect to the evaluation criteria. For example, the Indian Pines and
Aluminum panel datasets are clearly the most challenging among the 15, particularly
with regard to false negatives and unbroken edges. The commonalities among the
datasets suggest scene characteristics most challenging to the three algorithms.
Specifically, the Indian Pines and Aluminum Panel data are characterized by adjacent
features with low spectral contrast – an expected challenge area for any edge detection
algorithm. The young crop pixels in the Indian Pines dataset vary subtly from field to
field and contain a substantial degree of soil spectra common to each pixel. Similarly,
the Aluminum Panel data is dominated by rust features adjacent to unblemished
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aluminum features, which appear quite similar in spectral space. This finding is
important in the sense that it provides a sense of the algorithms’ maximum effective
range (i.e., very challenging, low spectral contrast scenes) and demonstrates that the
algorithms’ weak performance against the challenging datasets is largely attributable to
the nature of the data itself rather than an inherent weakness in the algorithms.
Table 130’s evidence of strong performance against specific datasets also
indicates that the algorithms are performing consistently with other edge detection
algorithms in the scientific literature. Namely, the algorithms perform strongly against
high contrast scenes and less strongly against low contrast scenes. For example, the
algorithms measured quite strongly against the Reno, Deepwater Horizon, Cuprite Flight
Line #4, Rare Target and Cloth Threads datasets. The Cuprite Flight Line #4 and
Deepwater Horizon results were particularly strong across all three algorithms. Overall,
the average performance against all datasets for all algorithms was generally between
Likert scores of two and three, a performance consistent with satisfactory edge planes.
Most results were closer to a Likert score of two rather than three, as well, a finding
consistent with overall strong performance.
Table 131 presents the disaggregated evaluation of each test dataset compared to
the Canny evaluation criteria. This table enables conclusions to be drawn regarding each
algorithm through the lens of the test datasets. For example, HySPADE’s false positive
challenges and the level set operator’s false negative challenges can clearly be seen in the
table, which also shows that HySPADE’s false positives challenges are generally present
across all datasets, while the level set’s false negative challenges are more scene specific.
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Also clear is that the gradient-based edge detector performs admirably across all datasets.
The gradient algorithm’s weak false positives performance against the difficult
Aluminum Panel data is the only blemish on its record, which is otherwise populated
with strong to satisfactory performance.
Additionally, Table 131 shows the consistently strong localization performance
for all three algorithms across all datasets. The algorithms all accurately geolocate the
edges in their proper position, a highly desirable feature of a reliable edge detector. Also
striking is the significantly stronger false positives and single-point response performance
from the level set operator, which measured fully one to two Likert scores above the
HySPADE and gradient algorithm for those criteria. Overall, each algorithm produced
satisfactory results for several datasets, a satisfactory result.
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Table 131: Disaggregated Evaluation Matrix for All Algorithms and HSI Datasets

Gradient
Reno
Cuprite FL#1
Cuprite FL#2
Cuprite FL#3
Cuprite FL#4
Indian Pines
Deepwater Horizon
Larkhaven
Granite VNIR
Granite NIR/SWIR
South Africa Cores
Aluminum Panel
Rare Target
Chemical Array
Cloth Threads
HySPADE
Reno
Cuprite FL#1
Cuprite FL#2
Cuprite FL#3
Cuprite FL#4
Indian Pines
Deepwater Horizon
Larkhaven
Granite VNIR
Granite NIR/SWIR
South Africa Cores
Aluminum Panel
Rare Target
Chemical Array
Cloth Threads
Level Set
Reno
Cuprite FL#1
Cuprite FL#2
Cuprite FL#3
Cuprite FL#4
Indian Pines
Deepwater Horizon
Larkhaven
Granite VNIR
Granite NIR/SWIR
South Africa Cores
Aluminum Panel
Rare Target
Chemical Array
Cloth Threads
Criteria Average

2.7
1.8
3.2
2.4
3.4
2.0
3.0
2.0
1.6
2.0
3.4
2.6
5.0
2.8
3.6
1.6
3.3
2.6
3.8
3.2
3.0
3.2
4.0
3.0
3.4
3.4
3.6
3.8
2.4
2.6
3.8
3.4
1.3
1.0
1.4
3.2
1.0
1.0
1.0
1.0
1.0
2.2
1.0
1.0
1.0
1.8
1.0
1.0
2.4

2.4
1.8
3.2
2.6
1.6
3.0
2.8
3.2
2.0
2.2
2.8
2.6
2.2
1.6
2.8
1.4
2.9
2.6
2.2
2.4
3.4
2.0
5.0
2.2
4.2
3.2
3.2
2.2
3.2
2.8
2.4
2.0
3.8
3.8
3.8
3.8
1.8
1.8
3.0
3.2
5.0
4.6
4.0
5.0
5.0
4.2
3.2
5.0
3.0

1.1
1.0
1.0
1.0
1.2
1.0
1.8
1.0
1.0
1.0
1.2
1.0
1.0
1.0
1.2
1.0
1.1
1.0
1.0
1.0
1.0
1.0
2.6
1.0
1.0
1.2
1.2
1.0
1.0
1.0
1.0
1.0
1.1
1.0
1.0
2.4
1.4
1.0
1.4
1.0
1.0
1.0
1.0
1.0
1.0
1.0
1.0
1.0
1.1

2.4
3.0
3.4
2.0
2.6
1.2
3.2
2.0
2.0
1.4
3.0
1.8
2.6
2.2
3.2
2.0
2.4
2.0
2.2
3.0
2.4
2.0
2.0
2.6
2.8
2.0
2.2
2.2
3.0
2.2
3.0
2.6
1.0
1.0
1.0
1.0
1.0
1.0
1.0
1.0
1.0
1.0
1.0
1.0
1.0
1.0
1.0
1.0
1.9

2.7
1.8
2.6
2.2
3.0
2.4
3.0
2.8
2.8
2.8
2.8
2.6
4.0
2.0
3.4
2.2
3.0
2.8
3.2
3.8
3.6
2.8
4.6
2.8
3.4
2.6
3.2
2.6
2.4
2.2
3.2
2.4
2.5
3.2
2.6
2.6
1.4
1.0
2.4
2.2
3.4
3.2
3.6
3.0
4.0
2.8
1.6
1.0
2.8

1.9
1.0
2.4
2.2
3.0
2.6
2.0
2.0
1.4
3.0
1.8
1.8
2.0
1.0
1.8
1.2
2.9
2.4
3.0
2.4
3.4
2.0
5.0
1.6
4.0
3.2
2.8
2.2
3.0
2.2
3.4
3.4
2.9
1.0
1.6
3.8
1.8
1.0
3.0
2.6
4.4
3.8
2.6
5.0
5.0
2.8
1.6
3.8
2.6

2.2
1.7
2.6
2.1
2.5
2.0
2.6
2.2
1.8
2.1
2.5
2.1
2.8
1.8
2.7
1.6
2.6
2.2
2.6
2.6
2.8
2.2
3.9
2.2
3.1
2.6
2.7
2.3
2.5
2.2
2.8
2.5
2.1
1.8
1.9
2.8
1.4
1.1
2.0
1.8
2.6
2.6
2.2
2.7
2.8
2.3
1.6
2.1
2.3
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Unbroken
Edges

1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
2
2
1
1
1
1
1
1
2
2
2
1
2

1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
2
2
2
2
1
1
1
1
1
2
2
2
3
3
1
1
1
1
2
2

1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1

1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
2
2
1
1
1
1
3
2
2
2
2
1
1
2
1
1
2
2
2
2
2
1

1
1
1
1
1
1
2
2
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
2
1
1
2
1
1
1
1
3
2
2
2
2
1

1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
2
1
1
1
1
2
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
2
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Normalized
Score

Robustness
to Noise

Full PCA
Full PCA
Optimal PCA
Optimal PCA
Reflectance
Reflectance
Optimal MNF
Optimal MNF
Optimal MNF
Optimal PCA
Full PCA
Optimal PCA
Radiance
Reflectance
Optimal MNF
Optimal PCA
Radiance
Optimal PCA
Optimal MNF
Optimal MNF
Optimal MNF
Optimal PCA
Full MNF
Optimal MNF
Full PCA
Full PCA
Optimal MNF
Optimal PCA
Full MNF
Optimal PCA

Single-Point
Response

Cuprite 3
Cuprite 4
Cuprite 3
Cuprite 4
Cuprite 3
Cuprite 4
Granite VNIR
Deepwater
Reno
Larkhaven
Deepwater
Deepwater
Deepwater
Deepwater
Granite N-S
Cuprite 3
Deepwater
Granite N-S
Rare Target
Threads
Cuprite 4
Reno
Cuprite 4
Cuprite 4
Larkhaven
Threads
South Africa
Threads
Threads
Rare Target

Localization

Level Set
Level Set
Level Set
Level Set
Level Set
Level Set
Gradient
Gradient
Gradient
Gradient
Level Set
Level Set
Level Set
Level Set
Gradient
Gradient
Gradient
HySPADE
Gradient
Gradient
Gradient
Gradient
Level Set
Level Set
Gradient
Gradient
Gradient
Gradient
Gradient
HySPADE

False
Negatives

Algorithm HSI Dataset HSI Data Input

False
Positives

Table 132: Strongest 30 Individual Tests According to Canny Evaluation Results

1.0
1.0
1.0
1.0
1.0
1.0
1.2
1.2
1.2
1.2
1.2
1.2
1.2
1.2
1.3
1.3
1.3
1.3
1.3
1.3
1.3
1.3
1.3
1.3
1.5
1.5
1.5
1.5
1.5
1.5

Table 132 builds upon Table 131 by presenting the strongest 30 individual tests
captured by this study. Optimized HSI data types are bolded in the table in order to
emphasize their predominance among the top results. As seen, 25 of the top 30 results
are compressed data types. Note the strong performance of the level set algorithm, which
constituted 10 of the top 14 results, all of which aligned to either mineral mapping
applications or oil spill mapping applications. The level set algorithm also merited all six
the perfect 1.0 scores encountered in the research. The gradient-based edge detector also
performed strongly, particularly against mineral mapping, oil spill mapping and urban
mapping applications. HySPADE’s strongest results were aligned to mineral mapping
and trace chemical detection applications. Notably absent are any outliers performing
strongly against the Indian Pines and Aluminum Panel tests, as well. Indeed, 11 of the
weakest 25 tests were attributable to the Indian Pines and Aluminum Panel datasets.
Figure 322 presents a sampling of the strongest level set, gradient and HySPADE tests.
The thin, unbroken lines are typical of strong level set results, the strong, unbroken edges
are typical of gradient results and the single-point response edges are typical of
HySPADE edge planes.
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Figure 322: Sample of Top Performing Individual Tests
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Green = Strong
Yellow = Average
Red = Weak

False
Positives

False
Negatives

Localization

Single-Point
Response

Robustness
to Noise

Unbroken
Edges

Normalized
Score

Table 133: Evaluation Matrix for Spatial Resolution

Gradient
0.002 meters
0.005
0.01
0.05
2.2
4
8
20
HySPADE
0.002
0.005
0.01
0.05
2.2
4
8
20
Level Set
0.002
0.005
0.01
0.05
2.2
4
8
20
Criteria Average

2.6
2.7
5.0
2.6
1.6
2.0
2.2
1.8
3.0
3.2
3.4
2.4
3.8
3.4
3.0
2.6
2.6
4.0
1.1
1.4
1.0
1.0
1.0
1.0
1.3
1.0
1.0
2.3

2.4
2.2
2.2
2.6
2.0
3.2
2.1
1.8
2.8
3.0
2.7
3.2
2.2
4.2
2.2
2.0
2.6
5.0
3.9
4.2
5.0
5.0
5.0
3.2
2.2
3.8
3.0
3.1

1.1
1.1
1.0
1.0
1.0
1.0
0.8
1.0
1.8
1.2
1.1
1.0
1.0
1.0
1.0
0.8
1.0
2.6
1.1
1.0
1.0
1.0
1.0
1.0
1.2
1.0
1.4
1.1

2.4
2.4
2.6
1.8
2.0
2.0
1.8
3.0
3.2
2.4
2.4
3.0
2.2
2.8
2.6
1.9
2.0
2.0
1.0
1.0
1.0
1.0
1.0
1.0
0.8
1.0
1.0
1.9

2.7
2.6
4.0
2.6
2.8
2.8
2.0
1.8
3.0
3.0
2.7
2.4
2.6
3.4
2.8
2.7
2.8
4.6
2.8
2.4
4.0
3.0
3.4
2.2
1.5
3.2
2.4
2.8

1.8
1.8
2.0
1.8
1.4
2.0
2.0
1.0
2.0
2.9
3.0
3.0
2.2
4.0
1.6
2.2
2.4
5.0
3.2
2.9
5.0
5.0
4.4
2.6
1.6
1.0
3.0
2.6

2.1
2.1
2.8
2.1
1.8
2.2
1.8
1.7
2.6
2.6
2.5
2.5
2.3
3.1
2.2
2.0
2.2
3.9
2.2
2.2
2.8
2.7
2.6
1.8
1.4
1.8
2.0
2.3

Table 133 presents algorithm performance as a function of descending spatial
resolution. One of this dissertation’s hypotheses is that the algorithms would be robust to
declining spatial resolution and more sensitive to declining spectral resolution. The
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intent behind the hypothesis and the accompanying table is to demonstrate that while
spatial resolution is an important determinant of edge detection performance, the strength
of this study’s edge detector’s lies in their ability to leverage high spectral resolution data
– the defining feature of hyperspectral remote sensing data.
As seen in Table 133, there is no general pattern of declining algorithm
performance against any Canny criteria as spatial resolution weakens. This finding
supports the hypothesis by not showing a marked decrease in performance as spatial
resolution declines. In fact, the weakest evaluation measurements tended to occur at very
high spatial resolutions. This conclusion is not to suggest that high spatial resolution HSI
data is a disadvantage. It most certainly is not. Instead, the weak performance against
high spatial resolution data is most likely attributable to the low spectral contrast among
features (e.g., adjacent similar minerals) in the scenes corresponding to those resolutions.
Note that localization and single-point response performance were particularly
resilient across declining spatial resolution for each algorithm. These conclusions speak
to the strength of the algorithms’ ability to accurately position narrow edges even within
low-resolution scenes. Single-point response and localization appear to be strengths for
all three algorithms, in general.
Ultimately, the findings in Table 133 support the hypothesis that the algorithms
are more likely to be sensitive to declining spectral resolution compare to declining
spatial resolution as evidenced by consistently strong, average or weak Canny evaluations
as spatial resolution declines.
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Yellow = Average
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Table 134: Evaluation Matrix for Spectral Resolution

Gradient
360 bands
356
224
178
168
164
128
80
72
HySPADE
360
356
224
178
168
164
128
80
72
Level Set
360
356
224
178
168
164
128
80
72
Criteria Average

2.5
2.0
1.8
1.5
2.8
3.6
3.4
3.3
1.6
2.5
3.1
3.0
2.6
2.0
3.3
3.8
3.6
2.9
3.4
3.3
1.1
1.0
1.0
0.5
1.7
1.0
1.0
1.0
1.0
1.7
2.2

2.2
3.2
1.8
1.4
2.6
2.8
2.8
2.1
1.4
2.1
2.6
2.2
2.6
2.5
2.5
2.4
3.2
3.7
2.0
2.7
3.7
3.2
3.8
1.5
2.8
3.2
4.0
5.0
5.0
4.6
2.9

1.0
1.0
1.0
0.9
1.1
1.2
1.2
1.0
1.0
1.0
1.1
1.0
1.0
1.3
1.0
1.0
1.2
1.0
1.0
1.1
1.0
1.0
1.0
0.7
1.5
1.0
1.0
1.0
1.0
1.0
1.0

2.4
2.0
3.0
1.6
2.3
3.2
3.0
2.3
2.0
1.8
2.3
2.6
2.0
1.0
2.4
3.0
2.2
2.9
2.6
2.1
0.9
1.0
1.0
0.5
1.0
1.0
1.0
1.0
1.0
1.0
1.9

2.5
2.8
1.8
1.5
2.6
3.4
2.8
3.4
2.2
2.5
2.8
2.8
2.8
2.3
3.4
3.2
3.2
2.9
2.4
2.5
2.4
2.2
3.2
1.2
1.9
1.6
3.6
3.7
1.0
3.0
2.6

1.7
2.0
1.0
1.0
2.6
1.8
1.8
1.7
1.2
1.9
2.8
1.6
2.4
2.5
2.7
3.4
2.8
3.5
3.4
2.5
2.6
2.6
1.0
1.5
2.1
1.6
2.6
4.7
3.8
3.9
2.4

2.1
2.2
1.7
1.3
2.3
2.7
2.5
2.3
1.6
2.0
2.5
2.2
2.2
1.9
2.5
2.8
2.7
2.8
2.5
2.4
2.0
1.8
1.8
1.0
1.8
1.6
2.2
2.7
2.1
2.5
2.2
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Table 134 presents algorithm performance as a function of descending spectral
resolution. Although not consistent across all algorithms and Canny evaluation criteria,
there are several trends indicating that the algorithms are sensitive to spectral resolution
for some Canny evaluation criteria. For example, with a few exceptions, the gradient
algorithm’s performance declines as a function of weakening spectral resolution for the
false positives, false negatives and robustness to noise criteria. These trends make sense
– as spectral contrast declines, so does the algorithm’s ability to accurately detect and
delineate edges. Surprisingly, the gradient algorithm’s localization performance and
unbroken edge performance are robust to declining spectral resolution. The sustained
accuracy and solid edge performance is likely attributable to the algorithms kernel-based,
localized approach to detecting edges, which is in harmony with the general observation
that an edge is local within the context of the scene.
Table 134 also indicates that HySPADE performance tends to weaken as spectral
resolution declines, particularly for false positives and unbroken edges. The declining
unbroken edges performance as a function of declining spectral resolution is likely
attributable to the global nature of HySPADE’s edge detection process. Namely, since
HySPADE considers the spectral relationship between a pixel and all other scene pixels,
it is not surprising that generates more broken edges as spectral resolution declines.
HySPADE’s consideration of global edge relationships is a strength for high spectral
resolution data sets but can be a weakness as declining spectral resolution renders all of
the scene’s pixels more spectrally similar. Overall, the HySPADE’s performance
evaluations as measured through the lens of spectral resolution provide strong support to
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the hypothesis that the algorithms will be more sensitive to spectral resolution than
spatial resolution.
Finally, Table 134 demonstrates that the level set algorithm is highly sensitive to
declining spectral resolution, most notably for the false negatives and unbroken edges
criteria, areas previously identified as challenges for the algorithm. Indeed, declining
spectral resolution appears to be the primary explanatory factor for the tests in which the
level set algorithm underperformed its typically strong results. For example, for spectral
resolutions on the order of 150 bands or more, level set performance against the false
negatives criterion ranges from strong to average, but quickly degrades as the spectral
resolution approaches 120 bands or below. Clearly, the level set algorithm requires
sufficient spectral resolution to support its energy minimization calculations, which
rapidly suffer as declining spectral resolution diminishes the spectral contrast (i.e., level
set energy) among scene materials.
Similarly, level set performance against the unbroken edges criterion declines for
the same reason. As materials lose their separability, the level set algorithm does not
detect a meaningful separation between adjacent materials and therefore either misses the
edge entirely as a false negative or renders it only partially as a broken edge. The clear
conclusion is that the level set algorithm, in particular, is sensitive to declining spectral
resolution. Ultimately, the generally weakening performance for all three algorithms as a
function of declining spectral resolution provides support for the hypothesis that HSI
spatial-spectral edge detection algorithms are more likely to be sensitive to declining
spectral resolution than declining spatial resolution.
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Table 135: Evaluation Matrix for Spectral Bandpass

Gradient
VNIR/SWIR
NIR/SWIR
VNIR
HySPADE
VNIR/SWIR
NIR/SWIR
VNIR
Level Set
VNIR/SWIR
NIR/SWIR
VNIR
Criteria Average

2.9
2.5
3.5
2.6
3.4
3.3
3.7
3.2
1.2
1.4
1.0
1.3
2.5

2.5
2.6
2.8
2.0
2.9
2.8
2.8
2.9
3.8
3.0
3.6
4.8
3.0

1.1
1.1
1.2
1.0
1.1
1.2
1.1
1.0
1.1
1.3
1.0
1.0
1.1

2.5
2.5
3.1
2.0
2.5
2.3
2.6
2.5
1.0
1.0
1.0
1.0
2.0

2.8
2.5
3.1
2.7
3.1
3.4
3.2
2.6
2.6
2.2
2.6
2.9
2.8

1.9
2.2
1.8
1.7
3.0
2.8
3.1
3.0
2.8
2.1
2.1
4.1
2.6

2.3
2.2
2.6
2.0
2.6
2.6
2.8
2.5
2.1
1.8
1.9
2.5
2.3

Table 135 is a companion matrix for Table 134 in the sense that it sheds light on
algorithm sensitivity to spectral information. The table is organized to show how
algorithm performance relates to declining spectral information as a function of spectral
bandpass. For example, generally speaking, there are more diagnostic absorption features
in VNIR/SWIR data compared to only VNIR data, suggesting that edge detectors can
reasonably be expected to perform more strongly against VNIR/SWIR data compared to
VNIR data, all other elements being comparable.
The table corroborates the previous conclusions that the algorithms are more
sensitive to less spectral information that less spatial information. For example, the level
set performance against the false negatives, robustness to noise and unbroken edges
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criteria decline as a function of spectral bandpass. Not all evaluation categories show a
decline, however. Level set performance against false positives and localization are
robust to declining spectral resolution, a finding that speaks to the algorithm’s strengths.
Additionally, HySPADE results modestly decline as a function of bandpass for both false
negatives and false positives, while the gradient-based algorithm weakens against false
positives and robustness to noise as spectral resolution decreases. Overall, Table 135 is
consistent with Table 134’s findings and support to the hypothesis that edge operators are
more sensitive to declining spectral resolution than declining spatial resolution.

Green = Strong
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Table 136: Aggregated Evaluation Matrix for HSI Applications

Material Analysis
Mineral Mapping
Oil Spill Mapping
Trace Chemical Detection
Urban Mapping
Vegetation Mapping
Criteria Average

2.8
2.6
2.0
2.6
1.9
2.3
2.4

3.5
2.9
2.9
2.8
3.2
3.2
3.1

1.0
1.1
1.0
1.0
1.0
1.5
1.1

2.2
1.8
1.9
2.1
2.0
2.0
2.0

3.5
2.7
2.6
2.5
2.9
2.6
2.8

3.3
2.6
2.1
2.1
2.4
3.1
2.6

2.7
2.3
2.1
2.2
2.2
2.4
2.3

Table 136 provides an aggregated evaluation of algorithm performance against
this dissertation’s six HSI applications. The intent is to provide a sense of which
applications were most challenging for the algorithm suite and which applications were
more accommodating. Recall that each application does not align to the same number of
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datasets, with some applications aligning to only a single dataset (e.g., oil spill mapping
and material analysis.)
Overall, material analysis applications, as represented by the difficult Aluminum
Panel dataset, were the most challenging. False negatives, robustness to noise and
unbroken edges were particularly stressing for the algorithms, most likely due to the low
spectral contrast and VNIR bandpass of the Aluminum Panel data. Vegetation mapping
also was challenging with respect to false negatives and unbroken edges and urban
mapping was stressing with respect to robustness to noise.
Oil spill mapping, urban mapping and trace chemical detection were the most
accessible applications, producing strong evaluation scores against the false positives,
localization and single-point response criteria. In particular, the algorithms produced
high-quality edge planes for oil spill mapping applications from all five HSI datasets,
including the radiance and reflectance data. The strong false positive evaluations are
particularly notable given the scene complexity, dark background and noise. Mineral
mapping results ranged from satisfactory to strong, with false negatives and unbroken
edges as the most challenging Canny criteria. Given the heavily mixed nature of many
mineral features, average false negative rates represent a relatively strong performance;
the spectral mixing of features in a mineral mapping scene make them more easily missed
than the mostly spectrally pure features in an urban mapping scene. Overall, the
algorithms performed strongly to satisfactorily against all HSI applications except
material analysis, against which the average performance was relatively weak.
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Table 137: Disaggregated Evaluation Matrix for HSI Applications

Gradient
Material Analysis
Mineral Mapping
Oil Spill Mapping
Trace Chemical Detection
Urban Mapping
Vegetation Mapping
HySPADE
Material Analysis
Mineral Mapping
Oil Spill Mapping
Trace Chemical Detection
Urban Mapping
Vegetation Mapping
Level Set
Material Analysis
Mineral Mapping
Oil Spill Mapping
Trace Chemical Detection
Urban Mapping
Vegetation Mapping
Criteria Average

2.8
5.0
2.7
2.0
3.2
1.7
2.3
3.1
2.4
3.4
3.0
3.2
3.0
3.7
1.2
1.0
1.5
1.0
1.4
1.0
1.0
2.4

2.4
2.2
2.6
3.2
2.2
1.9
2.1
2.9
3.2
2.7
2.2
2.6
3.4
3.5
4.0
5.0
3.5
3.2
3.7
4.4
4.0
3.1

1.1
1.0
1.1
1.0
1.1
1.0
1.4
1.1
1.0
1.1
1.0
1.0
1.0
1.8
1.1
1.0
1.3
1.0
1.0
1.0
1.2
1.1

2.4
2.6
2.2
2.0
2.7
2.5
2.6
2.5
3.0
2.3
2.6
2.6
2.4
2.3
1.0
1.0
1.0
1.0
1.0
1.0
1.0
2.0

2.8
4.0
2.6
2.8
2.7
2.3
2.6
2.9
2.4
3.1
2.8
2.7
3.1
3.5
2.6
4.0
2.5
2.2
2.2
3.3
1.7
2.8

1.8
2.0
2.4
2.0
1.4
1.2
1.6
2.9
3.0
2.7
1.6
2.8
3.2
4.2
3.1
5.0
2.8
2.6
2.2
2.7
3.4
2.6

2.2
2.8
2.3
2.2
2.2
1.8
2.1
2.6
2.5
2.5
2.2
2.5
2.7
3.2
2.2
2.8
2.1
1.8
1.9
2.2
2.1
2.3

Table 137 expands upon the high-level conclusions from Table 136 by examining
each algorithm’s performance against HSI applications. For example, while material
analysis was challenging for all three algorithms, their exhibited varying strengths and
weaknesses. The gradient algorithm generated narrow unbroken edges but performed
weakly against the false positives and robustness criteria. HySPADE measured well
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against the false positives and robustness to noise criteria, but missed several features and
produced a suboptimal volume of unbroken edges. The level set algorithm received the
highest evaluation scores for false positives, single-point response and localization, but
received the weakest evaluation scores for false negatives and broken edges. These
findings support the conclusion that material analysis is the most difficult HSI application
for the three edge detection algorithms, albeit for different reasons.
The algorithms thrived against different HSI applications, as well. The gradient
algorithm performed most strongly in support of urban mapping applications and also
demonstrated respectable results against oil spill mapping, vegetation mapping and
mineral mapping. Gradient performance against trace chemical detection applications
was satisfactory, although false positives were occasionally a concern. The HySPADE
algorithm performed most strongly against oil spill mapping applications and also
provided satisfactory results against trace chemical detection applications. Vegetation
mapping was particularly challenging for the HySPADE algorithm, most likely due to the
low spectral contrast among scene features.
The level set algorithm performed most strongly against oil spill mapping,
mineral mapping and trace chemical detection applications, producing several of this
study’s strongest results. False negatives challenged the algorithm across all HSI
applications, but as shown previously in Table 132, several individual level set tests
significantly outperformed the algorithm’s average. The overall conclusion is that
different algorithms are suited for different applications according to their strengths and
weaknesses. For example, a researcher examining urban mapping applications would
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most likely benefit by using the gradient-based edge detector, while environmental
cleanup personnel would most likely benefit from the level set edge detector’s speed and
accuracy in delineating oil spills.
Drawing from the experimental findings, the analyses and evaluations, and the
conclusion matrices above, Table 138 presents this study’s key conclusions. Specific
algorithm strengths and weaknesses are summarized and broader conclusions are
provided, as well. Aside from the algorithm strength and weaknesses, one of the most
notable conclusions is that compressed HSI data in the form of compressed PCA and
MNF cubes enable the strongest edge detection results across all three algorithms, across
applications, spectral bandpasses, spatial resolutions and spectral resolutions.
Additionally, material analysis applications were shown to be the most
challenging for the three algorithms while oil spill mapping and applications yielded the
most satisfying overall results. Trace chemical detection and urban mapping applications
also yielded satisfactory results across all three algorithms. The three algorithms also
demonstrated more resiliency to declining spatial resolution compared to declining
spectral resolution, with edge plane quality gradually declining with reduced spectral
resolution.
Across applications, data input types, spatial resolutions and spectral resolutions,
the gradient-based edge detector and the level set-based edge detector produced the most
reliable and satisfying edge planes. Strong performance was particularly notable against
oil spill mapping and trace chemical detection applications, and the algorithms excelled
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at producing highly accurate unbroken edges. HySPADE excelled at generating singlepoint edges with satisfactory false negative rates.
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Table 138: Key Conclusions for All Algorithms, Input Data Types and Applications

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21

Key Conclusions
The gradient-based, HySPADE and level set-based edge detection algorithms are more
robust to spatial resolution than spectral resolution.
Optimized PCA and MNF cubes enable strong gradient operator results across
applications, bandpasses, spatial and spectral resolutions
The gradient operator's areas of strength are false negatives, localization and
unbroken edges. Urban mapping, vegetation mapping and oil spill mapping
The gradient operator is occasionally challenged by false positives, robustness to
noise, unoptimized reflectance data and material analysis applications
Optimized PCA and MNF cubes enable satisfactory HySPADE results across
applications, bandpasses, spatial and spectral resolutions
HySPADE's areas of strength are localization, single-point response, oil spill mapping
and trace chemical detection
HySPADE is challenged by false positives, unbroken edges, declining spectral
resolution and vegetation mapping
Optimized PCA and full PCA cubes enable strong level set results across applications,
bandpasses, spatial and spectral resolutions
The level set operator's areas of strength are false positives, localization, single-point
response, oil spill mapping, mineral mapping and trace chemical detection
The level set operator was signifciantly challenged by false negatives, particularly at
high spatial resolutions, urban mapping and vegetation mapping applications
Reflectance data tended to underperform compared to optimized HSI data, but
produced satisfactory results, including two of the strongest scoring tests
Optimal PCA data significantly improved edge detection performance across
algorithms, applications, bandpasses, spatial and spectral resolutions
Optimal MNF data significantly improved edge detection performance across
algorithms, applications, bandpasses, spatial and spectral resolutions
Full PCA data generally outperformed reflectance data, and produced the strongest
results for the level set algorithm
Full MNF data produced the weakest edge detection results of all data types but
produced mostly satisfactory results for the level set algorithm
Material analysis applications were the most challenging for all algorithms,
particularly with respect to false negatives and unbroken edges
Mineral mapping applications were generally servicable by the algorithms, of which
the level set and gradient algorithms produced high-quality edge planes
All three algorithms performed strongly in support of oil spill mapping applications,
particularly the level set algorithm
Trace chemical detection applications were generally servicable by the algorithms,
with the level set and gradient algorithms performing strongly
Urban mapping applications were challenging for the HySPADE algorithm, while the
gradient algroithm produced some of most satisfactory edge planes
Vegetation mapping applications were particularly challenging for the HySPADE
algorithm and tended to generate a high volume of false negatives
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Table 139: Experiment #1 Hypotheses Evaluation

Experiment #1: Gradient-Based Edge Detection Method
Hypothesis
Evaluation
H0 Null Hypothesis

Not Supported

H1 Superior false positive performance
H2 Superior False negative performance
H3 Superior localizaton performance
H4 Superior single-point response performance
H5 Superior robustness to noise performance
H6 Superior unbroken edges performance
H7 Superior optimal PCA and MNF performance

Strongly
Supported
Strongly
Supported
Strongly
Supported
Strongly
Supported
Strongly
Supported
Strongly
Supported
Strongly
Supported

H8 Robustness to spatial and spectral resolutions Supported

In accordance with the hypothesis-driven approach pursued herein, this work
makes a formal determination regarding the extent to which the experimental findings,
evaluations and conclusions support or do not support established hypotheses. Table 139
presents the hypotheses evaluation for the tests aligning to the gradient-based edge
detection method. Most importantly, the results and evaluations are sufficiently strong to
reject the null hypothesis that the gradient-based edge detection algorithm will
demonstrate average performance with respect to the six edge operator evaluation
criteria. Specifically, experimental evidence strongly supports H 1 through H6 aligning to
superior performance for the six Canny evaluation criteria. Experimental evidence also
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supports H7 corresponding to superior edge detection performance as enabled by
compressed PCA and MNF data input types. Finally, experimental results support the
hypothesis that the gradient-based edge detection algorithm will be more robust to
declining spatial resolution compared to declining spectral resolution. Overall, the
support to the gradient-based edge detector’s hypotheses is quite satisfactory.

Table 140: Experiment #2 Hypotheses Evaluation

Experiment #2: HySPADE Edge Detection Method
Hypothesis
Evaluation
H0 Null Hypothesis

Not Supported

H1 Superior false positive performance

Supported

H2 Superior False negative performance

Supported

H3 Superior localizaton performance
H4 Superior single-point response performance

Strongly
Supported
Strongly
Supported

H5 Superior robustness to noise performance

Supported

H6 Superior unbroken edges performance

Supported

H7 Superior optimal PCA and MNF performance

Supported

H8 Robustness to spatial and spectral resolutions

Supported

Table 140 presents the hypotheses evaluation for the tests aligning to the
HySPADE edge detection method. Most importantly, the results and evaluations are
sufficiently strong to reject the null hypothesis that the HySPADE edge detection
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algorithm will demonstrate average performance with respect to the six edge operator
evaluation criteria. Specifically, experimental evidence supports H1 through H6 aligning
to superior performance for the six Canny evaluation criteria. In particular, evidence
strongly supports hypotheses H3 and H4 aligning to localization and single-point
response, for which HySPADE excelled. Experimental evidence also supports H7
corresponding to superior edge detection performance as enabled by compressed PCA
and MNF data input types. Finally, experimental results for HySPADE support the
hypothesis that the HySPADE edge detection algorithm will be more robust to declining
spatial resolution compared to declining spectral resolution. Overall, the support to the
HySPADE edge detector’s hypotheses is satisfactory.
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Table 141: Experiment #3 Hypotheses Evaluation

Experiment #3: Level Set Edge Detection Method
Hypothesis
Evaluation
H0 Null Hypothesis

Not Supported

H1 Superior false positive performance

Strongly
Supported

H2 Superior False negative performance

Not Supported

H3 Superior localizaton performance
H4 Superior single-point response performance
H5 Superior robustness to noise performance

Strongly
Supported
Strongly
Supported
Supported

Weakly
Supported
Weakly
H7 Superior optimal PCA and MNF performance
Supported
Strongly
H8 Robustness to spatial and spectral resolutions
Supported
H6 Superior unbroken edges performance

Table 141 presents the hypotheses evaluation for the tests aligning to the level setbased edge detection algorithm. Most importantly, the results and evaluations are
sufficiently strong to reject the null hypothesis that level set-based edge detection
algorithm will demonstrate average performance with respect to the six edge operator
evaluation criteria. Specifically, experimental evidence strongly supports H 1, H3, and H4
aligning to false positives, localization and single-point response performance. Evidence
also supports H5, the hypothesis that the algorithm will generate superior results against
the robustness to noise criteria. However, experimental evidence did not support H2,
which hypothesized that the algorithm would generate superior results with respect to
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false negatives. Although there are notable exceptions to this conclusion, the general
level set false negatives performance was suboptimal. Experimental results also weakly
supported H6 aligning to the unbroken edges criteria. Finally, experimental results for the
level set algorithm strongly support the hypothesis that the algorithm will be more robust
to declining spatial resolution compared to declining spectral resolution. Overall, the
support to the level set edge detector’s hypotheses is satisfactory.
The first key science question in this dissertation explores the nature of an edge in
hyperspectral space. The experimental results clearly indicate that the concept of an edge
assumes material/chemical meaning with hyperspectral space. Namely, the three
algorithms demonstrated an ability to use HSI edge detection processes to discriminate
among distinct materials. Although sensitivity to intensity was occasionally a barrier for
the HySPADE and level set algorithms due to their implementation of Euclidean distance
measurements, overall performance indicated that chemical boundaries have meaning in
HSI space.
Additionally, the concept of an edge in HSI space varies somewhat according to
application. Rather than a precise yes or no answer to a pixel’s edge nature, sometimes
the answer is yes but weakly, yes, or yes and strongly. The results from the oil spill
mapping application tests corroborate this concept, particularly for the gradient-based
operator testing. In the gradient tests against the Deepwater Horizon dataset, the gradient
algorithm alarmed most strongly along the edges of the mostly purely oil-covered pixels,
while delineating weaker, unbroken lines around the more heavily mixed oil and sea
water pixels. The key insight is clear: edge strength derived from HSI data has
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implications for pixel purity and spectral mixing. The difference is important for an
application like oil spill mapping in support of cleanup operations seeking to most
optimally emplace their equipment against the most heavily affected seawater.
Similarly, edges in HSI space can be a function of compression procedures such
as PCA and MNF. While these cubes sacrifice unique chemical identification properties
within their spectra, they demonstrated a highly satisfactory ability to support
discontinuity-based edge detection operations. The PCA and MNF cubes give up a
capability that really applies more appropriately to continuity-based processes like image
classification, while the PCA and MNF cubes are advantaged by their ability to compress
spectral information and thereby increasing the spectral contrast among scene materials.
The new insight is that edges in PCA and MNF space are more chemically distinct than
in reflectance space despite their sacrifice of uniquely identifying spectral information.
This dissertation’s second key science question addressed the relative importance
of spatial and spectral information to HSI edge detection methods. As previously shown
in Table 133, Table 134 and Table 135, experimental results indicate that the algorithms
are more sensitive to declining spectral information than declining spatial information.
This insight makes sense considering the centrality of spectral resolution to hyperspectral
science. Simply stated, as spectral contrast degrades, so does an algorithm’s ability to
discriminate between materials. Additionally, HSI edge detection methods are fairly
robust to declining spatial resolution, particularly for scenes with large features
consuming multiple pixels.
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Declining spatial resolution in HSI space is really a question of increasing spectral
mixing from the perspective of the algorithm math. As spectral mixing increases through
declining spatial resolution, spectral contrast declines which in turn degrades an
algorithm’s ability to discriminate between materials. The net effect is the same as
declining spectral resolution leading to weaker spectral contrast. The key insight derived
from this question is that rather than thinking through the traditional lenses of spatial
resolution and spectral resolution, a researcher will benefit by thinking in terms of
spectral purity and spectral impurity. With this new insight in hand, this study concludes
that for HSI edge detection methods, spectral resolution is likely to have more bearing on
algorithm performance than spatial resolution, but that thinking in terms of spectral purity
and spectral impurity is probably a more accurate way of thinking about spatial and
spectral relationships for HSI edge detection problems.

Further Research
Several areas of further research are evident from this work’s findings and
conclusions. First, HySPADE’s and the level set-based edge detection algorithm’s
sensitivity to intensity can be improved. By replacing the agreeably fast but intensitysensitive Euclidean distance measurement with a metric less sensitive to intensity, one
could expect to improve performance. The spectral angle mapper, mixture tuned match
filter (MTMF) and adaptive cosine estimator (ACE) algorithms are feasible replacement
candidates for the ED.
The gradient-based edge detection method’s single-point response performance
can be improved. The algorithm’s current instantiation uses the Sobel operator to
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estimate the partial derivatives in the x- and y-directions, a process that produces gradient
measurements in the form of broad edges typical of Sobel edge planes. A variety of
alternate measures of differentiation are available and could be explored for improved
performance. Similarly, second order differentiation methods such as the Laplacian of
the Gaussian should be considered for improved estimation of the gradient.
Also, edge detection research would benefit from a study that measured
performance as a function of pixel purity rather than through the traditional constructs of
spatial resolution and spectral resolution. This new understanding neatly blends the
concepts of spatial and spectral resolution in a way that is uniquely hyperspectral –
subpixel target detection via spectral unmixing methods. Integrative spectral unmixing
methods for HSI edge detection processes have not been demonstrated in the literature
and would forge a new path in the understanding of HSI edge detection methods.
Additionally, further research should investigate optimal histogram stretching
methods for HSI edge detection planes. As evidenced by this work’s findings, traditional
grayscale histogram stretching methods, such as the Otsu histogram stretch, do not
translate directly into HSI edge detection space, particularly for the HySPADE algorithm.
Finally, this dissertation considered only terrestrial solids. Additional research
into HSI edge detection for gases and atmospheric particulates would be beneficial for
broadening the collective understanding of HSI edge detection strengths and weaknesses.
Longwave infrared HSI data is the obvious choice for further research into HSI edge
detection for gases and atmospheric particulates given LWIR’s ability to reliably detect
gases and particulates. This dissertation would be particularly beneficial for
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understanding how reliably HSI edge detection methods can detect gaseous emissions
invisible to the unaided eye.
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APPENDIX A: FULL EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

Gradient-Based Edge Detection Results
1. Gradient-Based Edge Detection Algorithm: Reno
Reflectance

Optimal PCA

594

Optimal MNF

Full PCA

595

Full MNF

2. Gradient-Based Edge Detection Algorithm: Cuprite Flight Line #1
Reflectance

596

Optimal PCA

Optimal MNF

597

Full PCA

Full MNF

598

3. Gradient-Based Edge Detection Algorithm: Cuprite Flight Line #2
Reflectance

599

Optimal PCA

Optimal MNF

Full PCA

600

Full MNF

4. Gradient-Based Edge Detection Algorithm: Cuprite Flight Line #3

601

Reflectance

Optimal PCA

Optimal MNF

602

Full PCA

603

Full MNF

5. Gradient-Based Edge Detection Algorithm: Cuprite Flight Line #4
Reflectance

604

Optimal PCA

Optimal MNF

Full PCA

605

Full MNF

6. Gradient-Based Edge Detection Algorithm: Indian Pines

606

Reflectance

Optimal PCA

Optimal MNF

607

Full PCA

Full MNF

608

7. Gradient-Based Edge Detection Algorithm: Deepwater Horizon
Radiance

609

Reflectance

Optimal PCA

Optimal MNF

610

Full PCA

Full MNF

611

8. Gradient-Based Edge Detection Algorithm: Larkhaven
Reflectance

Optimal PCA

612

Optimal MNF

Full PCA

613

Full MNF

9. Gradient-Based Edge Detection Algorithm: Granite VNIR
Reflectance

614

Optimal PCA

Optimal MNF

615

Full PCA

Full MNF
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10. Gradient-Based Edge Detection Algorithm: Granite NIR/SWIR
Reflectance

Optimal PCA

617

Optimal MNF

Full PCA

618

Full MNF

11. Gradient-Based Edge Detection Algorithm: South Africa Core Samples
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Reflectance

Optimal PCA

Optimal MNF

620

Full PCA

Full MNF
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12. Gradient-Based Edge Detection Algorithm: Aluminum Panel
Reflectance

Optimal PCA

622

Optimal MNF

Full PCA

623

Full MNF

13. Gradient-Based Edge Detection Algorithm: Rare Target on Sand

624

Reflectance

Optimal PCA

Optimal MNF

625

Full PCA

Full MNF

626

14. Gradient-Based Edge Detection Algorithm: Chemical Array
Reflectance

Optimal PCA

627

Optimal MNF

Full PCA

628

Full MNF

15. Gradient-Based Edge Detection Algorithm: Cloth Threads

629

Reflectance

Optimal PCA

Optimal MNF

630

Full PCA

Full MNF
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HySPADE Edge Detection Results
1.

HySPADE Edge Detection Algorithm: Reno

Reflectance

632

Optimal PCA

Optimal MNF

633

Full PCA

Full MNF

634

2. HySPADE Edge Detection Algorithm: Cuprite Flight Line #1
Reflectance

Optimal PCA

635

Optimal MNF

Full PCA

636

Full MNF

3. HySPADE Edge Detection Algorithm: Cuprite Flight Line #2
Reflectance

637

Optimal PCA

Optimal MNF

638

Full PCA

Full MNF

639

4. HySPADE Edge Detection Algorithm: Cuprite Flight Line #3
Reflectance

Optimal PCA

640

Optimal MNF

Full PCA

641

Full MNF

5. HySPADE Edge Detection Algorithm: Cuprite Flight Line #4
Reflectance

642

Optimal PCA

Optimal MNF

643

Full PCA

Full MNF

644

6. HySPADE Edge Detection Algorithm: Indian Pines
Reflectance

Optimal PCA

645

Optimal MNF

Full PCA

646

Full MNF

7. HySPADE Edge Detection Algorithm: Deepwater Horizon
Radiance

647

Reflectance

Optimal PCA

648

Optimal MNF

Full PCA

649

Full MNF

8. HySPADE Edge Detection Algorithm: Larkhaven
Reflectance

650

Optimal PCA

Optimal MNF

Full PCA

651

Full MNF

9. HySPADE Edge Detection Algorithm: Granite VNIR
Reflectance

652

Optimal PCA

Optimal MNF

653

Full PCA

Full MNF

654

10. HySPADE Edge Detection Algorithm: Granite NIR/SWIR
Reflectance

Optimal PCA

655

Optimal MNF

Full PCA

656

Full MNF

11. HySPADE Edge Detection Algorithm: South Africa Core Samples
Reflectance

657

Optimal PCA

Optimal MNF

658

Full PCA

Full MNF

659

12. HySPADE Edge Detection Algorithm: Aluminum Panel
Reflectance

Optimal PCA

660

Optimal MNF

Full PCA

661

Full MNF

13. HySPADE Edge Detection Algorithm: Rare Target on Sand
Reflectance

662

Optimal PCA

Optimal MNF

663

Full PCA

Full MNF
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14. HySPADE Edge Detection Algorithm: Chemical Array
Reflectance

Optimal PCA

665

Optimal MNF

Full PCA

666

Full MNF

15. Level Set-Based Edge Detection Algorithm: Cloth Threads
Reflectance

667

Optimal PCA

Optimal MNF

668

Full PCA

Full MNF
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Level Set-Based Edge Detection Results
1. Level Set-Based Edge Detection Algorithm: Reno
Reflectance

Optimal PCA

Optimal MNF

670

Full PCA

Full MNF
671

2. Level Set-Based Edge Detection Algorithm: Cuprite Flight Line #1
Reflectance

Optimal PCA

672

Optimal MNF

Full PCA

673

Full MNF

3. Level Set-Based Edge Detection Algorithm: Cuprite Flight Line #2

674

Reflectance

Optimal PCA

Optimal MNF

675

Full PCA

Full MNF

676

4. Level Set-Based Edge Detection Algorithm: Cuprite Flight Line #3
Reflectance

Optimal PCA

677

Optimal MNF

Full PCA

678

Full MNF

5. Level Set-Based Edge Detection Algorithm: Cuprite Flight Line #4
Reflectance

679

Optimal PCA

Optimal MNF

680

Full PCA

Full MNF

681

6. Level Set-Based Edge Detection Algorithm: Indian Pines
Reflectance

Optimal PCA

682

Optimal MNF

Full PCA

683

Full MNF

7. Level Set-Based Edge Detection Algorithm: Deepwater Horizon

684

Radiance

Reflectance

Optimal PCA

685

Optimal MNF

Full PCA

686

Full MNF

8. Level Set-Based Edge Detection Algorithm: Larkhaven

687

Reflectance

Optimal PCA

Optimal MNF

688

Full PCA

Full MNF

9. Level Set-Based Edge Detection Algorithm: Granite VNIR

689

Reflectance

Optimal PCA

Optimal MNF

690

Full PCA

Full MNF

691

10. Level Set-Based Edge Detection Algorithm: Granite NIR/SWIR
Reflectance

Optimal PCA

692

Optimal MNF

Full PCA

693

Full MNF

11. Level Set-Based Edge Detection Algorithm: South Africa Core Samples

694

Reflectance

Optimal PCA

Optimal MNF

695

Full PCA

Full MNF

696

12. Level Set-Based Edge Detection Algorithm: Aluminum Panel
Reflectance

Optimal PCA

697

Optimal MNF

Full PCA

698

Full MNF

13. Level Set-Based Edge Detection Algorithm: Rare Target on Sand

699

Reflectance

Optimal PCA

Optimal MNF

700

Full PCA

Full MNF

701

14. Level Set-Based Edge Detection Algorithm: Chemical Array
Reflectance

Optimal PCA

702

Optimal MNF

Full PCA

703

Full MNF

15. Level Set-Based Edge Detection Algorithm: Cloth Threads

704

Reflectance

Optimal PCA

Optimal MNF

705

Full PCA

Full MNF

706
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APPENDIX B: LIKERT SCORING

The Likert scale is inherently an ordinal ranking construct, meaning that the
distances between the ratings do not have empirical meaning – an oft observed limitation
of the Likert scale methodology. In order to mitigate this limitation, this dissertation
establishes empirical traceability between each Likert rating and an underlying empirical
measurement where possible, such as for the false positive criterion.
The key advantage of applying a Likert scale construct to this study’s evaluation
step is that Likert allows empirically derived evaluations (e.g., false alarms as measured
against ground truth data) to be measured within the same evaluation construct as ratings
derived by less empirical means (e.g., rating localization in the absence of ground truth).
This study takes the position that remote sensing is both an art and a science, but that the
art component should be informed by rigorous scientific measurement as much as
possible. To that end, this dissertation relies on empirical measurement to its maximum
effective range, and uses expert judgement to complete the journey to its conclusion.
Figure 323 presents the Likert scale for measuring false negatives in the edge
plane. False negatives are more challenging to measure than false positives since they
present as something missing that should be present, rather than something easily
recognized as out of place such as a single pixel false alarm. As such, this work uses
image sampling and image flickering techniques to measure false negatives on a per
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feature basis rather than on a per pixel basis. Specifically, image sampling techniques are
used to generate an estimate of how many features reside within the original HSI cube,
and image flickering techniques are used to measure how many false negatives are
present within the edge plane.

Figure 323: Likert Scale for Canny's False Negative Criterion

For example, consider Figure 323’s image footprint, which models image features
within a 100 x 100 pixel image. The model rating a rare rating contains all fifty features
and represents the most accurate edge plane rendering achievable. As the edge planes
degrade in quality, they begin to generate false negatives as seen as the Likert scale
proceeds to a 5 rating, which is clearly a very weak edge plane.
Image sampling is a useful technique for creating the baseline for measuring false
negatives because it obviates the need for manually truthing thousands of features across
large datasets. Sampling takes advantage of the relatively even dispersal of features
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across a scene or major subsections of a scene. For example, by manually truthing the
volume of unique features within two to four 100 x 100 pixel samples of a hypercube,
this methodology can confidently estimate the number of features across the overall
scene. With a high-confidence estimate of the number of total unique features in the
scene, a traditional image flickering procedure measures the number of false negatives
across the full scene, after which the false negative rate is calculated using the estimated
baseline and translated into a Likert score.
Figure 324 presents the Likert scale for measuring localization in the edge plane,
where black features represent true features and red features edge plane localization
errors. Similar to the evaluation techniques for false positives and false negatives, the
localization evaluation technique measures how frequently an algorithm delineates an
edge in the correct position (i.e., directly on top of the edge in the original image). A
simple edge plane overlay onto the original image is used to measure localization.

Figure 324: Likert Scale for Canny's Localization Criterion
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For example, consider the models in Figure 324, where a simple edge plane
overlay on the original image enables a quick and accurate count of localization errors.
This technique also lends insight into the magnitude and direction of localization errors
as well as which physical materials might increase the likelihood of localization errors.
Again, note the natural break between Frequent/Extensive ratings and the
Rare/Infrequent/Occasional ratings with respect to the barrier that a high volume of
localization errors can present to reliable edge mapping.
Figure 325 presents the Likert scale for measuring robustness to noise in the edge
plane, the first of Canny’s secondary criteria addressed in this study. To measure
robustness to noise, an initial understanding of the noise environment is required, a task
accomplished within the preprocessing component for each HSI dataset. Specifically, the
preprocessing component identifies and measures each dataset’s noise behavior, which
serves as the reference for measuring an experiment’s performance against Canny’s
robustness to noise criterion.

Figure 325: Likert Scale for Canny's robustness to noise Criterion
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For example, consider the models in Figure 325, which are built on a reference
model of 50 noise pixels within a 100 x 100 pixel cube. An experiment that is strongly
robust to noise will earn a rare or infrequent rating by overcoming all but a handful of
noise pixels. Tests that struggle to overcome noise will evident a comparatively high
volume of noise pixels retained within the edge plane – a suboptimal result.
Figure 326 presents the Likert scale for measuring single-point response in the
edge plane, where the optimal single-point response performance corresponds to thin,
single-pixel edges consistent with Canny’s criterion for strong edge detection
performance. Specifically, Canny specified that an optimal edge operator will
confidently declare a single-pixel boundary between adjacent materials, a performance
which corresponds to a Likert score of one. As seen in Figure 326, edges of one-pixel,
two-pixel and three-pixel generally correspond to good performance, while edge widths
beyond three pixels are unacceptably imprecise.

Figure 326: Likert Scale for Canny's Single-Point Response Criterion
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Finally, Figure 327 presents the Likert scale for measuring the Unbroken Edge
criterion, in which black features are edge features and red features are edge breaks.
Similar to the localization evaluation technique, the unbroken edge evaluation technique
is feature-based (as opposed to pixel based) in the sense that it counts the number of
features that have one or more breaks along their edges. Specifically, this evaluation
criterion equally scores a feature with one edge break equally to the same feature with
three edge breaks. This structure strikes a balance between high performance standards
and reasonable penalties by establishing a high premium on unbroken edges while not
overly penalizing an algorithm if it generates several breaks in only a few features.

Figure 327: Likert Scale for Canny's Unbroken Edges Criterion
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